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VII 

At   the   moment,   consumption  of   compound  breaks   down as 

follows : 

- 31   % for   shoe   manufacture 

- 26   <% for   films   and   coated   fabrics 

- 21   % for   cables 

- 14 # for rigid pipes. 

In 1975 the rigid pipes sector will in all likelihood 

account for the greatest proportion of the consumption 

with 37 per cent of the total, followed by shoe manufacture 

with 24 per cent and cables with 18 per cent. East Pa- 

kistan consumed 35 per cent of the production of com- 

pounds in 1968, and this proportion will probably in- 

crease to 48 per cent by 1975. 

7.04 Consumption of alkyd resins was 3,230 t in I968, and de- 

mand is expected to be 5,750 t in 1975, given a growth 

rate of 8 per cent in West Pakistan and 13 per cent in 

East Pakistan. The resins consumed in Pakistan are mostly 

oil modified, with an oil content of 60 per cent. 97 per 

cent of all alkyd resins are used in paint manufacture. 

The report recommends setting up a first plant in 1970 

and a second in 1972, each with a capacity of 3 t/day, to 

supply the smaller paint manufacturers. 

7.O5 Consumption of nylon fibres was estimated at 4,170 t in 

1968, and it is expected to rise to 11,000 t by 1975, 

representing an average growth rate of 15 per cent. 

88 per cent of the consumption in I967 went on yarn and 

8 per cent on twine for fishing nets. The share of yarn 

is expected to increase to 96 per cent by the end of the 

period, while that of twine will drop to barely 4 per cent 

East Pakistan's share of the consumption is likely to re- 

main roughly constant at 7 to 8 per cent. 
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Sanctioned or existing capacities come to 4,600 t, and 

the report suggests that a plant with an additional ca- 

pacity of 10,000 t/y should go into production in 1972- 

The production of nylon seems a particularly attractive 

propostion as it would release large quantities of cotton 

for sale abroad, resulting in a net gain in foreign ex- 

change revenue. 

7.06 The market for polyester fibres has hardly been developed 

so far, partly as a result of the export policy and 

partly owing to the complexity of processing. In the last 

four years consumption has fluctuated between I50 and 

350 t/y. 

Such low consumption figures of a mass consumption pro- 

duct like polyester fibres make it impossible to give a 

reliable estimate of future demand, which can be re- 

garded as potentially very high. We think that it can be 

raised to approx. 4,000 t by 1975 and have accordingly 

recommended a plant of this capacity. 

7.07 The demand for dioctyl phthalate (DOP) is rising very 

sharply at the moment as PVC is being increasingly com- 

pounded in Pakistan. By 1971 the compounding capacity 

is to be increased by 15,000 t/y, equivalent to 47.5 per 

cent of the present-day consumption of soft PVC. The 

report concludes that after 1970 the entire quantity of 

soft PVC consumed in Pakistan will be compounded in the 

country. 

Accordingly the demand for OOP is expected to go up from 

its present level of 1,350 t to 5#200 t in 1975« However, 

if the price of soft PVC drops, the demand for DOP rises; 

if the price were reduced 40 per cent, the demand for DOF 

would most likely go up by 36 per cent. 
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As the minimum capacity of such plants is generally con- 

sidered to be 500 t, it would be advisable to establish two 

3,000 t production units in 1970. one in East and one in 

West Pakistan. If PVC prices were reduced by kO  per cent, 

a third 3,000 ton unit could go into operation in 1975. 

7.08 At the moment there is no demand for 2 ethyl hexanol. But 

if the production of DOP is started, demand will soon be- 

come substantial, and will amount to 5,350 t at constant 

prices of soft PVC in 1975» This figure would be even higher 

if the price of PVC fell. 

7.09 It should be possible to expand the market for dodecyl 

benzene sulphonate quite considerably. Imports at present 

come to 625 t, equivalent to 3,125 t of washing powder, but 

demand is kept at an artificially low level as it is not 

possible to import raw materials on a sufficient scale. 

Dodecyl benzene sulphonate is mainly used in the manu- 

facture of industrial detergents in Pakistan. 

Lever Brothers (Pakistan) Ltd., Karachi, would be willing 

to take 10,000 t of powder = 2,000 t of dodecyl benzene 

sulphonate at any time. In these circumstances, and assuming 

that there will be a big increase in the consumption of dode- 

cyl benzene sulphonate for industrial detergents, which are 

chiefly used in the textile sector, Battelle thinks that 

demand in 1975 can be estimated at very nearly 10,000 t 

of dodecyl benzene sulphonate. This would require the manu- 

facture of 6,850 t of dodecyl benzene, the primary product. 

We estimate that in 1975 37 per cent of the total consumption 

will go to household detergents and the remaining 63 per 

cent will be consumed by industry, hotels, the railways etc. 
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The e stimateci sales in 1975 are equivalent to a washing 

powder consump tion of 120 g per head of population or 

about 20 per cent of the t;tal consump 

tergente. 

tion of household de- 

Batteile recommends the setting up of a 10,000 t plant for 

dodecyl benzene and sulphonate each in 1972/73- 

7.10 The demand for sulphur is undergoing an immense boom at 

the moment. In 1967/68 demand is estimated at 26,000 t, 

but it is expected that by 1970/71 it will have soared 

to no less than 151,000 t. The fertilizer industry will 

be the main purchaser. 

The report suggests that it would be worthwhile to study 

the possibilities of increasing domestic production of 

sulphur from ores and gypsum in a separate, detailed in- 

vestigation. 

7.11 Pakistan's needs of glycerine are completely met from 

domestic production from spent soap lyes. Demand in 1967/Oo 

was 2,210 t, and if» expected to be 5,700 t in 1975/76. 

some 13 per cent of which will be in East Pakistan. 

The main purchaser of glycerine is at present the pharma- 

ceutical industry (38 per cent), followed by the cigarette 

industry (29 per cent) and the cosmetics industry (7 per 

cent). Nowadays   exports are also quite substantial 

(11 per cent). 

After I97O, new capacity will have to be created, in 

addition to what already exists, but it is advisable to 

operate these plants too on the basis of either spent 

soap lyes or fat splitting. 
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7.12 LPG first appeared on the Pakistan market only a short 

time ago, but it looks as if its sales prospects are 

good. Present consumption is 1,500 t, depending primarily 

on planned and existing capacities. On the basis of the 

planning of National Refinery, Pakistan Refinery, Attock 

Oil Company and East Pakistan Refinery, approx. 70,000 t 

of LPG will be consumed in Pakistan in 1975» This would 

enable some 20 per cent of the anticipated consumption 

of kerosene to be saved. 

8. Pakistan is poorly supplied with vital raw materials such 

as metals, timber and fats. 

Even these days 50 per cent of West Pakistan's requirements 

of timber have to be imported, and it is not to be expected 

that there will be any substantial improvement in this 

situation in the future, as the demand for wood goes up 

6 to 7 per cent every year, while the "growing capital" in- 

creases at a rate of only 2 to 3 per cent. Even the planned 

increase in timber utilization will not solve this problem 

altogether. 

The scarcity of metals of all kinds is evident from the high 

level of imports. According to available figures, metals and 

semi-finished metal components to the value of at least j6k 

million Rupees were imported in I966/67. 

Large quantities of foreign exchange are also required to 

import fats for the soap industry; imports of coconut oil 

and t?llow amounted to 70 million Rupees in 1966/67. 

This makes the replacement of some of the major imported 

conventional raw materials by petrochemical raw materials a 

matter of prime importance. 
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The   chief  replacements   that   the  report   advocates   are; 

8.1 The  replacement  of  pipes   suggested   in  chapter   5f   which   is 

quite   likely   to  be   implemented,    covers   some   70  per   cent 

of   the   production  of   G.I.   pipes   in   1975.   Replacement 

beyond   this   figure   if.   hardly   feasible  without   damaging 

the   existing G.I.   pipe   industry. 

8.2 Judging  by   experience   in Europe,    the  wooden  crates   used 

for   the   transportation   of  drinks   can readily  be  replaced 

by  products   on a   polypropylene   base,   which would   last   an 

estimated   6   to  8  years   under   the   conditions  prevailing 

in  Pakistan.   The  demand   occasioned   by   the  production  of 

PP   crates   is  anticipated   to   be   2^0   t   of  polypropylene 

in  1970  and   275   t   in   1975- 

8.3 Metal   containers   for   cosmetics,   medicines,   food,   mineral 

oils,   detergents  and   other   things   can  be  replaced  by 

articles   of  polypropylene.   Packaging  materials   of   all 

kinds  are   an  important   factor   in   the   economies   of   in- 

dustrialised   countries   today. 

The report discusses the use of polypropylene to make con- 

tainers for vegetable oils; 2,OOO t of PP could be applied 

for   this   purpose   in   1975• 

8.4 In addition  to  the   traditional   raw  materials   it  would  be 

possible   to   replace   some   imported   plastics   by   home- 

produced   products.   This  applies   particularly   to   the 

greater   part  of   the   imported   HD   polyethylene   and   to  a 

small   proportion  of   the  high-impact  polystyrol,   which 

could  be   replaced  by   polypropylene.   This  would   lead   to 

an additional demand   for polypropylene   of  approx.    1,600 

t   in  1975. 
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8.5 Cotton is one of the relatively few good export articles 

Pakistan produces. Any increase in cotton exports would 

therefore be most welcome. 

A possible way of achieving this is through substituting 

nylong for the cotton. As one unit of nylon can replace 

about k   units of cotton it is recommendable to increase 

domestic nylon production and nylon sales. The cost of 

the imported caprolactam and the depreciation of the 

plant is substantially less than the revenue from the 

cotton which is exportea, so that considerable sums of 

foreign exchange are earned. Preliminary calculations 

suggest that there would be a gain of approx. $   1,800 in 

foreign exchange for every ton of additionally sold nylon. 

8.6 The study also considers whether it is worthwhile to save 

petrol additives by using ethyl alcohol for this purpose. 

If the TEL additives in standard-grade petrol were repla- 

ced by an approx. 11.5 per cent addition of alcohol, the 

consumption of alcohol would go up by 38,70° t in I969 

and by some 47,000 t in 1975« This would make a major con- 

tribution towards solving the molasses problem and to- 

wards employing the ethyl alcohol production capacity 

which is standing idle at the moment. 

Switching to alcohol additives in the petrol would 

presumably necessitate certain modifications to the 

sparking plugs and carburetter adjustment of the engines. 

8.7 The preliminary calculations of the report show that it 

will be beneficial to substitute imported dodecyl ben- 

zene for the imported fats. After making allowances for 

the washing power and the varying efficiency with which 

it is used, foreign exchange savings of US& 0.25 per kg 

of washing powder can be expected. 
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9. To help ensure that sales of the petrochemical end-pro- 

ducts and intermediates analvsed in this report develop 

favourably, Battelle recommends a number of measures 

designed to promote the home market and the export trade, 

9.1 Various measures, some general and some specific, are 

suggested to promote the domestic market, including; 

- wider dissemination of knowledge about possible appli- 

cations of petrochemical products by means of tech- 

nical trade journals 

- techno-économie studies on the applications of petro- 

chemical products in particular industries 

- development and introduction of standards for plastics, 

••mi-finished plastic products etc. 

- analysis of technical problems arising when substitutes 

for certain products are introduced 

- direct purchases by Government organisations (poly- 

ester, insecticides) 

- enlargement of the planned Plastics Service Centre 

in Sialkot or establishment of a second Plastics 

Service Centre 

- replacement of imported twine by locally-produced 

products 

- promotion of marketing, including market research, by 

training personnel in foreign firms and by fostering 

suitable consultant firms. 

1 
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In  connection with the   replacement   of   imported   twine, 

the   report   suggests making  direct   grants   to   the Fisher- 

ment ' s   Co-operative  Societies. 

9.2 The study recommends the institution of joint ventures 

with experienced foreign firms, which should provide 

the technical know-how, have a share in the commercial 

management, and above all should guarantee the sale of 

the petrochemical products in foreign markets at fixed 

prices. 

It  also   recommends  the   setting  up   of  a   Government   Ex- 

port   Organisation  to  promote   exports  of   all   kinds.   Such 

a  company   should  be  organised   along  strictly   commercial 

lines   and   should  be  headed   by  a   highly   qualified  sales 

manager.    The   objectives   of   this   firm might   include, 

among   other   things: 

- selection   of   suitable  new   export   products 

- export   market   research 

- improvement   of domestic   products 

- coordination   of domestic   production 

- pre-shipment   control. 

It is also suggested that the excise duty levied on nylon 

yarn should be abolished. This would enable the nylon 

price to be reduced by about 20 per cent, which would 

release considerable quantities of cotton for export. 

The resultant profit is estimated at $ 3.3 million in 

I97I. The drop in tax revenue could be offset by in- 

creasing   the   tax on cotton   yarn  by  some   O.30  Rs.   per kg. 
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Measures and Weights 

1 US $ 
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1 m 

1 cm 

1 mm 
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1 ha 

1 m3 

1 1 

1 ton 

1 kg 

Rs. 4.76 

0.62 British milei 

I.09 yards 
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0.0^4 inch 

1.20 sq. yards 

2.^7 acres 

I.3I cu. yard 

0.22 Imp. gallons 

O.98 long ton 

2.20 lbs. 
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1. Introduction 

In May 19<<8 UNIDO, Vienna - New York, und Battelle-lnsti tut, 

Frankfurt/Main signed a contract covering a comprehensive market 

study ol' petrochemical end-products in East and West Pakistan. 

In this contract, registered with UNIDO as CON 30/68, Battelle 

was requested to investigate above all the volume, development 

and structure of the production and consumption of 25   chemical 

products and to elaborate proposals for the production pro- 

gramme of the petrochemical industry which it is planned to 

establish in Pakistan. 

Following discussions with UNIDO representatives in Vienna, and 

members of the UN Project »Pre-investment Studies for the Pro- 

motion of the Petrochemical and Fertilizer Industries", Rawal- 

pindi, Battelle further agreed to extend the scope of its work 

by including sulphur and polyvinyl acetate in the study. 

Moreover, in an exchange of telegrams a short time before the 

conclusion of the contract, Battelle agreed to make a rough 

estimate of the market for LPG. 

Although the time available to the Battelle team was fairly 

short for this extensive programme, Battelle decided to in- 

clude a number of othnr products in the investigation, to 

obtain a better overall picture of the subject. In most casts 

it was possible to cover these products with comparatively 

little  expenditure of time. The products concerned were assurteci 

to be of potential importance for the pre-investment studies 

and planning work which are to follow the market study, even 

though the market survey might not yield a positive result. Of 

the synthetic resins, solvents and chemicals additionally in- 

cluded in the investigation, the following should bo mentioned: 
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- melamine formaldehyde 

- epoxy resins 

- polyurethanes 

- tetraethyl lead 

- methyl-ethyl ketone 

- xylene 

- toluene 

- benzene 

- hexane 

Consequently, all the important synthetic resins, solvents, 

plasticisers,rubber types, and man-made fibres were covered. 

It should be noted that the estimate of future demand was 

extended up to 1985 at the urgent request of the UN Project 

team in Rawalpindi. We agreed to comply with this request, 

but we expressed our scepticism about such long-term estimates 

under the conditions prevailing in Pakistan. 

As stipulated in the contract, the work was carried out in 

co-operation with the Investment Advisory Centre of Pakistan, 

This Institute did some of the field work in Pakistan and 

assisted in solving organisational problems» Battelle-Insti tin 

was entrusted with the general direction of the project and 

is responsible for the investigation. 

All weights and measures in this report are in metric units. 

Prices and values are either indicated in Pakistani Rupees 

or in US $. In writing the report consideration has been 

given to usage in Pakistan since the study will ultimately be 

made available to the Planning Commission of Pakistan. 

H A •'" I r II E - '<   N  S T I [UT E    V   F R A N K ; U K> 
T A M M A ' "J 
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2. Concept 

The present investigation is essentially a market study. Be- 

sides the usual statements on volume, development and structure 

of the marketing and manufacture of petrochemical products, 

it points out possible substitutes for different raw materials 

and intermediates, and also proposes a series of measures 

affecting the demand for the different petrochemical products 

examined, which at present is still relatively small. 

In carrying out the investigation the following problems had to 

be solved: 

- The investigation covered a large number of industrial 

sectors, some of which are made up of several hundred enter- 

prises. Full coverage of the entire industry was out of the 

question for reasons of funds and time. 

- The addresses of the firms in question were unknown or only 

partly known. There is hardly a line of production which has 

comprehensive or generally available lists of addresses. 

- The persons who gave information did not always make clear 

statements, either for business reasons or, as is often the 

case with smaller firms, due to lack of accurate knowledge 

of the facts. Linguistic misunderstandings also played a 

certain part. 

- Some firms refused to give the information desired on prin- 

ciple, or by various subterfuges they made it impossible to 

obtain. 

T E  V I fV VI 



Executive  Reading 

1. This   is   essentially  a   market   study,   analysing   the  sales   of 

some   kO products   on   the  Pakistani  market.   The   most   important 

groups   of  products   investigated   are: 

- thermoplastic resins 

- thermosetting resins 

- synthetic fibres 

- elastomers 

- solvents 

- insecticides 

- detergents. 

In  most   of   these   groups,   all   the   products   of   interest   for 

the   Pakistani  market   are   considered  in  the   report. 

The   market   study   is   supplemented  by  a production programme, 

worked  out   on   the   basis   of   the   existing and   planned  pro- 

duction  facilities,    or   of   the   minimum  capacities   in   the   case 

of   completely new   industries.   The  report   also   analyses   which 

quantities   of   the   selected   chemical   end  products and   inter- 

mediates  are  required,   and  what   effects  domestic  production 

will   have   on  the   balance   of  payments. 

2. A   special   feature   of   conditions   in  Pakistan   is   that   the 

prices   of many  imported   chemical  products   are   extremely 

high,   mainly  because   they have   to  be   imported   on  Bonus 

Vouchers   or  a  Cash-Cum-Bonus   basis.   Some   articles  are   also 

subject   to  high   import  duties.   As   a  result,   domestic   prices 

are   in  some   cases   300 per  cent   above   the   c&f   price. 

• ATTILLI - I N STITUT  I.V.   •   FRANKFURT  AM  MAIN 
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- Projections to the future can seldom refer to reports which 

are reliable or have been established on the same basis, or 

to other basic statistics. 

- Basically, in a developing country all predictions meet 

with the difficulty that the number of applications of 

a raw material can change radically in a short space 

of time. In the field of plastics, for example, certain 

types of applications have not yet been exploited in 

Pakistan at all. 

The working concept of BATTELLE-INSTITUT gave due consideration 

to these problems and difficulties. The staff members parti- 

cipating in this projects were familiarised with conditions 

in Pakistan and with related fields of technology. To obviate 

the risk of delays due to illness or accident, each team mem- 

ber had acquainted himself with at least one field of techno- 

logy outside his own, so that work could continue without 

interruption even in the absence of one of the team. Moreover, 

all the necessary questionnaires and other documents were 

prepared before the departure of the team. 

As indicated before, the limited time available meant that 

only a section of the total(viz. about 600 firms, associations, 

and authorities) could be interviewed, while the total number 

was serverai hundred units larger. To obtain reliable state- 

ments in spite of this, a modified concentration principle was 

applied: only the firms with the biggest "market shares" were 

interviewed initially, which made it possible to cover at 

least 50 per cent of the market in the first survey. For the 

remaining less important firms a represrntative sample survey 

was made. 
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To   be  able   to   apply   this   procedure   first   of   all   to   the   indi- 

vidual   products   or   groups   of   products,    it  was   necessary   to 

ascertain   which   lines   of  manufacture   figure   as   consumers,    pro- 

ducers   or   sellers   of   the   individual   raw   materials   in  Pakistan. 

In   this   respect   it   was   important   to   classify   the   fields   of 

production   in   such   a   way   that   those   secondary   products   were 

covered   which  are   similar   in   nature.    For   example,    the  pro- 

cessors   of   l'VC   have   been   e Lassi lied   as   producers   of 

- footwear 

- films and coatings on fabrics and paper 

- wires and cables 

- rigid pipes 

- various products. 

In a number of production lines it was possible to obtain a 

hundred per cent market coverage. In the other cases involving 

intermediates and products manufactured by small industries 

we hud to use the selection procedure described above. An 

average of about 80 per cent of the total consumption of the 

petrochemical products included in the survey were covered by 

direct interviews. 

Systematic interviews require  sufficiently reliable address 

lists. These were compiled by making inquiries of the competent 

authorities including the Department of Investment Promotion 

& Supplies, Directorates of Industries, Central Statistical 

Office, as well as by consulting the sanctioning banks and 

large firms in the fields of production concerned. As far 

as necessary, the lists were supplemented during the inter- 

viewing phage. This happened whenever it became clear in the 

course of field work that one or several enterprises were 

important in some special fields. 
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•how the consumption estimates for the future under the present 

condition» and those we expect for the future. This involves 

the assumption that substitution will not increase above the 

level prevailing in the past and that the field of application 

will not be extended very much. Both of these factors are 

fairly uncertain and are dealt with in section 6, 

Regarding the forecasts of consumption, the estimates agreed 

upon in the contract are indicated and discussed in the 

appropriate sections of the report. The extension of the 

estimate subsequently promised to representatives of the UN 

Petrochemical Project in Rawalpindi is contained in the 

Appendix. Battelle is of the opinion that the conditions found 

in Pakistan make seven years the utmost period of time for 

which an estimate can be made. 

A summary of the primary uncertainties may help to substantiate 

our arguments : 

a) The industrial structure and in part also the consumption 

structure of the population changes rapidly in a dynamic 

developing country. These chances necessarily imply major 

shifts in requirements of raw materials, above all of the 

non-traditional ones such as plastics. It cannot be pre- 

dicted what the various structural changes will be, what 

their extent will be within the next ten years, when spe- 

cific changes will set in, how rapidly they will take 

place, what the development of technology will be, etc. 

b) The import policy in Pakistan is subject to frequent changes, 

often of a fundamental nature. This implies corresponding 

effects on price relations and the availability of various 

goods and, consequently, a serious impact on consumption 

and manners of application. 

R   -     L   ;,/  IN/ :- 
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c) The chemical products covered by the investigation are 

for the most part greatly affected by technological 

progress in their production and application. It is easy 

to imagine possible changes if we recall the rapid develop- 

ment of certain plastics. Even though one may expect these 

changes to be not quite as drastic in the future, they are 

likely to have an effect, all the more so as many forward- 

looking industrialists, technicians and officials in 

Pakistan are prepartd to adopt quickly new technical develop- 

ments emanating from the industrial countries. 

Therefore, we feel that it is an illusion to take the present 

structure of the demand for plastics, solvents and other chemi- 

cals as a basis for long-term estimates. This viewpoint is 

underlined by the fact that the probability of alternations 

of the price relations will increase in the long run. 

Another aspect of our concept results from the co-operation 

with other institutions. Our work was based on the principle 

of close contact with those participating in the project, that 

is to say with the members of the "Petrochemical Project", 

with the Planning Commission, and with our subcontractor, the 

Investment Advisory Centre of Pakistan. This co-operation was 

useful on the one hand as it facilitated our work and enabled 

us to obtain information; on the other hand we were able to 

give a certain amount of assistance to the respective in- 

stitutions . 

This applies in particular to the IACP. It was the expressed 

wish of the Planning Commission that the Battelle team might 

help to enlarge the know-how of the Advisory Centre. The 

efforts of the Battelle team were directed towards securing the 

participation of the IACP in every phase of the investigation 

on the report and in drawing up the report. For this reason 

T U T E V   F a  A N K F U » T  A V MAIN 
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the team invited a staff member of the Advisory Centre to 

spend six weeks in Frankfurt in order to take part in the 

preparation of the report. 

The statements made so far implied that estimates of future 

consumption depend primarily on the following conditions¡ 

a) constant macroeconomic rate of growth 

b) no substantial technical changes 

c) constant consumption and working habits 

d) constant prices. 

The last factor has not yet been discussed  It is generally 

neglected in studies of this type, at least where developing 

countries are concerned. Battelle is of the opinion that the 

assumption of constant prices here will in some cases lead 

to incorrect results in the forecasts. Above all this applies 

to cases where the price elasticity is high, as with PVC and 

polyethylene. It is known that the prices of a number of 

petrochemical products in Pakistan are very high at present. 

The main reason for this situation is that certain articles 

have to be imported on Bonus Vouchers. The domestic PVC price 

is about 300 > higher than the c&f price. As Pakistan is 

making considerable efforts to build up an efficient petro- 

chemical industry, however, it may be assumed that the sales 

prices of the future production in some cases will be much 

lower than the present prices. 

In this connection the price elasticity plays a part thai, may 

be very important. Therefore, projections based on the actual 

price elasticity should be made for various prices. Un- 

fortunately hardly anything is known about the actual figures 

of price elasticities in Pakistan. Apart from some calcula- 

tions on corn prices, no investigations in this field are 

1 
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available   in  Pakistan,   as   shown  by  inquiries   addressed  to   the 

Planning   Commission,   the   Institute  of  Development   Economics, 

the  CSO and   several   large   firms.   The data  necessary  for   the 

calculation   of   the  price   elasticities   is   customarily available 

only  from   the   enterprises   or   from  certain  public   institutions. 

For  lack   of   the   necessary  data   the  consultant   is   not  in a 

position   to   calculate   the   elasticities.    In   order   not  to   ignore 

them completely,   Battelle   made   the  calculations   of  demand  on 

the  basis   of   estimated   elasticities   in   cases   where   the price 

factor   is   likely   to  be   of  major   importance. 

L 
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3. Notes on Price Elasticity 

Due to the conditions mentioned in section 2, it is impossible 

to make accurate statements on the way the demand for particular 

petrochemical end-products will develop when prices are con- 

siderably decreased. 

This is without doubt insignificant in a number of cases, as 

the quantities in demand are in any case too small to make 

a domestic production dependent to any considerable degree on 

increases in sales of up to lOO per cent. This applies for 

example to such products as 

- ADS 

- synthetic   rubbers 

- butanol 
- chlorinated hydrocarbon  solvents 

- ester   solvents 

- refrigerants 

- anti-knock additives 

- toluene 

In  other  cases,   no   extreme  reductions   in  price   are  to   be 

expected   in  general,   either  because   the   present   inland  prices 

are  not   excessively  high  or  because  reasons   of  Pakistan's 

present  production   technology   conditions   rule   out  price  re- 

ductions.   This   group  of products   includes   for   example: 

- ethyl alcohol 

- acetone 

- DDT 

- BHC 

- glycerine 

FRA N K ¡j p T  * V W   Z.     \ 
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In   the  cases   of   DDT  and  BHC,   ths     price   is  a   less   decisive 

factor,   as   the   products  have  until   now  mainly  been  sold   to 

agricultural   authorities,   for  whom   the   price   is   not  necessarily 

the   decisive   criterion. 

As   to   the   second   group  of  products,   one   could   naturally   in- 

vestigate   in  what   manner   the  demand   will  alter  when  prices 

are   increased.    But   as   the  aim  of   these   investigations   is   to 

determine  whether   and   in what   cases   domestic   production   capa- 

cities  can  be   created,   price   increases   have   in   this   connection 

only   subordinate   significance.   This   is   due   to   the   fact   that 

where  new  production   is   considered,    the   price   is   either  al- 

ready  very   high   as   a   result   of   imports   on  Bonus   Vouchers   or 

studies  of   existent   concerns   have   shown   that   domestic   production 

at   inland   prices   is   feasible.   For   this   reason,   increases   on 

the   present   price   have  not  been   taken   into   consideration   in   our 

study. 

In  a   third  group   of  products,   price   fluctuations   play  only  a 

subordinate   role   because   they  have   very   little   effect   on   the 

price   of   the   end-products.   The   main   product   of   this   group   is 

urea   formaldehyde,   which  is   mainly  used   in   small   amounts   in 

the   manufacture   of   chipboard  and   plywood,   ¿imi lar   considera- 

tions   apply   to   dodecyl-benzene   sulphonate,    the   market   for 

which  can   in  any   case   be  greatly   affected   by   marketing  measures. 

Indirectly,   methanol   must  also   be   included   in   this   group.   The   use 

of  methanol   in   the        aviation   field   cannot   be   influenced   by 

price  reductions,   nor   can   the   price   elasticity   be   very   great 

in   the  case   of   the   formaldehyde   manufactured   from   it.   This 

is   due   to   the   fact   that   the   formaldehyde   is   in   the   main  used 

for   urea   formaldehydes  and   phenol   formaldehydes,   whose   price 

is   relatively   inelastic.   In   the   case   of phenolic   resins   the 

sale   can  be  affected   to  a   major   extent   by  price   reductions. 

This   applies   in   particular   to   the   moulding   compound.   The 

possibilities   here   are  however   also   limited,   as   the  present 

preference   is   for   other moulding   materials. 

T  U  T    E     J FRANKFURT     AM     MAIN 
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Only on the small scale on which it is used in the manufacture 

of melamine resins can the consumption of formaldehyde be re- 

garded as price-elastic. If one however takes into account 

what percentage of the price of these resins represents the 

costs for formaldehyde and calculates the formaldehyde con- 

sumption in this limited sector back to the total consumption 

of methanol, it is found that price changes have only limited 

effects on methanol sales» 

In the cases of carbon black, sulphur and alkyd resin, the 

demand is hardly affected by price reductions, either because 

the products have to be used in certain technical relationships 

in the manufacture of other articles or because the product 

concerned is already being used in the possible fields of 

application. 

Thus only the following products remained as a basis for an 

experimental estimate of the influence of price reductions on 

demand: 

- polyethylene 

- polypropylene 

- PVC 

- polyvinyl acetate 

- melamine resins 

- polymethacrylate 

- polyamide fibres 

- polyester fibres 

- dioctyl phthalate 

- 2-Ethylhexanol 

The   demand  for  dioctyl   phthalate   and   2-ethylhexanol   itself 

cannot  be  described   as   being highly   elastic.   There  is  however 

a  high  cross-price   elasticity with   plasticised  PVC. 

For   the   rest   price   changes have   only   been  discussed where   they 

appeared possible. 
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It   is   obvious   that   such  high  prices   seriously   impede   the 

replacement   of   conventional   raw  materials  by  petrochemical 

ones,   but   on   the   other   hand   preliminary   calculations   show 

that   in  a   number   of  cases   the   cost   of   production   in  Pakistan 

would   be  markedly   lower   than  current   market   prices.   Thus   it 

would   be   possible   to   reduce   the   home   prices   of   some  products 

quite   considerably,   once   their  domestic   production had   been 

started.   This   would  be   a   great  advantage,   as   a   number   of   the 

products   under   investigation  must   be   regarded   as   highly   price- 

elastic.   The   result  would   be  an   expansion  of   production,    in- 

cluding   the   replacement   of   certain   products,   and   a  reduction 

in relative   capital   expenditure. 

Price   elasticity   is  a   factor   of   considerable   importance   in 

the   estimates   of  future  demand,   but   no   figures   are avail- 

able   showing  price   elasticities   in   the   relevant   sectors   in 

Pakistan  in   the  past.   Battelle  has   therefore   made  use   of 

price   elasticities   estimated   on   the   basis   of   income   elasti- 

cities   calculated   by   the   Planning   Commission   of   Pakistan. 

3.    The   country's   export   policy  must   be   adjudged   very   favourable 

to   the   entrepreneur,   but   evidently   managerial   circles   Ln 

Pakistan  have   very  little   inclination   to  face   the  rigours   of 

the   export   trade,   except   for   the   traditional   export  products 

such  as   jute,   cotton   or  hides.   The   calculations   of   the   pro- 

posed   capacities  were   therefore   based   on  the   estimated   demand 

of   the   home   market   only. 

This   does   not  however   mean   that   no   exports  are   possible 

during  the   first   two   or   three  years   of  the   plants'   existence. 

On  the   contrary,   a  good  deal  of  unused   capacity   could   be 

utilised   in  producing   goods   for   export.   If   the   export 

business  prospers  during   this  period,    it  would   of  course   be 

possible   and  advisable   to   plan   subsequent   plants   on a   corres- 

pondingly   larger   scale. 

»ATTELLE- INSTITUT   E. V.   •   FRANKFURT   AM  MAIN 
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As   we   had  no   empirical   values   for  price   elasticities,   we   have 

made   an  attempt   to   estimate   the  price   elasticities   for   the 

above-mentioned   petrochemical  products   from   income   elasticities 

Although  our   experience   gained  in  years   of   work   in  numerous 

developing  countries   has   been  of great   value   here   the   estimate 
is   necessarily   very   rough. 

Nevertheless   this   estimate  will provide   the   planning  authori- 
ties   with  better   guiding  value8   than   figures   which  are   based 

only   on   the   assumption   of  constant   prices.    The   planning 
authorities   may  possibly  be  able   to   det 

values,   so   that   our   basic   fi 
amended. 

ermine   more  accurate 

gures   can   then  be   correspondingly 

We   have   based   the   estimate   of  price   elasticity   on   income 

elasticities   calculated   for  end-products   such  as   textiles, 

footwear,   rubber   articles,   electrical   goods,    etc,   for   the 

years   1963/6*.       )   The   income   elasticity   for   all   of   these 

articles   was   of   the   order  of   -i.5.The   price   elasticities 

for   such  products   are   naturally  considerably   higher,   as   the 

incentive   to   spend   more   money   for  a   given   product   is   in   the 

case   of  price   elasticity  much  greater.   After   discussions   with 

manufacturers   of   plastic   materials  we   have   come   to   the   con- 

clusion   that   a value   of   at   least   -   2.5   can   be   assumed   for 

the   end-products   manufactured   fro»   the   pe trochenucal   materials 

in   question.   If  under   the   conditions   prevailing   in  Pakistan 

we   assume   the   value   of   raw  materials   as   50  per   cent   of   that 

of   the   end-product,    the   result   is   that   a   price   decrease   for 

raw   materials   leads   to   a   price   elasticity   for   these   of   -   1   25 

1) 
See   Planning  Commission of  Pakistan,    "Report   of  the 
SûE"^  C°TJitee   on  the  3rd,   Five   Year  ri¡„% July,   19b5,   p.    115. ' 
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This value takes only the effects on sales through the demand 

for the end-product into account. Also, in many cases the in 

creased demand is due to technical reasons making the sub- 

stitution of different raw materials advisable when prices 

sink. As this substitution process cannot be predicted and 

our calculations are in any case only to be regarded as a 

rough estimate, we have assumed a basic value of - 1 25 in our 

considerations. 

This value is however subject to modification for the in- 

dividual products. In cases where only part of the demand 

can be considered as subject to price influence we have 

converted the price elasticity correspondingly for the total 

demand. The elasticity was thus also modified in cases where 

the percentage of the raw material costs appeared to deviate 

widely from the value we had assumed. 

We would also like to point out that the value we assumed 

for price elasticity is valid only under the assumption that 

no similar petrochemical products of Pakistani manufacture 

are substituted. This means that we have assumed that the 

prices of all products manufactured within the country which 

are in close substitution relationship to each other would 

be simultaneously reduced at an approximately uniform rate. 

If this assumption is not satisfied, substitutions would 

naturally be carried out. This is particularly true for PVC 

and polyethylene, where the substitutions could be of con- 

siderable extent, In this case, the price elasticity of the 

cheaper raw material would naturally be very much higher than 

- 1.25» whereas the demand for the substitute would be reduced. 
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k.   Governmental  Activities  influencing   the  Consumption  and 

Production   of   Petrochemical   Products 

Whether   petrochemical  products   are   pjroduced  within   the   country 

or   imported,    in  one   form  or  another    the   demand   for   such   items 

is   greatly   influenced   by  certain   Government  policies.   This 

applies   indirectly   even  if  it   is    the   raw  material   supplies 

for  domestic   production  that   are   affected  by  such  measures. 

The   main  Governmental  actions   having   a   bearing  on   the   markets 

of  petrochemical  products  are 

- import   regulations 

- export   policy 

- sales   taxation   (including   customs duties) 

The   importance   of   these   factors   is    to   be  discussed   in   the 

following   sections   k.l   to  k."). 

U.1   Import   regulations 

Pakistan,   like   other  developing   countries,   is   striving   hard   to 

accelerate   the   pace   of  development   and   attain  a   self-sustaining 

economy   in   the   shortest  possible   period.   Large  amounts   of   money 

are   being   spent   each  year  on   imports   of   industrial   raw  materials, 

machinery  and   capital  goods,   spare   parts   and   essential   con- 

sumer   items.   The   imports  are  partly   financed   from   the   country's 

own  resources   and   partly   from   foreign   credits,   loans,   grants   and 

foreign   private   investment.   Import    controls  are  regarded   in 

Pakistan  as   tools   of   economic   planning   to  achieve   the   set 

objectives   defined   in  the  Development   Plans. 
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Pakistan had followed a fairly liberal import policy up to 

I964-I965. As a result of the availability of loans, grants 

and commodity aid, most of the industrial raw materials were 

allowed to be imported freely or through import licences. The 

flow of economic assistance also enabled machinery and capital 

goods to be imported without any serious restrictions, 

At the end of 1965 Pakistan had to face serious foreign ex- 

change difficulties. These were created by the Indo-Pakistan 

conflict in September I965, which caused increased expendi- 

ture on defence, heavy imports of food grain because of crop 

failure, and reduced inflow of foreign economic assistance, 

The foreign exchange difficulties created the necessity of 

selective imports and boosting exports to earn more foreign 

exchange. The import policy in the year 19t>7"-19'>ö continued 

to be selective, with the objective of meeting the consumer 

needs of essential items and at the same time stimulating 

industrial production and exports through a liberai supply of 

raw materials to export-oriented industries together with a 

fairly liberal supply of the inputs of agriculture to achieve 

self-sufficiency in food. 

The import policy is revised every six months and normally 

announced in January and July. Imports are effected under 

different rules. Accordingly, the commodities are classified 

under separate lists, viz: 

- Free   List 

- Licensable   List 

- Cash-Cum-Bonus   List 

- Bonus   List 

- List   of   Banned   Items. 

i i i ' ì   e 
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In  addition,   some   items   may   be   imported   only   by   the   Trading 

Corporation   of  Pakistan, 

The  maj or   features   of   current   import   policy   are   listed  below 

Free   List 

Items   specified  under   Free   List   can   be   imported   without   oh- 

taining   a   licence.    Although   the   import   procedure   is   relatively 

simple,    there  are   limits   for   the   imports,    and   only   certain 

groups   of   firms  may   import   under  Free   List.    At   present   (late 

1968)    only   industrial   consumers   holding   an   entitlement   and 

commercial   importers   who   have   imported    the   item   in   question 

in   the   first   half   of   I968   are   permitted    to   import   under   Free 

List.    In   the   case   of   the   industrial   consumers    the   size   of 

the   imports   is   limited   by   their   entitlements,    while   the 

commercial   importers   are   not   allowed   to   exceed    the   imports   of 

the   first   six  months   of   19b8, 

The   Free   List   contains    Ik   items   in   the   import   policy   announced 

for   July   -   December   l')ó8.   These   items   are    important   industrial 

inputs   like   iron   and   steel,    tools   and   workshop   equipment,   essen. 

tial   chemicals,   fertilizers,    wood   pulp,    asbestos   fibre,   marine 

diesel    engines,   etc.    The   petrochemical    items    importable   under 

this   category  are   insecticides  and   pesticides    (excluding   UHC ) . 

carbon   black,   and   nylon   twine   for   the   fishing   industry     In 

addition   to   these,    items   classified   as   "chemicals"   are   im- 

ported   under  Free   List,    Among   them   are   solvents,   plastizisers, 

anti-knock   compounds,    dodecylbenzene.    Before   1968   these   items 

were   imported  under   Licensable  List.   Apparently   the  Government 

was   endeavouring   to   simplify   import   procedures. 

The   items   to  be   imported   under  Free   List   generally   have   to   be 

imported   from  specific   countries   only     At   present   letters 

of   credit   for   the   items   of   interest   may   be   opened   only  with   the 

countries   indicated: 
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-   chemicals   and   dyes ¡   USA,   Chin«,   Frunce,   Créenos1ovaki a , 

Poland 

- nylon  twine : 

- carbon  black 

USA 

USA,   Chinu,   France,    Czechmlovakia, 

Poland 

Additional   source«   of   supply   are   announced   during   the   course 

oí'   a   shipping  period   according   to   the  availability   oí    loans 

and   barter  agreements. 

Licensabje   List 

Under   the   Licensable   List   specified   items   can   be   imported   by 

obtaining   a   licence   from   the   Ministry   of   Commerce   or   the 

Chief   Controller   of   Imports   and   Exports.    In   the    import   policy 

announced   for   July   -   December   1908   this    list   contains    U    i t «uis , 

whereas   there   were   9'j   items   in   the   import    policy    list    lor   July 

December   1967.    This   list   includes   essential    item»   like   petro- 

leum   oils   and   lubricants,   drugs   and   medicines,    books,    dyeing 

and   tanning   substances,    scientific   instruments,    tractors. 

The   only   petrochemical    item   of   interest   included   on   this   list 

is   refrigerant   gases   in   cylinders   other   than   ammonia.    This 

means   that   at   present   chloro-fluorine   cooling   media   can  only 

be   imported  by   a   few   authorised   importers. 

Cash-Cum-Bonus   List 

Under   this   system   cash   licencing  equal   to   50   per   cent   of 

the   cAf   value   is   allowed   to   the   eligible   industrial   consumers 

and   commercial   importers   for   certain   items.    The   importers, 

however,   have   first   to   buy   Bonus   Vouchers   for   the   other  half 

and   obtain  a   licence   under   Bonus   Voucher   lor   tins   portion 

There   are   94   items   on   this   list   in   the   import   policy   announced 

l)   For   Bonus   Voucher   see   section  k.2 
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(or   July   -   December   1Mb«     <»ne   year   »«tiUr   this   list    contained 

onlv   11    it»««      It   »«»•   includes    items   luch  as   ball   and   roller 

hearing«,   rcmipnntnti   lor   eltrlrunir    industrie«,   graphite 

electrode«,    pigments   and   drv   rol our« 

The   ptlrurh««l<uli   items   included   on   thi»   li«t   are   synthetic 

rubber,    NVC   raain«   lor   the   rigid   pip«   industry   und   methanol 

(for   last   Pakistan   only)      rurther   items   discussed   in   this   in- 

vestigation   art»   raw   natural   rubber   and   latex- 

This   list   ol    i ).•«•   which  «ay   b»   imported   against   1ÜO   per   cent 

purr has*   of   empört   Bonu«   Voucher«   is   alio   announced   in   the 

import   policy      It   contain«   tho«e   importable   items   which  are 

not   covered   by   »Tee   List,   Licensable   List   and   Cash-Cum-Bonus 

List      At    the   «ame   time   the   i terns   covered   by    the   first    two 

Lists   are   also  made   importable   under   the   lOO  per   cent   bonus 

Import    List 

import«   of   M11    type«   of    petrochemical    item«   are   covered   under 

1(H)   per   cent    Somit   Li«t.   Generally    «peeking   these   items   are 

mainly   synthetic   fibres,   resins,   and   plastic«   including  plastic 

raw  materials   for   the   paint   industries 

i*l»urt   gmrfofmtic»   freenc-ss 

In  addition   to   items   importable   urder   the   above-mentioned   list«, 

import   licence«  are  granted   «gainst   export   performance     Thi« 

system   mainly   serves   to   stimulate   exports.   Certain   types  of 

e*port«r-manulaeturer«   can  get   a   cash   licence   to   import   raw 

materials,   packing  materials   and   «pare   part»   lor   export 

product«   up   to   )U  per   cent   of   the   fob,   value. 
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Items   Banned   for   Importation 

As   mentioned,    the   importation   of   certain   items   produced   in   the 

country   has   been   banned   to   ensure   the   optimum   utilization   of 

country's   production   capacity.    Some   of   these   items   are   rayon 

yarn,    soda   ash,   hydrogen perioxide,   bleaching   powder,    sodium 

sulphate   and   ammonium   chloride.    The   petrochemical   items   banned 

for   importation   are   acetone,    formaldehyde,    methanol   (for   West 

Pakistan   only),    ethanol,   BHC   and   glycerine    (except   for   the 

pharmaceutical   industries  under   Bonus   Voucher).   l)DT  may   only 

be   imported  by   the   Malaria   Eradication  Programme  under   USAID 

loan. 

Trading   Corporation   of  Pakistan 

This   corporation   is   also  an   important   feature   of   the   import 

policy.    It  was   set   up   in  July   I967  for   the   implementation   of 

barter   agreements   with  Socialist   Countries.    It  negotiates 

contracts   for   exports   to  Socialist   Countries   and  also   provides 

certain   export   facilities   to   the   private   sector  by   imparting 

specialised  knowledge   about   the   Socialist   Countries. 

The corporation imports some bulk items from countries other 

than the Socialist ones. It operates only as a commission 

agent and imports goods on Government account, allocating them 

to commercial importers and industrial consumers under Govern- 

ment direction. The Government announces from time to time the 

items and the countries from which imports can be made so that 

eligible   importers   can  place   orders  with   the   corporation. 

During   the   second   shipping  period   1968,    the   only  items   dis- 

cussed   in   this   study   that  have    to   be   imported   by  the   corporation 

are   natural   rubber   and  sulphur.    The   idea   behind   this   system  of 

imports   is   to   secure   economy   by   savings   in   freight   and   to   in- 

vite   competitive   quotations   for   bulk  purchases.   The   corporation 

charges   a   commission   for  its   services   and   transfers   any profit 

to   the   Government. 
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To  make   this   outline   fairly  complete,    the   trade   agreements, 

loans   and   credits   have   to  be  mentioned.    In  order   to   expand 

export   markets   and   the   sources   of   supply  of   its   imports,   the 

Government   of  Pakistan   from   time   to   time   enters   into   trade   and 

barter   agreements   with   other  countries»   Pakistan   concluded 

such  agreements  with   seven  countries   between  April   19«7  and 

March  19t>8.   These   countries  were   Bulgaria,   Rumania,   Hungary, 

Poland,    the   USSR,   China   und  Ceylon. 

In addition   to   such  agreements,   there   are   credit   agreements 

with  countries   such   as   the  USA,   France,   the   U.K.,   Japan 

and   the   Federal  Republic   of  Germany.   These  agreements  usually 

stipulate   that   the   items   imported   with   the  help   of   the   credit 

must   be   purchased   from   the   credit-giving  countries.   In 

addition   to   this   it   is   sometimes   required   that   the   only 

items   that   can  be   bought   under   the   credit  are   those  where 

the  national  value   added   surpasses   a   certain   percentage   of 

the   total   value. 

To draw   a   conclusion   from  the  above   statements,    the   following 

observations  must   be   made: 

The  bulk   of   the   petrochemical   items   in   question   are   either 

imported   on  Cash-Cum-Bonus   or  on   100  per   cent   bonus.   This 

means   that   the  prices   of   the  products   concerned   are   very  high. 

As  a  result   of   the   high  prices   the   establishment   of   local 

industries   is  made   easier,   because    they   enjoy   a   protection 

which  is   the   same   as   an   equivalent   tariff  protection  would 

afford.    On   the   one   hand,   the   increased   prices   have   reduced   the 

size   of   the  market.    In  particular,    they  are   a   hindrance   to 

the widening  of   the   range  of product   application   to  new  fields. 

On  the   other  hand,    this   situation   gives   some   of   the  newly   estab- 

lished  domestic   industries  a  chance   to   enlarge   their  markets 

considerably by price   reductions.    In  other words   the  markets 
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in general  are much   larger  for   new manufacturer»   than  they 

appear   from   the   actual   consumption. 

The   protective   bias   of   the   import   policy   is   underlined  by   the 

fact   that   the  Government   is   prepared   to   ban   the   import   of   items 

produced   locally. 

In  spite   of   its   import-repressive  nature   the   Bonus   Voucher 

system   has   the  advantage   that   the   imports   are   regulated   by 

the   forces   of   supply   and  demand   via   the   price   of   the   bonus 

Voucher.   There   are   no   quantitative   restrictions,   and   as   long 

as   items   can  be   imported   on   Bonus   Vouchers   a   curtain  amount 

of   competition   exists.    In   practice,   naturally,    a   competition 

is   a   qualitative   one   and  depends   mainly   on   the   agio   the   buyers 

are   prepared   to   pay   for   good   quality  and   on   the   difference 

in   quality  between   imported  and   locally   manufactured  goods. 

Both   these   factors   can  be   influenced   by   the   producer. 

Another   feature   of   the   import   policy   is   that   to   some   extent 

it   is   applied   to   encourage   certain   lines   of   production.   A 

typical   example   is    the   manufacture   of   PVC   rigid   pipes. 

This   industry   is   allowed   to   import   PVC   resin   oti   Cash-Cum-Bonus 

while   in  general   PVC   falls   under   100  per   cent   Bonus 

As   far   as   the   imports   under   loans   and   credits   are   concerned, 

this   system  seems   to   have  certain  disadvantages   for   the   country, 

Not   only  may   the   importer  find   it  difficult   to   buy  a   certain 

product   from  a   country   with  which  he   has   not   had   any   trade 

relations,   but   also   we   got   the   impression   that   in  a   number   of 

cases   this  regulation   too  much   restricts   competition,   As   a 

result,   the  prices   of   certain   commodities   imported  under   loan 

or  barter  may  be   inflated.   The   effect   is   that   foreign   exchange 

is   lost. 
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k.   Analysis of some products showed that there is no prospect 

of starting production at the moment, as even by 1975 the 

demand will be too small in relation to the minimum capacity. 

A number of these products, together with the estimated demand 

in 1975, are listed below; 

HD polyethylene 

polystyrol 

polyacrylate (PMMA) 

•poxy resins 

S BR 

TEL 

TML 

1,720 t 

5,400 t 

900 t 

160 t 

5,300 t 

260 t 

130 t 

The consumption of synthetic rubber could naturally be 

increased substantially if it were substituted for natural 

rubber: total consumption is expected to be 26,400 t in 1975. 

but only 5,600 t of this will be synthetic rubber. 

But our researches suggest that starting the production of 

synthetic rubber in Pakistan is definitely not worthwhile, 

as the East Pakistan Forest Industries Development Corporation 

has established several very successful trial plantations of 

natural rubber in recent years. One of the main advantages of 

producing natural rubber in East Pakistan is that it utilises 

land which can hardly be used for the production of foodstuffs 

in any case. It is to be expected that the number of rubber 

plantations will increase sharply in the future, which will 

free Pakistan from dependence on import* of natural rubber 

in 15 to 20 years. 
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A   certain  loa»   of   foreign  exchange   is   probably  also   caused 

by   issuing   too   many   import   licences   instead   of   channelling 

the   imported  commodities   through   a   restricted   number  of 

dealers   to   the   small   consumers.   This   argument   carries  in- 

creased   weight   when   liquids   could   be   imported   in   bulk 

instead   of   in  drums.    To   some   extent   the   import   quantities 

are   enlarged   because   certain  licence-holders   sell    their 

licences   to  other   firms.   But  according   to discussions with 

some   foreign manufacturers   this   does  not really   solve  the 

problem. 

k . 2   Export  Policy 

The   export  policy   is   directed   towards   boosting   the   country's 

exports   so as   to  bridge   the  import-export gap.   During  the 

Second   Plan  Period    (i960  -   I965 ) .    the   export   earnings   in- 

creased   at  an average   annual  rate   of   about   7   # against 

the   projected   3  #.    In   the   Third   Plan  Period   (I965   -   1970) 

the   target   is   to   improve   even  on   this   performance. 

In   spite   of a   substantial   increase   in   export   earnings,   the 

export-import  gap   is   still  considerable.   In   the   year  19^5/ 

1966   it   amounted   to   1,517  million  Rupees,   which   increased 

to   2,321   million  Rupees   in  I966/I967.   This   situation  slightly 

improved   in  the   following  year  due   largely   to   a   decline   in 

imports.   The   import-export  gap   in   1967/I968   (July   - March)  was 

1,20¿*   million  Rupees. 

The   Government   have   been   trying   hard   to  increase   exports  and 

have   taken various   measures   to   accomplish it.   The   following 

is   a   brief discussion  of  various   export promotion   measures 

taken  by   the  Government   of  Pakistan. 
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Export   Bonus   Scheme 

The   Export   Bonus   Scheme   was   introduced   in   the   year   1959   to 

increase   exports   by  giving  a   bonus   on   export   earnings     Under 

this   scheme   for   the   export   of  certain   items   part   of   the   foreign 

exchange   earned   can   be   sold   on  a   free   market;    the   buyer  may  use 

the   foreign   exchange   he   has   acquired   on   this   market    to   import 

freely   a   wide   range   of   products      In   practice   the   scheme   is 

carried   out   in  such  a   way   that   the   exporter   surrenders  all 

his   foreign  exchange   earnings   to   the   State   Bank   of   Pakistan. 

For  a   part   of   them  he   receives  a   certificate   which   entitles 

the   bearer   to  buy   foreign   exchange   at   the   usual   official   rate. 

This   paper   is   called   a    Bonus   Voucher.    It    is   traded   on   the 

stock   exchange   at   a   rate   which   is   higher    than   the   exchange 

rate   of   the   Foreign   exchange  which   it   entitles   its   bearer   to 

purchase.    The   Bonus   Scheme   covers   all   export   items   except 

traditional   primary   commodities   such   as   raw   jute,   raw  cotton, 

hides   and   skins,    tea,    rice,   cotton   waste,   cotton   linters   and 

fish.   Some   service   industries  are   also   entitled   to   bonus   on 

their  net   foreign   exchange   earnings, 

The   rate   of   bonus  depends   on   the  nature   of   the   products  but 

generally   it   is   20  per   cent   on  primary   products   and   JO  per 

cent   on   manufactured   goods   on  net   earnings.   Bonus   earnings 

are   utilized   to   import   consumer  goods,    industrial   raw  materials, 

spare   parts,   and   machinery   as  described   above. 

The   Bonus   Voucher  price   fluctuates   and   is   quoted  daily   in 

the   market   through   the   stock  exchange      The   Bonus   Voucher 

price   as   quoted   between   March  1967   and   March   1968   was   at 

I87.75   per   cent   at   its   highest  and   156-00  per   cent   at   its 

lowest.   The   fluctuations   in   the  price   of   Bonus   Vouchers  are 

generally   related   to   changes   on   the   Government   s   import- 

export   policy. 
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Refund of Custom» and Excise Duty and Sales Tax 

According to the present laws customs and excise duty charged on 

raw materials used in the manufacture of goods which are exported 

is refundable. Similarly, refund can be claimed for excise du- 

ties levied on finished products. 

Export Performance Licencing 

This instrument has already been mentioned under section k.l. 

For the sake of completeness, only the percentages of export 

performance licence on manufactured products made from petro- 

chemical materials are indicated here; 

(<f  of f.o.b. value) 

- artificial leather 

- cotton-cum-synthetic fabrics 

- electric cables 

- plastic shoes 

- gramophone records 

- nylon fibre 

- optical frames 

- plastic goods 

- rubber goods 

- glycerine 

- DDT 

Export Credit Guarantee Scheme 

For the sake of completeness this scheme is also mentioned; 

it was introduced in 1962, in order to promote the export trade 

by providing guarantees against certain financial risks not 

normally covered by insurance. The scheme provides two types 

of cover: the Pre-Shipment Export Finance Guarantee to the 

banks against nonrecovery of the loans given to exporters to 

25 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

10 

30 
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facilitate   execution  of  the   export  order,   and  the   Post-Ship- 

ment  Comprehensive  Guarantee   of   exporters   against   non-reali- 

sation  of   sales   proceeds   from  buyers   abroad   in  respect   of 

exports  made   on   credit, 

Export   Market   Development   Fund 

This   fund  was   created   in   1966,    The   fund   assists   by   grants   for 

the   financing   of  projects   relating   to   the   survey   of   foreign 

markets   for   specified   products   and  services,   for   the   designing 

of   Pakistani   products   to   suit   the   requirements   of   foreign 

buyers,    for   the   opening  of   display  centres     and   the   dissemi- 

nation  of   information   relating   to   foreign   markets   amongst 

exporters   through   seminars,    publications,    films   and   other 

me a J. a . 

In   summing up   the   above   statements  on   the   instruments   of 

export   promotion     it   must   be   said   that   the   export   incentives 

offered  are   considerable.   Whether  they   are   always   in   the 

interests   of   the   national   economy  is   not   a  matter   to   be 

investigated  here.    In  spite   of   the   strong   incentives   it   has, 

however,    to   be   noted   that   exports  of  many   i terns   have   not   made 

as   much  progress   as   one  might   have   expected     One   important 

reason   for   this   seems   to   be   that   Pakistan     in   spite   of   the 

existence   of   very   efficient   business   families,   has   only   a 

few  persons  who   can   be  considered pioneers   in   the   export 

marketing  of  new  products      Apparently      the   efficient   entrepreneurs 

are   making  good   profits   in   other   less   strenuous   fields. 

Due   to   this   fact   it   will   probably be   difficult   to   export   the 

petrochemical   end-products   studied  in   this   report   or   i terns 

manufactured   from   them     According  to   information   from   the 

Export   Promotion  Bureau,    so   far   at   least   the   resulti   in   this 

respect   have   been  meagre      Evidently   new   solutions   have   to   be 

found.   Some   suggestions   to   this   end   are   made   in   -.hapter   9 
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A factor of importance in our opinion is that the import policy 

changes too often. The six-monthly announcements of import 

policy cause serious disruptions in business relations and 

make importing complicated. This seems to be still truer of 

the amendments which are issued in the course of a shipping 

period. Sometimes, according to statements, from industry 

the importers have not enough time to prepare the imports 

properly because the letters of credit have to be opened 

within a short time. That this procedure is unfavourable 

both to industry and as regards the foreign exchange required 

for such imports would come as no surprise. 

k.3 Taxation 

In   this   section   only   the   so-called   indirect   taxes  are   discussed 

which are   supposed   to  have   a   direct   bearing   on   the   prices. 

There  are   three   main   types   of   such  duties   collected  by   the 

Central Government  on  industrial  products.   These  are   import 

duty,   excise   duty  and   sales   tax. 

Import Duty 

Tariffs are levied on all items imported into Pakistan. The 

tariff rates on semi-processed articles and industrial raw 

materials vary between 20 - 50 per cent ad valorem. The import 

duty on finished and luxury products goes as high as ¿!50 per 

cent, depending on the nature of the products. On the other 

hand there are concessionary rates on items like medicaments, 

dyeing and tanning substances, fertilizers, and edible oils. 

The import duty so far had to be taken in conjunction with 

a 25 per cent defence surcharge which was always added to it. 

However, the defence surcharge on import duty has now been 

merged with the basic import duty. 
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From the second shipping period I968 onwards the following 

tariff rates, including defence surcharge are applicable 

on petrochemical end-products: 

Import   duty 
L

(o ad   valorem 

k5 
50 

25 

25 

25 

50 

25 

50 

- synthetic resins 

- carbon black 

- synthetic rubber 

- caprolactarn 

- nylon chips 

- nylon twine for fishing nets 

- nylon filaments 

- industrial solvents 

- insecticides and pesticides 
for agricultural  use nil 

Excise   Duty 

The   excise   duty   is   levied  on  a  number  of   finished  products. 

Among   these   items   are   rubber  and plastic   goods,   synthetic 

and   cotton   fibres,   yarn,   wire  and   cables. 

The   excise   duty   on   plastics   and  rubber   products   is   10  <ji ad 

valorem and   on wires   and   cables   7   1/2   £ ad valorem.   The 

excise   duty   on  plastic   radio   cabinets  depends   on   size;   for 

large-size   radio   cabinets   it   is  Rs.    5«-   per  piece,    for 

medium-size   cabinets   it   is   Rs.   3.-   and   for   small-size 

cabinets   Rs.   2.-.    The   excise   duty   on  plastic   telephone  and 

inter-com   instruments   is  Rs.   5--  per  piece,   Synthetic   fibres 

and   yarn  are   taxed  at   the  rate  of  Rs.   5-  per   lb.,   i.e. 

Rs.   11.-/kg. 
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There are a number of plastic items on which no excise duty 

has to be paid. These items are fountain pens, ball-point 

pens, plastic geometrical instruments, tumblers, combs, 

spectacle frames, and water bottles not exceeding 2 pints. 

in addition to these, there is also no excise duty on plastic 

items manufactured by small-scale industries. These are units 

which do not use power and run not more than three hand- 

operated machines. 

There is no excise duty on insecticides and pesticides for 

use in plant protection since these items are generally 

purchased only by Government agencies and are distributed 

free of charge or at heavily subsidized rates. 

Sales Tax 

On most of the manufactured products a sales tax has to be 

paid in Pakistan. The standard rate of sales tax is 15 per cent 

ad valorem on normal products and 20 per cent on luxury pro- 

ducts. The sales tax on petrochemical products is normally 

15 per cent. As in the case of the import duty, there is 

also a 25 per cent defence surcharge on sales tax and 

additionally 1 per cent rehabilitation tax. 

A number of articles made from petrochemical items are 

exempted from sales tax. These are toys, imitation jewellery, 

crockery, insecticides and pesticides used for agricultural 

purposes, and man-made fabrics. 

An evaluation of the indirect taxation in terms of the de- 

velopment of the petrochemical industries leads to the con- 

clusion that in some cases it is not conducive to a speedy 

development of the industries based on petrochemical ra* 
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material»  and  thus  of   the petrochemical   industries   themselves. 

We had  the   impression   that  this   is  the   case  with nylon yarn. 

In general   it   seems   that  the   excise  tax,    in addition   to   its 

cost-increasing   effect,   is  a   hindrance   in   the   operation  of 

the   industries,   because due   to   this  tax   the  processing  units 

cannot  move  any   article  out   of   the  factory  without  notifying 

the   responsible   excise   officials. 

Otherwise   it   is   noteworthy   that   at present   for  most   of   the 

petrochemical  raw  materials   the   customs   duties   figure   mainly 

as  a   source   of  public   finance   but not   as   a   protective   measure. 

This   is  due   to   the   Bonus Voucher   system. 
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5  Investigation into the Production of and Demand for 
Petrochemical End-Products in Pakistan 

5.1 Thermoplastics 
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5,1.1 Polyethylen« 

5.1.1.1 General  Characteristics 
5.1.1.1.1 Description  of   the Material 

5.1.1.1.2 Applications 

5.1.1.2 Domestic Production 

5.1.1.2.1 Existing Capacity 

5.1.1.2.2 Problems and Difficulties 

5.1.1.2.3 Planned Projects 

5.1.1.3 Demand 

5.1.1.3.1 Volume and structure of Past Demand 

5.1.1.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

5.1.1.4 Prices 

5.1.1.5 Structure of the Market and Main Consumers 

5.1.1.6 Recommendations 
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5. Reference must also be made to carbon black in this connec- 

tion; the demand for carbon black in I967/68 was 1,230 t 

and it will go up to 4,300 t in 1975/76, which is roughly 

equivalent to the minimum capacity of one carbon black 

plant. However, Pakistan has undertaken to buy 5 » 000 t of 

carbon black from Iran under the RCD, so that production 

of carbon black during the period under investigation is 

out of the question. 

6. For a number of products capacities are already available 

which can be considered big enough to meet the anticipated 

"demand up to 1975- The main products of this kind are: 

Production Demand 
1975 1 

L in 

) 

Sanctioned and 
planned capacities 

polyvinyl acetate 1,690 t 3,100 t/y 

phenolic resins 910 t 1,100 t/y 

urea resins 

14             2) melamine resins  ' 

5,550 t 5,700 t/y 

60 t 180 t/y 

polyure thane 96O t 21,000 t/y 

ethyl alcohol 2^,000 t 36,000 t/y 

f orma Id e hyd e 7,600 t 9,000 t/y 

1) 

2) 

At constant prices 

Excluding textile pre-condensates 

The production of BHC and DDT presents a special case. Use 

of insecticides in Pakistan is at present almost entirely 

controlled by Government departments, which are for the most 

part convinced that DDT and BHC are obsolescent and should 

no longer be applied. In East Pakistan, fear of poisoning 

the fish stock is also a prime consideration. As no change 

in the situation can be foreseen at the moment, an increase 
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5 .1.1     Polyethylene 

*> • ' ' • 1   Centrili Chtr«cttrl»tlci 

'S. 1 . i . 1 . 1 Inscription of the Wittri»! 

I'd 1 yethylene ( PE ) belong» to the most widely known thermo- 

plastic» which have the widest range of application  The 

primary material for PE is ethylene, which is polymerised, 

Depending on the polymerisation method, a distinction is 

made between 

- high density PE (PE HD) and 

- low density PE  (PE LD). 

The different types of PE are characterised as follows. 

Type 
Dens i ty Production Process 

Low Density 

Medium Density 

High Density 

** 0.925 

0.926 - 

0.9^0 - 

0.9^0 

0,96 5 

High-pressure 

process 

Low-pressure 

process 

The PE types of low density are flexible and soft. Rigidity 

hardness, ani scratch resistance increase with increasing 

density and decreasing melting index. Products of all PE 

types can be used at temperatures below -50 C,   PE of high 

density is resistant to boiling. PE is odourless, tasteless, 

and physiologically indifferent. 

PE is supplied in the for« of granules of natural colour or 

pigmented. 
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5.1.1.1.2 Applications 

The most important applications for PE LD are: 

- Injection and blow moulded parts 

- Films and sheeting 

- Cable and wire casings 

- Coatings 

- Pipes   and   sections 

PE HD is mainly processed into: 

- Sheeting 

- Pipes   and   sections 

- Injection  and  blow  moulded   parts 

PE   is   applied   in   all   cases   where   a   flexible   but   stable   material 

is   needed   for  consumer  goods   and   packaging,   both  in  the 

mechanical   engineering and   the   electrical   engineering  sector. 

Especially   HD polyethylene   is   processed   into   large  containers, 

bottles,   transport   cases,   dust   bins,   etc. 

In  Pakistan   PE  ranges   second   in   the  use   of   thermoplastics, 

following  PVC.   So   far  PE  soft   has   been used  almost  exclusively 

especially   for 

- Injection moulded  parts 

- Blow  moulded  parts 

- Films   and   sheeting 

The   reason  is   that   in  Pakistan   PE  is  used   chiefly  for   consximet 

goods   and   packaging,   and  less   for   large   containers,   pipings, 

or   in   the   construction of  apparatus  and machinery. 

1 
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Most of the material used in Pakistan, therefore, belongs to 

the low-density type. But no doubt, also PE HD will be 

increasingly used in the years to come, above all it will 

be used for the production of containers. 

5.1.1.2   Domestic Production 

5.1.1.2.1 Existing Capacity 

At present there is only one manufacturer of PE LD in Pakistan, 

Messrs. Valika Chemicals Ltd. in Karachi. The theoretical 

capacity of this plant is 17 tons of PE LD per day in three 

shifts. This corresponds to an annual capacity of about 

5,000 tons. 

Molasses is taken as starting material for the production 

of PE. The manufacturing process is continuous and covers 

the following steps s the molasses is fermented to give 

ethyl alcohol. Cracking of the ethyl alcohol yields ethylene 

which is subsequently polymerised to PE by way of the high- 

pressure process. For the production of 17 tons of PE, 

150 to 165 tons of molasses are needed, which are converted 

into ¿45,000 1 of ethyl alcohol. Fusel oil and mash are the 

by-products of this manufacturing process. The fusel oil 

results from the alcohol production and is sold as solvent 

(cf. section 5.5.1). The mash obtained from the fermentation 

of molasses, is not yet made use of. Theoretically, however, 

it would be possible to produce from it dry yeast, a high- 

quality animal food. The possible volume of production is 

2.5 t of dry yeast per day. 

The average density of the crude granular material produced 

by Valika is O.918 to O.919. The melting index varies strongly 

because of the frequent starting and stopping of the plant. 
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The plant was put into trial operation in March, 1967. It has 

never been fully utilised, Production was started in autumn 

of 1967 after some initial difficulties, such as e.g. 

deficiencies in water supply, had been overcome. The following 

quantities have been produced 

1967 1,010 t 

1968 (1st six months) 1,^90 t 

The consumers of these quantities are 

the plastics processing industry in West Pakistan 

and Messrs. Valika themselves, who have a processing 
capacity of their own of 3OO t per year (1 shift) 

5.I.I.2.2 Problems and Difficulties 

The sales market for the locally produced granules is not 

too good in Pakistan. Exports are impossible on account 

of the price. Thus the existing capacity of the plant cannot 

be fully utilised. Because of the sales difficulties, the 

plant has to be often started and stopped, a fact that leads 

to variations in the quality of the product (melting index 

of the granule is not constant), As the products of differing 

melting indices are not mixed in the granule bunkers to give 

a uniform granule of a constant average character, the 

quality of the granules supplied to the processors often 

differs. This leads to complaints by the processors, and 

naturally provokes scepticism with regard to the quality of 

domestic production, so that imported products are used 

whereever possible. 
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As   the   size   of   the  plant   just   corresponds   to   the   technical 

minimum capacity,   it   is   clear  that   it   cannot   operate 
profitably   at   the   present   volume   of   production.    In  addition, 

it   should   be   noted   that   the   molasses   price   of   170  Rs./t   seems 

to  be   too   high  for   the   manufacture   of  a   reasonably   priced 

product.   At   the   time   the   factory  was   planned,    the  molasses 

price   was   much   lower.    In   the   meantime   molasses   has   become   an 

export  product   and   thus   has   increased   in   price. 

5.1.1.2.3   Planned  Projects 

In West   Pakistan  Messrs.   Vallka  intend   to   establish  a new 

factory  operating on   the  basis  of   ethylene with  a  planned 

capacity   of   10,000   t   of  PE   LD per  year   or  to   expand   the 

existing  plant   by   that   capacity.   The   total   capacity   for   the 

production   of  PE  LD   thus  would  increase   to   15,000   t/y. 

It   is   envisaged   to  buy   the   ethylene   required   for   the  new 

unit   from   the   planned   naphtha cracker   of   the   Fauji   Foundation, 

In  East   Pakistan   the   EPIDC   plans   a   PE   factory   of   17,000   t 

per  year.    Studies   in   this   direction  are   under  way. 

5.1.1.3        Demand 

5.I.I.3.I   Volume  and   Structure   of   Past   Demand 

The   following   table   shows   the  consumption of   PE  in  East   and 

West   Pakistan  by years   and   applications. 
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Table   1 ;   Consumption  of  PE in West   Pakistan,   1965   to   1968 

by Applications   (in   tonsT 

Application 1965 1966 1967     I      1968   1) 

PE  Low Density 

- Films  and   sheeting 

- Coatings 

- Injection  and   blow  moulded 
parts 

- Cable  and wire   casings 

Consumption  of   PE   LD 

PE  High Densi ty . 

- Injection  and   blow  moulded 
parts 

- Pipes  and  sections 

Consumption  of   PE   HD 

Total  consumption   of 
PE  LD and PE HD 

1 ,0^0 

530 

10 

1,312 

6IO 

8 

1 , 640 

180 

1 9040 

10 

1,750 

200 

1 , 36O 

15 

1 , 580 1 ,930 2,870 3,325 

23O 180 27O 410 

23O 180 270 k-\o 

. 1 ,810 
J  

2, 1 10 3, 1^0 3,735 

)   expected consumption 

I    \ '   i  i   ;   i TUT   t.  V FRANKFURT    A  M     MAIN 
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Table   2;   Consumption  of PE   in East  Pakistan,   1965   to   1968 
by  Applications   (in   tons) 

Application 1965 1966 
 , 

1967 1968 1) 

PE Low Density: 

950 

50 

230 

1 ,010 

30 

245 

1,110 

150 

270 

- Films and sheeting 

- Coatings 

- Injection and blow moulded 
parts 

1,300 

150 

290  ; 

Consumption of PE LD 1,230 1,285 1,530 1.740 ; 
—t 

PE High Density? 

- Injection moulded parts 

- Pipes and sections 

2 2 20 

5 

1 

Ì 

25 

60 

Consumption of PE HD 2 2 25 85 
. -1 

Total consumption of PE LD 
and PE HD 1,232 1,287 1,555 1,825 

)   Expected  consumption 

B A ' r r L L E • i N s nru r  E  V      f - R A rv K I   URI  AM   M A ! M 
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The consumption for All Pakistan may be summarised as follows 

Table 3: Consumption of PE in Pakistan, 1965 to 1966 
by Applications (in tons) 

Application 

PE Low Density: 

- Films and sheetings 

- Coatings 

- Injection and blow moulded 
parts 

- Cable and wire casings 

Consumption of PE LD 

PE High Density; 

- Injection and blow moulded 
parts 

- Pipes and sections 

Consumption  of   PE  HD 

Total   consumption   of   PE  LD 
and   PE HD 

1965 1966 

1 v990 

50 

760 

10 

2,810 

232 

232 

3v042 

1967        1968     ) 

2,322 |  2,750 

30 :       330 

855 

8 

3,215 

182 

1 ,310 

10 

290 

182 29 ri 

3,39? ¿4,695 

-L 

3,050 

350 

1,650 

15 

i+,400 ,      5,06 5 
 j  

^35 

60 

495 

5,560 

)    Expected   consumption 

I   U  r    I      V F   R A N   K   * -   U  R  T    A M     M  A      N 
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An evaluation of the table for Pakistan shows the following 

break-down of the total consumption by applications for 1967: 

Films and sheeting 

Coatings 

Injection and blow moulded 
parts 

Others 

55 * 

6 * 

38 * 

1 * 

The LD types at present have a share of 91 per cent in the total 

consumption of PE, whereas PE HD accounts only for 9 per cent. 

If we consider the regional distribution, we note that the 

consumption of the two PE types in West Pakistan is twice 

that of East Pakistan. The application of PE LD in West 

Pakistan lias experienced a rapid development in the last 

three years; while the increase in the consumption in East 

Pakistan has been only 50 per cent since 1965» it is 100 per 

cent in West Pakistan. 

The following explanatory remarks pertain to the individual 

applications °. 

Films and sheeting are the most important applications with 

about 55 per cent; this covers small, medium-sized and large 

enterprises. The existing capacities are estimated by IACP 

at 8,200 t per year, the small-sized industry accounting for 

about kO   per cent. 

The largest part of the films and sheeting manufactured serves 

for the production of bags and sacks. Sheeting is produced 

almost exclusively by means of the blow moulding method. 

Part of the necessary extruders is already being constructed 

in Pakistan. 

ill  v 
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The   second  most   important   application   of PE   is   the  production 

of  injection   and  blow moulded   parts  with about   38   per  cent. 

The   objects   concerned  include   toys,   combs,   household  items, 

such  as   keys,   baskets,   soap  boxes.   In   this   sector   the   small 

industry   plays   an  important   part.   Both   LD  and HD  polyethylene 

are used. 

Rigid   PE   pipes  have   so  far  been  produced  only by  one 

manufacturer   in East   Pakistan.   Sections  and   boards   of  PE 

are  not   yet   produced   in  Pakistan.   Only   two   large   firms   are 

using   PE   for   coatings.   They  produce   packagings   for   the 

beverage   industry   (tetrahedron)   and   coated   jute  bags. 

In   the   field   of  cable   casings   polyethylene   is  used  as  yet 

only   to   a   small   extent.   In  general  only  PVC   is used  in   this 

sector. 

The  following   sources  of   supply  have   been  established: 

PE was   imported until   I967.   Since  Valika   started  production, 

this   firm  accounted   for  about   25  per   cent   of   the   consumption 

of PE   LD   in  West  Pakistan   in   1967  and   for  about   30  per   cent 

in   1968.    In   East   Pakistan   imports  continue   to be   the  only 

source   of   supply. 

The   imports   in   1967   came   from   the  following  countries,   by 

order   of   importance: 

PE LD: 

PE HD: 

Japan (Mitsubishi) 

Italy (Montecatini Edison) 

U.K. (ICI) 

Germany (BASF) 

Germany    (Hoechst) 

USA       (Philips Petroleum Co.) 

•> T   I TUT   E.V.       FRANKFURT   AM    M A !  N 



in production is not to be recommended. According to Batteiles 

findings, it would be possible fully to utilise the existing 

large surplus capacities (particularly for BHC manufacture 

in East Pakistan) if both products were used in cotton and 

rice cultivation. 

7. The petrochemical end-products and intermediates whose pro- 

duction in the period up to 1975 should be seriously con- 

sidered are : 

- polyethylene 

- polypropylene 

- polyvinyl chloride 

- alkyd resins 

- polyamide fibres 

- polyester fibres 

- dioctyl phthalate 

- 2 ethyl hexanol 

- dodecyl benzene sulphonate 

- dodecyl benzene 

Th« following comments have to be made on the above products: 

7.01 In 1968 the consumption of low density polyethylene was 

approx. 5,100 t. With a mean growth rate of 23 per cent, 

consumption in 1975 is estimated at 21,200 t. The largest 

single component of this demand is the films and sheets 

sector (1967: 59 per cent, 1975: 71 per cent), packaging 

material for the fertiliser industry being a major item. 

Injection moulded and blow moulded parts follow, with 

33 per cent in I968 and 28 per cent in 1975. **** Pa- 

kistan's share of the production is at present jk  per 

cent, and is expected to remain more or less constant. 

BATTELLE-INSTITUT   E. V.   •   FRANKFURT  AM   MAIN 
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5.1.1.3.2   Forecast  of Consumption  Trends 

In  order   to   come   to  conclusions   on   the   future   consumption   of 

PE,    the   following  sectors  have   to   be  given   special 

c onsiderat i on ; 

- Films   and  sheetings 

- Injection  and  blow  moulded  parts 

- Pipes   and  sections 

- Cable   and wire   casings. 

Films   and   sheetings 

A  comparison  of   the  PE  LD  consumption   for   films   and   sheeting 

in  Pakistan   shows   that   the   consumption  has   increased   by 

50   per  cent   between  1965  and   1968.   That   is   an  average   annual 

growth  rate   of  about   15   per   cent.   Undoubtedly,   the  upward 

trend will   continue,   since   applications   in   the   packaging 

sector  are   extending.   The   largest   quantity   should  in   the 

future   be   used   for bag  production,   where   PE   LD   is 

increasingly  replacing   the   reinforced  papers.   The   future 

development   of   the  fertilizer  industry   and   its   demand   for 

bags  will   play  a  special  part   in   this   connection. 

Therefore,    the   estimates   of   the   consumption  of  PE   sheeting 

and   films   are  made   separately  for   the   packaging  sector 

in  general   and   the  fertilizer   industry.   The   following 

quantities   of  PE will   be  used  by   the   two   sectors  in   1968 : 

West   Pakistan East   Pakistan       Total 

Fertilizer   industry 100 335 ^35 

Packaging   in  general 1,850 1 » 115 2,965 

Total  consumption 1,950 1,^50 3,^00 

HAI   r r 1. 1. 1     1 N s ! 1 ! 1 i r   f;   v       1   •<•• A ,N K I   . ; u t   A -1   M -" 
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Considering     h©   consumption  of   sheeting and  films  in   the 

packaging   sector   in general,   it   is   noted   that   this  sector 

is   the   largest   individual  consumer   of  PE   in  Pakistan. 

While   the   large-scale   production  of   bags   for   the   packaging 

of  fertilizers   did not   start   before   1967,    the  manufacture 

of   sheeting   bags   and   sacks   for   the   packaging  of   food, 

textiles,    general   purpose  items,   detergents  has   played  an 

important   role   in  Pakistan   since   about   1964, 

Considering   the   annual   growth   rates   during  the   last   few 

years   in   the   field  of   films   and   sheeting   in   the   packing 

sector  in   general   for   all  Pakistan,    it   is   noted   that   the 

consumption   increased  by   16   per  cent   in   1965/66,   by   19  P©r 

cent   in   1966/67,    and  will  probably   increase  by   11   per   cent   in 

1967/68.   This  means  an  average   annual   growth  rate  of  about 

15   per  cent      ) . 

The   continuously   increasing  production of  food,   general 

purpose   items,    textiles,   detergents,   etc.   in  Pakistan  will 

result   in   a   continuous   increase   in   the  demand   for packaging 

materials.    In   addition   to   this   traditional   application  of 

sheeting   in   the   packaging  sector,   PE will   in  the  future  be 

used   to  a   certain  extent  also   in   the  agricultural   sector 

as   protective   sheeting   in  plantations.   In  East   Pakistan, 

for   example   PE   sheeting is  used  already  as  protective   covers 

for   tea  plantations. 

On   the  basis   of   all   the   criteria  an  average  annual   increase   of 

15   per  cent   may   be  expected   also   in   the   future   for  East   and 

West   Pakistan,    the  absolute   demand   for  packaging material   in 

terms   of  quantity being higher  in  West   Pakistan   than   in  East 

Pakistan.    Table   k  indicates   the   estimated  future  quantities 

of   PE  LD   required  in   the   sector  of   packaging materials   in 

general. 

1)   It   should   be   noted   that   also   in   the   European  packaging 
industry   the   consumption   of  plastics   shows   an  annual   increase 
of   15   per   cent. 

p.-   ^>   «.   \   -    -    j   Zt   '      ¿x  M     fv' 
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For estimating the consumption for the fertilizer industry 

it is interesting to consider the information received from 

governmental planning authorities which stated that it is 

intended to pack all fertilizers produced in Pakistan, with 

the exception of ammonium sulphates, in PE bags with or 

without jute reinforcement. The demand for bags and thus 

for PE LD can be calculated on the basis of this information 

and on the installed and planned capacities» Table 4 lists 

the quantities of PE LD to be expected in this sector up 

to 1975. These calculations are based on PE bags of the 

type used by the urea factory at Fenchuganj in East Pakistan. 

Accordingly about 5,000,000 bags of 67 g weight each are 

required for packaging about 100,000 t of urea. Th.s corresponds 

to a quantity of PE of 335 t. 

The table shows that the total demand in 1968 will almost 

increase five times until 1975, one third of the demand 

coming from East Pakistan and two thirds from West Pakistan. 

As to the 15,000 t of polyethylene the fertilizer sector as 

the largest consumer of packaging materials will account 

for about half of the estimated demand in 1975. The balance 

will be used for the packaging of beverages, food, cement, 

textiles and as protective sheeting in agriculture. 

Injection and blow moulded parts 

Both PE HD and PE LD are used for injection and blow moulded 

parts. With 38 per cent of the total PE consumption it is the 

second most important application for PE in Pakistan 

While PE LD has played a part in the production of household 

appliances and cosmetics in Pakistan for some time, the 

HD type has become popular only recently. PE HD is used mainly 

in the expanding container industry. 
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The   toi lowing   comments   can   be   made   regarding   the   growth 

rates   for    PK   LU  and   PK   HI)   in   West    and   East    Pakistan   in 

the   last    tew   years      The    increase    in   i oiisumi t i on   t'r om 

i9-br)   to    i«if>H    for   PE   LI)   in   Kast.    Pakistan   ha«   been   about 

2b   per    i eut ,    arid    in   West    Pakistan    1 V7    per   cent      This 

indicates    that    the   consumption   has   shown   a   special    increase 

in   West    Pakistan   with   an   average   annual    growth   rate   of 

37   per   cent.     In   Hast    Pakistan   the   average   annual   growth   rate 

is   only   about    H   per   tent.   While    in jet t i on   and   blow   moulded 

parts   have   «o   far   been   used   in   East   Pakistan   only   for   small 

general   purpose      items,    such   as   t. ombs .    soap   boxes,    boxes 

for   cosmetit s.   pails,    etc      they   have   found   a   much   broader 

range   of   a.ipln at ion    in   West   Pakistan   in   household 

appliances   and   packing   material    for   industrial   products 

For   the   next    two   or   three   years    it   may   be   expected   that    the 

increase    in    the   < onsumpti on   in   West    Pakistan   will    continue 

at    the   high   growth   rate   of    17   per   cent,    but    it    is   likely 

that   the   growth   rate    in   the    long    run   will   not   be   above 

20   per    tent.    An   analysis   of   the    relatively   small    increase 

in   consumption   and   the   type   of   the   products   in   East    Pakistan 

shows   that    in   this   Wing   new   applications,    above   all    in   the 

sector   of   household   appliances   and   packaging   will    lead    to 

strong   increase   in   the   demand   for   PE   LP   similar   to   West 

Pakistan,    We,    therefore,   expect,    on   the   basis   of   conservative 

estimates,    the   annual   growth   rate   until    197e)   to   be   2Ü   per   cent 

also   for   East   Pakistan. 

The   past   conditions   for   the   growth   of   PE   HU   in   the   field   of 

injection   and   blow   moulded   parts    in   East   and  West   Pakistan 

have   been   similar   to   those   of   PE   LD.   While   in  East   Pakistan 

in   1968   for    the   first   time   a   quantity   of   PE   HD has   been 

consumed   that   is   worth  mentioning   (about   25   t),    the   consumption 

in  West   Pakistan  will   probably   rise   from   2)0   t   in   I9b5   to 

about   k10   t    in   1968,    This  means   an  average   annual    increase 

by   21   per   cent.   This   relatively   rapid    increase   is   caused 

by   the   growing demand   for   packaging  material,   such   as 
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containers,   drums,   bottles,   etc.   mainly   of   the  West   Pakistan 

industry.    Since   expansion  of   the   capacities   is   being  continued 

in   the   container   industry  of   West   Pakistan»    also   in   the   future 

a  high   growth   rate   may   be   expected.   In   the   long  run   the 

processors   of  PE   HD   in  West   Pakistan  expect   for  injection 

and   blow  moulded   parts   annual    increases   of   15   to   17   per   cent. 

The   estimate   of   the   following   consumption   figures   is   based 

on  an   average   annual   rate   of   increase   of    15   per  cent;    the 

smaller   growth   rate   of   15  per   cent   appears   more   probable 

because   polypropylene  will   compete   with   PE   HD  in   the   field 

of  hollow   articles. 

For   East   Pakistan   it   is  more   difficult   to   find  an   appropriate 

basis   for   the   calculation   of   the   increase      Besides,    it   should 

be   taken   into   account   that   a   forecast   starting   from   such   small 

basic    figures   always   meets  with   extreme   difficulties.   In   view 

of   the   small   quantity   consumed   in   1968,    an   average   annual 

Crowth   rate   of   25   per   cent   seems   realistic   for  a   long-range 

foree as t. 

Table   5     Estimated   Demand  for   PE   LP and   PE  HP  for   Injection 
and Blow   Moulded  Parts,    1 ?6§   to   1975   (in   tons1 

West   Pa ki s tan East   I •aki s tan AU    Pakistan 
Year 

PE   LD PE   HD PE   LD PE   HD PE   LD PE  HD 

1968 1 , 160 410 290 25 1,050 435 

1969 1 ,610 470 150 •)o '    480 500 

1970 1 ,960 540 420 40 2, 380 5H0 

1971 2, -J50 610 500 50 2,850 68O 

1972 2,820 720 6OO ou 3, 420 780 

197T 1,380 830 710 80 4,110 910 

197** I 
4,060 960 87O IOO 4 ,'))ü 1 ,060 

1975 4,870 1 . 100 
i_ _ _- 

1 ,050 1 20 5,920 
,  

1 ,220 
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The   table   shows    that   the   consumption   of   PE   LD   for    injection 

and   blow  moulded   parts   will   more   than   treble  up   to    1975 

The   expected   share   of  West   Pakistan   in   the   total   consumption 

is   estimated   at   82   per   cent,    that   of   East   Pakistan   at 

18   per   cent 

The   consumption   of  PE   HD   presumably   also   will   treble   by 

1975-   The   largest   part   of   PE   HD will   be   required   by   the 

expanding   container   industry   of  West   Pakistan,   which  will 

account   for   90   per  cent   of   the   total   consumption.    The 

consumption   of   East   Pakistan   probably   will   not   exceed 

10   per   cen t, 

Pipes   and   Sections 

PE  HD  pipes   have   so   far   played  only   a   minor  part   in   Pakistan 

compared  with   the   conventional   cast-iron   and  galvanized   iron 

pipes,   asbestos   pipes   and   the   imported   fibre   reinforced  epoxy 

pipes.    Interviews   with   public    organisations,   such   as   WAPDA, 

Department   of   Public   Health   Engineering,    and   Water   and   Sewage 

Authority   ( WASA )    have   shown   that   t lu    ase   of   plastic    pipes 

on   a   larger   scale   is   being   considered    tor   the   future,    but 

that    these   pipes   will   be   PVf   pipes   and   not   PE   pipes. 

Consequently,    there   is    little   hope   that    a   larger   market   will 

be   opened   in   this   field   in   the   near   future 

Only   two  manufacturers   of   PE   pipes   have   been   found      Their 

production   of   about   1üü   t   meets   the   present   demand   in 

East   and  West   Pakistan. 

Sections   and   boards   of   PE   have  not   yet   been  produced   in 

Pakistan.    Indications   pointing   to   a   future   production  have 

not   been   found   either. 

\j    H    f     , ¡   Vi    ' 
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Starting   from   the   assumption   that   in   the  near   future   PVC 

pipes   will   be   preferred   to   those   of   PE     )   and   that   the 

production  of   sections   and  board   of   PE will   develop  at  a 

low   rate,    the   future   demand  for   PE   in   these   sectors   for 

all   Pakistan   is   estimated   to   amount    to  no   more    than  200   t 

in   1970   and   500   t   in   1975   (cf.    Table   8). 

Cable   and  Wire  Casings 

PVC   is   likely   to   compete   strongly   with PE  also    in   this   sector. 

So   far   PVC   has   been   used  almost   exclusively   for   cable   and 

wire   casings   both   an   East   and   in   West   Pakistan.    Certainly 

PE   LD   will   find   further   applications   in   the   course   of   the 

expansion   of   the   cable   and  electrical   insulation   industries 

in  Pakistan,   PE  cables   could   play   a   major   part    for   instance 

in   the   modern   telecommunications,    since   they   are   water- 

proof   and   sturdy   and   can   easily   be    installed      A    special 

advantage   is   that    the   connections   can  be  made   rapidly  and 

in   a   fairly  uncomplicated  way.    Another  advantage   is   that   PE 

has   a   better   insulation   effect    than   PVC 

However   interviews   with   the  manufacturers   of   cables   and 

electrical    insulation   parts   did   not    permit   definite 

conclusions   to   be   drawn   for  an   estimate  of   the    future   demand 

Only   one   major  future   consumer   has   been  found       the   telephone 

cable   factory   of    the   EPIDC   in   Khulna   now  under   construction, 

which  will   use   PE   LD   in   addition   to   PVC   for-   cable   casings, 

After   its   termination   in   1964/70,    the   plant   will    consume 

about    55    t   ol   PE     Here   once   again   the   problem   should  be 

emphasised,    that   reliable   forecasts   are   rendered   extremely 

difficult   owing   to    the   low  consumption  data   available  at 

present. 

1)   Cf.    Section  6.2.2 
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As   there   isa   close   relationship     between   the   increase   in  the 

installed   capacities   in   the   electrical   industry   and   the 

consumption   of  cables,,    the   average   annual   growth   rate   of 

power   generation  is   taken   as   basis   for   the   estimate   of 

the   future   consumption   of   PE  LD  for   cable   casings-    The   power 

generation   in   Pakistan   will   increase   by   about    1 r>   per   cent 

until    1975    1).   The  demand   for   PE   LD  will   develop   as    indicated 

in   table   b . 

Table   6 :    Estimated  Demand   for  PE   LD   for   Cable   and   Wire 
Casings,   1968   to   1975   (in   t) 

Year We?i.Pak i. 

1968 15 

1969 20 

1970 50 

1971 60 

1972 70 

1973 80 

197^ i       90 

1975 100 
i  

All   Pakistan 

50 

70 

80 

90 

1 10 

120 

1 5 

70 

120 

\ko 
160 

190 

210 

2U0 

According   to   the   table,    the   total   demand   for   PE   LD   in   the 

cable   sector  will  not   exceed   250   t   in   1975-   About   60   per  cent 

of   this   quantity  will    be   consumed   in   East   Pakistan.    The   higher 

demand   of   East   Pakistan   will   result   above   all   from   the 

consumption   of   the   telephone   cable   factory.   Our   estimates, 

however,    necessarily   are   very   tentative.    If,   for   instance, 

West   Pakistan  authorities   should  decide   to   take   up   the 

manufacture   of  PE cables,    the  picture   would  charge   completely. 

)   This   growth   rate   corresponds   also    to   the   average   annual 
increase   in   the   consumption  of   PE   tables   in   Europe. 
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Such  deviations   in   the  development  of  the   cable   sector, 

however,   should  hardly  affect   the  volume   of   the   total 

consumption   of   PE   LD. 

Consumption   estimates   for  PE  HD and  PE  LD   in   the   individual 

sectors  is   summarised  in   the   following   two   tables   for  all 

Pakistan. 

fable  7s   Eatxmate   of  the  Future  Demand for   PE  LP in  the 
Moat   Important   Sectors  of Application  for All 
Pakistan   (in  t) —— 

  
Films and Injec ti on Cable and 

,       — 

Total con- 
Year shee ting and blow 

moulded 
parts 

wire cas- 
ings 

sumption 

1968 3,400 Ï.650 15 5,065 

1969 4,810 1 ,980 70 6,860 

1970 7,110 2,380 120 9,610 

1971 7,910 2,8^0 l40 10,900 

1972 8,990 3,420 160 12,570 

1973 10,060 4, 1 10 190 14,360 

1974 12,060 4,930 210 17,200 

1975 15,020 
L   

5,920 240 21 ,180 
| _ 

L 
H   A   !    !   t    i    i    E        t   r;   S  T   I  T U   r    F      V f    ('  A  N   K U   !•'   !     A M    V 
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On the basis of estimates made by the UN Petrochemical and 

Fertilizer Project, Rawalpindi, Battello anticipates a 

drop in polyethylene prices of kO  per cent, which would mean 

that demand will increase by some 34 per cent in 1975- We 

therefore recommend the erection of a plant with an annual 

output of 25,000 t in 1972 - on the assumption, however, 

that the existing capacity of 5,000 t/y at Valika Chemicals 

Ltd. is fully utilised. 

7.02 Demand for polypropylene is still extremely small - only 

520 t were used in I967. However, it is expected that con- 

sumption will grow at a rate of 20 per cent a year, so that 

it will amount to 2,000 t in 1975. Up to now the entire con- 

sumption has been in West Pakistan, where the material is 

used for blow moulding and injection moulding. 

The study recommends setting up plant for the manufacture 

of 10,000 t/y of polypropylene in 1972, together with the 

facilities for PVC and polyethylene production. This recom- 

mendation is based on an anticipated demand of 4,900 t in 

1975» which presupposes a price reduction of 20 per cent 

and allows for its use as a substitute for certain pro- 

ducts. 

7.03 Consumption of PVC is estimated at 8,280 t of compound or 

5,440 t of PVC resins in I968. It is expected to rise to 

19,200 t of resins in 1975, at constant prices. With a price 

reduction of kO  per cent - which seems quite feasible - 

demand could be of the order of 23,000 t in 1975. Sectoral 

analyses indicate that the mean growth rate is likely to 

be 23 per cent in East Pakistan and Ik  per cent in West 

Pakistan. 

• ATTILLI -INiTITUT  I.V.   •   FRANKFURT  AM   MAIN 
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Table   8 :   Estimate   of   the  Future   Demand  for   PE  HP  in   the 
Moat   Important  Sectors   of  Application  for All 
Pakistan   (in  tons) 

Injection  and Pipes   and              Total   consumption 
Year blow   moulded 

parts 
sec tions 

1968 U35 60 495 

1969 5O0 1 50 650 

1970 580 200 780 

1971 680 250 930 

1972 780 300 1 ,080 

1973 910 360 1,270 

I97h 1 , O60 420 1 ,1*80 

1975 ! ,220 500 1,720 

In   accordance   with    the   tables,    the   total   consumption  of   PE   LD 

and   PE   HI)  in   1975 is  estimated   at   22,900   t.    Out   of   this 

quantity   about   92 per  cent   presumably   will   be   PE   LD  and 

8   per   cent   PE  HD. The  demand   for   PE   LD  can   be   expected   to 

increase   fourfold by   1975.   The   growth   rat'     for   PE  HD will   be 

somewhat   smaller. The  average   annual   rates   of   increase   are 

about   23   per   cent for   PE  LD  and   about   20   per   cent   for  PE   HD. 

The sector of films and foils will be the largest consumer 

of LD polyethylene- It will account for 71 per cent of the 

total demand for PE LD, followed presumably by the sector 

of injection and blow moulded parts with a share of 28 per 

cent of the total demand. The remaining 1 per cent will be 

consumed by   the   cable and  wire   casings   industry. 

About   70  per  cent   of PE  HD  is   expected   to   be   consumed by   the 

sector   of   injection   and  blow  moulded   parts.    The   remaining 

30   per   cent  will    be   consumed   mainly  by   the   pipes   and 

sections   industry. 

A   N    K    * V    V 
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The   table   9   shows   the   regional   distribution  of   the   estimated 

quantities   of  PE   LD   and   PE  HD  consumed. 

for   PE   LD  and   PE HD.   1968 to   T975   1 in   tons) 

Year 

West   Pakistan 
T   " 

1    East   Pa kistan AH   Paki stan 

PK  LD PE   HD 
H   

PE   LD 
i 

PE   HD 
! 

PE   LD 
. ,.  |— 

PE   HD 
             • 

1968 3,325 U 10 

—t 

1,740 85 5 , Ob 5 495 

1969 ¡4,380 520 2,480 1 30 6,860 650 

1970 5,8^0 590 3.760 190 9,6^0 780 

1971 6,7 30 730 ¡       4, ISO 200 1 0 , Q 1 0 930 

1972 7:930 860 4.6UO 220 12s 570 1 ,080 

1973 9, «80 1 , O20 5,!80 25O '4,360 1,270 

197*4 11,430 ' , 2O0 5,770 280 17,200 1 ,480 

1975 !     fM30 '    i,4oo 
1 

6550 320 21 j ISO 1,720 

The   table   shows   that,    according   to   the   present   growth  tendencies, 

West   Pakistan will   also   in   future   have   a  higher  demand  for   PE   LD 

and   PE  HD   than  East   Pakistan.   In   1975   presumably   about   70  per 

cent   of   the   total   PE   LD  will   be   consumed   in  West   Pakistan  and 

30   per   cent   in   EaM    Pakistan,   In   the   case   of   PE   HD   the   share 

of  West   Pakistan   compared  with  East   Pakistan  will   be   even 

higher,    i.e.   ca     80   per   cent  will    be   consumed   in  West   Pakistan 

and   ca.    20  per   cent    in   East   Pakistan. 

The   main   centres   of   consumption   in   East   Pakistan  will   be   the 

two   cities   of   Dacca   and  Chittagong,   which will   account   for 

about   90   per   cent   of    the   estimated   demand.    In   West   Pakistan 

Karachi,    already   today   the   centre   of    the   plastics   processing 

industry,   will   continue   to   be   the   centre   of   consumption. 

The   region  of   Lahore   including   the    Industrial   Estates   in 

Sialkot   and  Gujranwala   will   take   the   second  place. 
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About  75  p«r cent   of  th«  total  d«aand in Vest   Pakistan  will 
co*o  fro«  tho  two   industrial  cantra» of Karachi and Lahor«. 
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Fi ¿_,ur e   1:    lic'{_, i uiiiil   Distribution   of    the   l-.s t i i.iu tuil   IK.Iü.UKI 

l'or   Luw   Density   Polyethylene 
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1961 1969        1970 1972 1973 1974 1975 

21      Estimated   Demand   for   High  Density   Polyethylene 
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5 . 1 .1 . fc  Prices 

The development of the prices for PE in the world market 

during the last years is illustrated on the basis of the 

producer prices in West Germany. The Federal Republic of 

Germany is a very suitable example,, because it pursues a 

very  liberal   foreign   trade   policy. 

The sales pri'es ex-factory for PE LD granules developed 

in   that   country   as   follows: 

1960: 0.75 US $/kg 

1964 s 0.40 US $/kg 

1967: 0.35 US I/kg 

1968: 0.30 US $/kg 

The   price   for   PE HD granules was 

1960s 0.88   -   1.00 US   */kg 

1964: 0.65  -   0.68  US  $/kg 

1967s 0-50 us  $/kg 

1968: 0.4 5  US   t./kg 

The   prices   exclusive   sales   taxes.   PE   LD  in   1968   thus   was   sold 

almost  one   third  cheaper   than  in   I960.   Also   the   prices  for 

PE  HD decreased   continuously  since   1960 s   today   the  price   is 

only half   that   of   i960. 

It   is  generally  expected   that   the  world market   price   for  PE 

will  continue   to   drop   slightly  in   1969.   A   forecast   of   the 

long-term  development   of   the  price   structure   is   difficult, 

since   this   would have   to   be based   on   figures   regarding new 

capacities   and   the   increase  of unit   sizes. 

~1 

lit': F   ^   A   N   '<   P   'J  «?   T     A  V'     M   ^  I 
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The  following diagra« is  designed to  provide  the basis  for a 
comparison with  the price  development   of  other  important 
thermoplastics.   It  is  referred  to  also   in  the  sections  on 

PS  and PVC. 

L ! A "i   'I" I     '    I.   <'.   -   I 
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5.1.2 Polypropylene 

5.1.2.1 General Characteristics 

The polypropylene (PP) obtained by polymerisation of propylene 

is hard and dimensionally stable. 

Compared with HD polyethylene, polypropylene has following 

advantages: not a "paraffiny" but smooth feel, greater sur- 

face hardness, no tendency to stress corrosion cracking 

(and therefore suitable for nailing), higher tensile strength 

and dimensional stability under heat, better elasticity pro- 

perties . 

Disadvantages are: embrittlement at temperatures below 0 C 

and greater sensitivity to oxygen. 

PP is marketed in the form of granular compounds, in natural 

colours or dyed, modified to the melting indices for various 

processes. 

The fields of application for PP are more or less the same as 

for polyethylene HD, insofar as greater mechanical strength 

and surface hardness are called for. Among the articles manu- 

factured from PP are for example dye tubes, bobbins, crates, 

hinges, containers, mailboxes and other technical and house- 

hold goods. 

A further important field of application is the processing to 

fibres. The role of PP as raw material for fibres is dealt with 

in a separate section on synthetic fibres (see section 5.3.3). 

In Pakistan, PP is used in the manufacture of among other 

things bottles, containers, mailboxes, crates of all types, 

combs and military supplies. The processes applied are in- 

jection and blow moulding. 
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5.1.2.2 Domestic   Production 

There   is as   yet  no  production  of  PP   in Pakistan.   The  granular 

material  processed   is   imported.   The   authorities   responsible 
for   investment  planning are  however  considering  erecting a 

plant. 

5.1.2.3 Demand 

5.I.2.3.I  Volume  and  Structure   of  Past  Demand 

We were unable   to  discover  any  consumption in East  Pakistan. 

The   consumption   in  the  blow  moulding  and   injection  moulding 
sectors  of   West   Pakistan has   developed  as   follows   since   I965 : 

- 1965: 120  tons 

- I966: 230  tons 

- 1967: 520  tons 

A consumption  of   56O  tons   is   expected  for  I968. 

One  notes   that   the  consumption  has  almost  quintupled  since 

I965. 

The  granular material  supplied  originates mainly  from: 

- England (ICI) 

- Japan and the 

- Federal Republic of Germany 

B  A   r   r   F   i.   iE        INSTITUÍ     f:     -J f    R A   N   K   !    . j   R   T     A  VI     M   A  !   N 
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5.1.2.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

Polypropylene is at present well on the way to becoming a 

mass-production plastic like the thermoplastics polyethylene, 

PVC and polystyrene in all industrialised countries. The 

reason for this material's favourable sales prospects lies 

mainly in the combination of good properties and low price. 

The plastics-processing industry of Pakistan also predicts 

good chances of development for this material. A growth rate 

of 15 to 20 per cent is expected. The previous development 

of consumption does not lend itself to calculating future 

trends, as polypropylene is a new plastic for Pakistan whose 

consumption has more than quadrupled since I965• 

Taking the long-term view, there are many new fields of 

application for polypropylene in the blow and injection 

moulding, films and sheeting sectors. Injection moulding will 

however account for the greater portion of the polypropylene 

used. There is here a possibility that PP will win a section 

of the market which has until now been dominated by polyethylene 

HD. PP will also play a not unimportant role in new plants for 

blow moulded articles and will replace HD polyethylene. 

In addition, PP is expected to replace PVC in ever increasing 

degrees in bottle manufacture, due to its greater trans- 

parency and lower price. Developments in the films field will 

be slow in the near future, as this is coupled with the in- 

troduction of new machines for the processing stages. 

In view of all these aspects, a mean annual growth rate of 

20 per cent seems to us to be realistic. According to this, 

the future demand for PP in Pakistan will develop as follows: 

m   A r T >  1 : :   • \' - ;   ' I    !     ./    ' ^' '» N •« ' <J   ••    '      • '• V   A  A 
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1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

560 tons 

670 tona 

810 tona 

970 tona 

1,160 tona 

1,390 tona 

1,670 tona 

2,000 tona 

These figures are probably on the conservative side. It is 

quite feasible that the mean annual growth rate will be as 

much as 25 per cent. The consumption in this case would rise 

to 2,700 tons by 1975. on the baais of our estimates, a con- 

sumption of almost four times the present amount can be ex- 

pected for 1975. The estimates however do not take into 
account 

- a possible application for PP in the fibres sector 

- a PP consumption for defence purposes 

- the complete replacement of polyethylene HD or 
other plastics 

The possibility of substitutions is dealt with separately 

in section 6.2.6. To the possibility of PP being used in the 

fibres sector must be said that this is very unlikely in 

Pakistan, as these fibres would represent in many cases com- 

petition to natural domestic products and probably be detri- 
mental to their sale. 

5.1.2.4 Pri ces 

The cAf price Karachi was in August, I968 US $ 350 to 396 per 

ton granular material. The c&f price in I965 waa US « 462 per 
ton. 

RATI f-; l 1   1  ! 
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L 

The  present retail  price  for  PP  in Vest   Pakistan  is  7.70 Rs./kg. 

5.1.2.5 Structure   of  the  Market 

The  present users  are  the   larger plastics-processing  concerns 
in   the   Karachi   area,   as  for   example 

- Dada Plastics Industries, Karachi 

- Plastic Rafters, Karachi 

- Maniar Plastic Industries, Karachi 

- Golden Industries, Karachi 

and   3  or   4  other  processing  plants. 

Minor   industrial   concerns,   apart  frost  one ball  point «pen 
manufacturer  in  Sialkot,   do  not  process   PP. 

5.1.2.6 Recommendations 

Viewing   the PP  market alone,   we  cannot   find reasons   to re- 
commend   the  erection of a   plant  for   the  manufacture  of  this 
material. 

It  should  however  be  taken   into  account   that  the  Government 
has  an additional  demand  for  an unknown  quantity.   We must 
also   point  out   that   the  picture   is   somewhat  altered  when 
PED   substitution  and  the   increase   of   the  deraanf  due   to  re- 
duced  price  is   taken into  account.   These   factors   are  con- 
sidered   further   in  section  8.2.3.1. 

LE   -INSTITUT    E.  V        f  R A N  K  f <J !•;   :    A :V1    M 
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Should  production of  PP be coneidered,  perhapa bacauaa 
favourabla   axport  proapacta  axiat,   afforta   ahould  ba  Mad« 
to  find   out  whether   tha mw BASF  manufacturing procaaa   ia 
auitabla   for Pakiatan.   Thia  procaaa  nakea   it  poaaibla   to 
produca   a   new  type   of  PP  at  much  lower  coa ta.   The  new 
material   ia  an  iaotactic  PP which  can be  claaaified  aa 
lying between polyethylene  LD  and   HD.   It   haa   already  proven 
its  value  aa an  injection moulding  compound  and  in  the 
manufacture  of  piping.   It  ia  alao  well  auited  for uaa   in  the 
fibrea  aector. 

L 
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5.1.3 Polyvinyl Chlorid« 

5.1.3.1 General characteristic» 

5.1.3.1.1 Description of thé Material 

5.1.3.1.2 Plasticiaers and Pillars 

5.I.3.I-3  Applications 

5.1.3.2 Domestic Production 

5.1.3.2.1 Existing Capacity 

5.1.3.2.2 Planned Projects 

5.1.3.3 De««nd 

5.1.3.3.1 Volume and Structure of Past Demand 

5.1.3.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

5.1.3.Í» Prices and Price Forecasts 

5.1.3.5 Market Structure and Major Consumers 

5.1.3.6 Recommendations 

L 
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5.1.3 Polyvinyl   Chloride 

5.1.3.1        General  Characteristics 

5.1.3.1.1   Description  of   the  Material 

At   the   present   time   polyvinyl   chloride   (PVC)   is   the  most 

important   synthetic   thermoplastic   in   terms   of  quantity. 

In  general,   PVC   is   obtained   from   the   gaseous   monomer vinyl 

chloride   by   emulsion  or   suspension  polymerization   (E-PVC 

and   S-PVC). 

Four   types   of  PVC   are   in use.   These   are 

- Rigid PVC 

- Soft PVC 

- PVC paste 

- PVC foam 

Rigid PVC is the designation given to pure PVC without or 

with a small addition of plasticizers. It is supplied in 

the form of dises (2 - 3 mm diameter) or cylinders. The 

granules are marketed in numerous types of S-PVC and E-PVC 

for various processes and applications. 

Soft PVC contains between 20 and 50 per cent plasticizers. 

Soft PVC granules are manufactured out of E-PVC or S-PVC 

and plasticizers, the ratio usually being 80 : 20 and 60 : kO, 

also 50 : 50 and with S-PVC. The components and the 

stabilization system are variable, depending on the application. 

Soft PVC is mainly supplied as a compound ready for processing. 

Sometimes PVC processors do not buy the ready-mixed compound 

but mix it themselves out of pure PVC powder, plasticizers, 

stabilizers, and other processing auxiliaries. 
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PVC   pastes   are  prepared  by mixing and  swelling PVC  powder  with 

plasticizers.   They   are   often   produced by   the   consumer  himself. 

As   a   rule,   pastes   contain  50   to   60  per  cent,   in  rare   cases  up 

to   80   per cent   PVC;   they  gelatinize  without   pressure   at 

170   to   220°C.   The   properties   of   the   products   are  largely 

similar   to   other   soft  PVC. 

PVC   foams  are  mixtures   of  rigid  or   soft   PVC   with expanding 

agents.   They  can  be  processed  under pressure   or without 

pressure  into  foam  foils  with   or without   basic   layer  of 

fabrics. 

5.1.3.1.2  Plasticizers1)   and   Fillers 

The  properties  of   soft  PVC   in   the  form of  granules  or  pastes 

•re  dictated  by   the  quantity   and   type  of   the   plasticizer. 

One   of   the  most   important  plasticizers   is   dioctylphthalate 

(DOP)      It   is  most   often used   as   a  general   purpose  plasticizer. 

For  reasons   of  economy   secondary  plasticizers   are  sometimes 

added  which  gelatinize  with   PVC  without   having  sufficient 

plasticizing  capacity.   Among   this   group   of   plasticizers   are 

certain fatty acid  esters   and   chlorinated   paraffins. 

Rigid   PVC   is   not   filled.   But   inert   inorganic   fillers,    such  as 

kaolin,   chalk,   and  quartz  powder  are  added   to   PVC   soft 

mixtures up   to   50   per  cent   for  reasons   of   economy.   Larger 

quantities   of  fillers  are usual  in  case   of  products   such 

as  floor covering  or casing  compounds. 

1)   More details   on plasticizers  and  their  application   in 
Pakistan  can  be  found  in   section  5.5.6. 
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PE LD 

1958 1960 1965 1968 

Figur«   3«   Development  of  Plastic  Price   Indices   in Germany 
(195B  =  100) 
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5.1.3.1.3 Applications 

Applications for rigid PVC are found in the production of 

- Plates 

- Sheets 

- Extruded sections and 

- Pipes 

Soft PVC is used mainly in the manufacture of 

- Cables   and  wires 

- Floor  coverings 

- Films,   and   coatings 

- Shoes 
- Other  castings  and  extruded articles 

PVC pastes are used for coating fabrics (artificial leather) 

and for the production of dipped articles and castings, such 

as  dolls,    toys,   boots,   gloves,   etc. 

PVC   soft   foams   are  utilized  for upholstering purposes,   floats, 

textile   coatings  and  electrical  insulations. 

In Pakistan up to now rigid PVC has been used exclusively for 

the manufacture of pipes, both in the Eastern and the Western 

Wing. 

Soft  PVC   including pastes  is   the  most   commonly used  thermo- 

plastic   in  Pakistan.   Its  main applications  are: 

- Shoe production 

- Cable and wire manufacture 

- Films and sheets 

- Other articles, such as 

- dolls 

- flexible pipes 

- disks. 
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In most cases the ready-mixed compound is imported 

5.1.3.2  Domestic Production 

5.1.3.2.1 Existing Capacity 

PVC is not produced in Pakistan at present. But some firms in 

East and West Pakistan produce compound from imported raw- 

materials. Almost all the manufacturers of artificial leather, 

for instance, mix the pastes for their own consumption them- 

selves. In addition, four more firms in the cable and shoe 

sector make compounds, one in East Pakistan,(Bengal Cable 

Industries, whose plant, however, is inoperative for the moment,) 

the rest in West Pakistan. The largest producer of PVC com- 

pounds there is Arokey Chemicals Ltd., who produce PVC shoe 

compounds on a commercial basis and compounds are also made 

by Atlas Rubber A Plastic Industries Ltd., for their own 

consumption and by Premier Industries partly for their own 

consumption and partly on a commercial basis. 

5.1.3.2.2 Projects 

In Karachi Arokey Chemicals Industrie» intends to put a new 

plant for the production of PVC into operation before long. 

The factory has already been built, but production has not 

yet started owing to difficulties with the raw-material supply. 

The unit is planned on the basis of acetylene and hydrochloric 

acid, the acetylene being obtained from calcium carbide. 

The capacity of the plant is slightly over 5,000 t/y of PVC. 

The raw material supplier» envisaged are 

- Pakistan Industrial Oases, Karachi, for calcium carbide, and 

- Caustic Soda factory, Karachi, for hydrochloric acid. 
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The Caustic Soda Factory has not yet been put into operation 

owing to the lack of a power supply. 

5.1.3.3   Demand 

5.I.3.3.I Volume and Structure of Past Demand 

The consumption figures of rigid PVC and soft PVC over the 

last few years are given below, classified according to 

applications and Wings. 

Table 10; Consumption of PVC Compounds in West Pakistan, 
1965 to 1968 (in tons) 

Application 1965 1966 1967 19681) 

Rigid PVC: 

Rigid pipes - - 300 700 

Soft PVC 2) 

Cable and wir« coatings 1,350 1,300 1 ,4oo 1,435 

Shoes 510 560 720 880 

Films, and coated 
fabrics 

1 ,200 1,050 1 ,300 1 ,680 

Others 54o 510 585 655 

Total consumption 3,600 3.420 4,305 5,350 
 1 

L 

) Expected consumption 

) The consumption figures listed under soft PVC contain about 
40 per cent plasticizers, fillers, stabilizers, and dye- 
stuffs in addition to the pure PVC, whereas the share of 
the additives is much below 20 per cent with the rigid PVC 
figures. 
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Table 11 i Consumption of PVC Compounds in Bast Pakistan, 
1965 to 1968 (in tons) 

Application 1965 1966 1967 1968 1) 

Ri«id PVC; 

Rigid pipes - - 180 450 

Soft PVC 2) 

Cable and wire coatings 245 215 220 330 

Shoes 850 1,300 1 ,600 1,700 

Films and coated fabrics 310 420 365 450 

Others - - - - 

Total consumption 1,405 1,935 2,365 2,930 

) Expected consumption 

) The consumption figures listed under soft PVC contain about 
40 per cent plasticixers, fillers, stabilizers, and 
dyestuffs in addition to the pure PVC, whereas the share of 
the additives is much below 20 per cent with the rigid PVC 
figures. 
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On combining  the above   two tables,   the resulting figures  for 

All  Pakistan  are: 

1965 to 1968 (in tons 

i—" — • ! 

i 

Application 1965 1966 1967 1968 1) i 

Rigid PVCi 
i 

Rigid pipes - - 480 1,150 

Soft PVCs 2) 

Cable and wire coatings 1,595 1,515 1,620 1,765 

Shoes 1,360 1 ,860 2,320 2,580 

Films, and coated fabrics 1,510 1,470 1,665 2,130 

Others 5^0 510 58 5 655 

Total consumption 5,005 5,355 6,670 8,280 

The  percentage  of   the   total   consumption   of  PVC   compounds   that 
ia  u»ed   for   each  application   in  the   two   wings   is  as   follows: 

)   Expected  consumption 
2)  The   consumption   figures  listed under   soft   PVC  contain about 

kO  per  cent  plasticizers,    fillers,   stabilizers,   and  dye- 
stuffs  in  addition   to  the   pure  PVC,   whereas   the   share   of  the 
additives   is  much  below  20   per   cent  with   the  rigid  PVC 
figures. 
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laDXe IJI reii;«"<'"B«' ~±—=^=—  
Compounds used lor each App 

West 
Application              Pakistan 

Lication in 

East 
Pakistan 

1968 

All Pakistan 

Rigid pipes 13 t 15 * \k i 

Cable and wire coatings 27 $ 12 £ 21 $> 

Shoes 16 £ 58 * 31 $ 

Films, and coated fabrics 32 # 15 i 26 # 

Others 12 % - 8 % 

In East Pakistan the shoe sector is the largest consumer of PVC 

compounds with 58 per cent of the total. The sectors of pipes 

and films follow with a much smaller share of only 15 per cent 

each. The rest is consumed by the cable and wire coatings 

sector. 

In West Pakistan the main consumption at present comes from 

the field of films and coated fabrics, which is followed by 

the cable and wire coatings sector. These two sectors together 

make up almost 60 per cent of the consumption of PVC compounds. 

The rest is consumed by the sectors of shoes, rigid pipes, and 

"other", with almost equal shares. 

During recent years PVC consumption has increased in almost all 

sectors, except for 1966 when it was lower than in 1965. 

In 1967, however, consumption was even higher than in 1965. 

Evidently the decrease in demand in 1966 was conditioned by 

the Indo-Pakistan War. This decline in industrial activity is 

also reflected in the consumption figures of the other 

thermoplastics and duroplastics. Besides, the introduction of 

the Bonus Voucher system for plastics may also have helped to 

restrict the importation and consequently the consumption of 

plastics. 
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Following interviews with the processors in the various 

sectors,we compiled the following surveys 

There are producers of rigid pipes from rigid PVC in both 

East and West Pakistan. In each Wing one producer controls 

the market for irrigation, drainage and drinking water 

pipes. They are the suppliers of pipes to official and 

semi-official institutions such as Water and Power Development 

Authorities (WAPDA), Departments of Public Health Engineering 

(DPHE), Water and Sewage Authority (WASA), etc, and their 

production programmes cover pipes of up to 14 inches diameter, 

In addition to these two big pipe manufacturers, three more 

producers of water pipes, of smaller diameters and conduit 

pipes for electric supply lines have started business in 

East Pakistan this year. The production of PVC rigid pipes 

is a very young industry in Pakistan - it began as recently 

as 1967 - but it is already showing great promise. For 1968 

a total production of rigid pipes of more than 1,100 t is 

expected. 

The cable industry is especially strong in West Pakistan 

In this Wing the demand for PVC is expected to be about 

1,^00 t in 1968, that is four times as high as in East 

Pakistan. There are large, medium-sized and small enterprises 

operating in this sector; the large firms are all in the 

Karachi area, the medium-sized enterprises are mainly 

located in Dacca, Karachi, and Lahore. The production 

programme of tne medium-sized and small enterprises is 

confined to the production of household cables, while the 

programme of the two large cable manufacturers in Karachi 

also includes high-tension cables in the form of overhead 

and underground supply lines. A new cable factory of the 

EPIDC in East Pakistan will presumably also start with 

the production of high-tension cables by the end of this 

year. 

BAT* •'   . • •'    \' c- 'IO1!-      '<' '"• \ '' >   '"    I  '• •*  'M A 
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The «oft PVC needed by the cable industry is mostly imported 

as a ready-mixed compound. Only two cable manufacturers, 

one of them in West Pakistan and the other in East Pakistan, 

are able to produce their compounds themselves. The compound 

has to meet special requirements as a insulation and casing 

compound for cables and is tradod as "cable grade". This 

PVC type is marked by high tensile strength and good 

resistance to abrasion, moisture and to fuels„ 

The shoe industry is an important consumer of soft PVC, 

especially in East Pakistan. In 1968 the demand for soft 

PVC is expected to be 1,700 t in East Pakistan alone. 

In addition, the demand in West Pakistan will amount to 

about 880 t, the total demand thus being 2,580 t. This 

makes the shoe sector at present the largest individual 

consumer of PVC. 

In East Pakistan there are 3^ injection-moulding machines 

specializing in the production of plastic shoes, corres- 

ponding to a theoretical annual processing capacity of about 

6,300 t of PVC. The installed capacities in West Pakistan are 

only one third of those installed in the Eastern Wing (about 

10 machines) and thus can process about 2,000 t of PVC per 

year. 

The soft PVC used for the production of plastic shoes is a 

ready-mixed compound conforming to the special requirements, 

such as softness and rigidity, and traded as "PVC compound 

shoe grade quality". 

The sector of films and coated fabrics is the second largest 

consumer of PVC in Pakistan. In 1968 it is expected that the 

demand for soft PVC for the manufacture of films and foils 

will be about 1,700 t in West Pakistan. The ••timated demand 

in East Pakistan is only a quarter of this figure, i.e. about 

n A i 
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kW   t.   TU«   lar««   and  e>«diun-»t nnd)  enterprises  operating  in 

this   iidtr  are  *••«!?   In  atad   in  Karachi     Hast   PVC   filne 

•MI   reatad   fahr ir»  ara  «sed   far    the  «anular ture  of   rain- 

reata,   falli   fer   pachi«*.     «•Ung  for   Jute   iirp«ti, 

artificial    leather   ami   fl«er   «tlaa.   The   production  of 

artificial    lealher   i«   «h»  ««st    taper tan«   of   th»»« 

appi ira«lona     the   Mtertal   |*n«rtllr   rentnlns   a   baaic 

tlaaue   of   cot »on     4r«irtetal    laatltar   la   supplied  by   the 

preducer«   to   the   RH Ittti  and   «tea   aute«obile,   trunk     bag» 

and   furniture  ««aing   tnduetrt««   far   furthar   proreeslng 

The   Ita«   "Othere     «h«*»   covare   «Il   casting»  and   extruded 

article*   wttitlt     ou Id   net   c«nv«nt«ntly   ha   a*ut«ned   to   one 

ef   the  ether   ear tor«      It   tmlu«a«o     for   aanaipla,    the 

production  of   Meuble   pipe»      t«ye     household   ite«e   dieta» 

balla,   and   baahate     Only   in   »••«    raàtet«*   te   the   PVC 

toneuaptton  of   the  aenulti turare   oi    theaa   articles   of   any 

i «portan« e     l«rge     «edlu«  «M anal,   and   eaal 1   enterprises 

operate   in   tht«   Ime 

Ttie   rtgurea   Iteted   i«   tablee   tu   te   M   indiate   the   r onsuaptiori 

ef   ready-ni «ed   PV<    t «ajajwunda.   wait'h  < ontatn  pleat i r i aera, 

filiare,   stabilisera,   etc.    In   ««dit ton   ta   »yr   resiti 

Tnay  do   net   ah««   the   r o« a tamp« t on  al   pure   t»V<    in   the   vario«* 

saetera.   Ute   < ««pounds   «re  «••>   redu« ed   ta   thetr   FV(    contant 

In  order   ta «*•*   an  «pproai«mt«   aaaea»«««t   en   th«   coneusptton 

af  FVt;   reein. 

Tna  averne«   raetn  content   ef   tu«  granules  nnd  p«a«e« ,eai ept 

far   rigid   »VC   which   te  applied   an  al«e»t   pure   far«,ta 

60  per  cent,   A   r«4uttie« af   the   «s— sunde   t«   then   pure   resin 

c«nt«nt   la giv«n  in   table   »a. 
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Table   14;   Estimate of th» Consumption of PVC  resin, 
1965  to  1968   (in  tona) 

Year West Pakistan East Pakistan All Pakistan 

1965 

1966 

1967 

19681) 

2,160 

2,050 

2,700 

3,500 

840 

1 ,160 

1,490 

1,940 

3,000 

3,210 

4,190 

5,440 

As  mentioned,   all   the  PVC   types  consumed  in  Pakistan  are   imported, 
The  countries  of  origin  of   the  imports  vary  continuously  and 
depend  largely  on  the prices   of  the   compounds   supplied;   the 
quality  is   apparently of  less  importance.   At   present   the 
most  important   suppliers  are  Italy,   the   Lebanon,   Japan, 
Hongkong,   and Taiwan.   Further  imports   come   from  the  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany,  USA,   and France. 

5.1.3.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

The  estimate   of  future  consumption  is  based on   separate 
discussions   of  the  sectors 

- rigid pipes 

- cables 

- shoes 

- films  and   coated fabrics 
- others. 

)  Expected  consumption 

I     !«'   A   iV   •< 
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It  is  characteristic   of the price  development of  the  last  few 
years   that  plastica   today  only  cost  about  half as  much  or 
even less   than   ten  years  ago. 

The  price  development   for  PE LD produced  in  Pakistan was  as 
follows: 

19671    3.56 -  3.74 Rs./kg 
1st half 19681     3.23 Rs./kg 

As  we were  informed  by  the  producer   the  price was  reduced  to 
2.42 Rs./kg in  mid-1968.   This  does  not  necessarily  show  that 
also  in  Pakistan  the   price has  a   strongly  decreasing  tendency 
since  the  manufacturers  acted under   the  pressure  of  the 
preferred  imports. 

The  c  A  f price   for   PE LD at  the   time   of  the  interviews 
was  between 204  and   216 US  $/ton.   The   cheapest  imports  were 
supplied  by  the  Japanese  at  204  US  l/ton.   The price  for 
German products  was   216 US  $/ton. 

The  price  for HD polyethylene  fluctuates  strongly because 
of   the varying   supplies  by  the  Japanese.   In August   1968   it 
was  about   340 US  $/ton. 

PE  LD is   sold  at  about  3.85 Rs./kg in  Vest   Pakistan,   in East 
Pakistan  the price  May be  as high as   5 Rs./kg. 

5.I.I.5  Structure  of  the Market  and Main Consumers 

Large  and medium-sized plastics  processors   buy  the  granular 
material  directly  from Valika  or  from  foreign manufacturers 
through  the general   agencies of manufacturers  in  Pakistan, 
which in  as a  rule   only act as   indenting firms. 

N TU r   L. M 
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Rigid pipes 

It   is   obvious   that   the  PVC   pipes   still   have   certain diffi- 

culties   in  replacing pipes   of   the   traditional materials   such 

as   galvanized   iron,   asbestos   and  cast   iron.   Consumption 

trends  until   now,   however,   show   that   the   demand  for PVC   pipes 

is   increasing,   both   from  the   governmental   and   the private 

sector. 

Interviews  with   the   large   consumers   of   pipes   in  the  public 

sector  in  East   Pakistan,   such  as   the   DPHE,   WASA,   and  WAPDA, 

proved   that   PVC   pipes  will  be   applied  much  more   than  in 

the   past   in   the   sectors   of household   connections,   hand- 

operated  water  pumps   and  sewerage  as   soon   as   their prices 

can  compete  with   those  of   the   traditional   pipes. 

According  to   a   study  of  the  Consulting  Burea  of Camp, 

Dresser &  McKee,    the   demand   for   PVC   pipes   alone with  the 

three   organizations   will  increase   to   ca.   7c000ç000 metres 

between   1970   and   1975  and   to   ca.    15,200tOOO metres between 

1975  and   1980. 

A   detailed  discussion with   the   responsible   institutions 

showed   that,   in  view  of  the   difficulties   the  planned 

programmes   face,    50   per cent   of   the   expected consumption 

figure  would  be   a  more  realistic   estimate.   The demand   in 

the   public   sector   in  East   Pakistan will   thus  be about 

5,000   t   of  PVC   in   1975.   The  demand  in   the   private  sector 

will   go   on  increasing parallel   to   that   of   the  public   sector, 

above   all   in   the   case   of  sewage   pipes   and   conduit pipes   for 

electric   supply   lines.   The  demand  of   the   private  sector, 

however,   will   be   smaller  than   that   of   the   public  aector. 

Assuming  that   the   planned programmes   are   realized as 

indicated,   the  demand for PVC   pipes   in  East  Pakistan  could 

grow as  follows: 

B A T   T   IT ,\j   S   r i  T  u 
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1968: 450 t 

1969s 900  t 
1970s 1,800 t 

1971s 2,500 t 
1972s 3,500  t 

1973s 4,200 t 
1974s 5,000 t 

1975s 6,000 t 

As far as West   Pakistan  is  concerned  inquiries  of  the  public 
and asmi-public   institutions   there  did not  provide  any 
indication  that   a   planned mass utilization  of  PVC  pipes   for 
public  projects   is   to  be  expected  at   the  moment.   According 
to information  from  the  only manufacturer  of  PVC  pipes  in 
Karachi,   the  market   still has   to  be  developed.   It   is 
expected  that   the   1968   consumption will  double by   1970. 
In  the  long  run   a   20  per cent  growth  rate  appears   feasible 
for West  Pakistan.   There  are  many potential  applications 

for PVC  pipes   in   the  Western Wing,   e.g.   for  drainage, 
household water  mains,   transmission of  gas,   electric 

insulation lines. 

The quantity  of   PVC   required  for   the  production of pipes  in 

West Pakistan according to our estimate will develop as 

follows: 

1968s 700 t 

1969$ 1,000 t 
1970s 1,400 t 

1971s 1,680 t 
1972s 2,020 t 

1973s 2,420 t 
1974s 2,900 t 

1975s  3,490 t 

B A r r f.: >   i  r      i N S  I  • i u i   f    >/       >   iv A N K F    J W r   A r-/   MAIN 
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The figures apply only to the normal Increases in the demand 

to be expected from households, industry, and in part from 

governmental organisations. They do not take into considerat- 

ion any special increases that might be caused by public 

planning projects, such as major irrigation and drainage 

projects, or the construction of gas pipelines. 

Addition of the estimated future demand for PVC rigid pipes 

in East and Vest Pakistan gives the following figures: 

1968; 1,150 t 

1969s 1,900 t 

1970s 3,200 t 

1971 : 4,180 t 

1972; 5,520 t 

1973s 6,620 t 

1974; 7,900 t 

1975s 9,490 t 

According to this estimate the present demand for PVC for 

the production of rigid pipes will thus increase eightfold 

up to 1975. 

Cable and wire coatings 

PVC consumption in East Pakistan increased by 34 per cent 

between 1965 and 1968. In Vest Pakistan the increase was only 

6 per cent in the same period. The difference in the two 

growth rates is understandable if the basic figures are 

considered. Taking the absolute consumption figures, the 

demand in Vest Pakistan is higher than that in East Pakistan. 

1 

BATTEL! F   ' N S r I T g v r  v   >    R A N K I i J R I  A M     MAIM 
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The   activity  of  the   cable  firms up   to  now  has   been   concentrated 

almost  exclusively  in   the  field of  low   tension  cables  for 

household  connections.    It  is   therefore   intended  in   future   to 

attach more   importance   to   the  development   of   the  high-tension 

cables   sector.   In  West   Pakistan,   for   instance,    two   large 

cable   factories   in  Karachi   are  thinking   of   extending  their 

production   of high-tension  cables.   In  East   Pakistan  a  large 

high-tension cable  factory of  the  EPIDC   is  under  construction. 

In addition,   the   already mentioned  factory  producing 

telephone  cables   is being established   in  East   Pakistan. 

Thus   the  PVC   consumption  in   the cable   sector  will   certainly 

increase more rapidly   in  future  than  in   the   last   three  years. 

As  a   close   correlation   exists  between   the   generated  electric 

power  and  the consumption of  cables,   the   development  plans 

of WAPDA can be   taken   as  a  basis  for   the   calculation  of 

the   long-term demand   for  cables and   thus   also   for   the   PVC 

cable-coating compounds   in East and  West   Pakistan. 

Accordingly,   in  East   Pakistan  the   expected   installed 

capacities   for  1968   367   MW  are  to   be   increased   to   780  MW 

by   1970 and   to   1 , 180  MW   by   1975.   This   means   a   doubling  of 

the   installed capacity   between 1968   and   1970  and  an increase 

by  about   50  per  cent   between   1970  and   1975      )• 

The   masterplan of   the   West   Pakistan WAPDA   envisages   an 

average annual  growth   rate  for the   installed  capacities  of 

15  per cent up  to   1970   and  of  )k  per  cent  between   1970  and 

1975. 

1)   The  consumption  figures   of cable   compound  which have   been 
based  on  these   figures  will probably   be   somewhat   high 
for  the   years   1968    to   1971   as   far   as   East   Pakistan   is   con- 
cerned.   Over   the  whole  period  and   for   the   overall 
consumption  of  PVC   resin   this   difference   is  however 
in material. 

-i   A   ' 
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If the development plans of the WAPDA are realized, the 

required quantities of PVC compound for cable and wire 

coating material can be assumed to be as follows: 

Table 15s Estimated Future Demand for PVC Cable 
Compounds, 1968 - 1975 (in t) 

Year West Pakistan East Pakistan All Pakistan 

1968 1,435 330 1,765 

1969 1,650 480 2,130 

197O 1,890 660 2,550 

1971 2,160 700 2,860 

1972 2,460 750 3,210 

1973 2,810 820 3,630 

197*» 3,200 900 4,100 

1975 3,650 990 4S640 

The demand for PVC compound cable grade will thus more than 

double up to 1975? in absolute figures this means that it 

will increase by about 3,000 t. About 80 per cent of this 

quantity will be consumed in West Pakistan and 20 per cent 

in East Pakistan. 

Shoes 

The   shoe   sector  is  the  largest  consumer  of  PVC   in Pakistan 

at   the  moment.   It will  continue  to play  an  important  part   in 

the   future,   too,   plastic   shoes  are  very  much  in  demand, 

especially     by   the  rural   population because   of   their  low  price 

and  hard-wearing qualities,   and because   they  can  easily  be 

cleaned.   Particularly  in  East   Pakistan   PVC   shoes   are   ideally 

suited   to   the   climatic   conditions;   the   consumption  of  PVC 

shoes   there   is   already   1,700   t,   and   it   will   continue   to 

increase   rapidly with   the   rise   in  the   income   of   the   lower 

i<   A 
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classes. Vest Pakistan shows less demand for plastic shoes 

than the Eastern Wing, but according to statements made by 

the producers demand will continue to increase there, too. 

Another important factor is that plastic shoes are replacing 

rubber shoes to an ever-increasing degree in East and West 

Pakistan. The interviews showed that the producers of rubber 

shoes are changing over to the production of plastic shoes. 

Interviews with the importers of PVC and with the shoe 

manufacturers showed that an annual growth rate of 

10 - 15 per cent for shoe compound is expected over the 

next few years. On the assumption of a minimum growth rate 

of 10 per cent, the PVC consumption for shoes will be 

3,213 t in East Pakistan and 1,715 t in West Pakistan in 

1975. An increase rate of 15 per cent can be regarded as 

realistic if the prices of PVC and thus the prices of shoes 

continue to fall somewhat. In this case the demand for PVC 

would reach 4,600 t in East Pakistan and 2,400 t in West 

Pakistan by 1975. 

We suppose, however, that the real growth rate per annua will 

range between 10 and 15 per cent. The consumption figures 

for East and West Pakistan estimated in the following table 

are based on an annual growth rate of 13 per cent. 

R A r T e; t t r-'  : N S T I I U T F V  I W A N K F . J IV T A M M A I N 
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Table 16; Estimated Future Demand for PVC Shoe 
Compound. 1968 - 1975 (in tons) 

Year 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

West Pakistan 

880 

990 

1 ,120 

1,270 

1,44o 

1 ,620 

1,830 

2,070 

East Pakistan 

1,700 

1,920 

2,170 

2,450 

2,770 

3.130 

3,540 

4,000 

All Pakistan 

2,580 

2,910 

3,290 

3,720 

4,210 

4,750 

5,370 

6,070 

According  to   the   table,   the   overall  demand  for  shoe   compound  in 

Pakistan will  more   than  double up   to   1975,   when  it   will   exceed 

6,000   t.   About   65   per   cent   of  this   quantity will  be   consumed 

in   East   Pakistan   and   35   per   cent   in West   Pakistan. 

Films   and Coated   Fabrics 

About   26 per cent   of   the  PVC  consumed   in  Pakistan  is   processed 

in   the   form  of  pastes   and  granules   into   films   and   coated 

fabrics.   The   total   demand has   increased  by  41   per  cent   since 

1965.   This   corresponds   to  an average   annual  growth   rate   of 

12   per  crnt.   The   interviews   with   the   consumers   suggested   that 

in   the   long run   an  average   annual   increase  of   10  -   12   per   cent 

can   be   expected   in   future.   The   smaller   growth  rate   of   10   per  cent 

seems   more   realistic   to  us,   since   the   actual   consumption   of 

2,130   t   is   already  very high,   and   since   there   are  no   signs   of 

a   further  sharp   increase   in   this   line.    It   should  be   mentioned 

furthermore,   that   PE   is   overtaking PVC   in  the   sector   of   films 

and   foils.   PVC   floor   tiles   and  artificial   leather,   however, 

cannot   be  replaced   by   PE,   so   these   articles  will   be   of 

decisive   importance   in   the   further  increase   on  PVC   consumption 

in   the   sector  of   films   and  coated  fabrics. 
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Table 17s Estimated Future Demand for PVC Compound« in the 

Sector of Films and Coated Fabrics, 
1968 - 1975 (in to"ñ"s"T 

Year West Pakistan East Pakistan All Pakistan 

1968 1 ,680 450 2,130 

1969 1,850 5OO 2,350 

1970 2,040 550 2,590 

1971 2,240 600 2,840 

1972 2,460 660 3,120 

1973 2,700 730 3,430 

1974 2,970 800 3,770 

1975 3,270 880 4,150 

The table shows that the consumption will double up to 1975, 

West Pakistan accounting for 79 per cent and East Pakistan 

for 21 per cent of that consumption. 

Others 

Only  in Vest  Pakistan  could  consumption   in  this   sector be 

detected.   The  average   annual   growth  rate   in  the  past  was 

about  6  per  cent.   We   think  that   the   increase  in  demand will 

remain about   the   same   in  future,   too.   There was   no  evidence 
supporting an  increase   of more   than  6   per  cent. 

Development  in  this   field  in  East  Pakistan lags   some  years 

behind   that   in West   Pakistan.   If  the   development   of West 

Pakistan  in   1967  is   taken as   a  basis   for   comparison,   it can 

be   assumed  that  East   Pakistan  will   certainly have   reached   this 

level   in   1975.   Consequently,   the  estimated  demand   in  East 

Pakistan  in   1975   i»   at   least   5OO  t.   The   development   of demand 
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in the separate years can only be indicated as a possible 

trend. It is a rough estimate, but under the prevailing 

circumstances no better figures can be made available, 

Addition of the demand estimates for East and West Pakistan 

gives the following table: 

Table 18s Estimated Future Demand for PVC Compounds 
in the Sector "Others..". 1968 - 1975 (In tons) 

Year East Pakistan West Pakistan All Pakistan 

1968 655 0 655 

1969 690 40 730 

1970 740 100 840 

1971 780 180 960 

1972 830 270 1 ,100 

1973 880 320 1 ,200 

1974 930 400 1,330 

1975 990 500 1 ,490 
  

According to our estimates, the total demand for PVC compounds 

in the sector "Others" will more than double up to 1975 

(about 128 per cent). This means an average annual growth rate 

of 12.5 P*r cent. 

Addition of the demand estimates of the individual sectors for 

Pakistan gives the following results: 
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Table 19 ; Estimated Future Demand for PVC Compound In 
the Individual Sectors in Pakistan, 
1968 - 1975 (in tons) 

Year Rigid Pipes Cables Shoes Films and 
Coated Fabrics 

Others Total 

1968 1,150 1 »765 2,580 2,130 655 8,280 

1969 1,900 2,130 2,910 2.35O 730 10,020 

1970 3,200 2,550 3,290 2,590 840 12,470 

1971 4, 180 2,860 3,720 2.840 960 14,560 

1972 5,520 3,210 4,210 3,120 1 , 100 17 '60 

1973 6.620 3,630 4,750 3.43O 1,200 19.630 

1974 7,900 4, 100 5,370 3.770 1,330 22.470 

1975 9.490 4,64o 6,070 4. 150 1 ,490 25,840 

Note: The demand except for rigid pipes contains about 35 per cent 

plasticisers. 

The table shows that the sector of rigid pipes is estimated to 

develop into the largest consumer of PVC by 1975. It will account 

for 37 per cent of the total demand for PVC compounds. The shoe 

sector with about 24 per cent will probably be the second largest 

consumer. The sectors of cables, films and coated fabrics will 

together consume about 34 per cent and the sector "Others" about 

5 per cent of the total quantity. 
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The  small-scale   industry buys   from wholesalers  or   importers.    ) 

The  importing   firms   in West   Pakistan  are  located   in  Karachi, 

Lahore and   Hyderabad.   In East   Pakistan   there  are   hardly  any 

independent   importers   of plastics   which act   as  wholesalers. 

Most   of  the   wholesalers  or   importers   at   the   same   time   are 

producers   of   plastic   articles   and   sell   only  part   of   their 

own  imports   to   the   small  firms.   As   the   imported  quantities 

are  insufficient,    the  wholesale   price   in East  Pakistan   often 

is  higher   than   in  West  Pakistan. 

The  following  list  gives a   survey  of   the most  important 

buyers of  PE,    separately for  East   and  West   Pakistan. 

East  Pakistan 

m Location End-Products 

Water-Proof   Packaging 
Materials 

Overseas   Agencies 

Good Luck  Traders   and 
Rafique   Industries 

Premier   Polyethylene 
Industries 

Premier  Laminations   (Adamjee) 

Barisal   Traders 

Lira Industrial   Enterprise 

Saifuddin   Jamaluddin 

Fertilizer  Factory 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Dacca 

Chittagong 

Fechungan j 

films and bags 

films and bags 

films and bags, 
household items 

films and bags 

films and bags 

films and bags 

rigid pipes 

films and bags 

) This scheme applies throughout the industries dealt within 
this study. It will, therefore, not be repeated in each 
section unless there are deviations worth mentioning. 

i i T 11 r E F R Û \¡ K f-   U R T  A "' V A 
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Figure  5   t "Future   Demand   for   PVC   (All  Types)   in   the 
Individual   doctors 
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The regional break-down of the estimated demand figura« for 

all sector» up to 1975 i» •• follow», for Eaat and veat Pakistan 

separately : 

Table 20s Regional Break-Down of the Estimated Total Demand 
for PVC Compound, 196B - 1975 fin ton») 

Year West Pakistan East Pakistan All Pakistan 

1968 5.350 2,930 8 ,280 

1969 6,180 3,840 10,020 

1970 7,190 ^,280 12,470 

1971 8,130 6,430 14,560 

1972 9.210 7.95O 17.160 

1973 10,430 9,200 19,630 

197^ 11 ,830 10,640 22,470 

1975 13,^70 12,370 25,840 

According to the table, the demand will increase mora rapidly in 

East Pakistan than in West Pakistan. The average annual growth 

rate up to 1975 will be about 23 per cent in East Pakistan and 

about 14 per cent in West Pakistan. In 1975 the absolute 

quantities consumed will be almost the same in both Wings; East 

Pakistan will account for 48 per cent and West Pakistan for 

52 per cent of the total demand. The sharp increase of PVC 

demand in East Pakistan is caused above all by the planned mass 

application of PVC pipes in the public sectoi and the 

continuation of the large demand for plastic shoes. This 

picture might change, however, if the competent author!tie» in 

West Pakistan also decided, in the course of the next few 

years, to use PVC pipes on a larger scaleo 
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5 1-3.4 Prie»» tnd Prie« Foreca«t« 

In ord«r to giv« an id«« of th« d«v«lopm«nt of PVC prices in 

th« world th« producer prices in the Federal Republic of Ger- 

many over the last few years are examined. 

The «x factory sale« price« for rigid PVC fell from 0.43 US$/kg 

in 1960 to 0.29 USl/kg in 1967. In the first half of 1968 they 

declined even further to 0.26 USl/kg. Since then the prices have 

regained «table at thi« level. At present there even seems to 

be a »lightly upward trend. In this connection we refer to 

figure 2 in section 5.1.1.4, which compares the development of 

PVC price« with th« development of the prices for polyethylene 

and polystyrene. 

Recently, the PVC price« hav« started to decline, while the raw 

Material price« hav« b««n increasing. Therefore, a price 

increase of 4 per cent is expected at least in the Federal 

Republic of Germany, in late 1968 or early 1969. 

The c A f prices of PVC resins at the time of the interviews 

fluctuated between 216.- and 264.- */t, depending on type, 

quantity purchased, and supplying country. This price also 

covered rigid PVC. 

For PVC «oft compounds th« following prices had to be paid: 

- for cable grade compound 319-50 - 360 US $/t from Italy and 

Taiwan, and 365 - 372 US l/t from the U.K. and the USA, 

- for «hoe grad« compound 338 - 360 US $/t from Taiwan, 

Hongkong, and Italy, and 362 - 374 US l/t from the 

Federal Republic of 0«rmany, Franc«, and the U.K. 
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1 
Pastes  are   scarcely  imported.   They  are  mixed  in  Pakistan 

from imported  PVC   resin. 

The wholesale  price  of  PVC   resin was   between  5.50  and 

6.40 Rs./kg,   and   for  cable  grade  compound  about   6.60 Rs./kg. 

5.1.3.5  Market  Structure   and Major Consumers 

Medium-sized  and   large   enterprises  of   the  PVC  processing 

industry  import   their  raw-materials   direct   from   the 

producer  via   general   agencies   of  the   manufacturing   firms. 

The  small   firms   buy   their   PVC   in  the   local  market   from 

wholesalers   and   importers.   Very  small   firms   at  a   bazaar   level 

frequently  use  waste   PVC   obtained  from   the   larger   firms, 

since   it   is   cheaper. 

In the  plastic   shoe  industry  the most   important  consumers  of 

PVC  are   in   East   Pakistans 

- Bata   Shoe   Industries   Ltd.,   Dacca 

- Karim  Rubber  Industries,   Fatullah 

- United  Plastic   &  Rubber   Industries,   Dacca 

- Kohinoor   Rubber,   Dacca 

- Hafiz   Brothers,   Dacca 

- Bengal   Belting  Corporation,   Chittagong 

in West   Pakistan. 

- Pakistan   Footwear  Industries,   Karachi 

- Jasmeen   Industries,   Karachi 

- SRS   Industrial   Corporation,   Karachi 

- Plastiko   Industries,   Karachi 

- Bata   Shoe   Industries   Ltd.,   Batapur 

- Service   Industries   Ltd.,   Lahore 

- Shahid   Industries,   Lahore 

- Modern   Industries,   Gujranwala 

- Raja   Industries   Ltd.,   Sialkot. 
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In the cabla industry in East Pakistan five producers war« 

found who »ay be classified as medium-sixed: 

- Bengal Cable Industries, Dacca 

- Sunshine Cable eh  Rubber Works, Dacca 

- Evershine Cable Industries, Dacca 

- Fecto Ltd., Dacca 

- Bengal Belting Corporation, Chittagong. 

Two Major cable firais are under construction. These are 

- Cables Factory of the EPIDC in Chittagong, and 

- Telephone Cables Factory of the EPIDC in Khulna. 

In West Pakistan largar and smaller cable Manufacturers are 

found than in East Pakistan. The most important of the« 

are: 

- Pakistan  Cables   Ltd.,   Karachi 
- Atlas  Rubber &  Plastic   Industries   Ltd.,   Karachi 
- Premier Rubber A  Cables   Industries,   Karachi 
- New Karachi Cable   Industries,   Karachi 
- Premier  Industries,   Karachi 
- Elastoplast,   Lahore 
- New Age  Corporation,   Lahore 
- National  Cable   Industries,   Qujranwala. 

In addition,   there  ara  «any  small  enterprises   in  «11   larger 
towns.   In  the  sector  of  filas and  coated fabrics   only one 
enterprise   is  operating  in East  Pakistan at  present,   vi«. 
Bella  Artifitex  in  Dacca.   Two  other  firms have  closed down. 
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In West   Pakistan   several  plants   are   in  operation.   We  have 

to mention  above   all 

- Valika   Art   Fabrics   Ltd   „   Karachi 

- Feroz   Burewala,    Karachi 

- National   Tyre  A  Rubber  Co.,   Karachi 

- SRS   Industrial   Corporation,   Karachi 

- Master  Rubber,   Karachi 

- Burewala   Textile   Mills»   Burewala 

- Watal   Linoleum  Art   Fabrics,   Rawalpindi. 

In   the   rigid pipes   industry   the   most   important   enterprise 

in  East   Pakistan was   found   to   be   Lira   Industrial   Enterprise, 

Dacca,   and   the   biggest,   in West   Pakistan,   Arokey   Chemical 

Industries   Ltd.,   Karachi.   There   are   also   two   smaller 

producers   in  Dae cas    Overseas  Agencies   and Polytube 

Industries. 

The  following  firms   are  worth mentioning in  the   sector 

»Others'* • 

- Kohinoor  Plastic   Works,   Karachi 

- Pakistan  Footwear   Industries,   Karachi 

- Gramophone  Company   of  Pakistan,   Karachi 

- Unico   Engineering,    Lahore. 

5.1.3.6   Reeommenda11on» 

The  minimum  capacity   of  a  plant   for   the   production  of  PVC 

resin  under  world  market   condition*   at   present   can  be 

said   to   be   20,000   to   25,000   t   a   year.   Such  a   plant,   however 

would  undoubtedly  not   have  very   beneficial   economic   effects 

L 
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5.1.4  Polyvinyl  Ac»tat« 

5.1.4.1 General   Characteristic» 

Polyvinyl  acetate   ia   a   transparent  resin   that   is  practically 

insoluble   in water.   It   is  produced   fron  vinyl   acetate   obtained 

by  causing  acetylene   to react   with  acetic   acid.   If   energy   is 

applied   in   the   form   of  heat   and   light,   vinyl   acetate   turns 

into   a   resinous   material,   i.e.   polyvinyl   acetate.   It   is 

possible   to  copolyaerize  vinyl   acetate  with  other   substances, 

e.g.    with vinyl   chloride,   crotonic   acid,   and   acrylic   esters. 

If   the  proportion   of  vinyl  acetate   prevails,    these   copolymers 

are   also  called   "polyvinyl   acetate*1. 

Solid  polyvinyl   acetate  is  used  for  the  production  of 

- paints 

- varnishes 

- adhesive« 

- finishes   (stiffening  agents  for  felts,   textile 
fabrics,   impregnation  of paper and 
cardboard). 

Compared  with finishing Materials   on  the  basis   of  starch, 

dextrin,   glue  etc.,   polyvinyl   acetate   finishes   offer   the 

special  advantage   of   good water   and washing  resistance.   In 

addition,   they  have   a   better  grip   and  other  desirable  pro- 

perties.   They are   suitable  for   the  finishing   of  fabrics  fro* 

cotton,   linen,   wool,   half-wool,   rayon,   nylon,   and  other 

synthetic   fibres. 

Most   of  the polyvinyl  acetate   is  applied  in   the  form of 

dispersions.   These  are  produced  by distributing  the   liquid 

monomer  into a   fine  emulsion  in water by means  of  emulsifiers 

R A T• r e i i   r     > M s 1 1 r t j t   r    /       F  R A N K I   I ! tv T   A M   M A I *W 
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Location End-Products 

- Valika Art Fabrica 

- Plastic Rafters 

- Golden Industries 

- Rennat Plastics Industries 

- Pakistan Plastic Industries 

- Kohinoor Plastic Works 

- Dawood Cotton Mills 

- Maniar Plastic Industries 

- Dada Plastic Works 

- Chemfabs Ltd. 

- Durathene Ltd. 

- Plastiko Industries 

- Jasneen Industries 

- Packages Ltd. 

- Unico Engineering Co. 

- Standard Automations Works 

- JaJuan Plastic Industries 

Karachi      films and bags, 
containers, 
household items 

Karachi      films and bags, 
containers 

Karachi general purpose 
items 

Karachi general purpose 
items 

Karachi general purpose 
items 

Karachi films and bags, 
general purpose 
items 

Karachi containers 

Karachi household items 

Karachi combs 

Karachi containers 

Karachi films and bags 

Karachi household items 

Karachi films and bags 

Lahore       films and bags, 
coated packaging 
material 

Lahore       films and bags 

Lahore films and bags, 
pipes 

Qujranwala   tubes 

I    :\ r !  T  IJ   r    E.V.-    F-ííANKrURT    AM    MAI  N 
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and  protective  colloids  and by  polymerising  it   to  give   finest 
•olid  particle».   The   polyvinyl  acetate dried  fro«  the  dis- 
persion has  about   the   same properties  as  solid  polyvinyl 
acetate.   The  main  applications   are. 

- Binders  for   paints  and  varnishes 
- Wall  primers 
- Additives   for   concrete  and  mortar 
- Adhäsives   for  building  slabs  and  tiles 
- Paper  coatings 
- textile  finishing materials. 

In  the   sector  of  paints  and varnishes  polyvinyl   acetate 
dispersions  are   of   particular   importance  owing   to  their 
favourable  properties,   i.e.   weather  resistance,   good  pro- 
cessability,   thixotropy.   For   the  rest,   the   same   remarks  as 
for  solid polyvinyl   acetate  apply   to  the  application  of   the 

dispersions. 

The  polymer  content   of  the dispersions  is   kO  to  60 per  cent. 
Depending  on  the   application,   up   to  50 per  cent   of plasticisers 
(related  to  polymer)   such as  dibutyl  phthalate,   tricresyl 
phosphate  and  others   can be  added   to   the  dispersion. 

In  Pakistan polyvinyl  acetate   is  used  exclusively  in  the   form 
of dispersions,   especially  in   the  sector  of paints  and  var- 

nishes  and  of  textiles. 

Pure  polyvinyl  acetate   is used   only  rarely  in  paints  and 
varnishes.   Generally  in  Pakistan  the  copolymers   consist  of 
80 per   cent  polyvinyl  acetate  and   20 per  cent  acrylics  and 
•aleic   acid  esters.   Polyvinyl  acetate has  proved  to be  a 

RATI'  F N 1   l   1   U   r    f:: hi  A N   K   f      j   Fv   î M   A   I   \f 
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particularly favourable binding agent for paints and varnishes 

precisely under the climatic conditions presailing in Pakistan, 

It is more favourable than other synthetic resin dispersions 

such as polyvinyl propionate and pure acrylic resin disper- 

sions. The first one is too soft, whereas the latter is too 

expensive in addition to other disadvantages such as higher 

chalking. 

In the Pakistani extile industry polyvinyl acetates are used 

above all for the finishing of poplin (shirt», printed cotton 

cloth). 

Only one fir« in Karachi uses polyvinyl acetate for the 

production of office glue and glue for general packaging pur- 

poses. 

5.1.*».2 Domestic Production 

5.1.4.2.1 Existing Capacities 

Polyvinyl acetate emulsions have been produced since 196? by 

Futehally Chemicals Ltd., Karachi. The firm has a plant for 

the production of 600 tons per year which was produced in 

Pakistan. In I967, I5 tons of vinyl acetate were polymerised, 

a quantity that corresponds to about kj   tons of emulsion 

with a solid matter content of 35 per cent. The quantity of 

monomers processed in I968 is estimated at 35 tons, correspon 

ding to 100 tons of emulsion. 

In the past the emulsions were supplied exclusively to the 

textile industry of Vest Pakistan where they are used as 

stiffening agents. Starting from I969 the firm will also 

supply the paints industry of West Pakistan. Under the pre- 

vailing conditions the plant could operate at full capacity 

already in I969. 

R A T r e 1 ;. e U 1 t y A \¡ K t , j  (-<• i .'Vi A 
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5.1.4.2.2 New Projects 

The Government is of the opinion that two more polymerisation 

plants should be established,i.e. one in East Pakistan and 

one in West Pakistan. Sanctions were already granted to 

Hoechst Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Karachi, 
for West Pakistan (1,000 tons per year) 

Pakbay Co., Dacca, for East Pakistan 
(500 tons per year). 

The clearance to start the factories, however, has not yet 

been given by the National Economic Council. For this type of 

industry more than 20 per cent of the raw materials would 

have to be imported. Therefore, it is uncertain at present 

when operation of the plants can be started. In addition 

to these firms Messrs. Shuja Ind. Ltd., Karachi, intend to 

establish a plant for 1,000 tpa of polyvinyl acetate emulsion. 

The production equipment will probably be produced in Pa- 

kistan. The date of starting of operation is unknown. 

3.1.4.3 Demand 

5.I.4.3.I Voluw a nd S true ture of Past Demand 

Except for the supplies by Messrs, Futehally, the total con- 

sumption of polyvinyl acetate dispersions has so far been 

covered by imports. The consumption figures are indicated in 

the table below. 

B A r T -i L : h    \¡ S F t r U T  F  V    t F^ A M K 
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Table 22;    Consumption of Polyvinyl Acetate Emulsions 

(in  tons) 

1) 

East Pakistan 

West Pakistan 

All   Pakistan 

1965 

55 

400 

^55 

1966 

80 

420 

500 

1967 

80 

450 

530 

1968 TT 

80 

580 

Ó60 

Table   22  shows   that   over   three  years   the   average   annual   in- 

crease   in consumption was  about  13   per   cent.   The   increase   in 

the   two  provinces   was  about   the  same.   It   should   be  noted, 

however,   that   in  East   Pakistan  the   increase   in   consumption 

was   relatively  high only   in   I966  when  a   paints   manufacturer 

started   the   production   of  emulsion  paints.   Since   then  the 

consumption   in  East  Pakistan  has  practically  been   stagnating. 

Besides   the   high  price   of   the  polyvinyl   acetate   emulsion 

paints,   we   see   the  reason  for   this   stagnation   is   insufficient 

information   of   the  potential   consumers. 

In   contrast   to   this   situation   the   consumption   in  West  Pakistan 

is   increasing   continuously,   a   fact   which  is   largely due   to   the 

•ales   efforts   of   the  paint  manufacturers  who   partly  have 

foreign management.   Besides   the   textile   industry   of  West   Pa- 

kistan  is  an   important   consumer. 

'   Average  rssin  content  is  about  50 per cent 

'   Estimated   figures 

L 
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The break-down of the present consumption by consumers is 

given in the table below. 

Table 23s    Break-down of the Application of Polyvinyl 

Acetate Emulsions (in per cent) in 1967/68 

East Pakistan 

West Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

Paints 

100 

70 

73-5 

Textiles 

25 

22 

Adhesivos 

5 

k.5 

All polyvinyl acetate consuming firms have their plants in 

Karachi, Lahore, and Chittagong. 

The imports mainly came from the Federal Republic of Germany 

(Hoechst), but also from France (Rhone-Poulenc) and England 

(Vinyl Products). Small quantities recently have also been 

imported from Japan. 

5.I.4.3.2 Future Trends in Demand 

The building industry which is closely related to the paints 

industry is characterised by a considerable upward trend in 

Pakistan. A study of IACP shows an increase of the cement 

consumption by 18 per cent per annum. The demand for polyvinyl 

acetate emulsions naturally is not limited to new buildings; 

emulsion paints are also used quite often to paint already 

existing buildings. 

L 
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Generally it can be assumed that distemper paint« which «till 

have the greatest market «hare, will be gradually replaced by 

polyvinyl acetate paint». This substitution for the moment is 

hampered by the difference in pries 

Polyvinyl acetate paints cost about li - lis /kg whereas distem- 

per paints can be bought at 5.20 to Ö.50 Hs /kg  Moreover, the 

same quantity of distemper paint covers a 20 per cent larger 

area. As polyvinyl acetate paints, however, are three times as 

durable, they are more economical in the long run than distemper 

paints. This criterion abviously is not yet generally acknow- 

ledged. 

The cheapest and most often used material naturally is white 

wash at a price of about 0.50 to 0„75 Rs./kg. 

Much of the success in the whole paints sector will depend on 

the marketing activities of the paint manufacturers. 

If import policy does not cause substantial changes in the 

availability of the polyvinyl acetate emulsions, the producers 

of emulsion paints expect that the consumption will increase 

by about 15 per cent per annum. This value is fairly close to 

the growth rate determined for the past. Therefore, it is 

taken as basis of the forecast for the paint sector 

The second important sector is the textile industry» Here the 

results of a very useful study of PICIC on the textile in- 

dustry provided the basic information  This study indicates an 

annual growth rate averaging Ik   per cent of the production of 

fine and superfine cotton fabrics. As products are concerned in 

which polyvinyl acetate finishes predominate, we have assumed 

for polyvinyl acetate finishes also a growth rate of Ik   per 

cent. This assumption probably is rather conservative. 

RAI! I-: 
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The  adheelvea   industry   in   the   laat   taw  years  showed   conatant 

consumption  figures,   certainly   «a  a   conaequence   of  price 

différencie  ami   »»port  dlfflculti«a.    In   ihia  case  wt   calculate 

an   average   annual   rate   ol    inerme   of   rj   par   cent,   basad   on 

the   assumption   that   the   raw  Material    ia   available   in   aufflciant 

quant i t y . 

Tttua   a   total  growth  rata   of  a lame t   13   per   cant   reaulta   for   all 

sectors     Thia   figure «ay   aee«  rather   high,   Still   it   ahould   be 

raallatir   provided   that   aufflciant   polyvinyl   acetate   raw 

Material   ia  available.   A  comparison   with   figurea   of  world 

conauanption  asy    illustrate   thia   s te testent 

The   world   consumption  has   increased   annually   by   17  per   cent, 

the   ahare   of  polyvinyl  acetate   in   the   total   production  of 

plaatica   thus   having  risen   fro«   ).9   per  cent   in   I960   to  k.2 

par   cant   in   l^feV 

The   world   production  rangea   in  about   the   aasie   size   category 

aa   that   of   the   alkyd  raaina   (k.ê  par   cent   ahare).   The   con- 

suetetion  of  alkyd   raaina,   however,   at   rate   of   10.b  par  cent 

growa   conaiderably   sor»   slowly   than   that   of polyvinyl   acetate. 

A   forecaat   on   the  baeie  of   the   1968   figures  and   the  growth 

ratas   yields   the   figuras   auaaaarised   in  table  '¿k. 

M   A    ! U      ,    *    •    :    \i    •      I       w (V   A   \j   H    i      . i   f,'    i       ,»   • „"      r.v/i   ,\   | 
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Xifell 24«   Forecast of the ConsmiPtlon of Polyvinyl Acetate 

HHllt?!» Ut» toni) 

Year Paints Textiles Adhesivos Total 

1969 550 170 30 750 

1970 630 190 30 850 

1971 730 220 30 980 

1972 840 250 ko 1,130 

1973 960 290 ko 1,290 

1974 1,110 330 ko 1,480 

1975 1,280 370 ko 1,690 

The table suggests that the present consumption in the textile 

and paints sector will more than double by 1975- The demand 

pattern presumably will not change, since the growth rates are 

«ore or less the same. 

In 1975 East Pakistan will account for about 1/6 of the paints 

(sbout 210 tons). This share, however, may also turn out to 

be higher, since there should be a p«nt-up demand. 

5.1.4.4 Prices 

According to information provided by German producers, the 

prioes for polyvinyl acetate emulsions show a tendency to 

decline slightly owing to capacity sxtensions. Some domestic 

prices are indicated in table 25. 

T A I' r  F: I I. K  ' N S r i r U T Y     V    t h? A N K t i J K' T  A M  M A i N 
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Figure  6:   Trends  in   the   Demand   for   Polyvinylacetate 
Emulsion* 
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Tabi»  25$     Prie*»  of  Polyvinyl Acetate  Emuleions   in »owe 

European Countries   (in f/ton) 

Year Belgium France Germany 

1966 316 310 324 

1967 290 306 324 

1968 290 306 324 

Mota:  Tha  pricaa   incitad»  fraifhta  but  no  taxaa.   In  the  case 
of O a rata ny   taxaa  ara   included alao. 
The   aolid  «attar  contant  of   tha   emula i on  ia   35  per  cent, 

The praaant   c&f  price   of  polyvinyl  acetate   Imported  from 
Germany  ia   425   t/t  -   10 par  cent.   Thua   it   ia  higher  than  the 
figures  indicated  in   tabla   25,   bacauae   of  the   transport  cost 
and  the  fact   that   in  «oat   caaaa   the «ore  expensive   copolymers 
are  importad. 

If  the  c*f  price   ia   converted  to   landed  coat,   the   following 
duties and   taxaa  have   to  ba  conaidared: 

45   % duty  on cAf  value 

1  1» rehabilitation  tax  on duty paid  value 

15  i* aalaa   tax  on duty paid  value 

25  i* defence   aurcharge  on  aalaa   tax. 

Tha resulting   tax  charge   ia   73.65  per  cent   on  tha   cAf  value. 
Moreover,   polyvinyl  acetate  rangea  on  the  caeh-cum-bonue  list. 
At a  Bonus   Voucher rata  of  170 par  cent   the   overall  import  char- 
ges are  therefore 

159  % on  the  cmf value. 

-  15U - 1 
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coni.   West  Pakistan 

Name Location End-Producta 

- M.A.    Sidiqui 

- Khalid  & Co. 

- Sameo   Industries 

Gujranwala films   and  bags 

Gujranwala films  and  bags 

Gujranwala containers,    tubes 

5.1.1.6   Recommendations 

The   minimum capacity   for   a  polyethylene   LD   plant   operating 

under world market   conditions  can at   present be  placed  at 

25 »000   tons  per   year.   Favourable   raw  material  prices   are   a 

prerequisite   to   this   figure.   Under  the   particular  conditions 

prevalent  in  developing  countries,   smaller   plants  are 

naturally also   feasible,   but   there   is   always   the  danger   that 

such  a   plant  would   represent  a  burden   from   a general   economic 

point   of  view.   This   is   particularly   true   in  regard  of   the 

necessary foreign  exchange  for   the  polyethylene   required. 

In   addition,   the  production costs   of   a   small  plant  are   high, 

a   fact  which would  have  an unfavourable   effect  on  the 

development   of  plastics   consumption. 

We are therefore of the opinion that as far as possible only 

plants with annual capacities of 20,000 tons and more should 

be   erected  in  Pakistan. 

Having  deducted   the   present  Valika   capacity,   we   arrive   at 

an   estimated  demand   of  7 » 500   tons   for   1972   and  approx. 

16,200   tons  for   1975.   If   these   figures   are   assumed  correct 

and   if  we   take   a  plant   capacity   of  20,000   tons   per year  aa 

a   basis,   already a   survey which  does  not   take  into 

P A  r r 
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The landed cost consequently Is 5•240 Ra./t. 

5.1.*».5 Consumer« 

The main  consumera  are: 

In  the paints  sector 
- Paintex   Ltd,,   Lahore 
- Jenson &   Nicholson  of  Pakistan  Ltd. ,   Karachi 
- Buxly Paints,   Karachi  and   Chittagong 
- Crescent   Paints,   Lahore 

In the textile   industry 
- Quadri Silk Mills, Karachi 

- Tajuddin Industries, Karachi 

- Karim Silk Mills, Karachi 

- Haroon & Rashid, Karachi 

- Pakistan Cloth Mills, Karachi 

- Pakistan Dyeing, Karachi 

- Kohinoor Textile Mills, Lahore and Rawalpindi 

In the adhesive» sector 

. Dollar Industries, Karachi 

5.1.4.6 Recommendations 

The market data ahow that the sanctioned capacities in the 

near future are auffielent to cover the demand. This is true 

even if price reductions are taken into consideration   . Be- 

fore taking any further planning steps, the development and 

success of the marketing efforts of the firms should be 

critically observed. 

*) See figure 6. Explanations about the curves are given in 
section 6.1. 
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5.I.5  Polys tyran« and Related Moulding Coapounda 

5.1.5.1 Ganeral   Characteriatica 

5.I.5.I.I   Daacrlption of  the   Material 

5.1.5.1*2   Application of  the   Product 

5.1.5.2 Doaaatic   Production 

5.1.5. 3 Daaand 

5.I.5.3.I   Volume and Structure  of  Past 
Dastand 

5.1.5« 3« 2   Forecast of Trends   in  Consuaption 

3.1.5.*» Prices 

5.1.5.5 Structure   of  the Market and  Main  Consumers 

5.1.5.6 Raooamendations 
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moment   all  possibilities   of  a   further  price   reduction seem 
to  be   exhausted from   the   raw materials  angle»    the   technology 

~l 
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5.I.5  Polystyrene and   Related Moulding  Compound» 

5.I.5.I   General   Characterlstics 

5.I.5.I.I  Description   of   the Material 

Polymerisation  products   of   styrene,   in  addition  to  poly- 

ethylene   and polyvinyl   chloride,   at   present   belong   to   the 

best-known  thermoplastics 0   The main  application  of  poly- 

styrene   (PS)  and   its   moulding  compounds   is   in  injection 

moulding.   In addition   to   the  pure   (normal)   polystyrene, 

the   copolymers   are  gaining   increasing   importance.   Poly- 

styrenes   and  their  moulding compounds   can  be  classified   as 

follows : 

- Normal  polystyrene   and  copolymers 

- Polystyrene  moulding  compounds 

- Polystyrene,   foam  quality 

- High impact   polystyrene 

- ABS polymers 

Normal   polystyrene   is   produced  from   the   styrene  monomer   by 

polymerisation   in emulsion,   block   or   suspension.   It   ia 

characterised  by  extraordinary  electrical   properties,   excellent 

water  resistance  and   good   mechanical   properties. 

Copolymers with acrylonitrile   (SAN  polymers)   have  a   higher 

thermal   stability   than  pure  polystyrene   and   less  susceptibility 

to   crack.   Polystyrenes   and   it»  copolymers   are  processed   as 

a rule by   injection  moulding.   They  are   supplied as  granular 

compounds with granules   in   the  form  of  cylinders  or  prisms. 

B A T   r c  .    '    Y-.       •  N   S   1   ir  U   T    f      V t    W  A   N   H   t    : i   Í-    r    ¿".  ÀI     VI  A   i   N 
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In addition   to   its  use as  injection moulding  compound  poly- 

styrene  is   also   used as   foam.   Polystyrene   foam   is   an   excellent 

heat  insulation   material     The   foams  do not  decay.   The   resistance 

to   chemical   attack   is   very  good      Polystyrene   of   foaming   quality 

is   supplied   in   the   form  of  beads   containing  expanding  agents. 

Two  processing   methods  are  applied   for   the  production  of   the 

foam; 

With  the   two   phased   styropor   method   the  beads   are  pre   foamed 

at  elevated   temperature  and   then  are   foamed   into  moulded 

parts  or  blocks   with addition   of   steam after   storage   for 

several  days.    In   the   styrofoam   process   a   special   extruder    is 

used  under   pressure;   the   liquid   expanding   agent   is   added   to 

the  molten  polystyrene   in   such   a   way   that   the   compound   foams 

into  a  block  when   leaving  through  a   slotted  nozzle, 

High  impact   polystyrenes  are   obtained  by  mixing   polystyrene 

with elastomers   containing butadiene     These   can   be  processed 

into moulded   parts   of high  impact   resistance,    including   sheets 

¡r  deep  d, awing   quality,   blown  films   and  hollow   bodies 

The ABS   (acrylonitrile butadiene   styrène)   copolymers   or  graft 

polymers  are   a   kind  of  second   generation  of   the   high  impact 

polystyrenes»    ABS  polymers   have   an   improved   chemical   and 

mechanical   resistance,   hardness,    thermal   stability  and 

resistane» to ageing under   light   and  heat. 

5,1.5,1,2  App 1 i c a ti on _g£_the   Products 

As  normal  polystyrene  and  copolymers   can  be  processed  without, 

difficulty   it   can  be  manufactured   to  products   ranging  from 

simple bulk  articles  up   to  parts   of   the  most   complex   shape 

from items   below   1   g  up   to  large   injection moulded  parts 

of more  than   10  kg. 

1 
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Cantre» of consumption are the sectors of 

- Commodities of general use 

- Household articles 

- Packaging containers 

- Electrical articles. 

High  impact   polystyrenes   are  used  above till   for   the  Manufacture 

of 

- Cabinets   for   calculating machines   and   typewriters 

- Cabinets  for  radio  and  television  sets  and  tape 
recorders 

- Components   for  refrigerator  cabinets. 

Important   sectors   of  application  of ABS polymers   are,   for 

instance,   the   production  of 

- Radio parts 

- Trunk handles 

- Telephone cabinets 

- Automobile fittings 

- Typewriter keys. 

Polystyrene foam finds a broad spectrum of application for 

purposes of sound«, low-temperature and heat-insulation of 

buildings, in the sector of electrical engineering and for 

packing purposes. The floatability permits the production of 

buoys, floats for nets and life-jackets. Polystyrene foams 

in addition are used for the manufacture of toys, cups for 

drinks  and   shop  window decorations. 

In Pakistan  mainly   the normal  polystyrenes  and   the  high  impact 

qualities   are   used   in   the   following fields: 

L n A T  r E  l \ s i i i u i   F::. v r   R A  N  K  f    l J   Fv   T'    AM    MAIN 
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- Refrigerator  industry 

- Radio   industry 

- Manufacture   of general   comoditi«!   (combe,   containers, 
bottles,   ball-point  pens,   rulers) 

- Rear   lights   for  motor   cars 

- Television   frames 

- Telephone  production. 

Up   to  now ABS  polymers have  been   used   only   to  a   very   limited 

extend.   Possible   applications   in   Pakistan  are   the  manufacture 

of  parts   for   the  motor vehicle   industry,    textile   parts,   house- 

hold  appliances,   refrigerator  breaker   strips.   After   I969   the 

Telephone   Industries   of Pakistan   Ltd,,    (TIP)   in  Haripur   will 

produce   its   telephone  cabinets   from  ABS  polymers   instead   of 

high  impact  polystyrene. 

While   in  East   Pakistan polystyrene   foam will  be   used  mainly   for 

the   construction  of   cold  stores,    in   West  Pakistan   it   is   required 

for   the  manufacture   of decorative   and   insulating   foam   tiles 

for  air-conditioned  buildings. 

5.1.5.2 Domestic   Production 

Polystyrene  is   not  yet being produced   in  Pakistan.   No  plans 

and  projects   for   its  manufacture   are   known   to  exist 

5.1.5.3 Demand 

5.1.5.3.1  Volume  and  Structure   of  Past  Demand 

The   following   table   shows   the   consumption  of polystyrene   and 

its  related moulding  compounds   in  East  and  West  Pakistan 

classified by  years  and species. 

"I 
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Table 26    Consumption on PS, 1965 to 19-68 (in tons) 

1965 I960 1967 19Ö81) 

Vest   Pakistan 

890 

65 

880 

100 

20 

1,000 

230 

14 

30 

1,045 

210 

2k 

70 

PS  normal 

PS  high   impact 

ABS 

PS   foam 

Subtotal   West 
Pakistan 955 1 »OOO 1,274 1,349 

East   Pakistan 

350 

120 

385 

4 

60 

435 

68 

150 

600 

155 

20O 

PS  normal 

PS  high   impact 

PS   foam 

Subtotal   East 
Pakistan 470 449 653 955 

All   Pakistan 

1,240 

65 

120 

1,265 

104 

80 

1,435 

298 

14 

180 

1.645 

365 

2 4 

270 

PS  normal 

PS  high   impact 

ABS 

PS  foam 

Total   All 
Pakistan 1,425 1,449 1,927 2,304 

1) expected consumption 

At present West Pakistan accounts for 64 per cent of the total 

consumption of PS normal and East Pakistan for 36 psr cent. 
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Since I965 the consumption in East Pakistan almost doubled, 

whereas it increased by only 17 per cent in West Pakistan 

East Pakistan shows a markedly high consumption of PS foams 

which is three times that of West Pakistan  ABS so far 

plays a minor part only in West Pakistan. As to PS high impact, 

the consumption is higher in West Pakistan than in East Pa 

kistan. While the consumed quantity 1967-1968, however, re- 

mained constant in West Pakistan, it doubled in East Pa- 

kistan. 

A detailed investigation on the consumption of PS and re- 

lated moulding compounds by sectors and applications pro- 

vides the following picture: 

PS Normal 

In East Pakistan 90 per cent of the imported PS is consumed 

by small industries for the manufacture of general commodities 

About 10 per cent is used for the production of radio cabinets. 

Also in West Pakistan the small industries are the largest 

consumers of PS normal (70 per cent)» The medium-sized and 

large enterprises in the Karachi area account for about 30 per 

cent of the demand. 

Summarising, we may say that PS normal is at present the 

thermoplastic processed most in the small industry, PS normal 

grade is consumed by small firms for the manufacture of toys, 

general household items, bangles, fountain pens, etc- PS normal 

grade is not an important raw material for medium- and large - 

size enterprises in Pakistan at the present conditions,. 
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PS High Impact 

In East Pakistan PS high impact has so far found little foot- 

hold in the market o Only three or four major firms at present 

are processing PS high impact  In the small industry no pro- 

cessor has been found  A new important sector of application, 

though still of modest consumption, is coming up by the assembly 

of refrigerators. The refrigerator industry imports sheets that 

are processed into refrigerator linings and doors parts by hot 

forming. The assembly of refrigerators has started recently 

in West Pakistan. 

In West Pakistan the radio and telephone industry account for 

50 per cent of the consumption. The rest is used for the 

manufacture of containers, bottles, tube caps, and little 

boxes for the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry. No con- 

sumers could be found in the small industry, 

PS Foam 

The   construction  of   cold  stores   is   the  most   important   sector 

in East   Pakistan   for   the  application  of   the   PS   foam   products. 

Next   in   importance   is   the  production  of   life   buoys   and   life 

jackets.   There   are   three  producers   of   foam products. 

In  West   Pakistan   the   consumption   mainly  concentrates   on   in- 

sulation  and   decorative   tiles   generally  used   in   the   building 

sector,,   To   a   minor   extent   foams   are  also used   in   the   packing 

sector o   Two  producers   of  PS   foams   were  found. 

ABS 

Only   two  processors   have  been  found  in West  Pakistan  who   for 

the   first   time   imported  ABS  polymers   in  small   quantities. 

n A  r  r •-'  1   '    1        :  M <,   1  1  1   t j  T    y-    v 1    \i A N K  1 
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Those polymer« itrv« for the assembly of motor vehicle and 

textile part». 

All types of PS were Imported, The exporting countries lor 

PS normal and high impact were the following 

- Japan      (Mitsubishi Monsanto Chemical Co ) 

- Germany    (BASF, Chemische Werke Hüls) 

- Italy      (Montecatini, Mazzuchelli Celluloide) 

PS foam (Styropor) was imported from West Germany (BASF) 

5.I.5.3.2 Forecast of Trsnds in Consumption 

PS Normal 

For the next few years an average annual rate of increase of 

12 per cent is expected for East and West Pakistan  This 

value is similar to the growth rate of the last three years 

(10 #) o A strong increase of the consumption of PS normal 

in the years to come is not expected because the consumers will 

more and more take the special types instead of PS normal 

According to information received from producers of PS who sell 

the Biaterinl to Pakistan, they also expect a similar develop 

ment . 

PS High Impa t L 

The consumption of PS high impact, so far rather modest in 

F- ' Pakistan, will certainly increase during the next few 

years, since the assembly of refrigerators, television and 

radio sets has been started recently  We estimate the average 

annual rate of increase of 15 per cent 

BATI    H-   lit .   \>   --.    1    '    '    U   1     f-     V I     W   A   f\j   H,   I     , M>    I      <"\   M 
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consideration any new possibilities of substitution and 

increases of demand due to price reductions leads to the 

conclusion that the production of low-density polyethylene 

can be expanded considerably at an early date. Details 

will be given in section 8.2.1. 

In this connection one problem should be mentioned. 

Should another plant be erected Valika with its small plant 

may become unable to compete. It could be a reason to allow 

Valika to increase its capacity. This however appears to us 

to be recommendable only if Valika is granted authorisation 

to erect the above mentioned plant. 

A factual justification for such a decision could be found 

in the argument that this firm has already experience in the 

manufacture of plastics. The point of view of the maintenance 

of competition need not necessarily play a decisive role, as 

competition would already be present in the form of a 

simultaneous production of PVC or could be created by 

additional imports of PE. 

Should the sanctioning authorities come to the conclusion 

that a firm other than Valika should receive authorisation 

for the project, it is to be recommended for the above 

mentioned reasons that Valika be given the opportunity of 

subscribing to stock in the new factory. A decision of 

accepting neither of these alternatives would also be 

justifiable, as Valika will in view of the high domestic 

prices probably be able to amortise the plant by 1972 and 

the subsequent write-off rates will be much lower. 

BAI rí! !.. r i j T f-: I  (•' A '.; ••<. I 
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In Meat Pakistan th« assembly of refrigerator« and air con- 

ditioners ha« liegun only on a «Mall scale  There is no doubt, 

however, that owing to the large demand for such goods this 

industry will develop rapidly in the future, provided that 

there is a certain tariff protection and a sufficient supply 

of raw materials  We expect that these conditions will be met 

Therefore, we think that this line of industry will establish 

itself in the next two or three years and that the increase 

in the demand for high impact polystyrene will be 20 per cent« 

A relatively good forecast can be given only for the con- 

sumption of Telephone Industries of Pakistan Ltd  which will 

need UK) tons after lQoH if the development continues as 

expected  The consumption of Til' will increase to 120 tons by 

1975  The rest ol the demand can only roughly be estimated 

since the material is generally not yet known in Pakistan, 

&L.CSS5 

According   to   information   received   from   the   processors,   an 

average   annual   growth   rate   of   i O   per   cent   can  be   expected   lor 

fcaet   Pakistan       In   West   1'akistan   the   consumption  will   increase 

more   strongly   during   the   next    two   years   since   it   has   been   ex 

treme 1 y   small    computed   to   East   Pale i s tan   and   since   the   manu- 

facturers   hope    to   utilise   their    capacities   more   fulJy   as   a 

consequence   of   better   marketing      The   producers,   are   taking 

the   necessary   measuies   to   be   able   to   double   their   sales   both 

in   I9b9   and   in   il>70     ^t ter    1970   the   average   rate   of   in- 

crease  may   be   expected   to   be   l'i   per  cent   per  year 
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It is very probable that PS foams will be used increasingly for 

the construction of cold stores in both Wings of the country 

within the years to come. The foams should be flame resistant, 

For East Pakistan the consumption in this sector is expected 

to average 100 tons per year of PS foam 

In addition, PS foam will be used increasingly for insulation 

and decorative tiles in the building industry in general, 

especially in the construction of buildings with central air 

conditioning. Only a small part of the consumption will be 

accounted for by the packing industry also in the future. The 

floatability of foamed PS will to a certain extent be utilised 

for the manufacture of buoys, floats for nets and life jackets. 

The demand of PS for these products, however, will be of minor 

importance, 

The following table gives an estimate of the future consumption 

of PS and related moulding compounds until 1975  It shows that 

the estimated consumption of PS normal will more than double by 

1975, that of PS high impact will almost treble and that of PS 

foam will more than treble„ The largest share in the total 

consumption of all types of PS in 1975 will fall to PS normal 

(about 60 per cent) and PS high impact (about 20 per cent). 

West Pakistan will provide the largest share of consumers, 

accounting for about 63 per cent of the total consumption of 

all PS types. 

The PS share of the three products: PS normal, PS high impact 

and PS foam, for All Pakistan will be about 2,800 tons in 1970 

and about 5,200 tons in 1975^ 

1^ The content of non-PS matter in the individual types of high 
impact PS varies strongly and may account for more than 50 
per cent. Our calculations are based on an average content P« 
of 50 per cent. 
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5°l'5«i*   Prices 

The  prices   for  PS  normal   constantly  declined  in   the   producer 

countries  during   the   past   ten years   (cf.   also   figure   2   in  section 

5.1.1.4.7). 

Average   ex   factory  prices   for  PS normal   in West  Germany are 

used   as   an  example 

70 per  100  kg 

47 5 per 100 kg 

32 5 per 100 kg 

31 25 per 100 kg 

27, 50 per 100 kg 

27   50  per  100   kg 

These   prices  do not   include   sales   taxes   and apply   only   to   small 

quantities,   They  do  not   cover discounts   for purchase   of   large 

quantities 

The   price   charged   in   Europe  at present   (October   1968)   fluctu- 

ates   according  to   quantity  sold 

- PS  normal   transparent between  US*  0.235   to   0.275  per  kg 

- PS  high  impact,   natural  product   between   US$   O.3I   to 
O.375  per  kg 

- PS  high   impact    (dyed)  between  US*  0, 30   to   0.425  per  kg, 

The  price   for  PS  declined   so  strongly  during   the   last   years 

that   a   further  fall   in   prices  appears   unlikely.    It   is  rather 

expected   that   they  will   rise  after   having  been   constant   in 

I967  and   1968.   Dow  Chemical   Company   as   the  largest   producer 

of  PS,    for   instance,    slightly  increased   the  prices   in   Sep- 

tember,   1968     Interviews   with producers   showed   that   for   the 
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moment  all   possibilities   of   a   further   price  reduction   seem 

to  be   exhausted   from  the   raw  materials   angle     the   technology 

and   the  internal   rationalization of   the   enterprises, 

The   present   c&f  price  for   PS   normal   is   between US$   2 32 ,80 

and   244,80  per   ton,   i   e „    an   average   of   US$   2^0,00   per   ton. 

The  average   cost   in  I967   was   US$  278,20   per   ton    The   1968 

price   for   PS   high  impact   averages   US$   350  00  per   ton,    PS 

foam   (beads)   has  been  offered at  an  average  price   of   US$ 

600,00 per   ton   in   I968 

An   idea   of   the   possible   price  reductions   for bulk   orders 

is   given by   the   following   BASF quotation   for beads   of   Styro- 

por   BR  20 

5,000 to 10,000 lbs 76.8 cents per kg 

10,000 to 20,000 lbs; 73 = ^ cents per kg 

20,000   to   50,000   lbs;      70.2   cents   per kg 

This   quotation  grants   in   the   most   favourable  case   a   discount 

of  about   9   per   cent when  doubling   the   ordered quantity»   This 

shows   the   tight   calculation   applicable   in   the case   of   poly- 

styrene. 

The   landed   cost   for PS  normal  fluctuates   depending   on   the 

ordered  quantities.   In   the   period   of   the   investigations,   for 

instance,   the   price ranged   between Rs      3   85   and  h   62   per kg. 

For  PS high   impact  about   Rs      5«72  per   kg  has   to  be   calculated 

According   to   statements   of   the Central   Statistical   Office, 

Karachi   the   average wholesale prices   for   PS normal   did  not 

change during   the   last   five   years     For   West  Pakistan   in all 

regions   they  are  Rs.   4,95   per kg and   in   East  Pakistan  Rs, 

ko kO per  kg, 
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5.1.5.5   Structureof   the   Market  and   Main Consumers 

The  following   list   provides  a   survey   of   the  main   consumers 

of  PS   and   PS   moulding   compounds   considering  also   the  raw 

materials   processed 

Name Loca tion Produc t 
of   Firm 

Fecto Dacca PS normal, PS high impact 

Mehar   Industries Dacca PS normal, PS high impact 

East   Pakistan 
Industries Dacca PS normal, PS high impact 

EBLIC• Chi ttagong PS foam 

Golden   East 
Industries Dacca PS foam 

Faves   Cold 
Storages Dacca PS foam 

tManiar   Plastic 
|Industries Karachi PS normal, PS high impact 

Golden   Industries Karachi PS normal 

Plastico   In 
dustries Karachi PS normal 

Plastic   Rafters Karachi PS normal, PS high impact 

Jasmeen   In 
dustries Karachi PS normal 

bada   Plastic 
Works Karachi PS normal 

Samco   Industries Gujranwala PS normal 

Durathene   Ltd Karachi PS high impact 

RGA Lahore PS high i mpa c t 

Syed   Bhais Lahore PS high impact 

ß A T   T  E   L N  S f   ! T  U ">    E    V F   R  A   N N¡ 
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Name 

telefone In- 
dustries of 
Pakistan 

National Tyre 
& Rubber Co. 

Air Foam Ltd. 

Location 
of Firm 

Haripur 

Karachi 

Lahore 

Product 

PS high impact 

PS foam 

PS foam 

In addition, the following firms may be considered as potential 

future consumers : 

West Pakistani Congothene Chemical Industries, Karachi 

Automobile parts, radio and air-con- 

ditioner components, containers, ar- 

ticles lor the building industry 

Ohandara Industries, Karachi; 

Air-conditioner components 

East Pakistan» 

- Shahab Industries, Karachi: 

Refrigerator parts 

- Philipps, Dacca: 

Radio cabinets 

- Eastern Radio Co., Dacca: 

Radio cabinets 

These fir»a alraady have got a sanction for their production, 
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5.1.5°6 Recommendation» 

On the basis of the results obtained, we do not recommend the 

establishment of a polystyrene plant. The minimum capacity of 

a polymerisation plant only under world market conditions is 

at least 15.000 tons per year. Even if the special economic 

conditions in Pakistan are taken into account it does not 

seem advisable to go too much below this minimum capacity. 

The estimated demand in 1975 for polystyrene for the pro- 

duction of PS normal, foam and high impact,, however, only 

amounts to S^OO tons. In these circumstances we think it 

reasonable for the moment to replace styrene wherever possible 

by other plastics that can be produced locally,, 

3 A T T E I L £ - I N S T f T y T f: V   F R A (\j K F I , I v r t-,   M v a i N 
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5.1.6 Polyaerylates 

5.1.6.1 General Characteristics 

5.1.6.1.1 Description of the Material 

5.1.6.1.2 Applications 

5.1.6.2 Donestic Production 

5.1.6.3 Deaand 

5.1.6.3.1 Volume and Structure of Past 
Demand 

5.1.6.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

5.L6.3.3 Consumers 

5.1.6.1» Prices 

5.I.6.5 Recommendations 
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The  manufacture  of HD polyethylene  cannot be recommended, 
as   the demand of an  estimated  1,700  tons for as  late  as 
1975   is   still  considerably below  the  minimum capacity   of 
a  low-pressure  plant.   It  should  also  be  pointed out   that 
polyethylene HD would  to  a  great   extent  be  subject   to 
replacement by polypropylene,   should  this plastic  be 
domestically produced. 

L BATTEL LE   -INST' TUT    E    V V A N   K  f   U  R  T    A M    'vi A  <   *vj 
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5,1,6  Polyacrylates 

5,1,6,1 General   Cha radaristica 

5 » 1   6   11  Description  of   the  Material 

Polyacrylates   are   thermoplastics  which are   produced   by poly 

merisation   of   acrylic   acids   and   their   esters     They   are  either 

colourless   viscous   liquids   or   solid   products,   depending on 

the   degree   of   polymerisation 

Of   special   technical   importance   among   the   polyacrylates  are 

the   polymers   of   the   ester   of  methyl   methacrylic   acid    -   poly 

methylmethacrylates    -   (PMMA)     PMMAs   are   solid  materials  used    for 

the   manufacture   of   semi-fi ni shed  products   and  moulded   parts 

PMMAs   are   traded   as   moulding  compounds   and   in   the   form  of 

sheets  and   pipes,    The  moulding   compounds   are  marketed  as 

clear  granules    transparent      translucent   or   in  opaque   co 

lours     They  are   used   in   injection  moulding  and   extrusion. 

Moulded  parts   of   PMMA  have   a   good  mechanical  strength,   sur 

face   hardness,   weather   and   chemical   resistance   and   good colour 

effects. 

PMMA semi- finished products are produced by polymerisation 

between plateglass panes or in a centrifugal casting process. 

Sheets and pipes made of high molecular weight PMMA are op 

tically of high quality and have a good thermal stability.- 

They can be hot worked The most important acrylic glasses 

are under trade names such as Paraglass, Plexiglass and 

Perspex 

The   usual  dimensions   of   sheets   and  pipes   are as   follows 

Shgets 
5OO  x  600  mm   to   2,000  x   1,200  mm  in   surface  area 

0,8   to   22   mm   thickness 

BATTE  t..  l    E   -  I  N   S T ! T u T   E    V        F R A   N   >'    f 
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25 to M57 an outsid« diameter 

2 to 8 wn wall thick»««« up to 2,500 MI length 

5.1.6.1.2 Application« 

Polyacrvlafs 

Th« di«p«r«ion« of poly«oryl«t« or it« polymer powder «r« of 

great importane« 

- a« impregnating ag«nt« and finish«« in th« t«xtil« 
and l«ath«r industry «nd 

- in th« paint and varnish indu«try. 

In Pakistan th«y ar« u««d «specially in th« textile and th« 

l««th«r industry. Polyacrylat«« u««d in th« paint and coating 

industry ar« «old a« vinyl ac«tat« acrylat« copolymer« in th« 

for* of «amisión«. 

•mmMMaa* 

Th« «lost important field» of application for PMMA mould«d co» 

pound« ar« l«n«««, watch glasses, commoditi««, ««p«cially 

fountain-pan«, faehion artici«« and technical components, re- 

flectors, covers for rear light« of cara, houaehold equip- 

ment« and t«l«vi«ion part«. Swelling of fin« b«ade in nono- 

m«ric liquid i« u««d for making d«ntur«« in dental medicine. 

Sheets and pip«« ar« ua«d for lampa, light atrip, light 

calling«, cupolaa in buildinga, curvad «hock r««i«tant wind- 

screens of all kinda above all in the manufacture of moter 

vehicles and aircraft construction. For instruments and 

equipment used in food processing, in chemistry and medicine 

of high mechanical strength. 

» 
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In  Pakistan  mainly   semi   finished  articles   such  as   sheets   and 

tubes  are  processed»   but   hardly  any  moulding   compounds     An 

industry processing  PMMA  moulding  compounds   apart   from   the 

fountain-pen   industry   is   hardly   existent     The   most   important 

fields   of  application   for  acrylic   sheets  and   pipes  are 

- lighting   fittings 

car   industry   and 

- household   equipments,   i.e.   soap   boxes, 
toilet-articles 

5.1.6.2 Domestic production 

Polyacrylates,   especially polymethylmethacrylates   are  not   pro 

duced   in Pakistan 

5.1.6.3 Demand 

5,1,6.3.1 VgluJ!lg_,ai?4_.Strpctu.re of Past Demand 

Imports of acrylic polymers and copolymers totalled about 

420 tons in I967. As far as they serve as auxiliaries for 

leather dyeing» for textile and paper printing, specific 

products are used whose composition is not known to us. The 

market for these products therefore is not discussed in this 

report. 

The last years ; consumption of PMMA in Pakistan is illustrated 

in the following table. 

BATTELLE-INSTfTuT    E    V P  R A   N   K   r-   U   P   '     A   M    ".'  •    '   N 
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Tabi« 28t  Conaumotlop of PUMA in Pakistan, 19*6 - 1968 

(in ton») 

Acrylic powder 

Acrylic sheets 

1966 

55 

255 

1967 

60 

310 

1968 

70 

270 

340 

PMMA is mainly consumed in West Pakistan. The consumption in 

East Pakistan is so small that it can be neglected. Pro- 

cessing capacities for PMMA powder and sheets exist at 

present only in West Pakistan. Processing started not earlier 

than in 1966 on a noticeable scale. The break-down of raw 

materials used is about 20 per cent of moulding compounds and 

about 80 per cent of sheets. 

At present the consumption of PMMA is divided into the following 

fields of application: 

Acrylic powder 

- pens 

- radio knobs, dials for telephones 
and other small technical articles 

- other articles, for example dentures 

Acrylic sheets 

- lighting fittings 

- windscreens for motor rickshaws 
and other vehicles 

- toilet articles, such as soap 
boxea etc. 

78 * 

21 t 

100 % 

6o a 

35 i 

-uà 
loo i 
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5.1.^3.2 rorsoaat Bf C 

The most   important  field   of application which in  our  opinion 

will   hav«  a  decisive  affect  on   the   futura   consumption,   ia   tha 

building  Mctor,    In  this   lina   a   itrong   trand   towarda   modern 

offica   buildings   can ba   noticed.    Thia   will   probably   raault   in  an 

increasing demand   for  PIMA  producta   auch  aa   lighting   fitting», 

illuminated   ceiling»,   light   cupola»  and   ao   on. 

Al»o   in   tha   motor   vehicle   aector   PMMA  will   in  the   future  be 

used   for  varioua   purpoaea.    It   should   be   considered,   however, 

that   the  conatruction  of  motor  rickshaw»  may decreaae.   For 

PM4A  wa   expect   an   increase   in  demand   of   15   P«r  cent   per   year 

which   corresponda   to   the   present   rate   of   increase.   This   rate 

comprises   the  demand   for   powder   and   sheets. 

Tha   following demand   figures  until   1975   are  desired : 

1968 3*0 tons 

1969 : 390 tons 

1970" <i50 tons 

1971: 520 tons 

1972 590 tons 

1973! 680 tons 

1971*: 790 tons 

1975 r 90O tons 

Accordingly   it  may be  expected   that   the  demand will  nsarly  triple 

between  1968  and   1975.   The  demand  for  W©IA  powder   (about  20 %) 

will   plsy •   !•••   important  part   than   the  demand  for  sheets. 
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5.1.0.3.3 Ç?fltlil«ft 

Tb« noat important conauaiara of PUMA in Pakistan ara stated 

balow: 

- Moulding compounds 

— Golden Industrias, Karachi 

— Calluko Industrias, Karachi 

— Asad Friands, Karachi and 

-- Fasal Industrias, Dacca 

- shaata 

-- Faros Industrias, Karachi 

— Nordan Elactric Co., Karachi 

-- Preaiar Elactric Industrias, Karachi 

— National Plaatic Industrias, Karachi 

Mor aovar, tha producar« of aio tor rickshaws and vahiclas ara 

aajor consuaer. 

5.1.6.4 Priesa 

In th« Fadaral Rapublic of Qeretany FNMA would in« coapounda in 

granula tad forai at prasant ar« tradad at 0.75 US|/kg ax fac- 

tory if aort than 1 ton is purchaaad and at 0.80 USl/kg ax 

factory, if 1 ton or lass is bought. In I960 tha prica still 

aaountad to 1.50 to 2.0O USt/kf. Thus it has dacraaaad by 

•ora than 50 par cant sines I960. 

Accordine to information rocaivad fro« PMNA manufacturera in 

Osraany, tha pricaa for BOU Id in« coaipounds and shaats will not 

continu« to dacraaaa for th« tia« bain« but vili ranain at its 

prasant lavai. Probably prices will «van increase. 
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The price of sheets imported from Spain, Japan and the Federal 
2 

Republic of Germany amount to about 3.12 US$/M  c&f Karachi. 

The landed cost for sheets 1.8 x 1.2 m and 3 mm in thickness 

from Spain are about 124 Rs., from Japan about 105 R«« and 

from Taiwan about 100 Rs. 

In West Pakistan the present retail price for sheets is about 

72.20 Rs./m  and for moulding compounds about 13.20 Rs./kg, 

In East Pakistan the corresponding prices for sheets are 

about 111 to 113 R« 

22 to 2b.kO  Rs,/kg, 

2 
about 111 to 113 Rs /m and for moulding compounds about 

This shows that some of the retail prices in East Pakistan an 

nearly twice as high as those in West Pakistan 

5.1.6.5 Recommendations 

According to our information a plant for the production of 

PUMA and monomers has a Minimum capacity of 8,000 to 10,000 

t/year. Owing to the fact that the demand for PUMA until 

1975 will be below 1„000 tons, we consider it not advisable to 

establish a plant for the production of monomers. 

We recommend considering the production of PMMA within the 

market of HCL» 

Simple polymérisation might be possible on the basis of im- 

ported monomers, 
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5.1.7 Polyawldss 

Polyamides   (PA)   have   gained  significance   in  Pakistan  in only 

the  manufacture   of   fibres,   and   are   in very   little demand  as 

moulding  materials   for   the general   plastics   processing   in- 

dustry.   The general   characteristics   of  PA  are   therefore  dealt 

with  separately   in   section 5 » 3 » 1   "PA  fibres". 

The   consumption  of   PA  chips by   the  plastics  processing  in- 

dustry was  in   19Ó7   less   than 5   tons;   the  material  came   from 

domestic   sources   and   imports.   We   were  only  able   to  find   two 

small   concerns   in   West   Pakistan  which process  nylon  chips   to 

textile   parts.   The   consumption   of   PA will   however  increase 

considerably   in   future   years.    It   is   for  example   intended   to 

commence   manufacture   of   ladies'   shoe  heels   from  PA  in  West 

Pakistan   in  19*>9.    It   is   impossible   at  present   to  predict 

how   fast   the  demand   will   grow.   The   use  of  nylon   in plastics 

processing  is   in  Pakistan  in   the   very  earliest   stages   of 

development.   The   future   of  the   use   of   this   material  will   be 

decisively affected   by   the  intensity  and   quality  of   the  manu- 

facturers'   Marketing.   Fields   for   the  use   of  nylon which  could 

be   opened  up   in  Pakistan  would   appear   to   be   particularly   in 

the  manufacture   of   technical   items   such as   bearings  and 

cogwheels. 
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5.2    Th«rao««ttinc ffëin* 
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5.1.2 Polypropylene 

5.1.2.1 General Characteristics 

5.1.2.2 Domestic Production 

5.1.2.3 Demand 

5.1.2.3.1 Volume and Structurr of Past 
Demand 

5.1.2.3.2 Forecast of Consumption 
trends 

5.1.2.4 Prices 

5.1.2.5 Structure of the Market 

5.1.2.6 Recommendations 

BATTELLE-INSTITUT   E    V        FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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5-2.1 Phenolic   Reaina 

5.2,1,1  General   Characteristic« 

5.2.1,1.1   The   Material 

Phenolic resins (PF) are obtained by condensation of aqueous 

formaldehyde solution with phenol in the presence of contact 

agents like ammonia or oxalic acid, According to the type of 

reaction - basic or acid the resulting products are called 

resola  or   novalaks. 

The   condensation   of   the  resol   resins   continues   even   in   ambient 

temperature,    which  means   they   can  be   stored   only   for   a   limited 

period,    On   the    other   hand,    for   complete  condensation   the  novo- 

laks  need   an   additional   formaldehyde   supply,   which   can   be   ob 

tained  by   admixture   of hexamethy 1 ene   tetramine.    The  novolak 

type  of   resins    can   be  stored   indefinitely   because   the   final 

reaction   only    starts  with   a   rise   in   temperature   during  pro- 

cessing 

PF  mint   are    sold   in   the   form   of   liquid  and   solid   resins»   in 

pisces,   or  pulverized but   chiefly   in   the   form  of   pulverized 

Moulding   compounds 

5.2.112   Appi, içf tjona 

Thsre are   numerous   fields   of   application  for  PF   resins,   The 

•oat  important   ones   along   with   the   kinds   of   resins  which are 

•Ulttd  for   such purposes   «re   summarized below. 
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Flslds  of  application Switable rsaln« 

Moulding  compounds phenol-novolaks  with  hexamethylenp 

tatranine  or  phenol-resol»   with 

quick   hardening  properties   in a 

pulverized  or   liquid   form 

Hard   paper,   laminatsd 

Fabrics 

phenol-resols,   slowly   hardening 

in an  alcoholic   solution     ' 

Grinding wheals 

Wood  glue 

Cast rasln for r«produc- 
tions, high-quality cast 
resin 

pulverized phenol-novolaks     with 

hexamethy lene   tetramine   in   com- 

bination with   liquid  phenol-resols 

aqueous   liquid  phenol-resols 

liquid   phenol-resols 

Moulds   for  metal   casting phenol-novolaks  with  hexam« thy lene 

tetramine   in  powder   form 

Phenolic  resin  foam highly viscous phenol-resols with 

light spirit or Frigen as foaming 

agent 

The  main  field  of  application  of   PF resins  is   that   of moul- 

ding   compounds.   PF moulding  compounds are   the   leading   thermo- 

setting  compounds  because  of   their   easy workability  and   their 

low  price.   Moulding compounds  are   not eure  resins,   but  are 

1) For  economic  reasons  xylenol-resol» have also  been used 
recently. 
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filled   with   inorganic   material*   like   myloni te  and  asbestos 

or  with   organic  materials   like   wood-flour,   paper   and  fabrics. 

After   solidification   the   phenolic   resin,   which   left   the  re- 

action   kettle   in  a   liquid   state   is   ground   and  mixed  with  pul- 

verized   fillers   on   heated   mixing  rolls   or   kneading  machines 

The   mixture   reaches   the   processing  plants   as   a   moulding  com- 

pound   in   a   pulverized   form  which   is   especially   suitable   for 

processing   in   automatic   presses     The   resin   content   of   the 

moulding   compounds   varies   between  kO  and   55   per   cent 

The  most   important   fields   of   application  for   PF  moulding  com- 

pounds   are ; 

- commodities   like   buttons   and   tube   caps 

- insulating  parts   like   plugs,   plug  boxes,   knobs,   switches 

A   further   important   range   of   application   of   PF   resins   is  hard- 

paper   and   laminated   fabrics,   which  play  an   important  role  among 

the   thermosetting   plastics.   Absorbent   substances   like   strips 

of  paper   and   fabrics   are   saturated  with  liquid   PF  resin  solu- 

tion   and   dried     They   can   be   pressed   into   laminated   sheets   or 

blocks   in   a   second   step      Besides   the   purely   PF   laminated  ma- 

terials,    laminated   pressed   sheets   on  a  PF   basis   in  combinat ion 

with  melamine   resins   marketed   under   the   trade   name   of   "Formica" 

are   of   importance 

The   ranges   of   application   of   laminated  pressed   material   from 

hard   paper   and   fabrics   are   above   all   the   following 

-   Construction   elements   and   insulating   parts   in  high- 

tension,   telephone,   radio  and   television   engineering 

(hard   paper)„ 

Slideways   in  machine   tools, covers   for   bearings   and 

bushings,gear  wheels,    press wheels,    rollers  and   other 

heavy   duty   mechanical   parts in  engineering   (laminated 

fabrics) . 
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Aqu.ou. Pinone r..in. .r. »o.tly u.ed a. a glue  or .«t-doc, 

plywood .nd hardbo.rd. In comparl.cn with urea re.in. the PF 

r..in. have the advantage of being »at.r-re.i.tant. In the 

ca.e of hard wood the, .1.. improve the phy.ical P•*""" 

.„ch a. t.„.il. atrength, ela.ticity and bending .tr.ngth. The 

r..i„ content of plywood and nardboard average. 2 - 3 per cen 

by weight, 

in Pakistan PF re.in. are u.ed in the following field.: 

- moulding  compound» 

- wood  glue» 
. a. technical re.in. for the production of emery paper 

and grinding wheel.. 

* 4  nrT9nt field of application i» the utilization a. The most important iiexa 01 «VF-«- 
A       PF h«.ed élue, are of minor importance in moulding compound». PF ba»ed gi-ue» 

the hardboard and plywood industry. 

5.2.1.2 r>»ma«t-tr. Production 

At the time of the .urv.y, i. e. in mid-1968, only on. factory 

ln ...t P.ki.tan, namely Alli.d Indu.tri.., Wazirabad. »a. 

producing phenolic re.in. in ..all ,«.»titi... A ..cond plant 

.,uipp.d with modern machine., namely that of Azmat Indu.tri... 

Oujr.nwala, »a. expected to .tart production b.for. the end of 

1968. A further unit i. under con.truction «nd anoth.r i. 

being planned. 

Capacity, production volume, manufacturing progr.-e and raw 

material, are de.cribed in the following. 
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Allied   Industries,   Wazirabad 

The   enterprise   started  production   in 1958   and  has   a   theoretical 

production   capacity   of   10   tons   of   moulding  compound   per  year 

with   one   shift.   The   raw  materials   like  phenol,    formaldehyde, 

furfurol   and   oxalic   acid   are   imported     The   plant   is   small 

and   obsolete,    Production   is   restricted   to   moulding   compounds 

filled   with   4o   •    50  per   cent   of   wood  flour     which   in   some 

cases   are   processed   into   finished   products   on   the   factory 

premises      All   presses   installed   are   hand-operated 

According   to   the   information   we   were   given   the   factory   produced 

at   full   capacity   only  between   1958   and  I960.   Accordingly   the 

turnover   of   100,000 Ks      in   I960  had  decreased   to   60,000  Rs 

by   I967.    Generally   speaking,    the   enterprise   is   experiencing 

considerable   difficulty   in  marketing  both   its   moulding   com- 

pounds   and   its   finished   products     Potential   buyers   of   moulding 

compounds   prefer   imports 

It   is   debatable   whether   such   enterprises   at  a   bazaar   level 

can  be   profitable     They   need   to   be   reorganized   and   ex 

tended = 

Azmat   Industries t_Gujr_anya la 

The   planned   theoretical   production   capacity   is   280   tons   of 

moulding   compounds   annually   with   one   shift.   The   moulding 

compounds   are   filled  with  wood   flour.   Annual   requirements   of 

raw  materials   come   to  about   70   tons   of  phenol,    50   tons   of 

formaldehyde   and   small   quantities   of  stéarate   of   zinc   and 

hexamethylene   tetramine     Apart   from   37  per   cent   formaldehyde 

solution,   which   is   bought   from   Valika,   the   remaining   raw 

materials   have   to   be   imported   for   the   time  being 
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Zaheer Industries. Sialkot 

The factory is under construction. The plant is designed for 

an output of 600 tons of moulding compounds per year. 

M.M. Industries, Gujranwala 

The factory is due to be erected by 1970/71« The theoretical 

capacity is 210 tons of moulding compounds per year with one 

shift. 

To sum up, it is striking that the existing and planned 

factories are all situated in West Pakistan. The construction 

of works in East Pakistan is not planned during the current 

Five-Year Plan Period. The production programme of the 

operating and planned factories is limited exclusively to the 

piuuuctiori of PF moulding compounds. 

Up to I97O the installed capacities for the production of PF 

moulding compounds per year and in one shift will develop as 

follows : 

beginning of 1968s 10 tons 

end of      1968: 290 tons 

1969: 890 tons 

1970s 1,100 tons 

5.2.I.3  Demand 

5.2.1.3.1 Volums and Structure   of Past Demand 

The  following   tables  show  the   consumption  of PF  resina   in 

East and  West   Pakistan,   broken  down   into years  and  fields  of 
application. 

~l 

L 
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Table 29 ;   Consumption of PF Reaina, 1965 - 1968 (in tona) 

Fields of 
application 

East Pakistan 

moulding compounds 
(with filler) 

wood glue 

technical resins 
for emery paper and 
grinding wheels 

Subtotal East Pakistan 

West Pakistan 

moulding compounds 
(with filler) 

wood glue 

technical resins for 
emery paper and 
grinding wheels 

Subtotal West Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

moulding compounds 
(with filler) 

wood glue 

technical resins for 
emery paper and 
grinding wheels 

Total consumption 

1965 

20 

2Ü 

3^3 

344 

363 

364 

1966 1967 lqoS1^ 

15 20 

15 

298 

11 

309 

313 

11 

324 

20 

30k 

20 

16 

')kk 

ko 

•yko 

309 

20 

16 

3^5 

36^ 

'4 0 

_ 2b_ 

43O 

1) Expactad conaumption 
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If we are right in assuming that a considerable increase in 

the present sales of hardboard can be achieved only by an im- 

provement in quality, i.e. by the use of PF glues, we estimate 

the requirements of PF glues in 1975 at 275 tons. 

Plywood industries 

The field investigations have shown that at present PF glues 

are only used to a snail extent for the production of high 

quality waterproof plywood. This is said to be due to the 

fact that importing PF glues is too expensive and because 

there are problems of storage. 

The argument  that the glues have limited storing stability is 

in our opinion unfounded, as BASF for example gives a six 

months guarantee on its glues. If, however, in future phenolic 

glues are available from local manufacturers at reasonable 

prices, the plywood factories have expressed themselves 

willing to include waterproof and marine plywood in their 

production programmes, because there seems to be a good market 

for it. The plywood producers estimate their possible re- 

quirements of PF glues at 50 tons in 1970 and at about 100 tons 

in 1975. 

Others 

This sector covers resins for the production of emery paper, 

grinding wheels, hardpaper, laminated fabrics, phenolic foams 

and other articles. There is unlikely to be any marked increase 

in the consumption of resins in this field in the near future, 

but potentially the sector could be expanded considerably. Ve 

estimate that requirements for 1975 will amount to a maximum 

of about 100 tons. 

B A T r E L. I. <r-    - ! N S T ¡ T U T fr V    i ^ A N K r • I K I ><  ivi .*! A i \ 
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To sura up, it can be »aid that the consumption of PF resins 

will increase in every field of application, but the total 

consumption will probably not exceed 1,350 tons by 1975- 

Our estimates of the requirements in the individual fields 

are as follows; 

Table 34 :  Estimated demand for PF producta, I968 - 1975 

( in tons) 

Years moulding wood glues others total 
compounds 

I960 364 80 26 470 

I969 400 140 40 580 

I97O 440 27O 50 760 

I97I 490 380 60 930 

I972 530 420 70 1,020 

1973 580 45O 80 1,110 

I974 650 490 90 1,230 

1975 710 520 100 1,330 

The table shows that the demand for moulding compounds, wood 

glues and others will have almost trebled by 1975, the greatest 

increase in demand being in the wood glues sector. In absolute 

terms the demand for moulding compounds will however be higher 

than that for wood glues. 

The PF resins listed under moulding compounds contain however 

only 40 - 50 per cent of pure resins, The wood glues and 

others can be assumed to consist mainly of pure pulverized PF 

resins. If the consumption estimates of the above table are 

converted into the pure resin content, the following estimates 

of the demand for pure PF resins result 

l) The conversion has been effected on the basis of 40 per cent 
resin content for moulding compounds. 

R A T ! f- 1 y u r f t « A f\; K '•    \)  K 1  A M 'vi "v 
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1968: 250 tons 

1969: 340 tons 

1970s 500 tons 

1971: 64o tons 

1972: 700 tons 

1973: 770 tons 

197^: 840 tons 

1975: 9IO tons 

Thus the demand for pure PF resins will have nearly quadrupled 

by 1975 - equivalent to an average growth rate of ca. 20 

per cent. 

5.2.1.4 Price« 

PF moulding compounds which are produced in Wazirabad by the 

only local producer cost 5.50 Rs./kg ex factory. 

Moulding compounds filled with wood flour and produced in 

Vest Germany cost 0.47 $/kg at the moment. 

In Germany prices have developed during the last few years as 

follows : 

1962: O.50 «/kg 

1963: 0.46 $/kg 

1964: 0.48 $/kg 

1965: 0.48 $/kg 

1966: 0.48 «/kg 

1967: 0.47 «/kg 

The prices of technical resins without fillers on the West 

German market have developed as follows: 

I 
BATTEI   1   E   -   !  N S T i T U T   E    V F R A M  K   i    U   R  T     AM     MAIN 
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I960: 0.68 $/kg 

1965 î 0.63 $/kg 

1966 ; 0.52 $/kg 

1967 s 0,55 tt/kg 

The prices of wood glues are about the same as the prices of 

technical phenolic resins. 

At the time of the field investigations the c&f prices were 

as follows i 

Moulding compounds?    239 - 278 $/ton 

Glues; 250 - 300 $/ton 

Technical resins       2k<J $/ton 

The c&f prices of moulding compounds have fallen steadily 

during recent years« At the moment the People's Republic of 

China quotes the lowest price at 239 $/ton„ The second lowest 

quotation is made by Japan. No other quotation can compete 

with these prices. 

Taking the c&f price of 245 $/ton for moulding compound as a 

basis, the landed costs are about k  Rs»/kg of moulding com- 

pound. For wood glues, the average cost is about 4.50 Rs,/kg 

for resins in powder form. 

The imported moulding compounds have an average retail price 

of 5.9O Rs./kg  Prices are subject to fluctuations, depending 

on the countries from which the compound is imported. 

The prices of moulding compounds, at least in Europe, are un- 

likely to decrease in the near future, because the present 

prices are already close to the cost of manufacture. Nothing 

can be predicted about the future prices of the moulding 

compounds offered by the People's Republic of China because 
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it i« not know« to what ««tont %ho prie«« ara b«»»4 on pro- 

duotion «••*«. 

5.8.1.9 

I« teat NkiflM ftna ««ill «Miwwri «f *f nouldin« connound« 

ara  Mall  «ntorpri««« «ti«» •• : 

.  Pa aal   Industri««,   Dacca 

- Arif  Industri««,   Da«««- 

I« «••«  ««Hi«tan thar« ar«  larf«r antarnrlaaa auch aa 

- Pakistan Plaatlc   Induatrl««,  Karachi 
•  Ink«lit«   Induatri««,   Karachi 
. Ooldoa   Induatrl«a.   Karachi 
- Anawa »rothora,   Karachi 
- Olyonia  Plaatlc  Co.,   Lahor« 
.  Standard Automation Work«,   Uhor« 

.  Tir,   Ma ripur 

Ito» Mi» con«ia»or of PF wood gin««  i« Pskistan Hard board Milla 

m» «»in ••••inaara of  technical r«aina ara 

. national Coamorcial   Industrial  Bntorprieae 
Nydorabad 

- Orindwno«!  Ltd.,  Karachi 

fA   A   i    i   ,    ,     ,     t ';   -y   I   i   I   u   1     t »    >->  A   (v.   K   i       :   fv   I       *   M     \1  A   I   N 
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5.2.16 Rffoiff«n<*fti0HT 

Qoing by present results it seams advisable not to construct 

other plants for PF moulding compounds up to 1975, in addition 

to those which are already operating and planned. When the new 

plants go into production, the total demand for moulding 

coMpounds in Pakistan can be met by domestic manufacture. 

It is recommendsble for the producers to undertake thorough 

market research and to look for new fields of application for 

their moulding compounds in order to attain a profitable 

utilisation of their capacity. 

Furthermore the producers should consider including pure 

PF resins in their sales programme, to fill the PP wood 

flue gap in the hardboard and plywood industries. 

BATTELLE      INSTITUT   E.V.       FRANKFURT    AM    MAIN 
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5.2.2 Uraa Porawadahyda 

5.2.2.1 Oanaral Charaotariatiea 

5.2.2.1.1 Ihm  Material 

5.2.2.1.2 Application» 

5.2.2.2 Donaatic Production 

5.2.2.2.1 Exiating Capacity 

5.2.2.2.2 Production Tranda and Volunaa 

5.2.2.2.3 Naw Projacta 

5.2.2.2.4 Problena 

5.2.2.3 Daamnd 

5.2.2.3.1 Voluaia and Structura of Paat Danand 

5.2.2.3.2 Poracaat of Conauaiption Tranda 

5.2.2.4 Pricaa 

5.2.2.5 Markat Structura and Conauaiara 

5.2.2.6 Racoamandationa 

BATTELLE-INSTITUTE. VF RANK  FURT    AM    MAIN 
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5.2.2 Urea Formaldehyde 

5,2.2.1 General Characteristics 

5.2.2.1.1 The Material 

By condensation of formaldehyde with urea, aqueous resins of 

about 60 to 65 per cent resin content are obtained. These can 

either be used directly or be processed into fine resin powder 

by spray-drying, the powder being easily soluble in water 

Further processing by pressure  addition of heat or admixture 

of hardeners transforms the products into a final state where 

they are infusible» Once hardened, the resins are insoluble 

in water and all inorganic solvents. 

The colourless and transparent urea formaldehyde resins 

(just like melamine resins) have the advantage over phenolic 

resins of not changing colour when exposed to sun-light and 

heat. 

Urea formaldehyde resins (UF) are marketed in liquid form and 

in solid form as crumbs and powder» 

5.2.2.1.2 Applications 

Urea resins are used mainly as 

- binding agents for moulding compounds 

- binding agents for wood materials 

- wood glues 

- foams 

- textile, leather and paper processing materials 

- raw materials for paints and varnishes. 

B ;• r • ; ,. i E   \. 
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UF contain  pur«  urea   formaldehyde  a.  a   binding agent and short- 
fibre   cellulo.e  aa  filler..   Admixtures   of compounds  that easily 
separate   acids,   such  as dii.ocyanatea,   serve  a.   hardeners.   The 
resin  content   is   about  60 per  cent.   The  compounds   are  mostly 
white   or   are  given a   pale   colouring.   They are   traded  as  fine 
powder  and   granules,   and  also as   dustless  and  equal-sized granu- 
les,   for   processing   in automatic   pressing  machines.   Their main 
applications  are  unbreakable household  articles,    sanitary ar- 

ticles  and   shaped  parts  for  electrical   engineering. 

As  binding  agents   for  wooden materials   urea   formaldehydes  are 
used   in   the  manufacture  of  particle   board which   in average 
contains   8   per   cent   of  it.   The  primary  materials   are   e.g.   wood 
chips   impregnated  with aqueous   solution  of  urea   formaldehydes. 
The   dried   shavings   are  formed  into  boards   in multilayer presses. 
The   most   important  applications   are   in  the   construction sector 

and   furniture  making. 

In  addition  liquid   or  powdered  urea   formaldehydes   are  used  as 
glues  in   the manufacture  of plywood   (hot gluing).   Unlike 
phenolic   formaldehyde  resins,   which  are  used  as   outdoor and 
boat  plywood,   urea   formaldehyde   glues   are   employed  for  the 
manufacture  of   indoor plywood.   Special  glues   on   the  basis   of 
urea   formaldehydes  are used for   cold-gluing  sport  goods. 

Ur«   foams   are   urea   formaldehyde   solutions   to which foaming 
agents  are  added and   for which  phosphoric  acid   serves  as  harde- 
ner;   they  are   whisked  into  foam  with   the  addition  of  air.   The 
foam  thus   obtained   is  hardened  and  dried by  storage  at ambient 
temperature   (2   to  3  days).   It  is  used  in  the building sector 
for   the   heat  and sound insulation  of  pipe-case   shafts and with 
porous   supporting  layers   (jute   fabrics,  metal   screens  etc.)   for 
reinforced hollow  spaces  in walls,   in agriculture,   and in 
horticulture  as a   soil covering  and  as a nutrient  carrier 

(plastoponics). 
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Urea   formaldehyde»   together  with melamine   resin»  play  an   im- 
portant   part   in  the  resinous  refinement   of   textiles,   such  as 
Greaseproof   finishing  and   dimensional   stability.   Finished 
textile»   refined with urea   are  known  as   "wash and  wear"   quality. 
Urea   formaldehydes  are  also   suitable   for   the  wet-strength   treat- 

ment  of   papers. 

Moreover,   UF  condensation   products   are  used   for   the  re-tanning 
of   shoe   uppers  and  as  a   filler   for   sole   leather,   ab   well   as 
for   the   first   tanning  and   re-tanning   of   chrome   leather. 

In   the   applications   so   far  mentioned  urea   formaldehyde  resins 
used  a»   unmodified  resins     As   raw materials   for  paints  and   var- 
nishes,    however,   they  are   utilized   only   after   further  modifi- 
cation.    Therefore,    the   urea   formaldehyde   resins   for   paints   and 
varnishes   are  not   included   in   the   investigation,   especially 
as   their   use   in Pakistan   is  negligible. 

In  Pakistan  up   to  now  moulding   compounds   on   the   basis   of   urea 
formaldehyde»  have   only   been used   in   small   quantities«   The 
largest   consumption  of   urea   formaldehydes   is   in   the   particle 
board  and  plywood   industries,   where   they   are  used  as   glue.   In 
these   two   sectors  urea   formaldehydes   are   the  most   common 
synthetic   binding agents«   To  a   certain  extent  area   resins   are 
also  utilized   in   the   textile   and   leather   industry   as   refining 
agents.    In   the  sports   goods   industry  of   Sialkot   in  West  Pakistan 
special   glue»   on   the   basis   of   urea   formaldehydes  are   employed 
for   the   cold-gluing  of   tennis   rackets,   hockeysticks,   etc.   Urea 
formaldehydes   are  not  used   in  paper  refining,   nor  are   they 

foamed. 

B Ni   •* 
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The proportion of the PF resins contused in the individual 

fields of application in 1968 is as follows: 

Table 30;   Percentage Break-Down of the Consumption of PF 

Resins 

East West All 
Pakistan Pakis tan Pakistan 

Moulding compounds 
(with filler) 100 fi 8k fi 85 fi 

wood glue - 10 fi 9 fi 

technical resins for 
emery paper and 
grinding wheels - 6 fi 6 fi 

If only the pure resin content of the different products is 

considered, the share of the moulding compounds comes to only 

68 per cent while that of glue and technical resins rises to 
19 per cent and 13 per cent respectively of the total demand in 

Pakistan. 

A «ore detailed investigation of the processing methods used 

in the various industries, the local distribution, the quan- 

tities imported and the countries of origin of PF resins in 

Pakistan reveals the following picture: 

PF moulding compounds 

The tables show that the major part of the PF resins consumed 

in Pakistan are used for PF moulding compounds, with the main 

consumers costing from West Pakistan. The consumption in East 

Pakistan amounts to less than 10 per cent of the consumption 
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5.2.2.2 Domestic  Production 

5.2.2.2.1   Existing  Capacity 

Three   enterprises   in   Pakistan produce una   formaldehydes«    These 

are 

- Valika   Chemical   Industries   Ltd.,   Karachi 

- Eastern  Chemical  Industries   Ltd-,   Chittagong,   and 

- Synthetic   Resin Products   Ltd.,   Chittagong* 

The   capacities,   production  lines,   production processes,   and 
raw  materials are described  in the  following 

Valika  Chemical   Industries  Ltd. 

The   firm has a  plant   for   the production  of urea formaldehyde 
liquid resins  with  a   daily  capacity   of   9   to   10  tons«   A   spraying 
unit   of  3.6  tons   capacity  per day     for   the  manufacture   of  dry 
urea   formaldehydes   is  undergoing  trials   at  present. 

The   resins  are  designed   for  glues   for   the  particle  board   and 
plywood   industries.   The  resin content   of   the  liquid  resin   is 
about   50  per  cent.   The   liquid resin   can  be   stored  only   a 
fortnight  and,   therefore,   its   selling   raises  considerable 
problems;   for  this   reason  Valika  decided   to  establish   the 
additional drying plant.   The  capacity   of   the plant   is   somewhat 

iller   than  the   theoretical  output   of   liquid resins,    so   that 
part  of  these resins,   i.e.   about  2.5   tons  per day,   have   to 
be   sold without   further drying. \ 

The   formaldehyde necessary  for  the  manufacture is  supplied  to 
Valika by a formaldehyde and methanol  unit of their  own.   The 
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methanol plant operates on the basis of natural gas (cf  Section 

5.5.I.I and 5.9.4)„ Valika buys the raw material urea from the 

fertilizer factory in Multan. 

The resin plant started production in I967, 

Eastern Chemical Industries Ltd, 

The enterprise comprises 

- 1 plant with a capacity of ¿4 to 5 tons per day for the 

manufacture of liquid resins as binding agents and glue 

for the wood industry and 

- 1 plant with a capacity of 3 to k   tons per day for the produc- 

tion of urea moulding compounds for moulded parts 

- Plants for further processing of the moulding compounds are 

available, too. 

The raw material formaldehyde is manufactured from imported 

methanol in a factory-owned installation. The urea is supplied 

by the fertilizer factory in Sylhet. The plant was installed 

in 1966/67. 

Synthetic Resin Products Ltd. 

The firm produces liquid urea formaldehyde as a binding agent 

for wood materials. The capacity is k  to 5 tons of liquid 

resin per day. In addition there is a small drying plant of 

1.2 tons capacity a day.  Formaldehyde and urea are supplied 

to the firm by local producers, i e. formaldehyde (37 per cent) 

by Eastern Chemical and urea by the fertilizer factory in Sylhet. 

The plants were being tested and were intended to be put into 

operation before the end of I968. 
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Thus the theoretical annual production by regions is; 

West Pakistan 

East Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

Liquid Resins  Dry Resins 

2,700 

2,700 

1,000 

350 

5,400 1,350 

Moulding 
Compounds 

1,000 

1,000 

5.2.2.2.2  Production Trends  and  Volumes 

The volume of the firms* production was very low up to the end 
of the interviews. The production quantities in the individual 
firms are  as   follows: 

Valika  has   stopped  production   since   there   are   no  consumers   of 
liquid  resin.   The  firm  intends  however  to  start  again at   the 
tnd of  1968  when  the newly  established resin  drying plant  which 
is  now being   tested  can  be   fully  utilized o 

The  installations  of Eastern  Chemical  Industries  for  the 
manufacture   of   liquid urea   formaldehyde  were   stopped  until   the 
end  of   1967«    Since   then   they  have   been operating  at   lu per   cent 
of  their  capacity.   The  output   for  I968 will   thus  pr-yumable  be 
•bout  150  tons  of  liquid resin.   The  plant   for   the production  of 
UF moulding  compounds  is  also  being operated  at  only  10 per 
cent  of  its   capacity.   The  enterprise  itself   is   producing dinner 
services   out   of  the  compounds;   the   sales  potential,   however,   is 
very small. 

The factory  of  Synthetic  Resin Products  is  a  new one which is 
to start  production at  the  end  of  I968.   Initially a monthly 
output  of  125   tons  of liquid  resin  is expected. 
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Ths major   part  of  the   production will  be  consumed   in a 
factory-owned plant  for   the  manufacture   of  particle board» 
The   theoretical   consumption   of   the  plant   is   720   tons   of   urea 

formaldehyde  a  year 

The  Kashmir   Development   Corporation   (K.D.C.)«   Jheluiu,   plans 
to  establish a  new factory   in West  Pakistan   for   the  production 
of  urea   glues   in  liquid  and   »olid   form-   The   sanctioned   capa- 
city   is   Ik   tons   of  liquid   resin  per  day     In  addition,   it   is 
intended   to   install  a   drying plant  with a  dayly   capacity   of 
5  tons   of   dry resin     The   raw materials   will   be  bought   in   the 
local   market,   It   is  planned  to   start  production   in  June,   1969. 

5.2.2.2.4   Problems 

The   small   production   of  UF   resins   is  due   to   sales  difficulties 
for   the   liquid  resins   which  so   far  have  been   the   only   type 
manufactured.   The plywood   and  chipboard  industries  as   potential 
buyers  prefer   to  import  dry  resins     The dry   resins  have   the 
advantage   over   the  liquid   resins   of  higher   storage  stability. 

The  manufacturers,  however,   are   optimistic  about   future   pro- 
duction.    Valika  and   Synthetic  Resin Products   hope   to  provide   a 
substitute   for   imports  by   changing  over   to   the   production   of 

dry resins. 

5.2.2.3  Demand 

5.2.2.3.1   Volume  and   Structure   of  Past   Demand 

The   following  tables   »how   th«  consumption  of  urea  formaldehydes 
in East   and West Pakistan»   classified  according   to years  and 

applications. 
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Table  35*       nonTuintion of !Tr«a  Formaldehyde*,   1?65  -  1?68 

(in  ton») 

Application« 

West Pakistan 

Plywood 

Particle board 

Moulding compound» 
(with filler») 

Othera 

Consumption  in We»t 
Pakistan 

East Pakistan 

Plywood 
Particle board 

Moulding compound» 
(with filler») 

Others 

Consumption in Ea»t 
Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

Plywood 

Particle board 

Moulding compound» 
(with filler») 

Others 

Consumption in All 
Pakistan 

1965 

l40 

130 

73 

J¿9- 

493 

530 

530 

670 

130 

73 

-àiO. 

1,023 

1966 

150 

170 

73 

160 

553 

1*60 

280 

10 

750 

610 

450 

83 

160 

1,303 

JgéZ—,  1?68, 

180 

220 

82 

OH 

637 

1»90 

300 

15 

805 

670 

520 

97 

-ill 

1,442 

Ì 

208 

400 

112 

Jal 

885 

565 

400 

10 

975 

773 

800 

122 

165 

1,860 

Note:  Fi*ure» for plywood include »olid and liquid resin», 
—  The data for I968 are estimated on the basis of in- 

formation supplied by the industry. 
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The percentage of urea formaldehydes used in the individual 

sectors of application in 1968 is as follows 

Table 36 Consumption in the Individual Sectors of 

Application 

Applications Vest 
Pakistan  

2k   * 

East 
Pakistan 

"" l"*1" '" ' """""' 

All 
Pakistan 

Plywood 58 % kl i 
Particle board k5   % kl  £ ¿43 % 

Moulding compounds 13 # 1 % 7 t 
Others 18 <jL 0 i 9 % 

100 "jo 100 £ 100 % 

A more detailed examination of the processing of the urea 

formaldehydes in the various industries in Pakistan, their 

regional distribution and the imports by quantities and 

countries reveals the following situation 

Glue Resins 

The plywood and particle board industries in Pakistan are the 

largest consumers of these resins o The demand for glues and 

binding agents in these two sectors nearly doubled between 

I965 and 19680 The largest share of this big increase in 

consumption both in East and in West Pakistan can be put 

down to the particle board industry, whose share in both 

Wings is about the same. But the centre of the plywood 

industry is East Pakistan, where consumption is almost three 

times as high as in West Pakistan  For the production of 

plywood in both Wings urea formaldehyde glues are used almost 

exclusively. The share of phenolic formaldehyde glues com- 

pared with urea formaldehyde glues is only about 5 per cent 

(cf. Section 5.2 l). 
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Up to the end of I967 the urea formaldehyde glues required 

were all Imported, and that In the form of powdered resins 

Since the establishment of the new resin plants in West and 

East Pakistan some of the powdered resins so far imported 

could be replaced by locally produced liquid resin» The 

quantity of local resins consumed in West Pakistan, however, 

is still very small, whereas the consumption in East Pakistan 

is higher, especially in the plywood industry. The main supplier 

of liquid resins up to now has been Eastern Chemical In- 

dustries. The consumption of locally produced liquid resins 

was about 120 tons in I967 and will presumably be 300 tons 

in 1968, which regresents 10 per cent in I967 and 20 per cent 

in I968 of the total resin consumption in the wood industry 

for hot-gluing plywood and particle board. The consumption of 

these liquid resins is included in Table 35, 

It should be mentioned in this context that the quantity of 

resins material required for the manufacture of a certain 

quantity of finished wood products differs according to the 

form in which the resin material is supplied. One ton  of 

powdered resin is comparable to about two tons of liquid 

resin. As the quantity of liquid resins consumed is re- 

latively small, a separation or conversion to one of the 

two resin types is not necessary. 

The dry resin glues imported up to the present come mainly 

from Switzerland (CIBA) and West Germany (BASF). Smaller 

quantities also are imported fro« England. 

Moulding Compounds 

The consumption of moulding compounds is relatively small, 

especially in East Pakistan, although Eastern Chemical In- 

dustries has a rather large plant for the production of urea 

formaldehyde moulding compounds and also machinery to process 

them. There is a demand for the urea formaldehyde moulding 
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oompounds  especially  in  West  Pakistan,   namely   from  2 or   3 

major  plaatica  procenori  in  Karachi producing  «»all clectri- 

cal  part«,   buttons,   bottle-caps  and  other   consumer  article» 

Thay  still   import   the   bulk   of   their  raw  materials.   Small- 

scale   industry  account»   for   only  about   30  per   cent   of   the 

total   consumption, 

The   consumption  figures   for  UF moulding  compounds   indi- 

cated   in  Table   35   must   be   converted  since   moulding  compounds 

contain  about   40  per  cent   fillers   in addition   to   the  pure 

reains.   The  following   table   lists   the   consumption  figures 

of  pure  resin» 

Table  37s       Estimated  Consumption of Urea   Formaldehyde   in 

Moulding Compounds Consumed,   196$   -   196B 

(in tons) 

Year 

1965 
1966 

1967 
1968 

Moulding  Compounds   with 
Filler  

73 

83 

97 
122 

Resins 

kk 

50 

58 

73 

Tha moulding  compound»  are   imported above   all  from 

- Italy 

- United Kingdom 

- Federal Republic of Germany 

Others 

Tha column "Others" cover» the consumption of tanning 

auxiliaries, cold gluas for the sporta goods industries in 
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til« iialkot area, and textile auxiliariee. In detail» the 

annual oonataaption of tannin« auxlliariaa at preaent amounts 

to *0 to 50 tona, that of cold «lúea to 100 tona on an average, 

and that of textil« auxlliariaa to about 20 tona  There ia a 

•Mirket for thaaa producta at preaent only in Meat Pakistan, 

whereaa aalaa are negligible in Baat Pakiatan 

5.2,2,3 2 roracaat of Conauemtlon Trend» 

The varioue aectore of application and the possible future 

development of the demand for urea forataldehydea in theae 

aaetora will be dealt with aaparately in order to create 

a sound basis for sta testent a on the future consumption of 

urea fore»ldehydea, 

The particle board and plywood industries, at preaent the 

largest conauaiera of urea foro»ldehydea for gluea and 

binding agents, will continue to have a decisive influence 

on the demand for urea foraaldehydea in the future too  The 

following facta can be stated about their preaent and future 

market eituation 

Particia ioard Industry ° 

The following can be aaid on the development of thia aector 

up to now : 

Tile firat enterpriaes atar tod production in 1965  Since then 

the aactor haa developed favourably. The capacitiee ao far 

inata11ad are 

l) Thia oeetion doea net include hard-board, which in dealt 
with aaparately. 
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in West Pakistan   13,800 tons a year 

in East Pakistan 8,400 tons a year 

in All Pakistan 22,200 tons a year 
¡£ZB=: = si5SB = ssassrszr = = tss = s3s&x 

The establishment of more enterprises is envisaged for the 

Five-Year Plan period I965 to I970 (cf. Table 38). 

of   the   Particle  B oard   Industry   (in   ton« 

leu    v/ayai;ii>i«s 

West 
Pakistan 

East 
Pakistan 

All 
Pakistan 

Existing  Capacities 

8,400 8,400 
Star  Particle   Board  Mills, 
Dacca 

Pakistan  Particle   Boards, 
Karachi 4,500 4,500 
Pakistan   Chip   Boards, 
Jhelum 3,000 3,000 
Al-Athar   Ltd.,   Karachi 3.3OO - 3,300 
K.D.C.   Board   Ltd.,   Jhelum 

Existing  Capacities.Total 

3,000 — 3.000 
13,800 8,400 22,200 

Sanctioned  Capacities 

9,000 9,000 
Haji  Dosaa   Particle   Board, 
Mirpurkhas 

Dada   Wood   Products,   Khanpur 9,000 - 9,000 
Kalurghat,   Chittagong - 6,300 6,300 
Crescent   Sugar  Mills,   Lyall- 
i, ir 

Sanctioned   Capacities.Total 
25, ,000 25,000 
43,000 6,300 49,300 

If all the projects are realized by 1975, the installed capaci 

ties by that year will total in 

West Pakistan 56,800 tons per year 

East Pakistan 14,700 tons per year 

All Pakistan    71,500 tons per year 
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in West Pakistan. The chief consumers of PF moulding compounds 

are 4-5 largish plastics manufacturers in the area of 

Karachi and the telephone factory in Haripur(TIP). 

The products made of PF moulding compound in Pakistan include 

electrical items such as switches, knobs, plugs, plug sockets, 

telephone casings  ' and so on. 

The figures for moulding compounds quoted in the above table 

contain about 60 per cent of fillers in addition to the resin. 

A conversion of the consumption of moulding compounds to pure 

resin component gives the following data: 

1965 s 

1966 s 

1967 s 

1968 s 

moulding compounds 
(with filler) 

363 tons 

313 tons 

309 tons 
364 tons 

resin share 

145 tons 

125 tons 

124 tons 

146 tons 

Up to now almost all the moulding compounds have been imported 

Ths quantities produced in Pakistan up to the tine of the 

investigation were very small, amounting to less than 10 tons 

par year. The main suppliers at present are the following 

countries : 

• Japan 

- People's Republic of China 

- Hongkong 

- United Kingdom 

1) See chapter 5.2.1.3.2 

BAT 1 U T E V R A N   K I • I   R   F VI  VI A I N 
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As part   of  the wood  processing  industry,   however,is already 

suffering  from wood   shortage   today,   it  is doubtful whether 

all   the  new projects  will be  realized. 

Between  I966 and   I967   the   increase   in production was   20  per 

cent;   it   will  rise   to  55  per   cent   in  I967/68.   Too much   should 

not  be   read   into   these  figures,   however,   since   the  production 

of  particle  board  was   started   only  recently. 

A  comparison  of   the   present  production with   the  existing 

capacities   shows   that   the  plants   are  working   only  at   about 

50 per   cent  of  capacity 

Interviews  with  the   manufacturers  proved   that   the  market   for 

particle   board  is   expanding.   An  average  growth rate   of   20  to 

kO per   cent   is   expected  in   the   long  run.   Particle  board  will 

play  an   important   part  above  all   in  furniture   production 

Battello   expects   a   longterm  overall  rate   of   increase   up   to 

1975   of   25  per  cent.   This  rate   of   increase    also  is   in   the   line 

with  the   expectations   of   the  manufacturers,   who are  making 

efforts   to   establish  new  plants.   The   future   demand   lor   urea 

formaldehyde  glues   is   calculated  as   follows' 

Table   39s        Appraisal  of   the   Demand   for   Urea   Formaldehyde 

Binding  Agents   in   the   Particle   Board   Industry 

Year Vest 
Pakistan 

East 
Pakistan 

All 
Pakistan 

I968 400 400 800 

1969 500 500 1,000 

I97O 600 65O 1,250 

I97I 900 660 1,560 

I972 1,250 700 1,950 

1973 1.670 780 2,450 

197*» 2,200 860 3,060 

1975 2,870 950 3,820 

Mote; The demand figures for East and Vest Pakistan have been 
calculated according to the expected realization of the 
planned projects.   They   indicate  presumable   trends 
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It», tabi« takes especially into account the projected plant, to 

b. established abov. all in Wat Paki.t.n  Thu. in We.t Pakistan 

the demand for urea formaldehyde glue, will be three time. a. 

high a. that in Ea.t Pakistan in 1975. 

The estimated future consumption quantitie. include about 

15 per cent of liquid resins,tho re.t being dry re.in.. 

Plywood Indu.try 

The interview, .howed that c.pacitie. in thl. indu.try are only 

50 per cent utilized, both in Ea.t Paki.tan and in We.t Pakis- 

tan. Problem, occur in the .upply of wood a. well a. in the 

sales of plywood. The increase in production durine the la.t 

two year. wa. about 10 per cent a year for All Paki.tan, the 

market .ituation in Ea.t Paki.tan being more difficult than in 

We.t Paki.tan. For Ea.t Paki.tan no .ub.tantial increase in 

production i. expected for the next few year, (rate of in- 

crease k   to 5 per cent)  In the opinion of the manufacturers, 

the annual growth rate of demand will be 1*4 to 15 per cent 

in West Pakistan, where wood i. very scarce but sales pro- 

spect, for plywood are better. Thi. pre.uppo.e. that the 

problem of wood shortage has been solved 

Ve estimate that the average annual rate of increase in this 

sector for All Pakistan will be 8 per cent. On this basis the 

consumption of urea formaldehyde glue, for the next few year, 

is calculated a. follow.; 

X>  The establish-out of • ror«ica factory -i«ht help to this 
end (cf. section b.2.5). 
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Tabi«  kOt    Appraisal  of  the  Damand  for Urea   Formaldehyde  Glues 
in  the  Plywood  Induetry  1968  -  1975   (in  tons) 

Yaar Vast East All 
Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 

1968 208 565 773 

I969 2¿»0 590 830 

I970 280 620 900 

1971 320 650 970 

I972 370 680 1,050 

1973 J»20 710 1,130 

197* k&O 750 1,230 

1975 560 770 1,330 

Wot«i   The  composition of  the  de«and  is  about   85   % dry resins 
and  15  par  cant  liquid  resins. 

Tha  calculated  figures  of  conauaption for  1975   represent   th« 
quantities  of  glue   theoretically  needed  by   th«  plywood   in- 
duatry  if  the   exiating  enterprises  work at   full   capacity. 
East  Pakistan would  need  about   770  tons  and   Vast   Pakistan 
about   560  tona  of  urea   formaldehyde  glue per   year.   The   estab- 
lishment  of new  enterprises   ia  not  projected   for   the loeent. 

Moulding Compounds 

Tha  consumption of  urea  formaldehydes  for moulding compounds 
will  probably continue  to ba   of  little  iaportance   in relation 
to   tha   total demand  for urea   formaldehydes.   At   present 
moulding compounds  account  for  7 pqr cent  of   tha   total  con- 
sumption of urea   formaldehyde  materials,   the   ahare  in Eaat 
Pakistan being  1  par  cent and   that  in Vest   Pakiatan 13  par 
cant.   The resin quantities naadad  for  the manufacture  of 
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moulding compound, are «Mil. »till being 1— than 75 ton.. 

There will be no con.iderable change in the near future, .ince 

re.in type, with a broader range of application and better 

properties .uch as phenolic re.in. and thermoplastic, re.trict 

the demand for urea formaldehyde moulding compound.. We es- 

timate that the future increa.e in the demand for urea for- 

maldehyde moulding compound, will amount to about 10 per cent 

a year, The following figure, for the period up to 1975 are 

calculated on thi. basi. 

Table kl jr-n.»at«d Demand for Urea Formaldehyde Moulding 

r^,r»»nri, 1Q68 - 1975 (in ton.) 

Year 

West Pakistan 
Moulding 
Compounds 
with 
Filler 

Resin 
Content 

Fa at Paki.tan 
Moulding 
Compound, 
with 
Filler 

Re.in 
Con- 
tent 

All Paki.tan 
Moulding I Re.in 
Compoundi 
with 
Filler 

Content 

Notts 
The re.in content of the moulding compound, i. 60 per 

cent. 
Some of the figure, are rounded off. 

The table .how. that the con.u-ption of moulding co-pound, 

and of the re.in. needed a. binding agent, for them will 

double up to 1975. About 10 per cent will be con.umed in Ea.t 

Paki.tan and about 90 per cent in We.t Paki.tan. Co-pared with 

the con.umption of phenolic moulding co-pound., urea formal- 

dehyde moulding compound, will be of minor importance. 

B AID *1 '" 
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Other« 

For the urn formaldehyde condensates listed under "Others" 

we expect • rate of increase of 10 per cent in West Pakistan, 

Forecasting the development of the growth rates of the 

individual sectors,, is rather difficult« The consumption of 

urea formaldehyde resins as tanning auxiliaries  for 

instance, depends heavily on the future export prospects 

of leather shoes and chrome leather, since 75 per cent of 

the leather products treated with urea formaldehyde 

condensates are designed for export. As we found out, the 

acope for using urea formaldehyde resins as textile 

auxiliaries is limited. Ethylene urea precondensat.es are 

preferred  ). The consumption of urea formaldehyde cold 

glues for the Manufacture of sports goods has been constant 

for years and will not increase much in the future either 

according to information provided by the importers. 

It is difficult to say anything about the scope of application 

of these products in East Pakistan during the next few years 

because information on possible applications was almost 

impossible to obtain. The general agencies of the manufacturers 

•aid that the consumption of all three products is not likely 

to exceed 200 t by 1979. 

To sum up, we estimate the development of consumption in 

the sector "Others" to be as follows: 

) The Bawany and the Adaajee concerns may treat part of 
the textiles they produce with urea formaldehyde resina 
But no information on details could be obtained. 

HA I f A \j y\ 
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Table   42;    Estimated  Consuwption  of Urea  formaldehyde 
for  "Othera",   1968  -   1975   (in  tonsf 

Year Weat Pakistan East Pakistan Ali Pakistan 

1968 165 0 165 

1969 180 20 200 

1970 200 50 250 

1971 220 70 290 

1972 240 90 330 

1973 270 1 10 380 

197*» 290 150 kko 
1975 320 200 520 

)   Figure»  contain   about   70 % of   pure   resin   in  average 

A   final  susmary  of   the  future   destand  for urea   formaldehyde 
resina  in Pakistan  by  individual  applications   is  given   in 
the   following  table: 

T«ble   43 s   fstinatod  Deemnd for Urea  Formaldehyde  Resins  in 
Pakistan by  Application»,   1968  -   1975   (in   tons) 

Year Particle 
Board 

Plywood 
1) 

Moulding 
Compounds 

2) 

Others 
0 

Total 

1968 800 715 73 115 1,703 

1969 1,000 770 80 i4o 1 ,990 

1970 1,250 830 90 170 2,340 

1971 1,560 900 100 200 2,760 

1972 1,950 970 100 230 3,250 

1973 2,^50 1 ,040 120 270 3,880 

197% 3,060 1 , i40 130 310 4,640 

1?75 3,820 1.230 i4o 360 5,550 

1) 
In tons of dry reain content 
Round figures 

BAT ' N i I j i V \l 
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The tabi« indicata*  that the total deaand for raaina will 
•or« than trobla up  to  1975«   Thia corresponds  to an 
average annual rata  of incrsass  of approx.   18  par cant. 

5.2.2.4 Prlcss 

The Individual aanufacturerà charge tha following ax« 

factory prices for rosin produced in Pakistani 

- Valika: 1.35 Ra./kg liquid rosin 

- Synthetic Resin Products: 2.42 Its./kg liquid rosin 

- lästern Cheaicals        2.20 Re.Ac liquid reein 

The price of Valika was reduced to its present level in 

•id-1968. It had boon considerably higher. Por local dry 

resins there is no standard pries as yet. 

Imported gluea and binding agents at present coet 

cèf Karachi s   200 - 216 US l/t 

c 4 f Chittagong: about 216 US l/t 

These prices apply only to powdered resins, since no liquid 

resins are imported. 

The price of Moulding compounds is 740 US l/t. 

The landed costs for glues and binding agents in powder fora 

were between 3.22 and 3.78 Rs./kg in August 1968. Por Moulding 

compounds they are about 3.80 Rs./kg. Japortsd Moulding 

compounds are about 95 P*r cent sort expensive than thoae 

offered by laatern Cheaical, but they aro alao of better 

quality. 

n  A r F F > i f:   'Nil' W T  f  V    >    N1 A M K i  i fv T  A ;y>  yl 
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The world Market  prices  for urea  forMaldehyde  resins  have 
declined  continuously  during  the  lest  few  years.   Liquid 
urea  formaldehyde   reeins  in Europe   cost   about   12  US   cents/kg 
in  1966   and  about   8   US   cents/kg  in   1967-   It   is   expected 
that   the   price will   not  go  on   falling,   because   it   is   already 
close   to   the  present  Manufacturing costs. 

5.2.2.5 Market Structure and Conitaur» 

The  local  producers   of  resins   and Moulding coMpounds   for 
the Most   part  offer   their products   direct   to   the 
processors  without   wholesale   and  retail   traders   being 
involved.   iMported   resins  and   Moulding coMpounds   are   supplied 
to   the   consuMers  via   the  general  agencies   of   the  manufacturers 
in Pakistan.   The  local   producers  were  not   successful   in 
providing  substitutes   for  the   isports,   although  foreign goods 
can be   iMported only  against   Bonus   Vouchers. 

The Most   iMportant   consumers   of urea  forMaldehydes  and 
Moulding  coMpounda   are  divided  into   the   following Industrial 

sectors s 

Producer»  of particle  boards 

In Bast  Pakistan  there  is at  present only  one Manufacturer 

ef particle board, 

Star Particle Board Mills,   Dacca, 

which controls  the  Market  in  East  Pakistan and  also  has  a 
Major  influence on   the Market   in Meet  Pakistan.   At  present 
it  is   the  largest   producer of  particle board in Pakistan. 

B  A   T    I    f    '    .    - \-      • '      i   i     I- -••   w   N   *   f 
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In weat Pakistan w« located four producer« of partici« 

boardi 

- Pakistan Partici« Boards, Karachi 
- Al Athar Partici« Board», Karachi 
- Pakistan Chip Boards, Jhslus» 

- K.D.C. Boards, Jh«lua 

ProducT« of Plywood; 

In Bast Pakistan  th«r« ar«  at pr«s«nt   fiv«  factories  for  th« 
production of plywood,   whoa« production progxaawai  conc«n- 
tratos on  th« stanufactur«  of coass«rcial plywood,   a.g.   for 
t«a chests.  Ih«  factorías  ars located  in and around 

Chittagon*: 

- San*u Vall«y Plywood Factory,   Sangu Valloy 
- A.   Khan Plywood Factory, 

- Starling Plywood and 
Pakistan Ti»bar, 

- Ruby Plywood  Factory, 

Chittagone 

Chandragona 

Chi tt agon« 

In Voat Pakistan th«   sai«s  profraan«   tends morm  toward  tho 
production of d«corat«d plywood  for amnufacturing furnitur« 
and flush doors.  Th«  factorisa ar« in Karachi  and th« 
northern part  of Woat  Pakistans 

- Dawn Industries, 
- Bombay Plywood, 
- Al  Athar Ltd., 
- Kashair Development Corporation 

(K.D.C.) 

- Vood Industries, 

Karachi 

Karachi 

Karachi 

Jhelun 

Lalaauaa 
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Producer» of Electro-Insulating PaTta and Articles 

In East Pakistan we found only on« major manufacturer 

Fazal Industries,, Dacca 

In West Pakistan the main consumers are the large plastics 

processing enterprises in Karachi 

- Pakistan Plastic Industries, Karachi 

- Golden Industries, Karachi 

- Answa Brothers„ Karachi 

- Premier Industries Karachi 

5.2.2.6 Reco—lendations 

The capacities for the manufacture of urea formaldehydes 

installed in Pakistan are sufficient for the nent few 

years. If the new project of the K.D.C, is realised, the 

demand up to 1975 will b*» satisfied. The resins so far 

imported, except for special resins like those used for 

the cold gluing of wood or as paints and varnishes, can 

be replaced by local production. 

The following conditions, however„ should be fulfilled to 

induce the consumers to use locally produced resin to a 

larger degree ; 

- A dry reain should be offered of a quality similar to 

that of the imported ones. 

- The price should not be higher than that of the 

imported resin. 
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Wood flue 

The  consumption of PF wood  glue  accounts  for only  10 per  cent 
of   the  total   consumption   of PF resins.   PF glues  are   only used 
in Vest Pakistan a 1 though  East  Pakistan  too has  a   large wood- 
working  industry.   Theoretically,   the   whole  hardboard   and  ply- 
wood  industry  of East  and   West   Pakistan  is  a  potential  con- 
sumer for   the  production   of waterproof  out-door  plywood and 
hardboard.   But   in practice   the   industry  hardly   takes   the 
chance  to  produce waterproof plywood»   For  the  potential users 
of  hardboard,   especially   in  East  Pakistan,   it   is   annoying 
that no  synthetic resins   are  used  in   its  manufacture. 

The  PF glues   for  the   hot   gluing  of  plywood  and   hardboard  are 
all  imported   from 

- Vest Germany   (BASF) 

- Switzerland      (CIBA). 

Technical  resins for  the   production of  «mery paper  and grinding 
wnssls 

The  emery  paper and grinding wheels   industry  is   still  at a 
rudimentary  stage in Pakistan,   so  that   the  consumption of 
PF  resins   is   very small   in   this   sector.   In addition   to   this 
the producers  of  emery paper prefer  locally produced  animal 
Slue  to  the   imported  resins,   for reasons  of price.   This results 
in  lower production costs,   but   the  quality  is  also  affected. 
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Distribution chamóla and aarvic« should bo 

iaprovad. 

In coa« tho daaand for Moulding compounds incraaaoa aora 

rapidly than oxpoctod, it niant bo worth conaidaring 

«hathar tha aanufacturora of raaina ahould includo aoulding 

coapounda in thair production prograaao, too. 

Tho firna ahould conduct a aarkating atudy in ordor to 

dotoraina how to incroaao thoir aalaa aoro rapidly. In 

this connection ospocially tho aalaa of aoulding coapounda 

and of foaas ahould bo lnvoatigatod. 

BATTELLE  -INSTITUT   E   V FRANKFURT    AM    MAIN 
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5.2.3 Meiamine  Resins 

5.2.3.1 General Characteristic» 

5.2.3.1.1 Dsscription  of   ths  Material 

5.2.3.1.2 Application of  the  Product 

5.2.3.2 Domestic   Production 

5.2.3.3 Demand 

5.2.3.3.1 Volusie and Structure of Past Demand 

5.2.3.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

5.2.3«i*  Prices 

5.2.3.5  Recommendations 
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5.2.3 NajlaaUna  Raaina 

.2.3.1        (tonerai  Charactarlatlca 

11   Daacrlption of   tha  tatari al 

52^B|. 2   Application  of   th«  Product 

5.2.3ÌM Do»«»tic   Production 

5.2.3.3 ^^»and 

5.2.3.3'1   ^^Bf*  and   Structura   of  Paat  Daatand 

5.2.3.32   Fort^kt  of (onauaiption  Trands 

5.I.3.Í»       Pricai 

5.2.3.5       Racoaaaart^^^on« 
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5.2.3    Mslamine Resins 

5.2.3.I   General Characteristics 

5.2.3.I.I Description of the Material 

Melanine formaldehyde resins (MF) are obtained by condensation 

of melaaine and formaldehyde. The manufacturing process is the 

same as for urea resins. The pre-condensate obtained is 

an aqueous resin solution with a resin content of 60 to 

65 per cent. Spray drying of liquid resin results in a fine 

powder which is readily soluble in water. Whilst storage of 

the dry resin presents no problems, the liquid form has a 

shelf life of only three months. The liquid resin is 

usually immediately processed. 

The MF resins are comparable with urea resins in respect of 

transparency and fastness to light; they are however superior 

to these in respect of their thermal stability, water 

resistance and resistance to boiling. 

5.2.3.1.2 Application 

The applications for me lamine resins are numerous, as are 

those for urea formaldehyde and phenol formaldehyde resins. 

They are used as 

- binders for moulding compounds 

- binders for laminates 

- finishing agents for textiles and paper 

- wood glue and 

- coating bases. 
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Melamine   rtain Moulding  compound»  art  obtained by  adding 
filiara   auch  ai  wood  flour,   whaat   flour,    ahort-fibarad 
calluloaa,   taxtila   fibras,   textile   chips,   «abastos   fibre 
and  stona   flour  to   the   aqueous  «slamine   rasin   solution   as 
produced   in   the  reaction  vessel. 

The  special   fields   of  application  for   the  moulding  compounds 
ara  determined  by   the   fillers  used.   Thus,   for  example 

• melamine   reain moulding  compounds  with   cellulose  and 
flour   fillers  are   predominantly  used   in   the  manufacture 
of  tableware.   They  are   for   this  application  superior   to 
most   thermoplastics,   due   to   their  greater   resistance   to 
high   temperatures  and   scratching 

• Moulding  compounds  with wood  flour  and  aabestos   fibra 
filiara   ara  used   in   the  manufacture   of  electrical   parts 
auch  aa   terminal   boards  and  explosion   pota,   as   they  have 
a high   tracking   resistance, 

-  Moulding  compounds  with wood  flour  fillers   are   used   in 
the  manufacture   of houaehold  and utility   goods   of  all 
types;   for  example,   handles,   buckles,   buttons, 
furniture   fittings,   electrical  plugs   and   sockets,   light 

switches,   ate. 

Malamina   laminates   ara  manufactured  by   continuous   processing 
in which  paper  or   fabric   webs  are  paased   through  an 
impregnating  bath   of  aqueous  melamine   resin   solution  and 
subsequently   pressed.   These   laminates   are  used  as   coatings 
and decorative   sheetings   (formica)   of  high  mechanical 
strength,   mainly  aa  furniture  surfacing«,   wall   panelling and 
for other purposes   in   the  interior decoration field. 

y   T    f       ' i.' /    r,   K 
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Melanine resins ara also vary auitabla for uaa aa impregnating 

agents: aa wash faat and cnait-rtiistant finiahaa for textiles 

and for improving tha wot strength of paper. The products are 

Marketed aa water-soluble powder* or viscous solutions with a 

pro-condensate contant of 50 to 100 per cent. Polycondensation 

causes cross-linking to for« water-insoluble substances on the 

fibra. 

Superior to urea rasin adheaivas are aelaaine resin products, 

which are used in tha waterproof jointing of wood. 

Characteristic of all the above-sientioned applications for 

NF resins is that the resins are used in their pure, uncodified 

forai. However, they only obtain significance as coating 

baaas upon further Modification. 

Coating bases which are compatible with alkyd resins and 

cellulose nitrate are obtained frost melaeHne resins which 

undergo condensation in the presence of alcohols, eg., 

butanol. The Manufacturing process for the rasins consists 

of reaction of the initial condensates in acid solution with 

tha relevant alcohol. The Majority of the Melanine coating 

raains at present on the Market la Manufactured with 

n-butyl alcohol aa the esterifylng alcohol. MelaMine-alkyd 

raain filMs are characterised by hardness and adhesive 

strength coupled with high elasticity and good weather 

resistance. Main applicationa; coatinga for Motor vehiclee, 

refrigeratore and waahing Machinée. 

These ara not further considered in this section, aa their 

uaa in Paklatan ia liMlted to aMail quantitiea of imported 

apecial coatinga. 
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In  Pakistan  MF  resins  have  until  now  found  only   insignificant 
application,although  a   number  of  MF  resin  manufacturing   plants 

exist. 

As   reasons   for   this   can  be  quoted   that 

- MT resins   are   relatively   expensive  and 
- MF  resins   have   special   fields  of  application 

These   reasons   also  apply   in highly   industrialised   countries, 
where  Mr  resins   can  also   not   be  counted   anona;   the   «ass-pro- 

duced  plastics, 

Mr  resins   are   imported   Into   Pakistan   in   the   form  of   inter- 
mediates   and   finished   products   such  as,    for   example, 
decorative   laminates   (Formica),   electrical   insulation  parts 
(terminal   boards),   coatings  and   textile   finishings 

The  Mr  resina  manufactured  in  Pakistan  are  used   in  producing 

- moulding  compounds   for   tableware   and 

- textile   finishes 

MP wood  adhäsives   and   paper   finishing  agent»   have   until   now 

neither  been  manufactured  nor  imported. 

5.2.3.2  Domestic   Production 

The  Eastern  Chemical   Industries,   Chitt.gong  have   a  plant   with 
a   theoretical  production capacity  of  300  ton«  of moulding 
compounds   per year.   The  plant   is   however  at   present   to   all 
Intents   and  purposes   inoperative,   as  no   trade   outlets   are 
available.   The  melamine   raw  material  has   to   be   imported, 
whilst   formaldehyde   is   available   from   the   company's  own 
production.   The   plant   was  erected   in   1966/67   in  connection 
with  the   building  of   a   formaldehyde  and urea   resin  plant. 

)   A 
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Th.  Synthetic  H«.in Product.  Ltd.,   Chitt.fong al.o  pl.n. 

to begin production of MF r..in.   at   th.ir urea  r..in  pl.nt 

in   197O.   No   datai 1.  are  known. 

Futehally   Ltd.,    Karachi  a.nuf.ctur..   100   ton.   of   textil. 

pr.cond.n.at..  with a   kO par  cnt   .olid,   contant   par y..r. 

Production  com.enc.d  in 1957s   output  ha.  st.gn.t.d   .inc. 

th.n.   Th.   —l.-ina   i.   iaport.d,   whilst   th.  form.ldehyd.   i. 

obtaln.d fro«  local   .ourc... 

Shuja  indu.tri—,   Karachi,   al.o u.a   i.port.d  -ala.in. .nd 

locally-bought   formald.hyd.   in  th.  manufactura  of  a  m.l.min. 

formald.hyd.  pr.-conden..t. with   30 par  cnt   .olid   confnt. 

Th.  annual   output  in   1967 wa. 80   ton.  and in   th.   fir.t  .ix 

month, of   1968   al.o  80  ton.. 

5.2.3.3       f»—»Hi 

5.2.3.3.1   Volwaa  mnd  Structura of  P««t  Dsaand 

Th.   following   tabi.   .how.   th.  consumption of  MF  resin,   in 

Paki.tan,   cla.aifi.d  by provine,   and   field,   of application. 

Tabla kki   ConauaiPtlon of MF Matori.l.   during   th.   P.rlod 
      l^o5   >   1968   (in  ton.) 

Taar 
ioulding 
:o.pounds 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 K 

Mitt   Paki.tan 

30 

30 

30 

kO 

T.xtll. 
Finish.. 

100 

100 

180 

2M) 

rut   Paki.tan 

Moulding 
Compound. 

20 

20 

T.xtila 
Fini.ha. 

All Paki.tan 

Moulding 
Compound« 

T.xtila 
Finishes 

30 10O 

30 10O 

50 180 

60 240 

1)   Expactad  consumption 

1 <   A    I 
W  A  fj   K 
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Mot« s   Tti« moulding  compounds   comprise  approx.   60  per  cent 
resin and ko  per ctnt   filler,   the  resin coaponent 
in  textile  finishings   is   approx.   30   to  ko  per  cent, 

A turv«y of the user st.tors, regional distribution and 

origin of the MF resins processed in Pakistan gives th* 

following picture. 

At   present,   80 per   rent   of  all   MF resins   used  in  Pakistan  go 

into   textile   finishings-    Only   20  per   cent   are  used   in   the 

Manufacture   of  soul ding  coapoundi.   A   demand   for   moulding 

compounds  exists  in   East   and  Vest   Pakistan      In   East 

Pakistan,   Eastern  Chemical   Industries   as   the  moulding 

compounds manufacturer  is   simultaneously   the  only  concern 

engaged   in  the  processing   of   MF  moulding   compounds. 

MF  moulding  compounds  are   not   imported  into  East   Pakistan 

Two  users were   found   in  Vest   Pakistan     a   manufacturer   of 

tableware  and  a  large  electrical  company  which  processes 

intermediates   from  MF moulding   compounds   to  switchboards, 

terminal   boards     etc     Granular   material   and   intermediates 

are   imported. 

Textile   finishings   are  only   in   West   Pakistan  in   any 

considerable   demand     They   are   used  by   the   textile»   industry 

for  crease-resistant   ("wash  and  wear')   finishing  of   fabrics 

Consumption  has   risen by    1**0   pet   cent   since   196"* 

Only   relatively  few   textile   companies  use   MF pre-rondensates 

Imported  decorative   sheeting   (Formica)   is   also   used   in 

Pakistan.   The   consumption  of   this   is   not   included  in   the 

above   table.   Section  6  deals   with   the   possible   substitution 

of  domestic   products  for   these   imported  goods. 
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5.2.3.3.2 Forocaat   of Consuaption  Trends 

An imiMtnt   of   the   futur«  deaand   for aoulding  compounds 
depends  to  a  vtry  considerable  txttnt   on whether MF reein 
tableware wina   in  popularity.   The  deaiand at   present   is 
slight.  The  end   products  are  relatively expensive,   e.g., 
a plate costs   1   Ri.,   and   the producte  are  not  of   the  beet 
quality (the   tableware  is  not  scratch-resistant). 

A new concern  In  Sialkot whose  plant   is already  erected 
intends  to   i oaainr •   production  of   tableware  at  the  beginning 
of  1969    Enquiries   at   the head  offices  of   this  concern 
revealed  that   the   deaand  for aoulding coapounds   for   the   first 
years  of production   is  estlaated  at   15  to  25  tons  per  year, 

The deaand  for   MF  »ouiding coapounda   for  the aanufacture  of 
electrical   insulation parts  such  as   teralnal  boards,   etc,   will 
according  to   the  »ain user  reaain  fairly constant  over  the 

next  few years . 

The deaand  for  Moulding coapounda  in  the  coaing years  is 
expected  to develop  as  follows; 

Table kji   Estlamtod De—nd for MF Moulding Coroouads  for 
tko   Fori od  1968  -  1973,   (in  tonsT 

Year 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

197*» 

1975 

Vest Pakistan 

ko 
55 

55 
60 

60 

65 

65 
70 

East Pakistan 

20 

20 

20 

22 

2k 
26 

28 

30 

Total 

60 

75 

75 

82 

8k 

91 

93 
100 

i I i 
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At present the resins are imported from the following countries: 

- United Kingdom 

- West Germany 

- United States. 

5.2.I.3.2   Forecast   of  Consumption Trends 

The consumption of PF resins will be forecast separately for 
the three main fields of application in Pakistan up to 1975. 
Our  detailed  conclusions  are   as   follows: 

Moulding  compounds 

The   consumption   of  PF  moulding   compounds   has   not   increased   since 
I965;    it   has   stagnated  and   in   some   cases   has   even decreased, 
The   reasons   for   this   are   on   the   one   hand   the   replacement   of   PF 
resins   by   thermoplastics  and   on  the   other   hand   a   lack  of   suitable 
new   fields   of  application,   which have  not   been  developed.    Ori- 
ginally  Telephone   Industries   of  Pakistan,   Ltd.    (TIP),   in   Haripur 
used   PF  moulding  compounds   for   the  production   of   their   tele- 
phones,   but   later   they  changed   over   to  high-impact  polystyrene, 
At  present   this   factory  is  using  PF  only   to  produce   spare   parts 
for   the  discontinued  products o 

There   will   certainly be  a   further  increase   in   consumption  as 
soon  as   the  new  plant   of  Aznat   Industries,   Gujranwala   starts 
production   in   19í»9t   »o   that   PF  moulding  compounds  will  be 
available   locally 

According   to  our   estimates   the   annual  rate   of   increase   of   PF 
Moulding   compounds  will  be   10  per  cent.   This   is  not   least   due 
to   the  fac t   that   the  expanding   electrical   industry requires 
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Botes  The   figures contain  not  only resin but   also   40 por 
c«nt   fìlUn 

If  we  consider   the  demand   for  resin  for   th«   manufacture 

of moulding materials  during  the  years   to   comev   we 

arrive  at   the   quantities   given   in  the   following   table 

Table 46;   Estimated  Demand   for   MF  resins   lor   the 
Nanu facti  tur«  of   Houldinç Compounds   for 
the   Period   1968   -   197 5   (In   tons] 

r 
Year West Paki! 

1968 2k 

1969 33 

1970 33 

1971 36 

1972 36 

1973 39 

197*4 39 

1975 42 

East   Pakistan 

12 

12 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

Total 

36 

^5 

45 

49 

50 

55 

56 

60 

The  table   shows  that   according   to  the   estimates   the  total 

consumption  will   scarcely   rise   before   1975      The   capacity 

of  Eastern  Chemical   is   sufficient  to   meet   the  entire  demand 

for moulding   compounds  until   1975» 

In  the   textile   finishings   sector,  melamine   pre-condensates   are 

at  preaent   in   fierce   competition with   ethylene  urea  and urea 

pre-condensates.   The  present   total  consumption   of  such   pro- 

ducts  is   approximately  6OO   tons,   some   40   per cent  of   this 

demand  being   met  by  melamine   formaldehyde   precondensates. 

T A r r K i N  S j r ï    R  A   N   K   t     < J   H   Í      AM    VI   A  1  N 
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The)   entire Market  is   subject  to  fluctuations  and depends 

vary  auch   on  factors   such  as   the   type   of  fibres ««inly 

processed  at  a   given   time* 

Ultra-fina   finishing  of  textiles   will   however   in  future 

win   far   greater   significance   than  it   at   present  enjoys. 

Thia   will   become  particularly   true  when  Pakistan  increases 

her   efforts   to   export   finished   textile   goods.   Interviews 

of   the  sanufac turers   of  textile   finishings   showed   that   at 

a   long  tarsi,   conservative   estimate  annual   growth  rates   of 

8   to   10   par  cent  are   to  be   expected     Assuming s  mean  growth 

rata   of   10  per   cent,    the   following  future   consumption   of 

liquid MF  resins  can  be  calculated 

1968; 2*»0 tons 1972 350 tons 

1969s 265 tons 1973 390 tons 

1970; 290 tons 197^ ¿*25 tons 

1971 i 320 tons 1975. *»70 tons 

If   the  export   drive   in  textiles   were   increased  in  the   coaling 

years,   the  growth rates  could  increase   considerably. 

Th«   above   figures  show  that   the   demand   will   only  double 

by    1975•   These   figures  also  include   the   estimated  demand 

quantities   for   East   Pakistan,   which  are   expected   to 

represent   10   to   12  per  cent   of   the   total   consumption  in   the 

coaling  period.    If we   consider   the  pure   solids  content   of 

textile   finiehings     (spprox     35   per  cent),   we  arrive  at   a 

figure  of  about   165   tons  of  solid MF  resins  for  the year   1975- 

The)   estimated   total  demand   for moulding compounds and   textile 

finishings  for   1975  1* approximately   570   tons,   ca    80  per  cent 

of   this   being used  in  the   textile  finishing  sector.   Converting 

thia   to   resin  contents,   25  P«r  cent  of   the   1975 consumption 

will   be   for moulding materials  and 75   P«r  cent  for  textile 

finishings. 

HAI 
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5.2.3-*» Prie»» 

Ve war« unable to discovar the producer prices for MF 

Moulding compounds of Eastern Chemical Industries, owing 

to the fact that the factory processes the greater portion 

of its own products. 

A basis for forming an impression of price levels for MF 

moulding compounds can be taken from the European situation, 

where the mean price for white, uncoloured moulding materials 

•x works is 3-57 Rs. exclusive of sales tax. 

C 4 f Karachi, the price for white, uncoloured moulding 

compound is approximately US f S^O/ton 

Locally-manufactured MF pre-condensa tea with appro«, 30 per 

cent resin content used as textile finishings cost in 

Pakistan between 6,05 and 7 15 Rs./kg ex works (Shuja 

Industries). Comparable resins are sold in Germany at 

•bout I 0.87/kg or *•. 17 Ra./kg. 

5.2.3.5 Recommendations 

Further extension of plant for the manufacture of MF moulding 

compounds is not considered necessary, as the Eastern Chemical 

Industries (ECl) plant is capable of meeting the demands for 

moulding compounds of East and West Pakistan until 1975- 

ECI could also supply the new manufacturer of tableware in 

Sialkot with MF moulding compounds  There eiists however a 

certain danger that, as there are very few substitutes for MF, 

prices might rise too sharply in the absence of competition in 

the form of imported resins or moulding compounds. 
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Th« ua«  of HP  Moulding compounds  •••••  in  our opinion   to bo 
economically   scarcely Juetifiable,   ••  MF »ou Id in« compounds 
on  the ono hand art very  oxpensive  and almost tho  only   fiold 
of application  for   these   in Pakistan   i»  tableware,   whilst 
tablevaro  on   tho other hand can  be  produced at  far leaaor 
expense  fro«  other,   local  Materials   auch as  china  clay. 

Vo  recoaaaend   that  a   separate Market   atudy  be carried  out  in 
respect  of MF   pre-condensates  as   textile  auxiliary.   This 
study should   Include possible  applications   for Mr resins 
and also  for   coapetitive   products.   A   central  feature  of 
this investigation  should  be a   study   of  the  effects of 
ultra-fine  finished  textile goods  on  exports.   It   is  possible 
that  this   sector also usos Materials   which  are not  so   greatly 
dependent  on   imported raw Materials. 

BATTE   LIE       INSTITUT    E    V F-   R A N   K  F- U R  T    A IV     MAIN 
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5.2A   Polyurethane» 

5.2.U.I   General   Characteristics 
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5«2o4 Polyurethan«» 

5.2.4.1  General   Characteristic» 

A  clear  differentiation  must   be  made  between   the   two   types 
of   polyurethane   (PUR): 

- linear   PUR  suitable   for   thermoplastic  processing  and 
- cross-linkable   PUR 

Linear polyurethanes which are suitable for thermoplastic pro- 

cessing should properly be dealt with in the section on ther- 

moplastic resins. As PURs however play only a subordinate role 

among thermoplastics, we have included them in this section 

Being polyadducts, they have a structure similar to that of the 

polyamides and greatly resemble these in their behaviour. The 

possible fields of application are also the same. 

Cross-linkable PURs are formed by polyaddition. The components 

of the reaction are isocyanate and polyether or polyester. De- 

pending on the reaction process, the product is either a curing 

resin for coatings and adhesives or a solid thermosetting 

plastic which can be modified from hard to rubbery-elastic or 

foams which can be modified from hard to soft. 

The most important field for cross-linkable PUR is the produc- 

tion of foam plastics. The initial products isocyanate and 

polyether or polyester, which are available under brand names 

such as "Desmophen" and "Desmodur" (German products), are foamed 

during the reaction process by the addition of water; the ratio 

in which the components are mixed and the reaction control de- 

termine the unit weight and whether hard or soft foams are pro- 

duced. 

PUR foam plastics are highly resistant to chemical attack, As 

soft foams, they have an advantage over foam rubber in being 

less susceptible to ageing under the effects of light and trop- 

ical climatic conditions. 

Soft PUR foam plastics under the brand name "Moltopren" are 

available in Pakistan. These are used in the manufacture of 

upholstery, mattresses and wall panelling. The manufacture of 

i ,\ r i i; i i f  ' v s ï <  ! 11  ' t ••••  • K> A N ^ 
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foaiiwd-iil-the-mould   plastics   has   begun.   There   is   as  yet   no 

production   of   foam  laminates   in   Pakistan. 

Linear   PUHs   are   not   used   in   Pakistan. 

5.2.4.2  UoHfstic   Production 

There   1«   no   domestic   production   of   the   initial   products   iso- 

cyanate   and   polyester   or  polyether.   These   are   imported   and 

foamed   at   three   plants   in  West   Pakistan.   These   are: 

- Air   Foam,   Lahore 

- Master   Rubber,   Karachi 

- National   Rubber  Works,    Karachi 

The   average   capacities   of   these   plants   are   30   to   55   kg/min« 

At   a   man   capacity   of   ko  kg/min.    and   260  working  days   of   8 

hours,    this   gives   a   theoretical    total   annual   capacity   of   approx. 

16,000   tons   for   West   Pakistan»    To   this   must   be   added   the   capac- 

ity   of   the   new   Karim   Rubber   Works   plant   in   East   Pakistan,    approx. 

5,000   tons   per   year. 

The   foaming  of  PURs   bagan   in   1966.   In  West   Pakistan,   the   pro- 

duction   showed   the   following  development: 

1966 39 tons 

1967 128 tons 

1968 ' 220 tons 

The initial products are supplied exclusively by Farbenfabriken 

Bayer, West Germany. 

The foam plastic products are mainly sold in West Pakistan. They 

represent heavy competition for foam rubber articles. 

TT  
expected consumption 
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5.2.4.3 The   Demand   in   the   Past 

We   were   unable   to   discover  any   considerable   imports   of   poly- 

urethanes   in   foam   or   other  forms.    The   demand   since   I966   has 

therefore   mainly   been   satisfied   by   domestic   production. 

5.2.4.4 Forecast   of   Consumption   Trends 

The   demand   for   PUR   foam  will   continue   to   increase   in   future. 

One   reason   leading   to   the   expectation   of  an   increase   in   con- 

sumption   during   the   next   2   or  3   years   is   that   latex   foam   arti- 

cles   are   being   replaced   by   PU  foam   goods.   PU   foams   have   an 

advantage   over   latex   in   that 

- the   initial   products   are   cheaper   than   latex, 

as   chemicals   can  be   imported   on  Free   List 

whilst   latex   has   to   be   imported   on   a   cash- 

cum-bonus   basis 

- PUR   foams   are   better  suited   to   the   tropical 

clima te 

Interviews   held   with   manufacturers   of   PUH   foams   revealed   that 

consumption   is   expected   to   double   by   1970   followed   by   a   subse- 

quent   growth   rate   of   I5   to   20   per   cent.   These   growth   rates   are 

in  our   opinion   quite   realistic.   We   base   our   forecast   on   a   mean 

growth   rate   of   I7   per   cent   and  arrive   thus   at   the   following 

future   demand   figures: 

1968: 220 tons 

1969 s 330 tons 

1970: 44o tons 

1971 ; 510 tons 

1972s 600 tons 

1973: 700 tons 

1974: 820 tons 

1975: 96O tons 
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The   present   consumption   for   the   whole   of  Pakistan  will,    assum- 

ing  a   17   per   cent   growth   rate,   almost   quadruple   by   W> .    If 

one  assumes   a   minimum   annual   growth   rate   of    15   per  cent    and   a 

maximum   annual   growth   rate   of   20   per   cent   for   the   period   after 

1970,    the   1973   consumption  will    lie   between   ««()   and   I.IOO   tons. 

The  greater   demand   for   the   products   will   probably   remain    in 

West   Pakistan   also   in   the   future. 

5,2,'t.5   Prices 

The  c   &   f   prices   f 

sent 

or   the   two   main   initial   products  are    at   pre- 

- Desmophen   ') , bOO  US   ¿Í   O.b^/kp   and 

- Desmodur   T-HO   »IS   '     I . 1 ö/Kr, 

The other   additional   chemicals   necessary   cost   c   A   f   Karachi 

- De smora pi d   PS      US   £   Ib.^Vkg 

- Desmorapid   SO     US   S      3.9'Vkg   and 

- Stabiliser   OS-2      US   :!   o.'to/kr, 

An  example    for   the   pnces   of   end    products    is    the   price    for 

»attresse..    PUH   foam   mattresses   are    sold   at    i.C>0   to   ',Ol>    H». 

each,   whilst    latex    foam   mattresses   cost    X>< •    Hs.    As   a   compart- 

an,    the   price   of    the    san.e   stresses    in   the    Federal    He public- 

of  Germany   is    I <»*   UH.    and   •'•<>   to    Ilo   H«.,    respectively.     Flu 

great   difference    in   price   between   the   two   „.ticlos   appears   to 

be   mainly   due   to   the   fact   that    the    initial    products   for   foam 

production   cannot   be    imported    into   Pakistan   in   sufficient   quan- 

tities   . 

Owing   to   the   high   demand,   manufacturers   can   at   present   charge 

high   prices   for   their   products.    This   is   an   example   of    the   basic 

proble»   that   a   restrictive   import   policy   may   lead   to   scarcity 

prices. 
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5.2.4.6 Recommendations 

In  view   of   the   present   total   capacity   of  approximately   20,000 

tons   per   annuii   and   an   expected  demand   for   PUR   foam   plastics   o< 

1,000   ton»   per  annum   for   1975.   no  further   expansion  of   this 

industry   can  be   recommended. 

The   question   arises   of  whether   the   imports   of   raw   materials   for 

this   sector   should   on   the   other   hand   not   be   greatly   increased, 

There   is   without   doubt   a   market   for  a   greater   quantity   of  poods. 

Such   a   policy   however   seems    to   us   to   be   of   very   little   practical 

value   for   certain   basic   reasons -   while   all    raw   materials   for    the 

manufacture   of   PUR   foam  plastics   have   to   be   imported,    it   will 

certainly   be   possible   to   obtain   latex   from   domestic   sources 

after   some   years.    In   spite   of   the   advantages   of   PUH   foam   plas- 

tics   over   foam   rubber,   we   are   of   the   opinion   that   preference 

should   be   given   to   the   latter. 

This   means   that   the   tax   and   duty   on   foam   rubber   mattresses   should 

be   lowered   at   least   to   the   level   which   is   usual   for   PUH   foams, 

or   those   for   PUR   raw   materials   increased.    In   addition,   we   con- 

sider   it   advisable   that   the   growth   rates   for   synthetic   produis 

be   somewhat   checked   by   suitable   import   control   measures.   A   cer- 

tain  growth   should   however   be   encouraged   in   order   to   ensure   that 

the   capacities   of   the   existent   plants   are   better   utilized. 

INSTITUT    F     V        FRANKFURT    AM    M A 
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thi. material for «anufacturing electrical accessorie.. 

Whether an incr.a.e of 10 per cent can be attained or not 

depend, primarily on the availability of phenolic re.in. 

Under the above condition, the following e.ti.ated figure, 

re.ult for the period 1969 - 1975 : 

T>bl. 3iî   -M-fd Con.u-r— "f ph«"°lic Moulding 
„ A-     io68 - 1975 fin ton.) 

Year. 

1968 

1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 

1973 

1971« 

1975 

noipound». i?68 - 1975 ( 

We.t Pakistan 

341» 

38O 

420 

U60 

5OO 

55O 

610 

670 

East Pakistan 

20 

20 

20 

30 

30 

30 

ko 
ko 

All Paki.tan 

36k 

1*00 

kko 
1*90 

530 

58O 

65O 

710 

iii „«..i««hlv be double the demand for PF By 1975 there will prs.u».DJ.y o« uuu«* 
..uldin« co.pound. that th.r. i. today. The in.tall.d capa- 

citi., for th. production of «aiding co-pound, will probably 

..„unt to about 1,100 ton. p.r y.ar by 1975- » 1. <,u..tion.bl. 

wh.th.r tb. capaciti., .xi.ting th.n can b. fuHy ua.d. 

Wood *tlu. 

Th. future ..in con.us.r of PF glue, will probably be the 

.till expanding hardbo.rd and plywood indu.tri... There 

follow, a d.t.il.d analy.i. of both indu.trie. to enable th. 

««and for PF wood glue to be ..tiiated on the ba.i. of a .or. 

precia, knowledge of the trade. 
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5.2.3       Alhvd Rasine 

5.2.5.I   Ciurli Characttriitlct 

Alkyd   resin  ar«   classed  as   polyesters.   They   are   produced   by 
polycondensation  of  polyalcohola   such  as   pentaerythrito 1   or 
glycerol   with  dibasic   acids   such   as   phthalic   acid,   maleic 

acid,   adipic   acid   or   their  anhydrides 

Ttia   lare«  variaty   of   specifications  and   tha   possibility   of 
selecting among a   number  of   raw  materials   stake   the  production 
of  alkyd  resins  a   process   that   requires   know-how  and  an 
efficient  quality   control.   To   check  the   properties  of  an 
alkyd   thorough analytical   testin«  is  necessary,   which   is 
•ornething  •»•li-scale   buyers   cannot  afford     They,   therefore, 
have   to  depend on   aufficient   and  correct   information  fro» 

tha  producers. 

Alkyd  resina  are  used sia inly   for  the  production of paints   for 
interior and  outside  coatings   of  all kinds.   About  60 par 
cent   of  all   filai-forming  «ubatane.«   in   lacquers   are  alkyd   resins 

In addition  they  are  used  for   the  production  of printings   inks, 
adhäsives,   insulation Materials,   sealing co«poundA,   as   textile 
finishing Materials  and aa   floor  coverings     Only  5 P«r   cent  of 
•11  alkyd  resins   are  used  for   these purposes,   however. 

Unmodified  alkyd  resins  ara   of  no  importance,   since  tha 
polycondensates  are  brittle   and do not  adhere   to  the  surfaces. 
Producta with  tha  deaired proparties  are  obtained by adding 
olla   or  fatty acida   to  the   reaction mixture;   the  resultmnt 
"•odified"  alkyd  reaina  ara   tough and elastic. 
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Olla  auitable   for  tha »odificati on ara 

- linseed eli 
• soya  baan  oli 
- dahydratad  castor  oil 
- safflowor  oil 
• cottonaaad   oil 
- tall  oil 
- flah oil 
- and othara. 

on Tha llnaaad oil alkyds have the videat rangt of applicati« 

whereae dehydrated caator oil is usad «airily to produce high, 
quality alkyd reains 

Alkyd raalna are classified by thair oil conten t, 

Type 

Short 

Medlua 

Long 

Very Ion« 

Oil Content (%) 

33 - *5 

W - 55 

56 - 70 

> 71 

Phthalic Anhydride Content {%) 

V35 

30 - 35 

20 - 30 

/ 20 

Very long oil   alkyda  are   liquid  even without   aolvanta. 

Alkyd reaina   for  flrst-claaa   outside  paint   coatings hava  an  oil 
contant  of about  60 per  cent.   Highest-quail ty  atova  anaaiela  a*-e 
obtained by   the  combination  of  alkyd reaina  with urea  or 
••A««!««  reaina.   Nowaday a   coeibinatlona  of   thie   type  in  vary in« 
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relation» art  among the  «tost  laper tant  industrial  lacquers, 
especlslly  for   coating autoawbil* parts,   refrigeratore, 
waahing uchintt,   and automata,   i.a.   for  BK>st  of tho   atove 
•aaaali appliad  by sprayinc »nú dipping. 

In  Pakistan,   too,   alkyd  raains have  a wida   ranga of 
applicationa   in   tha paint a   industry.   Thay  ara  aainly usad 
as  a  basic  Mterlal  for   tha  production of  drying synthatic 
a nascala for  Industrial» s>arlns and housahold purposes,   but 
alae  for tha  aianufactura   of  stove  enanela   and  printing  inka. 

In asost caaaa  asadiua to   long oil  alkyds  with  an oil   contant 
of   55  to 60 par   cant  ara  uaad.   Thay  ara  mainly  linsaad  oil 
sjodifisd,   but   a   aaall  proportion la  aodiflad with soya  bam, 
cotton saad and  dshydratad  caator oil. 

5*2.5.2      Doaaaatic Production 

5.2.5.2.1   lilla ting Capacity 

Janaon a Nicholaon of Pakiatan Ltd.,   Karachi,   has  ao   far  bssn 
tha   only producer of alkyd  rasins  in Pakiatan.   Sinca   1966 ths 
fir« ha a  oparatad a plant   producing  thrae   tons  of reain  par 
day.   Tha alkyd   rasins  ara   procassed  into   paints  and 
varnishes  in  tha  factory  itsalf.   Aa  far  aa  poaaibla   tha 
firs» usas  locally available raw aateriala   auch as cottonaasd 
ail,   dshydratad  castor oil  and glycerine.   But  phthalic 
anhydride and  pentaerythritol,   as well  ae   the   aaall  quanti tisi 
of  linsaad oil,   soya bean  oil and aafflower oil used,   have 
to be iaported. 
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Pollowin« ih«  ospanaion of paint and r.mith production,   output 

of alkyd rooino  roit fro« abaut  180 ton«  in 1966 to «bout 

*80 ton» in  196«. 

5.2.5.2.2 Mow ProJoct« 

In tho noar futuro, i... probobly in 1969/70 tho following 

firm« will put now planta into productions 

- Croacant/Roichhold,   Lahor«   (3  ton«/8  h) 
- Evorshino  Point«,   Karachi     (3  tona/8  h> 
- Unitod Paint«,   Karachi (2 ton«/8  h) 

Exc.pt for Croocont/R.ichhold  th««o plonto  or« ol«o  do«lfn«d 
only  to aoot   tho  r.quirooionta  of tho  factoría«  th.aoolv«.  and 
to  «ub.tituto  import«.   Tho   firn, .»poet   to b.  «olf-ouffici.nt 
in olkyd roaino   froa about   1970 onwarda.   Tho output   of  tho 

alkyd ra«in producor«  ia  oxpoctad to bo 

1,500  to  2,000 tona   a  yaar. 

A«  it i« not  known dofinitoly which fir«,  will  o.tabli.h now 
plant« aftor   1970,   th.  production forocaot  i«  liaitod  to  th« 
abavo  «tatoaionta.   Tho conauajption figuroo,   howovar,   ahow   that 
•van aftor  thooo  throa  planta  coaa  into  production  tho donand 
will bo hi«har   than tho   oupply.  Baaidoa,   a conaidarabla 
part of  tho  roquirad raw «atariala  aro   avallatala  locally,   «o 
it  can bo aaouaMd that «oro  production plant« will bo 

ootablishod at  a latar dato. 
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5.2.5.3  I»»«»*» 

5.2.5.3.1 valu«— ««xi Structure of Past peaand 

lÄCopt for tho production of Jenson à Nicholson tho demand 

VM coY.rod ontiroly by import.. Th. total consumption up 

to now i» indicated in table k7. 

Table kit  Consumption of Alkyd Resins in Pakistan 
(in to ni) 

1965 1966 196? 1968 1) 

Vest Pakistan 

East Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

2.300 

220 

2, ¿»80 

25O 

2,680 

280 

2,910 

320 

2,520 2,730 2.960 3,230 
• 

Tho figurss listsd in tablo *7 indicato sn average growth rats 

for ths consuisption of 8.5 por cent a year  The incr.aso in 

Bast Pakistan at 13 P«r cent a year is considerably higher than 

in ¥sst Pakistan (8 por csnt a ysar). This becomea und.r- 

standabls if tho total quantities are considered 

Bast Pakistan accounts for only I/10 of the total consumption. 

Tho sectoral break-down of the consumption is shown in 

table k».   It shows that tho printing ink manufacturers aro of 

rolativoly little importance compared with the paint manufacturara, 

particularly in Vast Pakistan. 

})  Expected demand 
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Tabi» kS:   Sectoral Break-Down of tho Consumption of Alkyd 
Resins in Pakistan, 1968 

• 

Faint Industry Printing Ink 
Manufacturers 

Vast Pakistan 

last Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

97.5 

90 

2 5 

10 

97 3 

Alaw st all of tho processing units aro locatod in Karachi» 

Lahoro, and Chittagong. Only the printing ink industry is 

representad in Dacca with two sanufacturers. 

During the last few years about 30 per cunt of the alkyd resins 

ware lnported fresi the Pederal Republic of Oeroany (Bayer, 

Albert/Reichhold) and a further 30 per cent fro« the Nether- 

lands (Synres). The rest CAM froai the United Klngdon, the 

USA and Japan, the annual shares of each of three these 

countries being subject to narked fluctuations. 

Alkyd resins are imported not only as raw Mterials for further 

processing, but also in the fora of finished paints and 

printing inks. Though iaports of finished paints have in general 

been banned for several years now, special paints can still be 

inported againat Bonuw Vouchers. These are: 

• Aircraft finishes 

- Lu*inous paints 

- Tin printer's lacquer 

- Pencil lacquer (dipping quality) 

- Auteomtive lacquer an a cellulose baaia. 

BAT F I r (j 
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The thro. la.t-«entioned lacquers can also be produced in 

Pakistan. In addition, tha i«port. of printin« in'.: ara 

worth »entioning. Recently it ha« baan possible to obtain 

batter qualitia. against licences and cheaper on.i against 

Bonus Vouchors. 

Ths i»ports of printin« ink and paints, as wall as ths 

contant of alkyd rosin determined on this basis, ar« 

listad in tabla *9- Tha basic assu-ption was that 100 psr cant 

of tha printing ink and 60 psr c.nt of th. paint, were basad 

on alkyd rasins. Tha alkyd rosin contant in each cas« is 

30 par csnt. 

Tabla %9t Total Imports of Printing Ink, Points and 
m T 7    varnishas, and th. Quantity of Alkyd Rosins 

Contalwad thoroln (in tons) ___ 

1965/66 

Printing ink 

Paints and varnishei 

Alkyd r.sin contont 

U15 
7^0 

257 

1966/67 

500 

51* 

2 ¡42 

Lator on it will no doubt olso b. possibl. largely to substituts 

thaaa imports of spoetai paints and printing ink by local 

production, if tho noco.sary know-how can ba »ade available. 
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5.2. 5 • 3 • 2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

Por the period fro» 1960 to 1965 the statistics indicato an 

incraase in world production of alkyd resins - and thus also 

of world consumption - averaging 10.6 per cent a year. This 

figure is somewhat higher than that determined for All Pa- 

kistan and West Pakistan, in the past but it is lower than 

that for East Pakistan. Also in future, consumption in 

general will grow relatively slow, according to information 

provided by paint manufacturers, since competing materials 

such as polymer emulsions are penetrating deeper and deeper 

into the alkyd resins sector. Our forecast is based on the 

average growth rates of the last few years of 8 per cent 

for West Pakistan and 13 P*r cent for East Pakistan. 

Regarding the pent-up demand of East Pakistan compared with 

West Pakistan, it appears justified to assume that growth in 

thia part of the country will continue to be more rapid in 

the future. The predicted values are listed in table 50. 

Tabla 50» Forecast of the Consumption of Alkyd Resins 
in Pakistan (in tons)  

Year West Pakistan 

1969 3,140 

1970 3,390 

1971 3,670 

1972 3,960 

1973 4,270 

197*» 4,610 

1975 5,000 

East Pakistan 

360 

410 

460 

520 

590 

670 

760 

All Pakistan 

3,500 

3,800 

4,130 

4,480 

4,860 

5 »280 

5,750 
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Accordine to our estimât«,   consumption in Veat   Pakistan will 
ineriti«  by only about 60 par cant up  to 1975.   whereas 
consumption in Eaat  Pakistan will «or«  than doubla in tha 
same pariod.   Eaat  Pakistan'a  shara of  tha total  consumption 
ia  therefore   axpactad  to riaa  from  10 par cant   today to 

only 13 par cant in  1975« 
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Hardboard  industrie» 

The  following   tables provide a  survey of   the  existing and 
planned  enterprises,   their  capacities and production figures 

Table 32 ;     Existing and   Sanctioned  Capacities   of  the Hard- 
board  Industries  in Pakistan   (in tons) 

Vest 
Pakistan 

East 
Pakistan 

All 
Pakistan 

Existing  capacities 

3,000 

4,500 

10,000 

4,500 

10,000 

3,000 

Chittagong  Board Mills   Ltd. 

Khulna  Board  Mills  Ltd. 

Pakistan  Hardboard  Mills 
Ltd.; Karachi 

Total existing  capacities 3,000 14,500 17,500 

Sanctioned  capacities 

15,000 

2.500 

- 15,000 

2f5,00 

Crescent   Sugar  Mills  Ltd., 
Lysllpur 

Setwood   Industries  Ltd., 
Islamabad 
Total sanctioned  capacitiea 17,500 - 17,500 
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5.2.5.** Prie»» 

According to information fro« Gorman producers, the rosin 

prices have boon declining for Many years in all parts 

of the world, and in Pakistan too. This has been due to 

rationalization and falling raw Material prices. At the 

present time, however, the rationalization reserves seen 

fully exploited and the prices of various raw materials are 

beginning to rise, especially those of tall oil and soya 

bean oil. While in recent years the resin prices declined 

by about 5 por cent a year they are tending to rise again 

now since the lowest level has apparently been passed. 

The c A f price of the most commonly used types (60 to 

65 per cent oil content, linseed or soya bean oil 

modified) is 

450 to 480 l/ton. 

Soya bean oil modified resins tond towards the lower price, 

linseed oil modified towards the more expensive one. 

Since July 15th, 1968, the taxes, duties and Bonus Vouchers 

are: 

Import duty 

Rehabilitation tax 

Sales tax 

50 %  Bonus Voucher 
(170 i) 

k$  %  on c à  f value 

1 ^ on duty paid value 

15 %  on duty paid value 

85 %  on c à  f value 

The resulting total charge is «bout 

153 %  on c « f value. 
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The  present   landed cost  is  thus 

5tl»20.-   to  3,780.- Rs./ton. 

3.2.5.3 Coniuwtri  and Market Struc tur» 

Th* sain consumers of alkyd r»»in« ara 

- Everahine Paints9 Karachi 

- Buxly Paint Ltd., Karachi and Chittagong 

- Janaon A Nicholson of Pakistan Ltd. , Karachi 

• Paintax Ltd., Lahor* 

- Uni tad Paints, Karachi 

- Imperial Paint A  Varnish Works, Karachi. 

These fi ras consume about 7 5 per c*nt of all alkyd resins, 

The renaming 23 per cent of the alkyd reain consumption 

is distributed among som* 23 small and very snail enter- 

prises . 

3.2.3.6 Reco—ndations 

A number of raw materials excellently auitad for alkyd resin 

production are available locally or can easily be produced 

in Pakistan. These materials are glycerine, and oils such as 

cottonaeed oil, tall oil, and castor oil. Tall oil can be 

obtained from the waste lye in cellulose production. 

It can be, and possibly is already being, extracted from it 

by acidification. In addition, Pakistan provides good 

conditions for the cultivation of castor. It should therefore 

be investigated whether the systematic cultivation of castor 

BATTELLE-  INSTITUT    E.V.        TRANK!    URT    AM    MAIN 
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for the purpose of producing rosin io possible or con bo 

extended. 

Glycerine is also produced in Pakistan. Today pentaerythritol 

is ofton prsforrod in industrialised countries, sinco its 

ostors havs a higher fusion point and a greater resistance, 

hut this criterion is of major importance only where 

competition is vsry keen. 

Tho present trend of alkyd resin production in Pakistan 

is towards the »elf-supply of all large paint factories. 

Only Crescent/Reichhold intends to offer alkyd resins in the 

siarket. There will probably be a tendency not to admit any 

further isiports of alkyd resins into Pakistan in the future. 

But snail paint Manufacturers at present account for no 

less than 25 per cent of the total conauaption, and in view 

of this it does not see« advisable to protect one producer 

too Bnich. Therefore, a supply of alkyd resins of satisfactory 

quality, price and quantity should be guaranteed either by 

the concession of isiport licences or by the establishment of at least 

one store plant producing for the siarket. 

By 1972 the asiount of resins consumed by small paint factories 

in West Pakistan is likely to increase to 1,000 tons. 

This quantity would be sufficient for two production units 

of a capacity of 3 tons/day each, with an initial capacity 

utilization, related to one shift, of about 50 per cent. 

One of these plants might possibly be sanctioned for 1970. 

Ve would recommend establishing this plant in East Pakistan. 
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5*2.6 Epoxy Raaina 

5.2.6.1 Gsnaral  Characteristic» 

5.2.6.2 Application of  Epoxy-Basa Pipas   in Tuba-Wall 
Construction 

5.2.6.3 Domsatic   Production 

5.2.6.*»  Dswand 

5.2.6.5 Pricaa 

5.2.6.6 Racoamandationa 
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5.2.6  Epoxy Resins 

Thia  group   of  resin mataríais  has   bean  additionally  included 
by Battelle   into   the   Investigation  programe,   since   it was 
found   that   a   large and   perhaps  further   increasing  number   of 
fibre-reinforced  pipes   for   tube-well   construction  will  be 
imported   to  Pakistan.   These   "glass   fibre"  pipes  are  bounded 
with  apoxy   resins. 

According   to   information received,    two   groups   of   firms are 
developing  plans  for  the  local manufacture  of   such pipes.   Thus, 
apoxy  resins  might  in   the  future   be   imported   for   this new   line 
of production. 

5.2.6.1 General  Characteristics 

The   types   of  epoxy resins   ( ¿CP )  generally used  are   produced 
by condensation   of epichlorohydrin  and   Bisphenol  A.   The  re- 
sulting diglycidyl  ether  of   Bisphenol  A  has   to  be   cured  with 
the  help   of   curing agents   to  yield   a   thermosetting  resin  which 
finds  various   industrial  applications. 

According   to   tender  conditions   issued  by  WAPDA   in   1965,   the 
pipes  used   in  West Pakistan  are  required   to  be  made  of  the 
diglycidyl   ether   or  cyclo-aliphatic  diepoxides   and   have   to  be 
cured  with  aromatic diamines,   polycarboxylic   acid   anhydrides   or 
eutectics   therefrom.   A  resin  which   suits   the  requirements   is 
Epikote  828   or  Epon 828  produced   by  Shell  International  Chemical 
Company  and   its   subsidiaries. 

In principle,   these  types   of  resins   can  be  manufactured   in 
Pakistan,   especially at  a  later  stage  when the  petrochemical 
industry has  become more advanced.   Bisphenol  A  is  produced 
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fro«  acetone and  phenol.   Epichlorohydrin  i.   usually  produced 
fro»  propylene  and  chlorine   via  allyl   chloride.   The   production 
of   epichlorohydrin  is,   however,   problematic   since   the  reaction 

is   very violent. 

Epoxy  resins  are   characterised   by  very   low   shrinkage  and 
excellent   adhesion  properties   on  wood,   metals,   ceramics   and 
glass.   Owing   to   these   qualities   and   in   spite   of   the   rela- 
tively high price   they  are   used   for   the  production   of  fibre- 
reinforced  articles,   adhesiv.s   for  metals,   concrete   and   other 
materials  and  for  corrosion  resistant   coatings.   They  are   further 
applied  as  casting  resin  for  electrical  and   components. 

5.2.6.2  Application   of  Epoxy-Base-Pipes   in  Tube-Well 

Conatruction 

Glass  fibre pipes  with  EP   bond   have  been used  mainly  in   the 
petroleum  industry,    in aeroplanes  but   also   in  chemical   in- 
dustries.   According   to   information received   from   irrigation 
experts  working   in  Pakistan,   they are   now being  used  on  a 
larger  scale   in   this   country  for   the   installation   of   tube- 
wells.   Mostly  EP bonded  glassfibre  pipes are   used   at  present 
for   the   WAPDA   tube-well  programme  in   West  Pakistan.   This   is 
in   the   first   instance  due   to  the   existance   of  aggressive  ground 

water more  or   less   all   over  West   Pakistan. 

For   this  reason  conventional  GI  pipes   cannot  be   used.   The 
problem  is  corrosion   and   encrustration  which  is   caused  by 
certain  anaerobic  and  aerobic  bacteria.   Bacterial   action 
creates   electrolytical  conditions which lead   to   corrosion.   The 
»sulphate-reducing  bacteria"   were  found  to   have   the  most 
harmful   effect   on   the  pipes.   The  aerobic  bacteria   or  iron bac- 
tsria     are generally  not   as  harmful,   but   they  are   mainly 
responsible  for  the   clogging and blocking  of  screens and  the 

formation of  encrustrations. 
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It  alight  be   useful   in   this  context   to  summarise   the  disadvantages 
of  various  materials   compared  with   fibre   reinforced  materials 
This   is   intended   to   elucidate   our  assumption   that  such pipes 
will   in  the   future  be    used  for   the   construction  of   tube-wells   to 
an  increasing extent 

Brass 

There   is   the danger  of   electrochemical  corrosion when brass 
• trainers  are  used   in  West  Pakistan.   A  high  content   of  salts 
in  the  water  usually  promotes   the   destructive   process   (dezin- 
cification).   Moreover   copper  alloys   form   copper   sulphate  which 
deposits   in   the   slots. 

Galvanized  mild  steel 

This   material  is   also   corroded  when  immersed   in  saline water, 

Bakelised  wood 

It   swells   in  saline  water.   Moreover   there   is   a   problem  in 
cleaning   the   slots.   The  most economic  method   for   cleaning  slots 
is  by  well-dosed   explosions.   This   method   cannot  be  applied  with 
bakelissd  wood  since   the material   does  not   tolerate   the  pressure 

Electrophoretically  coated  rubber   on mild   steel 

The  rubber  coating  is   somewhat  porous which  leads  to  corrosion. 
Moreover,   there   seems   to be   the  danger  that   the  coating is  da- 
maged  during installation 

Polyethylene  coated mild steel 

The  danger   is  too  high  that   the  coating  is damaged during  in- 
stallation. 

'  According  to  a   report  in   "Khairpur Tubewell   Drainage Project 
Engineers'  Report on Tenders  Received  by   the Authority  on 
31st  August,   196V',   by Sir  M.   Macdonald &   Partners. 
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PVC 

Ths   WAPDA consultants   report about   this  material   which   is   of 

great   interest  because   of   the  domestic  production  possibilities 

"PVC   itself has  an   exceedingly  high   resistance   to  micro- 

biological attack,    both   fungi   and   bacteria,   but   authorities 

on   the   subject  agree    that   the   piasti cisers   ....   are   very   often 

the   main cause  of   bacterial and  fungal   action". 

Naturally,  one  could   avoid  this  damage   by   taking  rigid   PVC 

which  does not  contain  plasticisers.    But  here  the   problem  is 

that   "the material   will   not  stand  up   the   clearence  of   encrustra- 

tion   of   the  screens   by   explosions".   Moreover,   the  material   has 

to   be   handled  carefully   and   the   pipes   have   to be   protected 

against   shocks   from    the   pumps.   These   are   conditions  not   easily 

satisfied.  Another   problem  is   the   thickness  of   the  walls.   The 

walls   thickness   in   PVC   pipes  has   to   be   fairly high owing  to 

the   relatively  low   mechanical   strength  of   the material.   This, 

however,   results   in   heavy   slots   which   tend   to be   encrustrated 

earlier   than  thinner   slots   in   the   case   of   other   materials     The 

consultants  came   to    the   conclusion   that  PVC  might   find   a  good 

application in  future   tube-well   programmes,   but   for   the   time 

being   the problems   involved are  not   yet   solved. 

Asbestos  cement 

Again   the   slots  are    too   thick. 

Stainless steel 

The   pipes are  satisfactory but   too   expensive.   In   1964   for   in- 

stance   1Ü " pipe   was   offered  to  WAPDA 

in  fibre glass   at   Rs.   151. -/metre 

in  stainless   steel   304 at  Rs.   475.-/metre. 
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Kunifer  10 

Thi. alloy  of  copper,  nickel   and iron «how.   .light    ero.ion    in 
aggressive   water. 

On account   of   th...  di.advant.ge.  of   the   competitive  material, 

the  con.ult.nt.   con.idered   the   epoxy  ba.ed   pipe,   be   the  most 
suitable   ones. 

5.2.6.3  Domestic  Production 

So  far   there   i.  no  local   production  of  epoxy  re.in.  or   tube - 

well  pipe,   ba.ed  on   this   type   of material.    However,   there   are 

two group,   of   firm,  which   intend   to manufacture   fibre-reinforced 
pipe..   Both  are   joint  venture,   with foreign   firmer   one   with 

Bri.tol  Aeroplane  Pla.tic.,   England,and   the   other with  Kopper. 
Co.,   USA o 

5.2.6.4  Demand 

The bulk  of   the  epoxy resins   in  case  of  their production  in 

Pakistan  would  have   to be   consumed by   the   manufacturer,   of 

fibre-reinforced  pipe,  for   tube-well..   Since   .o   far it   cannot 

be   taken   for   granted   that   a   production  of   this   type will  be 

• tarted   in   the   country,   the  demand  figure,   given  in the   follo- 

wing .how   the   amount  of  re.in   that would  be   required  if   the 
pipe,  had  been  produced  in   Pakistan, 

According   to   statement,  from   WAPDA,   the  import,  of fibre- 

reinforced  pipe, during  the   period I965  to   mid  I967 have  been 

in  the  order   of  119,000 m.    The   average diameter  of  the.e  pipes 

can be a..umed   to be  9  »  and   its weight as   3,U0 g/m.   The  pipe, 

containing  k5t5  per  cent  by  weight of gla. — fibre and  the re.in 
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Tabi« 331  Production of the Hardboard Industria», 1965 - 1968 

(in ton») 

Yfiri Chittagong 
Board  Milla 

Khulna 
Board Mills 

Pakistan  Hard- 
board  Mills 

Total 

1965 1,170 _ — 1,170 

1966 1.300 200 - 1,500 

1967 Ì.IOO 2,000 1,000 4,100 

1968 X) 1,200 3,000 2,000 6,200 

) Expected Desmnd 

A compari»on of tha production with ths installsd capacity 

shows that tha production lavai is far below tha capacity. 

In detail, tha position is as follows: 

- Chittagong Board Mills works only 3 sionths per annusi; 

tha factory is closed during the rest of the year. 

- Khulna Board Mills uses only 30 - ko  per cent of the 

capacity. 

- Pakistan Hardboard Mills usss 60 - 70 per csnt of the 

capacity. 

The general economic situation in the hardboard industry is 

depressed. The producers have sales problems. The hopes 

that were entertained whan the factories wsre established 

have not bsen realized. It is all the worse that potential 

buyers of hardboard have lost interest due to high prices and 

inferior quality. At present the aarket seeae to be ssturated. 
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prt  of it .bout   «3 por c.nt  of cur in« .«ont. and .cc.ll.r.tora, 

ttio wifht  of  th.   "-no..r"  cont.nt   of   th.ae i-port.   total, 

•bout   116  t       . 

Th.  approxi-at.  di.tribution  of  thi.  con.uaption  over   th* 
p.riod  i. not  .uffici.ntly w.ll  known     However,    it   i.   .aid   that 
th.  progra— ha.   not   co.,  into  full   .wing b.for.   1*6? 

Th.  pip«  hav.  bo.n  i.port.d   fro«   th.  USA and   England,   th. 
bulk  of  it  probably  fro« th.   latter   country.   Th.  pip«, trom 
Engl.nd ar.  d.livr.d  by Bri.tol  Aeroplane Pia.tic.   Ltd,, 
who  u.«  for   th.ir  «anufactur.   Epikot.  828 re.in   fro«   Shell 
int.rnational  Ch.mical   Company,   London.   The A«.rican   .uppli.r 

is  Kopp.r.  Co.,   Inc. 

It  .hould b.  not.d   th.t WAPDA at   pr...nt  i.  th.  «o.t   .»portant 

con.um«r of   thi.   typ.   of pip.. 

According  to  .t.f.nt.  fro«  th.  WAPDA  Planning  Divi.ion and 
v.riou. consultant,  and contractor,  w.  have  co«,   to   th 
concluaion  that   during  the  p.riod   up  to   1975   the  con.uaption 
of  fibre-r.inforc.d  pip., c.n b.   e.ti«.t.d at   roughly 122,000 

to  220,000 r« p.r  annua (.••   following   table). 

1) 
Th. .p.cific   gravity of   th. pip-  !•  1.8 whil.   that of  th. 
cur.i r..m   iï  1.2  and  that  of   th.  fibr.-gl...   2.52. 
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IitlMttd fr»y»d for fiyt-Glisi fw% for Tubt-WUs. 1968/69-197^/76 
¿2LÌZ. " 

ft»r WATOA mi ADC Pnvate i 

k>   of 
«ells 

pipes 
(ri) 

k>   of    pipes 
«ells      (rm) 

»o   of 
«ells 

pipes 
(rs) 

Ho   of 

«ells 

pipes 

( r m ) 

Total 

(r«) 
I 

1968/69 2,000 122,000 150         9,200 - - 2Ü 1,200 132.WC 

1969/70 2,000 122,000 200        12,200 100 6,100 20 1,200 m,5oc 

1970/71 3,000 183,000 500        18,500 200 12,2CC 50 UGO 215,500 

1971/72 3.000 183,000 500        18,500 200 12,200 <.0 2,M)0 215,-tOO 

1972/73 3,000 183,000 500        18,500 20C 12,2CG bO 3,700 217,200 

1973/7*» 3,000 185,000 500       18,500 200 12,200 80 MOO 2 IB,'•OU 

197*»/75 3,000 185,000 500        18,500 200 12,200 100 6,100 219,600 

1975/76 3,000 185,000 300        13,300 2ÜC 12,20C 12C 7,300 22C.-30G 

Hot«: The figures for n are rounded off from rft, 

Far the ADC of East Pakistan a much larger figure of planned 

tube-walla haa been reported to us  After diacusaions with 

varioua other authoritiea concerned we came to the concluaion, 

however, that it might be more realiatic to assume that only 

100 to 200 tube-wells will be installed with fibre-glaaa 

piping material, 

Our figures should be considered aa a firat approximation, 

serving aa a baaia for deciding whether a local production of 

epoxy resins might be feasible. The estimates for East Pakistan 

are much leas certain than those for Vest Pakistan. In most 

cases we have been told that the East Pakistan figures for the 

period after 1970 are not yet available. Moreover, at the time 

of our interviews the question,whether in that Wing fibre- 

reinforced pipes would be used in future,had not been studied 

well enough. As • result, the authorities or firms interviewed 

could not state whether thia material would in future be applied 

or not. 
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Sine«   the  fibre   glass  pipes   so   far  have  proved  very useful   in 
West  Pakistan and   since  also   in  East   Pakistan  aggressive  water 
seems   to  be   fairly   common,   we   have   assumed   that  most  of   the 
pipes   required   by   WAPDA,   the   Department   of   Public   Health 
Engineering   (DPHE)   and   the Agricultural  Development   Corporation 
(ADC)   will   consist   of   that  material. 

As   the  demand   of   East   Pakistan  apparently   is   fairly  small   the 
over-all figures   will   hardly  be  affected  by   the   uncertainties 
of   the   data   from   the   Eastern  Wing     Taking   the  above  figures 
as  basis,   a   manufacture   of  fibre   glass   pipes   in  Pakistan would 
require   the  amounts   of  uncured  monomer  which  are   shown  below. 

Table   52 :        Potential   Demand   of   Epoxy-Üase   Pipes   and   Epoxy 
"Monomers"   (in   tons) 

Year Weight of Pipes "Monomer"Content 

1968/69 415 97 
I969/70 kkk 10^ 

I97O/7I 676 158 

I97I/72 678 159 

1972/73 682 160 

1973/7*» 685 160 

197V75 690 161 

1975/76 693 162 

The  figures  show      that   the demand  for uncured  epoxy resins  for 
the  pipe manufacture  is fairly  small.   It  is   only about  1UU  to 
160  tons  per year. 
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5.2.6.5 Prices 

The  current   c&f  price  for  Epikote 828 packed  in drums  of  apprux 

200 kg  is 
1,585»00  |/ton 

for  Karachi   or  Chittagong, 

Local  prices  are not quoted   since  the material   is not used so 

far. 

5.2.6.6 Re c omtnenda t i one 

In view of   the  relative  small  amount  of   epoxy resin   "monomer" 
required   for   the  pipe  manufacture  it  does   not   seem  advisable 
to  produce   this   type  of  resin   in   the near   future.   This   opinion 
is   supported  by   the  fact   that  at   least   epichlorohydrin  cannot 
be  produced   in  Pakistan   in   the   time   to   come.   Since   also   the 
curing agents  and  the phenol   component   of  bisphenol   A would 
have   to  be   imported,   there   is   a   little   chance   that   a   large 
proportion  of   the value   added   can be  created  within   the 

country. 

For   the   time  being it   is   also  not  sure  whether   the   pipes   from 
epoxy resins  will be manufactured  in Pakistan.   The  manufacture 
involves  a  number  of  technical  difficulties  and requires   there- 
fore   competent   know-how.   Moreover,   from   certain quarters   within 
the   country  it   is  criticised   that WAPDA   is  relying   too heavily 
on glass  fibre  pipes although  experience  with  this   type   of pipe 
is not very  extensive.   The  degree  of deterioration  by ageing 
•ay be higher   than expected.   If  local  manufacture  were  started 
after all,   it  would be  beat   to produce   the  uncured  resin  from 
imported raw material with  the  production  equipment   for  alkyd 

resins. 
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9.3 Synthetic ritorca 
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5.3.1.2 Doaaatic  Production 
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5.3.1.2.3 P«»t  Production 
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5.3.1    Polyamide Fibrea 

5.3.I.I   Qtntral Characteristic« 

5.3.1.1.1 The Material 

Polyamides (also called nylon) are thermoplastics produced 

by 

- Polycondenaation of higher w-amino acids (e.g.   nylon 11) 

- Polycondenaation of dicarbonic acids with diamines 

(e.g. nylon 66 and nylon 610) 

- Polymerization of lactams, e.g« Q-caprolactam (nylon 6). 

In addition to these nylon types; a series of others are 

known which are of minor importance,   In the Federal 

Republic of Germany nylon 12 is produced commercially, and 

nylon 7 in the USSR. Nylon 6 and nylon 66 are the most 

common types. 

Though the various polyamide types show differences in 

Individual properties, the characteristic properties are 

independent of the type. The only important difference 

between nylon 6 and nylon 66 is that the latter can be 

textured rather more easily; the temperature interval 

admissible for nylon 66 is slightly larger than for nylon 6. 

It has often been pointed out that "nylon plants are the 

first synthetic fiber plants to be erected in newly 

developing countries. Such plants may be nylon 6 plants because 

that is perhaps the easiest polymer to make, particularly if 

Monomerie caprolactam is purchased or even imported. 

... (so) process simplicity plus the availability of several 

competing processes makes nylon 6 the material of choice".  ) 

1) Marshal Sitting, "Caprolactam and Higher Lactams", N.J. 1966 
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Therefore,    the  further   consideration«   in  this   section ere 

confined  to nylon 6. 

The polymerization of   caprolactam into nylon  6  is   effected 
in the   low-pressure kettle  et high  temperature   and  in  the 
presence   of catalysts.   The  product  obtained,   i.e.   nylon 
chips,   is   then washed  with water  and  thus  cleaned  of  the 
monomers   clinging to   it.   For  the  manufacture   of   textile 
fibres   it   is dried, melted  in a  spinning machine, extruded 
into  the   atmosphere  by  a  spinneret,   and  then   taken off 
and rolled up at high   speed.   As   the   take-off  speed  is much 
higher with smalí titres   than with larger ones,   the  capacity 
of such  a  melt  spinning plant  is   largely independent  of  the 

fibre   thickness. 

The yarn   so obtained   la  subsequently  stretched by  300  to 
i»00 per  cent,   and thua   is  given  stable physical   properties. 
In that   state it can   either be processed as   filament  or as 

staple   fibre. 

5.3.1.1.2 Amplication 

Polyamides are used «minly for  the manufacture  of synthetic 

textile   fibres  for 

- Clothing (outer womr,   looUeo'   stockings) 

- Tyre  cord 
- Fi shin« nets 
- Carpeto/rugs. 
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But   they  are  also  employed   in  the  plastics  industry   (e.g. 
aa   injection moulding compounds)   or  in  the  form of 
ribbons,   films  or monofilaments  for   the  production  of 
driving belts,   conveyor  belts,   tennis   strings,   fishing- 

lines,   etc. 

Special   advantages  of polyamide  fibres  and of   the  finished 

products  manufactured  out   of  them are¿ 

- Excellent   tensile  strength and  extremely high 
abrasion resistance,   superior  to  all  other  fibres 

- High  elasticity 
- Good  dyeability 

Specific  disadvantagea   are: 

- Strong electrostatic   charging 

- Affinity  to  dirt  and   foil/fat 

- Modest  resistance*to   light,   especially of  delustred material 

- High  elongation at   small  drawing  load,   which makes 

processing difficult 

- Slow  elastic  recovery 

- Somewhat  dead feel 

- Products made  of  staple  fibres   show  "pilling effect" 

In Pakistan  the bulk of   the  polyamides  are used by  the 
clothing industry as  filament.   In  addition polyamides  are 

used as 

- Tyre  cord  for locally  produced  tyres 
- Twine  for  fishing nets 
- Outs  for  sports  goods 
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Tho non-textile applications, howovor, account for loss than 

10 por cont of tho consumption. 

Potontial applications nicht bo bed-spreads, parachute 

ropos and fabrics, umbro11a cloth, marino ropes, and 

tonto. In tho form of staple it could be blended with 

wool and cotton for work clothing, uniforms and the like. 

Textured yarn, which has practically no applications at 

present could be used for tho manufacture of sportswear, ' 

swim-suits, stockings, and other articles. 

5.3.1.2  Domestic Production 

3.3.1.2.1 Existing Capacity 

Four plants for the production of nylon 6 or nylon yarn 

already exist in Pakistan, one of them in East Pakistan and 

three in Vest Pakistan. Table 53 fives an outline of the 

individual units. 

Table 53: Manufacturers of Nylon 6 and Nylon 6 Yarn 

Name Equipment Polymeri- 
zation 
Process 

Required 
Raw 
Material 

Present Capacity 
(t/y) 

Pa aal 
Nylon Ltd., 
Lyallpur 

polymeri- 
sation, 
•elt 
spinnin** 

batch caprolactam 300 - 330 

Pylon In- 
dustries 
Ltd. , 
Chittacón* 

molt 
spinning 

nylon chips 700 
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It i» difficult to make an assessment of the further development 

of the market. Data are scarce because hardboard has only been 

produced in Pakistan since 1965/66. 

A considerable increase in demand can only be achieved by 

- improvement of quality, especially by using 
synthetic resin 

- price reductions 

- informing the consumers about all the possible 
applications and advantages of hardboard. 

Interviews with the producers of hardboard about the use of 

PF glue showed that only Pakistan Hardboard Mills have made 

use of PF glue, consuming kO   tons annually. The remaining two 

producers stated that until now they have not used PF 

finishings for price reasons. They prefer to put up with the 

inferior quality of their products. 

For the sake of quality Khulna Hardboard Mills are considering 

importing PF finishings from the beginning of 1969 onwards. 

They expect an initial demand of 55 tons per annum. If Khulna 

Hardboard Mills start to use PF resins it can be expected that 

Chittagong Board Mills will follow suit (perhaps 1970), to 

remain competitive in quality. Their requirements of PF resins 

can be estimated at 30 tons per year at the beginning. In this 

case Crescent Sugar Mills, too, will be bound to use PF 

resins when realizing their project at the beginning of the 

seventies. On the assumption of a 50 per cent capacity 

utilization, their requirements of PF resins will initially be 

about 150 tons. 
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cont. Table 53t   Manufacturers of Nylon 6 and Nylon 6 Yarn 

Name Equipment Polymeri- 
zation 
Process 

Required 
Raw 
Material 

Present 
Capacity 

(t/y) 

Dawood 
Industries 
Ltd. , 
Karachi 

polymeri- 
zation, 
melt 
spinning 

batch caprolactam 1 ,000 

Bengal 
Fibres Ltd. 
Karachi 

polymeri- 
zation, 
melt 
spinning 

batch caprolactam 1 ,000 

The four firms and their development are briefly described in 

the following: 

Fazal Nylon Mills Ltd., Lyallpur, was the first firm to start 

production of nylon yarn in Pakistan in 1965= During the 

starting phase only imported chips were processed; later on 

the polymerization of caprolactam was added. The present capacity 

of the polymerization unit is 1 o 1 tons per day, and that of the 

spinning unit for yarns is 1 ton per day. An expansion of the 

plant to 1,000 tons per year (textile yarn and twine) has been 

sanctioned, but cannot be implemented under the prevailing 

conditions; the main obstacle is that the sale of twine would 

meet with considerable difficulties (cf, 5.3.1.2 . k ). The 

spinning plants for the twine exist, but they are not in 

operation. Various types of guts for sports articles made in 

Sialkot make up a small part of the production. 

The firm is making efforts also to sell chips as material for 

injection moulding^ and expects that they will chiefly be 

used for the manufacture of gear wheels, bushes and the 

like. At present, however, yarn production xs in full swing, 

so that there is little idle capacity at the polymerization 
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plant for moulding compounds. Consumers consider the 

quality of Fasal'a yarn to be good. The yarns and chips 

are marketed in West Pakistan only. 

Pylon Industries Ltd., Chittagong started the production of 

yarn on the basis of imported nylon chips in 1966. The firm 

still has only a spinning plant and the associated 

stretching and coiling machines, the capacity of which was 

extended to 7OO tons per year in 1967/68. A further 

enlargement of the capacity to 1,000 tons per year has been 

sanctioned; the sanctioned production programme covers yarn, 

tyre cord and twine, but up to now only yarn has been 

produced, some of which has been sold in East Pakistan, but 

the great majority in West Pakistan. The sales prospects 

for tyre cord are so unfavourable that its production is out 

of the question at present. It seems that the capacity of 

the firm is not fully utilised. More details could not be 

obtained on this matter, since the management of the firm 

did not respond either to verbal or to written inquiries. 

Dawood Industries Ltd.. Karachi put into operation a 

polymerisation and yarn spinning plant with a capacity of 

1,000 tons per year in July 1968. In the sanction 400 tons 

per year of this capacity were earmarked for yarn and 600 

tons per year for tyre cord and twine. For the reasons 

already mentioned, however, the management of the firm doea 

not intend to manufacture tyre cord and twine, but only 

yarn. They are waiting for a aanction for the necessary 

equipment changes, required above all for the atretching 

and coiling devicea. 
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At   th«  tin«  of  th« interview«  tri«l  production had   just 
b««n completed  and normal  production was   starting. 
Th«  management  of  the  fir»  expects   to  find a market   for 
it«  yarn«  mainly  in West  Pakistan. 

B«ngal Fibre«   Ltd.,   Karachi   intended  to   «tart   trial  production 
of nylon-6  yarn  on  the  basis   of caprolactam in  late   1968. 
Th«   sanctioned  capacity  of   the polymerization and melt 
spinning plant   is   325   ton«   per year  for   textile  yarn   and 
675   ton«  per year  for  twine  and  tyre  cord.   For  the  production 
of  the  latter  articles   the  above  statement«  apply,   so   that 
it   can b«  assumed  only  textile yarns will  be  produced  for 
som«   time. 

Th«  management   of  the  firm is  optimistic   as  regard«   the  sales 
prospect«!   they  expect   that   the plant will  operate  at  90 per 
cent  of it«   capacity in   1969  and at  full   capacity  from  1970. 

5.3.I.2.2 New  Projects 

In addition  to   the  sanction«  for th«  «xpansion of existing 
enterprise«,   three  firm«  were  granted  «anctions  for   th« 
establishment  of new polymerization and   spinning plants. 
Th«  data of  these  firm«  and   the planned   «xpansion«   of  th« 
•xiating plants   are  listed  in  table   $k. 
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Table  54 s   New Sanctioned Capacities   for Nylon Manufacture 

Nam     e 

Pakistan  Nylon, 
Karachi 

Ahmed  Bros ,.    Ltd. , 
Karachi 

Chemical   Fibres 
Ltd. t   Karachi 

Pylon   Ind.    Ltd. , 
Chittagong 

Fazal   Nylon   Ltd. , 
Lyallpur 

Wing 

East Pakistan 

Sanctioned   Production 
Capacity   Programme 

• 

textile yarn     200  t/y 

East  Pakistan   (   each 

West  Pakistan 

tyre   cord 
and   twine 

U00  t/y 

East  Pakistan 

West  Pakistan 

textile  yarn 3Q0  %, 
tyre   cord   and  twine 

textile  yarn 670 t/y 

The first   two firms   which received a  sanction  only for   East 

Pakistan  are  no longer   interested  in implementing the   projects 

The reasons   they give   for their   lack of  interest  are; 

- Unfavourable prospects in the   East  Pakistan market 

- Difficulty of transporting  to  West  Pakistan 

- Workers  unqualified  compared   to West Pakistan,   a handicap 
that   cannot be  offset  by possibly  lower   wages 

- Pakistan  Nylon claims  to have   an  organizational problem, 
too,   since   the  firm   is  located  in West   Pakistan. 

Chemical  Fibres Ltd.   are looking for a suitable  foreign 

partner.   This firm »ay also produce  only   textile yarn. 
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5.3-1.2.3  Past Production 

As has bean  described,   only  textile  yarn and  guta have  been 
produced  so   far.   Chips   served only  as  an intermediate  product 
and  thus  are  not  considered  separately.   Guts  made up  about 
2  per cent   of  the   total  production  in   1968.   The  production 
figures are   given in  the   table  below. 

Table  55?   Production  of Nylon Yarn  and Guts,    1965  -   1968 
(in tons)  

1965 1966 1967 1968 1) 

Vest Pakistan 

East Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

25 

25 

170 

100 

270 

150 

300 

450 

730 

520 

1,250 

)   Estimated  on  the basis   of information given  by  the 
manufac turer s 

This   table   covers  practically the  entire  production of 
polyamides   in Pakistan.   Applications   other than yarn and guts 
have not yet  been found  by  the local  production. 

In East Pakistan,   production is  based  exclusively on imported 
chips,  whereas  in West  Pakistan chips have not   been imported 
since  1967> 

While  in East  Pakistan  Pylon Industries  Ltd.   are   the  sole 
producers»   production  in West Pakistan in  1968   is  shared  among 

Fazal Nylon Mills Ltd. (45 i) 
Dawood Industries Ltd. (27.5 %) 
Bengal Fibres   Ltd. (27*5 Ì)• 
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The production figurée for Dawood and Bengal can be 

conaidarad only provisional, since Bengal, as already 

mentioned, had not yet started production at the period 

of the investigation, while Dawood had only just finished 

test production. 

If Dawood and Bengal work at full capacity, Fazal'a share 

will decline to only 15 per cent due to its small production 

plant. 

Taking the provisional production figures for 1968 as the 

final onea, the rate of increase of production is 120 per 

cent per year in East Pakistan, 110 per cent in West Pakistan 

and 115 per cent in all Pakistan over the last two years. 

This high rate of increase is naturally only a consequence of 

the take-off effect after starting production. 

5.3.1.2.4 Problems of Domestic Production 

Thanks to protection by tariffs and Bonus Voucher imports and 

the heavy demand for nylon yarn, this industry profits from 

a favourable economic climate. Taxation of local industry, 

however, is considered too high. On imported caprolac tarn, for 

instance, fees totalling 43 per cent of the c & f value are 

charged. In addition, a sales tax of 20 per cent ad valorem 

and an excise duty of Rs. 11.- per kg are levied on locally 

manufactured nylon yarn. The resulting high prices for nylon 

yarn make nylon fabrics, even today, a kind of luxury 

commodity with a limited market. Naturally this has an effect 

on the manufacturing industry, which is unable to fully 

exploit its potential market. 
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A ••rious handicap to the nylon industry is the importation 

of twin« for fishing nata by th« Fisherman's Cooperativa 

Societies. They can import twine from abroad and have to 

pay only custom duty and sales tax. Naturally the Pakistani 

producers cannot compete with these imports; evidently a 

sector of the economy that is important in terms of 

development policy is being promoted at the expense of 

nylon production. 

The small capacities of the plants are a drawback, both 

with regard to the production costs and the foreign 

exchange to be raised. It is understendable that the 

Pakistan Government is eager to promote competition, but 

the establishment of four plants must have cost much more 

foreign exchange than would have been required if only 

two plants had been sanctioned. 

According to information from manufacturers of such plants, 

the cost of a complete plant (i.e. polymerization, spinning 

machine, stretching equipment, take-up machine, air 

conditioning, chip drier) excluding the buildings with a 

capacity of 3,000 tons per year, is only about 60 per cent 

higher than that of a plant producing 1,000 tons per year. 

Moreover, with smaller units it is not economic to recover 

the monomers from the wash water of the chips, the loss 

of monomers, thus being up to 15 per cent compared with a 

maximum of 5 per cent if the water is treated. 
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fibraa w«  think that a rat«  of lncraass  of 15  par cant a 
yaar ia raaliatic  for Vast  Pakistan if tha Oovarnaant does 
not taka any siaasurss.   Only  for Eaat Pakistan do wa   taka 
20 par cant   aa a bail»  for our astiamtaa,   sinca  thera  is 
a strong pant-up daaand,   and   ainca  substitution by 
polyaatar can b«  axpsctad  to  bagin  later  than  in tha 
Vastara Vine of tha country. 

A foracast basad on tha  praaant consumption figuras  and 
on thaaa valúas is givan in  tha following tabla. 
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According to the result« of the projection, the consumption 

will rise by about 163 per cent by 1975. The figures show, 

that the fishery industry will still account for only 

k  per cent of the total demand by 1975. The same will 

probably apply to the tyre industry if the automobile tyre 

production is included. In other words, the textile sector 

will continue to account for by far the largest part of the 

consumption, i.e. about 96 per cent. A marked tendency 

towards regional concentration also appears to exist for 

the reasons mentioned. By 1975 presumably only 7 per cent 

of the total consumption of nylon fibres will be in 
East Pakistan. 

In this connection it is interesting to mention a forecast 

on the basis of a regression analysis carried out by 

Farbwerke Hoechst on the development of textile fibre con- 

sumption. This regression analysis covers data from 70 coun- 

tries on fibre consumption up to now (divided into cotton, 

wool, cellulosics, synthetics), past and predicted per-capita 

incomes, and population figures. Of the forecasts accessible 

to us, that of Hoechst used the largest amound of statistical 

material. We feel that this investigation sheds a good deal 

of hight on the development of world consumption as well as 

that of individual countries. The average values determined 

by Hoechst for the synthetic fibres sector (polyamides, 

polyester, PAN) in Pakistan are listed in the next table. 
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Table 61 : Forecast by Hoechst of the Consumption 
of Synthetic Fibrös in Pakistan  

Year Predicted Consumption in t 

1969 5,600 

1970 6,600 

1971 8,600 

1972 9,300 

1973 11,800 

197^ 13,^00 

1975 15,^00 

1980 31,800 

Hoechst expects that in Pakistan, too, the share of the 

polyamide fibres will decrease in favour of polyester 

and PAN. The result of our forecast, i.e. about 

10,000 tons of nylon in 1975» is more or less confirmed 

by the figures of the Hoechst forecast. 

5»3»1«3»3 Consumera 

The most important consumers of nylon yarn are 

in East Pakistan: 

- Kerilin Silk Mills, Chittagong 

- Royal Textile Industries, Chittagong 
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in tfaat Pakistan 

- Karl« silk Mills, Karachi 

- Sabina Ltd., Karachi 

- HM Silk Mill, Karachi 

- Dndabhoy Silk Milli, Karachi 

- National silk and Rayon Milla, Lyallpur 

- Libarty silk Mill, Karachi 

- labal Ltd,, Karachi 

- Abid Indttatrlaa, Karachi. 

Tfcdaa   IG flrvs abaorb 70  ta to par cant  of all nylon yarn« 
p radile ad. 

3.3.!.% 

»• «»noiaaala  prlcoa  m Karachi   far um preducad In  Pakistan 

ao ta éo Ma./k« 
(kO  ta   15  danlar) 

fttttM prlcaa  Includa 

ffO %  aalaa taa and 
11 fts./k* aacl.a duty. 
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Til« total ta« payable, includine cuito»« duties on 

caprolectam, thus COMI to 

3k  to i»2 i  of the wholesale prie«. 

for import, only yarn» of substandard quality ar« admitted. 

Tttolr prosent price c a f Karachi is 

1.36 to 1.52* »A« C*<>  to  20 daniar). 

Tha import char««» ar« a« followe: 

250 %  duty on c A f value 
15 £ sales tax on duty paid value 

1 i»  rehabilitation tax on duty paid value 

25 i»  defence surcharge on sales tax 

170 $ on c & f value for Bonus Voucher 

If these figuras ara added up, it is found that the total 

char§*o for imported yarns is a remarkable 

¿+89 %  on the c A f value. 

Tha landed coat thus amounts to 

38 to 43 Ra./k** 
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Nylon twin» i« imported by the two Fieheraen • cooperative 

Sodati«* duty fra« undar foraifn loan. Tha e a> f prie« 

la 1.76 I/kg for Japonaaa twina (whan available) and 

2.61» |/kg for US twina. 

Ilio world market prica for polyamidea, which daclined 

ovar a long pariod, staadiad in 1968, and haa racantly 

shown a tondancy to riaa. Thia ia attributad mainly to 

tha big demand for textile floor covaringe in tha USA. 

Yarn Manufacturara axpact axport prieta to Pakistan to be 

•oat 10 par cant higher in 1969. 

5-3.1.5 Roco—landationa 

It  ia likaly  that by  1971   tha  exiating capacities  of 
3,000 t/y,   aa  wall  aa   tha  sanctioned  capacities   of at  the 
moment  2,775   t/y,   will  be  insufficient   to meet   the  demand. 
It   therefore   seema  reasonable  to  establish additional 
capacities.   The  future  establishments,   however,   should no 
longer be  vary  small  planta. 

Further dataila will be  given in aaction 8.3.1. 
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3.3.2 Paiyaatsr fibra» 

3.3.2.1 Sanerai   Characteristic a 

3.3.2.2 Domestic   Production 

5.3.2.3 Deaand 

5.3.2.3.1 Voiuae and   Structure  of  Past 
Deaand 

5.3.2.3.2 Problem«   of   the  Processing  Industry 
5.3.2.3.3 Forecast   of  Consumption  Trends 

5,3.2.4  Prices 

5.3.2.5 Recoaaendations 
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5.3.2  Poly>itir Fibre« 

5.3.2.1   Panerai  Characteristic» 

As   defined  by   the  US   Federal   Trade   Commi«sion   Rules, 
polyester   fibre«   (PES)   are   long-chained   synthetic   polymers 
at   least   85  %  composed   of   the   ester   of   a   dihydric   alcohol 
and   terephthalic   acid.    Formerly   raw  materials   were   produced 
exclusively   from  ethylene   glycol   (EG)   and  dimethyl    terephthalate 
(DMT),   but   for   some   years   it   has   also   been  possible   to   start 
on   the   basis   of  glycol   and   terephthalic   acid   direct <•    Acid 
and   alcohol   esterify   at   increased   temperature   in   the   presence 
of  catalysts.   Starting   from  DMT,   methanol   of   ca     98   # purity 
is   obtained,   together   with  impurified   ethylene   glycol   as   a 
waste  product.   It   is   difficult   to   find   further   applications 
for   the   EG,   but   the  methanol   is   of   technical   grade   and  is 
impurified  virtually   only   by  water. 

In   the  production  process   chips  are   obtained  which   are washed, 
dried  and   extruded  into   the   atmosphere   by   the   melt   spinning 
method.   The  resulting  yarn   then  has   to   be  stretched   by   300 
to  600  per   cent  and   thus   obtains   stable   physical   properties, 

Polyester  fibres  have   a  number  of    "avourable   qualities: 

- high  tensile  strength 

- elasticity 

- high abrasion resistance 
(inferior only to that of nylon) 

- light-fastness 

- resistance to chemical substances 

- heat resistance 

- good dyeability 
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- low dirt affinity 

- in fabrics little "synthetic feel" 

and good permeability to air 

- very good compatibility in blending 

with cotton and wool 

Thanks to these properties PES fibres have a broad range 

of applications in the textile industry» They are mostly 

processed into fabrics as staple fibres (71 % of the 

world production of PES) in blends with cotton, but also 

with wool and rayon. The usual proportion of PES in blends 

is 50 per cent with wool, 65 per cent with cotton, and 

50 - 65 per cent with rayon. But polyesters are also widely 

used in the form of filament. All polyester fabrics are 

marked by very good wash and wear properties. 

The following products are made of polyester- 

- Polyester/cotton blends: Trousers, uniforms, suits, shirts 

- Polyester/rayon blends: Uniforms, trousers 

- Polyester/wool blends: Suits 

- Polyester filament; Ladies' wear, shirts, curtains, 

underwear 

The fibres can be spun and processed by most of the con- 

ventional machines, but the processing of pure polyester 

fibres or blends is in any case more difficult than the 

processing of pure cotton, for instance. It is especially 

important to maintain a specific yarn tension, since the 

elasticity of the fibres is higher than that of pure cotton. 

Much the same applies to wool/PES blends, although the 

tensile strength of the yarn is many times higher than that 
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5.3«1.3  Demand 

5.3.1.3.1 Volume and Structure of Past Dewand 

The consumption of nylon in fibre form more than doubled 

in the course of only three years. It was 1,915 t in 

1965  but rose to 4,170 t in 1968, representing an average 

rate of increase of 30 per cent for all sector? of 

consumption together. Sales, however, did not rise 

continuously, but made a leap of 120 per cent in 1966 

and then remained more or leas on that level (cf. table). 

Table 56: Consumption of Polyamides. 1965 - 1968 (in tons) 

1965 1966 1967 1968 

West 
Pakistan 

twine 

cord 

yarn, 
guts 

16O 

150 

1,375 

125 

16O 

3,670 

145 

135 

3,330 

140 

20 

3,760 

total 1,685 3,955 3,610 3,920 

East 
Pakistan 

twine 

cord 

yarn 

100 

130 

140 

120 

190 

110 

105 

145 

total 230 260 300 250 

All 
Pakistan 

twine 

cord 

yarn, 
cuts 

260 

150 

1,505 

265 

160 

3,790 

335 

135 

3,440 

245 

20 

3,905 

total 1,915 4,215 3,910 4,170 

Notas The table indicates only the final consumption. Imported 
  chips which are processed into nylon yarn are therefor« 

not indicated separately. The consumption of chips as 
injection moulding material has been negligible so far. 
For 1968 it is indicated in section 5.1.7« 
The 1968 figures are estimated. 
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of pure wool. Thermofixing, ailing, dyeing, and finishing 

are alio rather complicated and require a good deal of 

know-how if the products are to be of high quality  This 

fact sometimes limits the applicability of PES fibres in 

developing countries 

Compared with polyamide fibres, PES fibres have been but 

little used so far in Pakistan, though this fibre in blends 

with cotton should have particularly good sales prospects 

under the climatic conditions prevailing in the country 

At present Pakistan produces suitings, popeline shirts, 

uniforms,and saris out of PES  In addition, considerable 

quantities of PES in the form of metallic effect yarns 

("Lurex", "Lumiyarn") are used for ladies' wear (saris) O 

5.3«2.2 Domestic   Production 

Polyester  fibres   are  not  yet  manufactured   in   Pakistan     No 
entrepreneur  in   Pakistan  is   known   to  be   seriously   interested 
in   the   production   of   PES  fibres   for   the   time   being,   Fateh 
Nohd.    Ali   Ltd.,   Karachi,   had   a   sanction   for   the   production 
of   7500   t/y   of   PES   fibres   from   imported   DMT   and   ethylene 
glycol.   The  project,   however,   has   been  dropped   in   the 
meantime.   But   there   is   at   least   one   European   firm   that   seems 
to  be   interested   in   the  establishment   of  a  plant   for   the 
production  of  polyester  fibres   in  Pakistan. 

1 )   The  production  of  effect yarn differs  considerably  from 
the  described  production  of  PES yarn,   since  cut  foils 
are  concerned o 
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5.32.3 

5,3.2.3.1   -'TT  TU'   ^ruciare  "f  Pa,t  P""«* 

P..t   consumption   figure,  are   listed   in  Table   62 

±   ~ F4hrp»     1965-1968   (in   ton«) 
Table  62        Con gumption   of J^lllll —  

East   Pakistan 

effect   yarn 

Weat   Pakistan 

staple   fibre 

filament  yarn 

blends   (PES   content 
only ) 

effect   yarn 

total 

• in   Pakistan 

staple   fibre 

filament 

blends   (PES  content 
only ) 

effect  yarn 

total 

1)   Expected  consumption 

B A 
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A. en b. •••n fro« thi. tabi«, th. consumption of polye.tar 

fibre, in 1967 «nd 1968 co... to only «bout 200 ton. p.r year. 

r.pre.enting .o*. 5 p.r cint of the con.umptton of polyamide 

fibre.. The small .cal. of thi. consumption mean, that non- 

r.curring ordar. of larga organisation., .uch a. the Defence 

Mini.try, make a big impact, and the con.umption figure, arc 

therefore .ubject to con.iderable fluctuation.  The mo.t widely 

u..d poye.tar product, are .till the metallic effect yarn.. 

which hava alr.ady about 70 per cent replaced the yarn, of 

eellulo.e aetata that ware alway. u.ed in the pa.t. In Ea.t 

P„k1«t.an polye.tar i. u.ed only in thi. form as yet 

In 1967 about 90 par cant of the import, came from Japan (Toyo 

R.yon, T.ijin), and the re.t origin.tad from the UK  (ICI), 

th. F.d.r.l Republic of Germany (Hoech.t, Bayer, Glanz.toff), 

th. Neth.rland., and Italy. 

About 60 per cent of the polye.tar .tapia fibra, and yarn go 

to the cotton mill., .uch a. 

- Firdou. Textile Mill., Karachi 

- Lawrencepur Woollen & General Mill.. Rawalpindi 

- Star Textile Mill., Karachi 

- Haroon Textile Mills, Karachi 

The re.t i. di.tributed to a number of .ilk mill., which mainly 

produce .aria on thi. ba.i., .uch a. 

- H.M, Silk Mill., Karachi 

- Karim Silk Mill«, Karachi 

- Elite Silk Mill., Karachi 

- N.tion.1 Art A Spinning Mill., Ly.llpur. 
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5.3.2.3 ^ rrffV^Tf of ^T fr°c*ff*"c frontil* 

Til« small consumption show« that the use of polyester fibres 

has hardly left the test stage  Pakistan s textile industry 

possesses the machinery necessary for processing PES. both as 

filament and as staple, since this is possible in most cases on 

normal cotton machines  The blending and spinning, which has 

to be carefully supervised, can only be done by good, efficient 

spinning mills (machinery is locally available)  Such firms 

might be 

- Star Textile Mills, Karachi 

• Hussein Industries, Karachi 

- Firdous Textile Mills, Karachi 

- Dost Mahomed Cotton Mills, Karachi 

- Rashid Textile Mills, Karachi 

- Adamjee Cotton Mills, Karachi 

- Kohinoor Textile Mills, Lyallpur, 

8o*e firms already have concessions from European staple fibre 

manufacturers to use well known brand-names for their products. 

But as the landed costs of the fibres are high, the mills have 

ao far imported polyester only to a very limited extent. This 

is understandable, because the polyester fabrics produced in 

Pakistan face the competition of the local cotton articles, 

as wsll as of the Japanese fabrics which can be obtained on 

Bonus Voucher; both groups are much cheaper. 

Thus, up to now no continuous production of PES/cotton fabrics 

has developed in Pakistan. 

The market for polyester filaments is to a considerable extent 

the same as for nylon filaments» As the price of PES filaments 

is higher, nylon is usually preferred. 
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»••id... th. y.rn. of .ub.t.ndard quality, th. only «no. who.« 

importation i. p.r-itt.d, .r. ..id to have th. following di.,1 

v.nt««.., which naturally .how up in th. proce..ing  Variable 

d.ni.r, tr.qu.nt knot., variable colour., dirtine.. and vriabl« 

cop  w.ight. 

5.3.2.3.3 for.! 

A. i. .hown by th. above statements, the actual consumption 

fi.ur.s cannot be taken a. a yard .tick of the latent demand 

for polye.t.r fibre.. It is remarkable that both Paki.tani 

.nd foreign expert, expect that in the long run PES fibre, 

will gain a market .hare of at lea.t 50 per cent of the nylon 

consumption. There i., however, no Indication of the date by 

which thi. .hare will be reached, which will depend very much 

on the availability of the fibre.  In thi. .ituation the only 

in.tructive comparison, are tho.e with other countrie.  Accor- 

din« to information obtained by u. the con.umption of polye.ter 

fibre, in 196? w.i 8,000 t in Turkey. 3.100 t in India and 

8,000 t in Brazil  Reference to world production is also in- 

formative. The following table shows the world production of 

variou. .ynthetic fibres and their percentage of the total 

TabXe 63 î    uo^ld Production of SYn,Lheiic_Fibre._13b2 

polyamide. 

Polyester. 

Acrylics 

Other. 

Production 
in 1,000 tons 

Total 

1,320 

770 

550 

250 

2,890 

Share in production 
(iníl 

27 

19 

-2. 
100 J 
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Thi. prova, that tha .hare of poly.«»r fibres already amounts 

to «or« than 50 per cant of the polyamide .hare  Thi. r.lation- 

•hip will .win« even more in favour of polyesters  whose rate 

of inerii» in world production Is a* present 30 per cent par 

year whar.a. thai of polyamide« is only 10 per cant and that 

of acrylics 20 per cent per year 

A. .tatad in 5 3 '3 ?  according to the analysis of Hoechst 

th. demand for syntheti: fibres will be about ,5 000 t in 1975 

If th« fibres are available  consumption should be at this 

lavai. As wa »pic t a consumption of about 10 000 t of nylon 

yarn for 1975, there remanís about 5 000 t distributed among 

other fibres (polyester and acrylic fibres)  As acrylics 

howavar, can generally be r*pla- ed bv polyester  a local 

production of polyester  ould  over this whole market, 

providad that it is proteged by import * es«ri :tions. Acrylic 

fibra, are certainly superior 'o polyester fibres in some 

fiald. of application  su h as in the wool sector  but for 

cllMtic reasons this should no' be of too much importance 

in tha cas. of Pakistan. A repla ament of polyester fibres 

by acrylics would not be possible to the same extent  because 

tha latter ara not as versatile 

On tha ba.is of the figures of Farbwerke Ho.ch.t and the 

d.mand for nylon yarn determined by us  it is possible to 

calculate tha gaps that might be filled by another fibre 

Th... figura, ar. given in the following table. 
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îlblf  6kt     Eimîf<*  DfVf|ojHfent  of   tfig  Demand Xor^xntfejtlc 

£tbf«f   T"  Pakistan,1?69  ^  1^75   U»  ÏSSâl 

Ysar 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

Nylon 
Yarn 

Polyester Yarn 
and Staple l)  I 

4,4oo 

5,100 

5,800 

6,700 

7,700 

8,900 

10,300 

1,200 

1,500 

2,800 

2,600 

4,100 

4,500 

5,100 

Total   Demand   for   Synthetic 
Fibres „__ _,„,_ M„ 

5,600 

6,600 

8,600 

9,300 

11,800 

13,400 

15,400 

) Acrylics could also be used here in some cases 

It may be that polyester fibres will in some cases replace 

nylon yarn, e.g. in the sector of shirtings and suitings, 

which at present - according to Table 59 - together account 

for 35 per cent of the applications of nylon yarn. Naturally, 

nylon may equally well profit from the market for polyester 

fibres, if these are not available. Therefore, the figures in 

Table 64 indicate the maximum consumption. No doubt, an 

appropriate import and investment policy could prevent sufficient 

polyester fibres being available. It must be stressed once more 

that the coverage of this demand depends mainly on the availabi- 

lity of the fibres. 

5.3.2.4 Price» 

Continuous expansions of the capacities have resulted in con- 

tinuous reductions in the prices of polyester fibres. As an 

example price trends for filament and staple fibre in three 

producer countries are indicated below; 
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l?6^ - W? U" I/Hi) ' 

Year 
Filament 
100/36 den, «em 
in tubes 

Idull, 
Staple Fibre 
3 den, normal tenacity, 
»emiduli 

Meet U.K. USA West 
Germany 

U.K. USA 

1962 4,70 3.58 4. lb 3.36 2.8¿4 2.5O 

1963 3.98 3.5S 3.84 3.36 2.84 2 „50 

1964 3.98 3.58 3.84 2.81 2.3O 2.15 

1965 3.96 3.58 3.84 2.81 2.04 1.85 

196t> 3.96 3.58 3.84 2.81 2.04 1.85 

1967 . . 3.58 3.58 2.15 1.52 1.58 

1968 3.08 3.58 2.O7 1.36 1.32* 

1) 
These are sinisi 1 quoted prices, 

At present, however, the countries of the West cannot supply 

enough filaaent, owing to lack of capacities. Therefore, these 

countries hardly offer any fi lauent yarn on the world market. 

The world »arket price of filament yarn of 1st quality is but- 

ween 2.75 and 4.15 l/kg depending on the denier number, shrink- 

age and twisting. For staple fibres the price on the world 

market is quoted as 1.10 to 1.40 t/kg. The higher price rufo-a 

to branded goods and the lower price to non-branded ones, 

s tienila ted by Japanese competition. German producers, do not 

think that the export price« will continue to fall; they rathe 

expect price increaaea of 10 to 20 per cent. But the domestic 

prices in Europe will go on falling. 
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1962 1963 1964 1965        1966 1967 1966 

£¿AM£g, lüi Development of Domestic Price» in the USA 
and UK l'or Polyester Filament ïurn and 
Staple Fibres 
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A compari.on of the consumption in the two Win*» of the 

country .hows that in 1967 East Pakistan accounted for 

only 8 per cent of the total in terras of quantity. 

This is due mainly to differences in the consumption of 

yarn. Consumption is extremely small in East Pakistan, 

not simply because of the differences in income, but 

mainly because of the climatic conditions. Due to the 

interior water-absorbing qualities of nylon fibre it is 

less suitable for a hot and humid climate. 

If the consumption of the two provinces and of Pakistan is 

shown as a percentage of the individual products, it becomes 

evident that the main item in the western part of the country 

is yarn and in the eastern part twine. 

Tablejtf. Break-Down of the Consumption in 1967 according 
to Provincas B 

Vest Pakistan 

East Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

twine 

k  % 

63 K> 

9 % 

cord 

4 

4 % 

3 % 

yarn 

92 % 

37 % 

88 % 

Th. instability in the dev.iopment of demand is caused 

exclusively by the imports of ready-made yarns. 

Domestic production, however, has increased substantially, 

as mentioned, and the share of imports has declined accordingly. 

N.v.rtheless, they still account for about 70 * of the expected 

demand in 1968. This is due to the fact that the two newly 

established plants were put in operation only in mid and 
late  1968. 
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In Pakistan only yarn i »port» of substandard quality are per- 

mitted. Tha caf prica of Japaneae twisted filament yarns of 

substandard quality ia 

1.54 to 2.20 l/kg (100 to 45 dan). 

Tha SSM« taxas, dutisa, and Bonus Vouchara ara lavied on them 

as on nylon yarn, i.a. s total of 

489 par oant on o4f valua. 

Tha landad oosts thus ara 

43 to 62 Rs./kg. 

Tha ohargas lsvlsd on staple fibras ara 

320 par cant on caf valua. 

Tha landad costs of  staple fibras ara  thus 

20 to  28 Rs./kg. 

3.3.2.5 Reco—andati one 

It can be reoosMondad   to eatsblish a plsnt for the production 
of polyester fibres.   This plsnt  should ba designed  for about 
4,000 t/y.   such a plant  in our opinion could be operating 
•t full capacity by  1973/74. 
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It is recomendable to examine in a feasibility atudy whether 

•uch a plant should work on the basis of terephthalic acid 

or dimethyl terephthalate. If DMT is decided on,the methanol 

obtained could contribute to secure competition on this market. 

Finally, we refer to the chapter »Substitutions», in which the 

various synthetic fibres and cotton are compared. 
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5.3.3 Acrylic Fibras 

5.3.3.1 Qaneral Characteristics 

5.3.3.1.1 Tha Matarial and its  Production 
5.3.3.1.2 Propartias of Acrylic  Pibraa 

5.3.3.2 Doaraatic  Production 

5.3.3.3 Daawind 

5.3.3«1» Pricas 

5.3.3.5 Racoaaiandationa 
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5.3.3     Acrylic Fibres 

5.3.3.I    General Characteristics 

5.3.3.I.I  The Material and its Production 

Acrylic fibres is the name tfiven to a class of chemical fibres 

obtained by straight-chain polymerization of a vinyl compound 

with at least 85 # by weight of acrylonitrile. Somewhat 

inaccurately, such fibres are often called "polyacrylonitrile 

fibres", though pure polyacrylonitrile fibres are very rarely 

produced. 

The polymer is not meltable since it disintegrates before hand. 

Therefore, the fibre manufactured from it can be spun only by 

the dry or wet spinning process, for which dimethyl formamide 

is generally used as a solvent. After the spinning a 3 to 8-fold 

after-ptretching is carried out, then the fibre is curled and 

mostly cut to staple fibres. 

5.3.3.1.2  Properties of Acrylic Fibres 

Acrylic fibres have some properties in which they are superior 

to the other two "great" fibres, polyamide and polyester. These 

are above all 

- their excellent light and weather resistance 

- their excellent dyeability 

- low dirt affinity 

- their relatively natural feel 

The light resistance makes them especially suitable as curtain 

material, the good dyeability as material for fashion articles. 

Moreover, they have good chemical resistance and in fabrics good 

wear and tear properties, as well as excellent permeability to 

air. But in addition to these advantages they also have some 
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real disadvantage«, which restrict their application. These 

disadvantages are, above all, 

- fairly small abrasion resistance 

- tendency to "pilling" 

- permanent deformation of textiles even with little stress 
in damp or wet and hot state 

The most striking phenomenon about acrylic fibres is their 

similarity to wool. They are even superior to wool as regards 

- warmth retention 

- freedom from moths 

- dyeability 

- specific weight 

- non-deformability 

- quick drying after washing 

Hence, acrylic fibres in staple form are applied in the same 

sectors as wool, either unblended or in blends with up to 

30 $ wool. These blends cover textiles for everyday use, 

such as 

- worsted fabrics 
- suits   (e.g.   tropical   suits) 
- blankets 

- pullovers 

- carpets 

- embroidery yarns 

- ladies' wear 

- ties. 

Acrylic fibre products «re suitable for tropical clothing because 
of their high permeability to air, and the absorptive capacity of 
the  fibres. 
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For  the  rest,   it  remains   to   be  stated   that  only about   1   % of 
all  acrylic   fibres  are  used   in filament   form. 

5'3'3.2 Domestic   Production 

Hyesons,   Karachi,   some  years   ago  had a   sanction for  the 
manufacture   of acrylic   fibres.   In   the meantime   the  project 
has  been cancelled. 

It  emerged   from our investigation   that   at  present  no entre- 
preneur  is   definitely   committed   to   establishing a   production 
plant   in   the  near  future. 

5'3.3.:  Dewand 

So  far  the   application  of acrylic   fibres   in  Pakistan has   been 
negligible,   and possibly non-existent. 

As  other   synthetic   fibres  are  available,    too,   acrylics   today 
are  chiefly   considered  a  substitute  for  wool.   It   therefore 
seems   appropriate   in   this  connection  to   make   some   statements 
on wool   consumption in   Pakistan  and  the   utilizability of 
synthetic   fibres. 

According  to  information given by  experts  from Pakistan,   the 
supply  of  good wool  qualities   is  much  too   small.   Accordingly, 
large  quantities  of wool,   above  all wool   tops,   are  imported. 
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As early as 1965/66 the total value of the imports of various 

types of wool amounted to JS  * U million, in 1966/67 it was 

no less than US * 5-2 million. Part of this wool, however, is 

used for the manufacture of hand-made carpets of good quality, 

most of them designed for export. For carpets of this quality 

a blend with synthetic fibres is probably out of the question 

for traditional reasons. The rest of the wool goes into the 

production of knitwear (pullovers, etc.) and worsted fabrics 

(suits, trousers). Here wool can partly be replaced by 

synthetic fibres. Acrylic fibres, however, are not well 

suited for the manufacture of suits, because of the low 

abrasion resistance. In this case polyester fibres would 

certainly be preferred if available. Thus, chiefly the sector 

of knitwear would remain for acrylic fibres. 

In contrast to worsted, condensor yarn and semi-worsted is 

available in Pakistan in sufficient quantity. It is used for 

the manufacture of blankets and also carpets. Both products 

are exported in large quantities. Here, synthetic fibres could 

improve the quality in some cases but these fibres need not 

be acrylics. 

Having considered all these factors and after discussions with 

manufacturers of fibres, it is our opinion that there will be 

a certain demand for synthetic wool substitutes in future. 

But. we believe that it need not be acrylics that meet this 

demand. Polyester and even polyamide staple fibres can 

perfectly well be used as a wool substitute. If polyester 

fibres are locally available, they will certainly be a 

favourite material for the improvement or substitution of wool. 

Polyester fibres, thanks to their universal applicability and 

their properties, placing them between the polyamides and 

the acrylics, have displaced the latter from the second place 

in world production during the last few years. 
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5.3.3.1» Prices 

In Germany  the   price   of acrylic   staple   fibres   today ia 
1.00  to   1.10  $/kg.   In   the USA  it   is   0.85  <A«.   Due   to   the 
constantly  increasing  capacities,    the   prices  have   been 
declining  over   the   last  few years.   This  development  has 
now   stopped.   The   German industry   expects   the   prices   for 
1969   to be   10  %  higher. 

It  was not  possible   to  obtain  information  indicating at  which 
prices  fibre  manufacturers  would   sell   in  Pakistan. 

The   tax on  imported  acrylic   staple   fibres  would  be 

320 # on  c  &   f   value 

Just  as in  the   case   of polyester   staple  fibres. 

5,3.3.5 Recommendations 

The   example   of   other  developing  countries   (e.g.   Turkey,   India, 
Brazil)   shows   that   the  establishment   of  synthetic   fibre 
production under   the   prevailing   conditions  generally  follows 
the   ordert   polyamides  - polyesters   -   acrylics.   This   sequence 
is   conditioned   by 

- simplicity  or   production 
- availability   of  raw materials 
- wide range   of   application of  the   fibres. 

No  reason was   found   to deviate  from   this rule  in Pakistan. 
As   polyester  fibres   are not  yet.   locally  available,   we   believe 
that   the  installation  of capacities   for acrylic   fibre  production 
is  not  recommendable   for the  moment.   Polyester manufacture   should 
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develop first. A simultaneous production of both fibres would 

have unfavourable effects on the development prospects of both. 

In our opinion the production of acrylic fibres should not be 

considered before the mid-seventies. It is advisable, however, 

to investigate the whole problem in a separate study after 

prior observation of the development of the polyester fibre 

industry over a period of several years. 
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5»3.k  Polypropylene   Fibres 

Polypropylene  can  also   be   used  for  producing  fibres   by  melt 
spinning.   The  manufacture   is  analogous   to   that   of  nylon 
fibres   from nylon  chips. 

The advantages of polypropylene fibres  ares 

- low  specific  gravity   (O.91) 
- good   tensile  strength 
- good  abrasion resistance 
- especially good  resistance  to  chemical  and  biological 

influences 
- good  weather resistance 
- low  dirt;  affini *y 

- in machine-made  carpets,   no  soiling by   the  natural 
dye s tuffs  in  the   jute 

- low  price 

The disadvantages  are: 

- bad  dyeability 
- low melting point 
- problem of  the resilience of carpets 

The  tensile   strength  of   polypropylene  fibres   is  comparable   to 
that  of  nylon  and  polyester  fibres.   The  price   is  nearly   the 
same  as   that   of nylon.   Processed with  cotton,   the  polypropylene 
staple   fibres   show   stronger filling  and  warmth  retention   than 
polyester/cotton fabrics,    and  they  can  be  used  in much   the 
same manner.   Their   bad   dyeability restricts   their  use   in   the 
field  of  textiles,   while   their  low melting  point   (160°  c) 
excludes   their use   altogether in several   technical  fields. 
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Tabi«  58 8   Consumption of  Importad  and Locally  Produced 
Nylon Yarn,   Twine  and Guts,   1965  -   1968  

1965 1966 1967 1968 

Local 
production 

Importa 

1 i 

99 i 

6 * 

9k i> 

11 % 

89 % 

30 * 

70 * 

The following can be  said about  the individual sectors  of 
consumption: 

Twine  is uaed  solely  for the manufacture  of  fishing nets. 
Consumption is very small  compared  to   the  sanctioned 
capacities   for local  production  of  twine.   The  fishing nets 
produced on  this basis   are  knotted by hand. 

Twine   is   imported mainly by 

- East  Pakistan  Provincial  Fishermen's   Cooperative 
Society,   Chittagong, 

- Karachi   Fishermen's   Cooperative   Society, 
Karachi 

which  sell   some  of the   imported   twine   to other fishermen's 
societies   and  to  private  fishermen.   As   stated by   the 
Marine  Fisheries  Department,   Karachi,   the bulk of   the  nets 
in West  Pakistan are   already of nylon.   In East Pakistan 
only  the   fishermen's   societies use nylon nets  exclusively. 
Most  of  the  landings   in  this wing,   however,   are not  brought 
in by private or official   fishermen's   societies  but  by 
individual   fishermen  for  the  supply of   the  villages. 
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Due  to   their  low  specific  gravity   (lighter  than water) 
polypropylene  fibres  are very  suitable  for hawsers.   They are 
also used fort 

- fishing nets,   cables,   bags 
- working clothes,   decoration material 
- filters 

- ground material for carpets 

- in blends with wool or cotton: 
underwear, blankets, articles for babies. 

Today polypropylene fibres are next to nylon, polyester and 

acrylic fibres the most widely used fully synthetic fibres. 

They are, however, utilized predominantly in special fields; 

in Europe today approximately 50 £ of all polypropylene 

fibres are used as wavy groundmass for carpets. 

During the last two or three years, a substitution process 

has been in progress in the jute-sisal-coco fibres processing 

industry as well. The natural fibres are being replaced by 

cut polyolefine foils, the so-called split fibres, made of 

polypropylene and low-pressure polyethylene and having 

competitive prices. Polyethylene has a "softer», more textile 

character, while polypropylene is more suitable where roughness 

is a desirable feature of the material, as with bags designed 

for piling up without sliding. 

Several producers are of the opinion that within a few years 

the polyolefin  split fibres will have largely replaced the 

natural hard fibres like Jute, sisal and coco fibres in 

industrial countries. The jute-producing countries, therefore, 

will leave to take special marketing measures today, in order 

to develop new markets and applications for jute. 
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In Pakistan polypropylene  fibra« have  scarcely  been ueed  so  far, 
and we  did not  observe  any special   condition«  which would stake 
polypropylene  fibres   superior   to  other  synthetic   fibres   like 
nylon,   polyester and  acrylics  in Pakistan.   There   is   in our 
opinion  no  market   for  non-textile  utilization   (as  a   substitute 
for hard  fibres,   fishing nets)   In  Pakistan because  of  the 
availability of   jute   and nylon. 

The production of polypropylene  fibres  in Pakiatan  therefore 

cannot  be  recoawonded  in  the near  future. 
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5.^ Elastomer« 

5,4,1 <*9nBrAl  R«"«rk« on Prop.rtles. Application »nd Production 

Elastomers are materials which 

- can be expanded to several times their original 
length by pulling them at low energy 

- have a high tensile strength even in the expanded state 

- can contract quickly to their original length. 

Elastomer« which consist of long polymer chains are devided 
into 

- Natural  and 
- Synthetic  rubber. 

Although natural rubber is not covered by the present in- 

vestigation, it has to be discussed to some extent in this 

context because there is a high degree of substitution of 
synthetic lor natural rubber. 

5.^.1.1 Natural Rubber 

Crude rubber is obtained by coagulating the latex by means 

of appropriate agents. The rubber substance is then dried by 

smoking or the crepe-rubber process. Natural rubber is traded 
as 

- Latex 

- Crude rubber 

-- Ribbed smoked sheet 

— Crepe rubber 
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Natural rubber,   «till  on«  of  the «oat  important  raw «atarlala 
of our tita«, i a  uaad up to  65 par cant  in  tha  tyra induatry. 
Thara  la a  vary kaan coapetition in pricaa  and  quality between 
natural and  aynthatic rubbar.   Still,  natural rubber  has not baan 
raplacad and  ia  axpactad   to kaap ita poaition on tha  world 
aarket alao  in  tha  futura. 

Apart fora  tha  production of  tyraa and  tubaa,  natural  rubbar 
la uaad in coapact  fora for  tha production of 

technical rubbar articlaa 
- driving balta, convoying balta 
- ahoaa,   rubbar alippara,   aoloa 
- toya. 

5.4.1.2 

Stabilised  la tax with 60 par eant rubbar contant ia aainly 
uaad for tha production of foaa rubbar. 

further fialda of application ara rubbar articlaa produced by 
dippingi 

- hygianic articlaa 
- aporta gooda 
- balloona 

5.4.1.1 Synthetic Rubber 

Synthetic rubbar ia a development of tha war. Originally it waa 

produced aainly to be independent of reaote raw aaterial aourcee. 

In the aeantiae, however» the «ubati tute ha a covered the largaat 

part of the aarket on a world average. In aaay eaaea low prices 
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and better technical properties have been decisive a factor. The 

synthetic rubber especially has one advantage compared with 

natural rubber: there are a number of different kinds which have 

special desired properties and therefore often are preferred 

to the natural product in different fields of application. 

The importance of the individual synthetic rubbers is shown in 

Table 66. 

Table 66 s  World Production of the Most Important Types 

of Synthetic Rubber (in 1,000 tons) 

1962 I97O 

S BR 2,812 *»,237 

Cis-polybutadiene 1^5 978 

Cis-poly isoprene ko 492 

Ethylene-propylene terpolymers 2 13^ 

Butyl rubber 236 409 

Neoprene 206 403 

Nitrii« rubber 167 269 

Source: "Rubber, Asbestos, Plastics", I/I968 

We note that 3BR in 1970 still will take the largest share in 

the total consumption of synthetic rubbers. A rapid increase 

in production is expected especially with regard to stereo- 

specific types of rubber and the ethylene-propylene terpolymers. 

It is interesting to compare the presumable uae of natural and 

synthetic rubber in the  future. In I970 the world synthesis 

capacity will total 7 million tona. This figure exceeds the 

expected production volume of natural rubber by more than 

lOO per cent. 
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Properties and cheaical  coaposltion  of  the  synthetic rubber  lead 
to specific applications  in the   industry,   for  example i 

- car tyres (SBR) 

- inner tubes (butyl rubber) 

- paints (chlorinated rubber) 

- oil hoses (nitrile rubber) 

It would exceed the scope of this study to state all range« of 

synthetic rubber application. 

5****1** Rubber Coapound 

In order to save the aanufacurere of certain rubber fro» the 

trouble of nixing which does not only require technical équip- 

aient but also extensive know-how, there are standardised rubber 

coapound« available on the aarket. These blends are of different 

eoapositions. 

Rubber oapounds sre used above all in the tyre industry and for 

tyre retreading. Only saall quantities are used for the pro- 

duction of special rubber articles such as battery boxes. 

3.^.2 Doaestic Production 

At present there is no production of any synthetic rubber in 

Pakistan. The production of SBR has been discussed and studied 

but no final plans have coae to the knowledge of Battelle. 

Sino« 1961 the East Pakistan Forest Industries Development 

Corporation has bsen operating trial plantation near 
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- Raozan (Chittagong):     730 ha 
- Ranu  (Cox's  Bazar):       kB$  ha 
- Bat there  (Sylhet): ¿405   ha 

The a e  plantation have proved   to be very  auccessful.   A   consider- 
able  expansion   is   therfore   planned.   The   yield is  so  far  very 
low;   it  amounts   to 16 tona   in 1968/69. 

5.^.3 Pa»and 

5.4.3.1 Volume  and Structure   of Past Demand 

5.1».3.1.1  Natural Rubber 

The  consumption  of natural   rubber in  solid   form increases  every 
year  in Pakistan.   The demand   originatea   from goods   for   the home 
market  and  from  export  i tena.   The following articlea   ahould be 

mentioned here : 

- bicycle  tyres  and   tubes 
- conveyor belts 
- aporta goods 
- shoea  and rubber   aandals. 

The  present   consumption of   aolid natural   rubber  in  Pakiatan 
amounts   to  10,270  tons/year;   the  share   of  Vest Pakistan  is 
88  per  cent.   The   composition  of this   consumption ia   ahown in 
the  following   table. 
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Tabi« 67:        Consumption of  Natural Rubber  in Pakistan 
1965/66  and 1967/68  1)   (in ton») 

Year 

1965/66 

1966/67 

1967/68 

1) 

Vest 
Pakistan 

7,500 

8,400 

9,037 

East 
Pakistan 

1,000 
1,150 
1,238 

Including production of   car and  truck  tyres 

Total 

8,500 
9,550 

10,275 

As  can be   seen  form  the   table,   there  have  been no  great   changes 
in the demand  for rubber  during  the  last  few years.   Production 
increases   in  the  tyre  and   shoe  industry were  decisive  in  leading 
to a rising rubber consumption.   General  Tyre  & Rubber  Co.   has 
reached  its  peak production  in I966/67  causing on  irregular 
rise  in  the   overall  consumption of rubber. 

A break-down  of  the present   consumption  of natural rubber  shows 
that  the  production of  footwear  totalling  53 per  cent  has   the 
largest  share   in the  total  demand.   This   is   followed  by  tyres 
with 25 per   cent and  technical       rubber  articles with 1'3  per 
cant. 
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Table  68 ;      Break-down of Natural   Rubber   Consumption  by 
Sectors   in Pakiatan.    1967/68 

Sector West 
Pakistan 

East 
Pakistan 
(*) 

All 
Pakistan 

Tyres and tubes 27 10 25 
Shoes, soles and 
sandals 5k ¡*5 52 

Technical rubber articles 12 22 13 
Sports goods 1 - 1 

Belts 3 - 3 
Hose pipes 3 1 3 
Upholstery material - 22 3 

Like  other  industrial  sectors,    the  tyre   industry  started  its 
development  after   the  country   had  become   independent,   first 
manufacturing bicycle   tubes   and   tyres.    In   line with   the   in- 
creasing  motorisation  the   production  of   tyres  for   passenger 
cars  and   lorries  was   taken  up   in   1965»   Tyres   for   scooters 
have   only   been  produced  since   1967, 

The   term   technical   rubber articles as  used   in the   table  refers 
to  products  likes   rubber  bands,   rubber  gaskets,   sleeves, 
vibration  and  shock  absorbers. 

The  upholstery  material referred   to in  the   table   is  a  porous 
vulcanised  mat   consisting  of   thin rubber   threads.   Its   trade- 
name   is   "Fibriflex".   It  can  be   readily   cut   -  similar   to   foam 
rubber  -   to give  parts of any  shape.   The   only producers  are 
Rahimani   Industries   Ltd.,   Chittagong. 

Ths  most   important   country   supplying natural  rubber   to 
Pakistan  is Malaysia. 
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These fishermen use only a limited amount of nylon, and 

much more hemp and cotton. The reasons are 

- Ignorance of the material and its advantages 

- Comparatively high purchase price 

- Availability of the natural fibres 

- Non-availability of nylon twine outside Dacca 
and Chittagong. 

The fact that the nylon twine is virtually unavailable 

outside the large towns of East Pakistan is a special 

handicap, since the major part of the fish landings 

come from inland waters. 

It is remarkable that the only manufacturer of mechanically 

knotted nets in Pakistan (Pakistan Rope Works, Chittagong) 

processes only natural fibres. The firm is not thinking of 

changing over to the processing of synthetic fibres in the 

near future. 

Tyre  Cord 

The   only consumer of  tyre  cord up   to   1967 was General  Tyre 
and  Rubber  Co.,   Karachi.   This  enterprise used nylon cord  for 
the  manufacture   of automobile  tyres.   For  scooter and 
bicycle  tyres cotton  cord  is used.   Since February,   1968   the 
plant  has  been  idle,   however.   It   is  not  known at what  date 
production will  be  started  again.   For  the  rest,   the 
statements  made   in section  l.k  apply  in  this  case,   too. 

Since   1968   the  Pakistan Belting Co.,   Lahore,   has  also  been 
processing imported nylon cord into  driving belts  and 

conveyor belts. 
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Far less   important  as   suppliers   of natural  rubber are 

- Indonesia 

- Thailand 

- Ceylon. 

3.^.3.1.2 Utax 

The consumption of  latex in Pakistan  totalled  745*000  1   in 
1967/68.   Vest Pakistan processed  82 per cent  and  East Pakistan 
it per  cent. 

This  consumption by   sectors  is   shown  in the   following  table. 

Table  69« Break-down of Latex  Consumption by  Sectors   in 
Pakistan in  1967/68 

8ector West 
Pakistan 

East 
Pakistan 

All 
Pakistan 

(*) 

Foam rubber 60 87 65 

Sports  goods 30 - 2k 

Hygienic  articles 
Balloons   etc. 10 

13 
11 

According  to a detailed survey  among  the  latex  processing 
industry no  increase   in production is expected   in the near 
future  because  of   the   lack of  sales  outline.     Partly  the 
market   is  also restricted on account  of inferior  quality  of   the 
products.   This is   the   case,  for   example with football  bladders 
and some   technical  rubber items   which are preferably imported. 
At present  the installed capacities are utilised  to only 
50 or 60 per cent. 
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It   should  be   noted   that   synthetic  polyurethane   foam  is 
gradually  replacing   foam  rubber.   This  material   is  cheaper   and 
has  better  qualities.    Its   market   share  is   steadily increasing 
not  only   in   the   industrialised   countries  but   also  in  Pakistan 1) 

5.4.3.1.3   Synthetic   Rubber 

The  consumption  of   synthetic  rubber   in Pakistan   has not   only 
depended   on  its  advantageous applications   in   the  different 
fields  but  has  also   been  determined   by  the   import policy   of 
the  Government.   The   present  consumption of   synthetic  rubber  in 
Pakistan  amounts  to   2,500   tons   per  year;   West   Pakistan  has  a 
share  of   96   per  cent. 

Table  70;        Synthetic   Rubber Consumption ) i n   Pakistan, 
1965/66   -  1967/68   (in tons) 

Year West 
Pakistan 

East 
Pakistan 

All 
Pakistan 

1965/66 2,100 100 2,200 

1966/67 2,370 110 2,^80 

1967/68 2,395 122 2,517 

Including   tyres   for  passenger   cars  and   lorries. 

West Pakistan  has  shown an irregular   increase   in consumption 
of  synthetic   rubber  during the   last   two years   (13 and  1 
per  cent).   This  can   be  attributed   to   the  production peak   of 
General   Tyre  & Rubber  Co.   After  a  decrease   of   20 per  cent   in 
I967 the  production  of  tyres for  passenger  cars  and lorries was 
completely  stopped  early   in 1968. 

1) See  section 5*2.4 
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The other consumers of synthetic rubber in West and East 

Pakistan are the shoe industry, the technical rubber goods 

industry and the scooter tyres sector. A break-down into 

sectors shows the demand for I967/68. 

in Pakis tan in 1967 /68 

Sector West 
Pakistan 

(*) 

East 
Pakistan 

(*) 

All 
Pakistan 

it) 
Tyres 8 6 8 

Shoes, soles, sandals 71 77 71 

Technical rubber items 16 8 16 

Belting, Tubes etc. 5 - 5 

Upholstery material •• 9 

Similar to natural rubber, the synthetic rubber is mainly used 

in the shoe industry, where it is mixed to the compound in 

•mall quantities in order to increase the resistance to abra- 

sion. In line with the enlargement and setting up of a tyre 

industry the emphasis of synthetic rubber consumption however 

will gradually shift to that industrial sector. 

The technical rubber articles, depending on their use, con- 

tain additions of synthetic rubber or do not contain any 

natural rubber at all. 

In Pakistan SBR has a share of 96 per cent in the demand in 

terms of quantity. Other kinds like 

- Chloroprene 

- Neoprene 

- Nitrile rubber 
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are used only in small quantities for special items and can 

therefore be neglected in the consumption forecast. 

The main suppliers of synthetic rubber to Pakistan are; 

- West Germany (Buna-Werke Huels and Bayer) 

- England (ICI) 

- USA/Holland (Shell Chemicals) 

5.k.3 o 1 . k  Rubber Compound 

Because of the increasing motorisation the retreading industry 

for tyres of passenger cars and lorries has developed favour- 

ably during the last few years  That industry is the major 

consumer of rubber compound, The present demand for rubber 

compound in Pakistan is 5^3 tons per year: 

- West Pakistan 

- East Pakistan 

410 tons 

133 tons 

Tabis 72   Break-down of the Consumption of Rubber Compound 

in Pakistan 

Tyre retreading 

Battery boxes 

West 
Pakistan 

76 

2k 

East 
Pakistan 

All 
Pakistan 

Corresponding to the further increase in the number of passen- 

ger cars and lorries and thus in the demand for tyres also the 

retreating industry for the production of cheaper spare tyres 

la expected to expand significantly. In the following discussions 

the small quantities of natural and synthetic rubber contained 
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in compound, are considered under «Manufacture of Tyre« for 

Passenger Cars and Lorries". 

At present the rubber compound is imported from different 

countries in small quantities. It may be assumed that in the 

course of the development of the tyres industry the compound 

for retreading purposes will be produced in Pakistan. A develop, 

ment of this type would be highly desirable because the pro- 

duction of rubber compounds would be rationalized and the 

overall quality of the compound could be improved. The 

application of rubber compounds would have special advantages 

if smaller firms producing bicycle tyres and shoe soles were 

making use of it. 

5.4.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

5.1*.3.2.1 Demand in West Pakistan 

Car Tyres 

The most important single consumer of natural rubber and rubber 

auxiliaries, the General Tyre &  Rubber Co. (GTR) closed down 

early in I968. In this way the firm is showing its opposition 

to the high Government taxes on raw materials and the compara- 

tively less expensive imports of tyres. GTR also regards the 

import allotment of rubber by the Trading Corporation of 

Pakistan Ltd. as an essential obstacle. The firm intends to 

resume production only if it is sure to work at a sufficiently 

high utilisation of its capacities and if import stop is granted 

for the tyre sizes manufactured. The company has filed an 

application for this type of protection. 
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At full capacity utilisation the firm would have the following 

rubber requirements per year 

- about 2,000 tons of natural rubber 

- about 1,000 tons of synthetic rubber 

Since at the time of investigations it was not possible to find 

out when and to what extent the General Tyre & Rubber Co, will 

•tart ita production again, the production of tyres for passen- 

ger cars and lorries is treated separately for estimating the 

future rubber requirements (see Table 77) 

Scooter Tyres 

The production of scooter tyres and tubes which has only been 

started in I967 will develop rapidly because of the relatively 

great demand and with the help of import stops granted by the 

Government, Especially the motor rikshaws(mini cabs) which are 

partly used for day and night drives have a high wear and tear 

of tyres. But also the two wheeled scooters which are very po- 

pular in Pakistan, will increase the futuro demand for scooter 

tyres. The annual demand amounts to 60.000 to 70,000 tyres, 

of which according to statements of producers about 60 to 70 

per cent were imported at the time of investigation, It is to 

be expected that these imports will very soon be replaced 

entirely by home production  According to the two producers 

- Master Tyre & Rubber Co. 

- National Tyre & Rubber Co 

it is likely that their installed capacity will fully be used 

in I970 and that at the same time the demand of the home market 

Will be met by these two companies 

f 
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Accordin«   to  reliable   information,   the   Municipal   Corporation» 
of  Karachi  and  Lahor«   intend  to  prohibit   the use   of motor  rikshawa 
becauee   in   the   increasing   traffic   denaity   in  the   big   cities 
thay  are   too  dangerous   aameana   of   tranaportation   for  pasiengen. 
Therefore,   during   the   next   few  year*   the   vehicles   which are   now 
in  use   will   probably   ahift   over   to  middle   and small   towns   of 
Wast   Pakistan,   »i«ilar   to   the development   in Lyallpur  and 

Multan. 

As  motor  rikshas  are  not   only  a   convenient   but  also  a   not 
vary  expenaive  means   of   transportation   for   the  majority  of 
the   population,   we  do   not   believe   that   the   number   of   these 
vehicles   will   decrease   considerably   by   withdrawing   them   from 
service   in   Karachi   and   Lahore,    It   is   more   likely   that   their 
number  will   decrease   slowly   in   the   course   of  the   next   5   or   10 
yaars.   On  the   other  hand,   it  might  be   possible   that   the  motor 
ril:shf*e will   enjoy  great  popularity   in   the   provincial     towns 
of  Meet   Pakiatan  in  future.   In   this   caae   the number   of  rikahaws 
would   increaae  and  conaequently   the   consumption   of   tyres  as   well. 
But  w«   conaider   this   lattar   case   unlikely   because 

- the average income in the provincial towns is smaller 
than in Karachi and Lahore and is not expected to in- 

creaae   so   quickly 

- the  road   conditions  are   less   favourable 

- these   towna  preaumably will   rot   severely  restrict   the 
traffic   of  horae   carts   (tongas)   in   the near   future   so 
that   other   inexpensive  means   of   transportation  are 

available 

- th« working and   living conditione  do  not  require  faat 
••ani   of  tranaportation aa   they  ar«  necessary   in the 
modern business   centres  of  Lahore  and Karachi. 
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In general the two-wheeled scooters have a high rate of in- 

crease (about 11 per cent)  They are very popular in the warm 

nearly rainless zones of the country- Their consumption of tyre» 

is however much smaller compared to mini-cabs not only because 

they have only two wheels but also because the mileage of 

mini-cabs is very high, 

Taking these two aspects into consideration we are of the 

opinion that in the circumstances considered here an average 

growth rate of 2 per cent is adequate for the period 1971 to 

1975. 

Bicycle Tyres 

During the last ten years the sector of bicycle tube and tyres 

showed an annual production increase of 10 per cent. From this 

past rate of increase it seems that the demand for bicycles is 

very strong among the population of Pakistan  Infact. according 

to our estimates, there are only "5 to 10 bicycles per 1,000 

inhabitants» The urgent desire of the Pakistani population 

to own a bicycle is due to the fact that the cycle is not 

only the universal means of transportation of the "little 

man" but also the cheapest one. This situation suggests that 

the lower income classes will continue to strive for the 

possession of a bicycle in the future. This will depend on 

the increase of their income. The latter is again closely 

related to the growth of the national income. Based on the 

assumption that the future rise in national income will be 

equal to that of the last years« the future demand for tyres 

is estimated to increase at a rate of 10 per cent. 
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Footwear 

Owing   to   the   higher  standard   of   living  and   the different   clima- 
tic  conditions,   the   leather   industry  has  developed  much  more 
quickly   in   West   Pakistan   than   in   the  Eastern   Wing.   It   is 
expected   that   footwear   industry  will   continue   to   expand   sub- 
stantially   also   in  future.   The   industry   supplying  rubber 
soles  will   develop  at   a   similar   rate.   Compared  with  East 
Pakistan  rubber  sandals   and  athletic   shoes   are  not   only 
manufactured   for   the   home  market   but  also   for   the  export. 
According   to   statements   of  producers   they  are  able   to   compete 
with Japan   in  East  Africa,   the  Middle   East   and  alledgedly  also 

on  European   markets.   The   annual   growth  rate   for   shoes,    sandals, 
soles  and   heels   calculated   for   the  past   amounted   to  5,5   per 
cent.   The   producers   expect   similar  growth  rates   for   the   future. 
Therefore   we   base   our   forecast   on   that   rate. 

Rubber Articles 

All rubber  articles  except   those  produced  from latex  *'   are 
summarised   under   technical   rubber  articles.   They  are  mostly 
produced   by   the   small   industries   which  develop  differently. 
Th« annual   average  growth rate   of   the   past   has  been  calculated 
at   7 per   cent.   Also  in   this   case   it  will   approximately  remain 
constant   according   to   the  manufacturers. 
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Table  73s Estina ted   Future Demand   for Natural  Rubber   in 

West   Pakistan by Sectors,   I967/68   -   1975/ 76 

Í 

Scooter 
Tyres 

in   tons) 

Shoes 
Sandals 
Holes 

Year Bicycle 
Tyres 

Technical 
Rubber            v 
Articles 

Total   2' 

1967/68 2,015 35 6,715 2, 260 11,02 5 
1968/69 2,200 70 7,100 2,420 11,790 

1969/70 2,420 lou 7,500 2,580 12,600 

I970/7I 2,670 130 7,900 2,760 13, 4(>0 
1971/72 2,940 140 8,340 2,94o 14,300 

1972/73 3,240 l4o 8,«00 3. l4o 15.320 

1973/7^ 3,560 150 9 , 300 3,360 10.370 

197V75 3,920 150 9,800 3.6ÜO 17.470 
1975/76 4,320 150 10,2 00 3.850 18,520 

1) 

2) 

The   figures  do   not   include   products   manufactured   from   latex 

Without   car   tyres. 

According   to  Table   73,    the  rubber   consumption   in  total   shows 
an annual   Increase   of   about 

6,7  per   cent 

Table   74   summarises   the   estimated   future   overall   consumption   of 

- natural   rubber  and 

- synthetic   rubber 
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The firm uses the nylon cord only for export qualities, 

though. The belts sold in the country (which account for 

only 10 per cent of the production) are still being 

produced on a rayon and cotton basis. 

Textile Industry 

The textile industry, centred on Karachi, consumes the 

majority of the nylon. As shown in table 59. fabrics 

for ladies' wear and saris make up the major part of the 

manufacturing programme of the nylon textiles industry. 

Table 59 s Approximate Break-Down of the Application 
of Nylon Yarn in the Textile Industry in 
1967/68  

Fabrics for ladies' wear, saris 60 £ 

Shirt cloth, pure or blended with 
artificial silk 

20 i 

Suitings 15 * 

Other (curtaina for export, hosiery, 
etc. ) 

Totals 

5 i 

100 i 

According to information obtained from yarn and machine 

importers, about half of these nylon articles, mostly 

saris and fabrics and more recently also ready-made shirts, 

are exported to a number of different countries. Substantial 

quantities are sent to Singapore, the states on the Persian 

Gulf, and England. Exports of textiles made from synthetic 

fibres, however, come to only about 10 per cent of total 

textile exporta; the rest is mainly made up of cotton 

products. 
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Estimated  Future  Demand   for Natural   and  Synthetic 
Rubber   in Weat Pakietan.   1967/68  -   1975/76 

(in   tons) 

Period Natural 
Rubber 

Synthetic 
Rubber 

Total 

1967/68 8,630 2,395 11,025 
1968/69 9,250 2,5^0 11,790 
1969/70 9,920 2,680 12,600 

1970/71 10,630 2,830 13,460 

1971/72 11,3^0 3,020 14,360 

1972/73 12,100 3,220 15,320 

1973/74 12,970 3,4oo 16,370 

197V75 13,830 3,640 17,470 
1975/76 14,700 3,820 18,520 

As   bicycle  tyres  and   all   types   of   tubes  are   only   made   from 
natural   rubber   in  Pakistan with  no   substantial   chance   of  this 
situation  expected   for   the   future,   natural   rubber  will   show 
a   greater  growth rate   than  synthetic   rubber.   Natural   rubber 
consumption  is   expected   to   increase   by  about   7   per   cent,   while 
synthetic  rubber  will   increase   at  a   rate  of  about   6  pei"  cent 
per   year.   Thus   the   share   of natural   rubber   of   78.5   per  cent 
in   1968  will   increase   to   79.5  per  cent  in  1975/76. 

5.4.3.2.2 Demand  in  East  Pakistan 

Scooter Tyres 

The  production  of  scooter   tyres  and   tubes  was  started   in 1967, 
The   two  producers 

- Karim Rubber  Industries,   Ltd.,   Patullah 
- Bux  Rubber  Industries  Ltd. ,   Mirpur 
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expect   their   capacity  to   be   fully utilised   in   1970 and   this 

will   cover   the   demand  almost   completely.   In   line   with  in- 

creasing  motorisation,   a   further  growth rate   of   10 per  cent  may 

be   expected. 

Bicycle   Tyres 

Bicycly   tyres   and   tubes   have   shown an   average   increase   of 

17   per   cent   during   the   last   decade.   The  i.iost   important   con- 

sumers   are   the   bicycle  rikshas   because   in   the   narrow and 

overcrowded   streets   of   the   cities   they   aro   a   means   oi 

transportation   which   is   nearly   as   fast  as   motor   vehicles.   The 

bicycle   rikshas   probably   will   continue   to  dominate   in   the 

streets   for   some   time   because   town  planning   in    the   old   parta 

of   the   cities    is   making   slow  progress.   We   therefore   expect 

that   the   number   of   rikshas   will   increase  approximately   to   the 

same   extent   as   the   growth   of   the   larger   towns   and   cities,   The 

most  important   cities  are   Dacca,   Chittafeong,   Narayanyanj   and 

Khulna.   They   have   on   the   whole   an     annual   population  increase 

of   5  per   cent.   Another   factor   which   is   even   more   important 

for   the   rise   in   bicycle   tyre   manufacture   is   the   substitution   of 

supplies   from   West   Pakistan.   Considering  these   factors   we 

expect   a   growth  rate   of   17   per   cent   also  for   the   future. 
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Table   75s        Estimated  Future   Demand  for  Natural  Rubber  in 
East   Pakistan by  Sectors,   1967/68  -  1975/76 

(in   tons) 

Year Bicycle 
Tyres 

Scooter 
Tyres 

Shoes 
Sandals 
Soles 

Technical 
Rubber           v 
Articles      ' 

Upholst„ 
Material 

Total   *> 

1967/68 100 30 65O 270 310 1,360 

1968/69 120 50 680 290 330 1,470 

I969/7O 1¿40 70 720 310 340 1,580 

I97O/7I 160 90 750 330 36O 1,6^0 

I97I/72 I90 100 790 350 38O 1,810 

I972/73 220 110 830 380 40O 1,940 

1973/74 260 120 870 ¿400 420 2,070 

1974/75 3OO I30 910 430 440 2,210 

1975/76 350 I50 96O 460 460 2,380 

1) 

2) 

Without   products  made  of   latex 

Without  production  of car  and   truck  tyres  and   tubes 

Footwear 

In  West  Pakistan  and  also   in  The   Eastern Wing   the   shoe     industry 
has   so   far   been   the  most  important   consumer  of  natural  and 
synthetic   rubber.   Rubber  shoes   are   however  losing   their  market 
share   to   PVC   shoes  because   PVC   shoes  are   easier   to   produce  and 
at  a   lower   price   and  also  have   a   longer   life   time.    On   the  other 
hand,   sponge   sandals   have  prevailed  over  PVC   sandals   because 
of   their   comfort.   Owing  to   the   climatic   conditions   the   leather 
•hoe     industry   is  developing  at   a   low  rate.   This   affects   the 
supply  of   rubber   soles  and  heels.   Although more   than  half  of   the 
population   is  not   in   the  possession  of  shoes,   the   annual  growth 
rate does  not  exceed  5  per  cent   on account of   the   low national 
income. 
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Uoholstsrv Material 

FIBRIFLEX supplied by Rahraani Industrie» Ltd. in Chittagong 
according to statement» of the directors are said to have an 
annual  increase  in  consumption  of  5   P«r   cent. 

Technical  Rubber Articles 

Technical  rubber articles  such as  gaskets,   bands, mats  and   hard 
rubber  item»,   showed different  rates   of   increase during  the 
last  few  years.   Interviews  of   producers   and dealers  revealed 
an approximate  average  growth  rate   of   7   per cent  for   the 

technical   rubber articles. 

An evaluation  of   the  consumption figure»   of  table 75   results 
in an  estimated annual  growth  rate   of   somewhat  above   7  per 
cent  for   the   future   total  rubber  consumption  in East   Pakistan, 

In table   76   the  total  consumption  is   shown separately   for 

- natural  rubber 
- synthetic rubber 

as hat   been   the  case with the  rubbsr   consumption in West 

Pakistan. 
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Tabi«   76: 

Tim« 

1967/68 
1968/69 
1969/70 
1970/71 
1971/72 
1972/73 
1973/74 
197V75 
1975/76 [ 

Estimated  Future  Demand for  Natural and  Synthetic 
Rubber in Eaat   Pakistan,   1967/68   -  1975/76 

(in  tons) 

Natural 
Rubber 

1,238 

1,3^0 

1,440 

1,540 

1,650 

1,770 

1,880 

2,000 

2,160 

Synthetic 
Rubber 

122 

130 

140 

I50 

160 

I70 

I90 

210 

220 

Total 

1,360 
1,47o 
1,580 
1,690 
1,810 
1,9^0 
2,070 
2,210 
2,380 

The   rubber  processing  industry  in East   Pakistan  is   still   very 
•Mil.   At   present  the   quantity  of rubber  processed   is  only  a 
fraction   of   that  consumed   in  the  Western  Wing.   According   to 
our   findings,   however,   progress   is  faster   than  in  West   Pa- 
kistan.   This   trend might   even be  enhanced  by   the   establishment 

of   further  rubber plantations. 

In   contrast   to   West  Pakistan,   synthetic   rubber  in  East 
Pakistan   shows   a  growth rate  about  25   per  cent  higher 
than   that   of  natural  rubber.   This  can  be  attributed   to   the 
beginning  manufacture   of   scooter  tyres.   According   to  the 
estimated  production   increase   in  the   individual   sectors,   there 
will   be   an  annual growth  rate   of natural   rubber  by  about   7  per 
cent  and   of  synthetic  rubber by about   7-5  per  cent. 
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5.4.3-2.3 Demand for Passenger Car and Truck Tyres 

As outlined in 5.4.3.1 there has been no production of tyres 

for passenger cars and trucks during the period under in- 

vestigation. Therefore the estimates are not based on the 

present production volume but on the demand calculated on the 

basis of the official statistics for Pakistan. At present it 

has to be left undecided when the indicated number of tyres 

will be produced in Pakistan. As there are no special 

difficulties hampering the production of car tyres within 

the country and because Pakistan has gained wide experience 

in this field, it is unlikely that the competent Government 

authorities and the interested private companies will accept 

a continuing stagnation of the car tyre production without 

trying to resume the manufacture. In fact the volume of demand 

and the foreign exchange required for tyre imports have made 

the tyre industry an important industriai sector. Even if 

this aspect is neglected for the time being because of conside 

rations relating to trade policy, it is to be assumed that in 

the long run due attention will be paid to the domestic pro- 

duction. 

At the present traffic density the demand for new tyres of 

passenger csrs and trucks amounts to 

2^0,000 units per year. 

In this number the tyres for passenger cars have a share of 

55 per cent and those for trucks of 1*5 per cent. The annual 

capacity of Ueneral Tyre & Rubber Co. which is the only pro- 

ducer at the moment, amounts to 

150,000 tyres per year 

of the sizes selling most satisfactorily. 
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by   number   of    tyres   this   company   could   have   a   share   of   the 

present    tyre   market   in  Pakistan   of   62   5   per   cent,,   The   company's 

production   equipment   is   well    suited   to   the   requirements   of 

t he   marke t 

The  remaining   37   5   per   cent   or 

90,000   tyres/year 

have   to   be    imported  also   in   the   future     At   least   General  Tyre 

&  Hubbor   Co      has   convincing   arguments   for   such   a   development. 

Thia   is   due    to   the   fact   that    there   will   always   be   some   types 

of   tyres   which   cannot  be   produced   in   the   country   owin^   to   the 

small   number   required     No   doubt,    there   will   be   some   sizes   in   the 

course   of    time   which  will    reach   the   minimum   economic   quantity 

and   then   wi 1 1    be   produced   within   the   country      On   the   other 

hand,    the   demand   for   the   remaining   imported   tyres   should   in- 

crease   without    reaching   the   minimum   quantity   necessary   for 

production,    or   new   types   might    be   required   in   addition, 

Thus   the   nuns ber   of   tyres   to   be    imported   wi 1.1   more   or   less   re- 

main   the    same,    unless   the   Government    of   Pakistan   takes   special 

measures    to    prevent   the   l.ij-   '•.    o.    "i,.ii3   at"    tyre   sizes,    As 

t.h-".-r>   aie   n,    indications   in    thi -   respect ,    we   base   our   con- 

siderations    on   t tie   asump t i on "•>   ti.ade   beio.ro 

According    to    interviews   of   the    producers   of   tractor   tyres   in 

West   Germany,    the   production   of    large   volume   tyres   is   pro- 

fitable   nn 1 v   at   an  output   oi   at     least   ];),000   units   per  month 

trader   the   present    conditions    in   Germany,    In   Pakistan   the 

minimum   number   will   be   smaller,    say,    5,00(>   tyres.    Since   there 

are   only   2,^8'»   tractors   in   l'akustan   according   to   1907/08 

statistics   and   other vehicles   with   large   volume   tyres   are   not 

registered,    the   demand   for   these   tyres   sizes   is   far   below   the 

economic   minimum   capacity   even   under   Pakistani   conditions. 
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An  annual   5 per  cent   Increase  for passenger   cars  and trucks 

can  be  calculated from   the   official  statistica.   This  figure 

will  hardly change  if   the   import  policy  remains  unchanged. 

According   to  this growth rate,   the  tyre  demand  will  also   in- 

crease  by   5  per  cent . 

Table   77 '> Estimated  Future  Demand  for  Tyres  for   Passenger 

Cars and   Trucks  and   the   Quantities   of  Rubber 

Required 

Demand 
(1,000 

for   Tyres 
Units) 

Rubber  Required   for   Local 
Production   (in   tons) 

Year Total 
Demand 

Import 
Share 

Local 
Production 

Natural 
Rubber 

Synthetic 
Rubber 

Total 

1967/68 240 90 150 1,800 900 2 , 700 

1968/69 252 90 162 1,930 970 2,900 

1969/70 265 90 175 2,100 1,050 3,150 

I97O/7I 278 90 188 2,250 1,130 3,380 

1971/72 292 90 202 2,420 1,210 3,630 

1972/73 3O6 90 216 2,600 1,300 3,900 

1973/72* 322 90 232 2,780 1,390 4,170 

197V75 388 90 248 2,980 1,490 4,470 

1975/76 353 90 265 3,180 1,590 4,770 

Note ?     The  figures do  not   include  the   requirements   of  the  Army, 

The   increase   in  the   total   demand   is   the  weighted  average   of 

the   increase  in imports  and  local production.   Because  there 

is  no growth rate of   imports,   the  increase   in  local pro- 

duction  has  to  exceed   that   of  the overall demand.   At an   in- 

crease   in  consumption  of  5   per  cent  the  local  production will 

rise  by   7*5  P«r  cent   under   the  assumptions   made  and under   the 

present   conditions.   The   total  rubber  consumption  wil]   there- 

fore rise   from  2,700   tons   in I967/68   to about  4,800 tons   in 

1975/76. 
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5.k.3.2»4 Demand  for  Latex 

In  order   to   integrate   the   latex  consumption   into   table   78 we 
have  to  convert   it   into   its   rubber  substance     At  a   weight   ot 
0„96 kg  per   litre   and  a   solid   content   of   60  per   cent,   the 
rubber   content   of   the   latex  consumed   (see   5   4   2   2)   in  I967/68 
was  about  ^30   tons.   This   corresponds   to   k  per   cent   of   the 
total  natural   rubber  processed.   Because   of   the  difficulties 
in  estimating   the   future   consumption  of   this   very  new  industry 
we   shall   only   take   into   consideration   the   latex  requirements 

for  the  whole   of   Pakistan, 

In  order   to   find   out   the  growth rate   in   the   demand   for  latex 
the  different   sub-sectors   are  discussed.   According   to   in- 
formation received   from  producers,   the  demand   for   foam  rubber 
is   not   increasing  at  present,   The   industry  expects   the 
stagnation  to   continue   also   in future     According   to   5,2,4,k , 
however,   there   is   a   considerable   increase   in  demand   for  poly- 
urethane  foam  rubbers,   especially  for  upholstery  purooses, 
The  sector  of   foam  materials  as  a   whole   is   characterised  by an 
increasing  tendency.   As   we   are  of   the   opinion   that   it  will 
be   in  the   interest   of   Pakistan  to  produce  above  all   foam 
rubber   on  the   basis   of  natural  rubber  we  expect  an   increase   of 

2   per  cent» 

The  sports  articles   industry which  is   concentrating   on export« 
and which succeeded   in  doubling  the   value   of   1ts   exports 
between  I960/6I   and   I967/68,   is  expecting  constantly rising  ex- 
port  rates,   especially   to  Europe  and   the  USA«   According  to 
information  from   the   Institute  of   the  Rubber   Industry   (Pa- 
kistan  Section),   Lahore,   an  annual  growth  rate   of   8   to   10 per 
cent  is  expected.   Our   survey among   the   16  registered  firms 
suggests  that   the  higher rate  of  10 per  cent   is  correct. 
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In our interview« we obtained differing statement« about the 

increase in the demand for hygienic article» produced by dipping, 

Our calculation» are baaed on an average of 15 per cent. 

Baaed on the above growth ratea, we estimate the latex con- 

sumption, in term» of dry rubber content, to develop a» 

follow». 

Table 78:   Estimated Future Latex Consumption^ in Pakistan 

(in ton» of dry rubber content) 

Year 

1967/68 

1968/69 

1969/70 

1970/71 

1971/72 

1972/73 

1973/71* 

197V75 

1975/76 

Litre» 

840,000 

885,000 

940,000 

995,000 

1,055 i 000 

1,115,000 

1,180,000 

1,250,000 

1,320,000 

Ton» of Rubber 

480 

510 

540 

570 

610 

640 

680 

720 

760 

According to thia »»timate the latex consumption in Pakistan 

will increaae by about 6 per cent per year. 

5.4.3.2.5 Summary 

The rubber consumption of Pakistan, including tyres and tube« 

for passenger cars and trucks, but excluding the demand for 

military vehiclea is summarised in table 79. The overall 

growth rate amount to 6.8 per cent, West Pakistan accounting 

for 6.8 per cent and East Pakistan for 7-1 P«r cent. 
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Til« textile yarn inported in 1967 can« fron the following: 

countries: 

Watt O«many (Bayer, Hoechst, Olanzstoff) 

Japan (Toyo Rayon) 

Italy  (Snia  Viscosa) 

U.K. 

Others 

55 * 

16 £ 

16 % 

9 * 

Japan's  share   (1965-   *»*» Ì,   1966:   29  Ì)  has declined 
considerably,   while   the  Federal  Republic  of Germany has 
increased  its   share  both absolutely  and  relatively 

(1965«   32 ¿,   1966s   kk $). 

Twine  for fi shin»; nets  is inported  under foreign loan and 
Mostly cones  fron   the USA and Canada.   Outs for  tennis 
rackets were usually inported fron  Japan,   and  tyre  cord 
fron France,   Belgiun and Switzerland. 

3.3.I.3.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

Twine 

A forecast  of the  consumption haa   to  start from the  fact 
that  the West  Pakistan market  cannot absorb much more   twine; 
however,  nylon  twine  is  imported  on preferential   terns, 
so  that  the  Pakistani  producers might possibly expand  their 
narket  to  the  extent  of these  imports. 
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Tabi« 79«   E»timated Rubber Consumption for Pakistan, 

Including Tyres for Passenger Car» and Trucks 

(in tons) 

Year 

Natural  Rubber Synthetic 
Rubber 

Total 
in  solid 
form 

Latex 
(Rubber 
Component ) 

1967/68 11,668 480 3,417 15,565 
1968/69 12,520 510 3,640 16,670 
1969/70 

1970/71 

13,460 

14,420 

540 

570 

3,870 

4,110 
17,870 

19,100 
1971/72 15,410 610 4,390 20,410 
1972/73 16,470 640 4,690 21,800 
1973/74 17,630 680 4,980 23,290 
1974/75 18,810 720 5,340 24,870 
1975/76 20,040 760 5,630 26,430 

The rubber to be processed in Pakistan in 1975/76 is expected 

to amount to 

- 20,800 tons of natural rubber 

- 5,630 tons of synthetic rubber. 

The present propertion of natural rubber to synthetic rubber 

is unlikely to change substantially. Once sufficient quantities 

of rubber are produced in the country, the ratio might change 

provided that it has no major technical disadvantages. 

The shoe industry will lose its leading position to the tyre 

producers in the course of time. The tyre industry in turn 

will increase its present share in the total rubber consumption 

of 25 per cent to about 37 per cent by I975/76, 50 per cent of 

this being required for the manufacture of tyres and tubes for 

passenger cars and trucks. The shoe industry with a present 

share of 52 per cent will decrease to about 42 per cent during 

the some period. 
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5 •»**•'< Market   Structure 

The  moat   important  consumers   of  natural   and  synthetic  rubber  are 

importing   their  raw materials   themselves,   while   the   small  in- 

dustries   are   buying   from   importers     The   "Rubber   and   Tyre-Group" 

comprising   21   small   enterprises  has  been  established   in 

Karachi     It   saves   the   small   producers   the   trouble   of  handling 

their own  imports   transaction  by  undertaking  commonly   transacted 

imports o 

At   present      all  rubber   imports  are   channelled   through  the  Trading 

Corporation   of   Pakistan   Ltd. ,   a  Government   organisation which 

fixes  quotas   if   the   demand   exceeds   the   imports 

The most   important   consumers   of  natural   and  synthetic  rubber 

are * 

West Pakistan 

General  Tyre   & Rubber   Co   , 

National   Tyre  & Rubber   Co., 

Master  Tyre   &  Rubber   Co    , 

Servis   Industries  Ltd   , 

Bata  Shoe   Company  of  Pak.   Ltd. , 

Basco  Industries   Ltd   , 

Pakistan  Belting  Co   , 

Premier Rubber  Cable   Ind., 

Longman Mi 11 s , 

Daraon Rubber   Works, 

Atlas Rubber   and Plastic   Ind > , 

Pakistan Rubber  Products, 

Karachi 

Karachi 

Lahore 

Lahore 

Da ta pur 

Gujrat 

Lahore 

Karachi 

Lahore 

Waiirabad 

Karachi 

Karachi 
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Karim Rubber  Ind.   Ltd. , 
Bux Rubber   Ind.   Ltd. , 
A.T.I.   Industries   Ltd., 
Bengal  Rubber   Industries! 
East  Pakistan Rubber 
Industries, 
Paruma  Eastern Ltd., 

Patullan 
Mirpur 
Dacca 
Dacca 

Dacca 
Postogola 

There  are   two  centres  of   consumption  in West Pakistan 

- Karachi 
- Lahore with the Gujranwala - Sialkot Gujrat  area 

Because   of   its   size  and   location and   the   imports   of   the  raw 
•ateríais,   this   industrial   line  has  developed  best   in  Karachi. 
All kinds   of  rubber articles   are  produced,   especially   tyres 
and   tubes   for  passenger   cars, trucks,   scooters  and   bicycles. 
The  production  of  shoes,   tyres  for  bicycles  and   rubber  parts 
for   sports   goods   is   mainly   concentrated   in  and   around   Lahore. 

In  East  Pakistan   the   capital   Dacca   has   become   the   most   important 
industrial   centre  because   of   its  central   situation  and   its 
favourable   location regarding   transport   faculties.   About   90 
per  cent   of   the   total   rubber   industry   -   related   to   the  pro- 
duction volume   -   is   concentrated  in  or  near  Dacca.   With  the 
planned  extension  of   the   harbour  the   rubber  industry   will 
form a   second  centre  of  consumption  in Chittagong. 

3.k.5.1 ffittir«! MWT 

The world Markst prlos  for  natural rubber has  been decreasing 
since  I960   (see  figure  12).   On account  of constantly  rising 
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outputs there is an excessive supply of natural and of synthetic 

rubber on the world market, In addition kinds of synthetic 

rubbers have been put on the market which often exceed natural 

rubber in quality. 

This applies especially to stereospecific rubbers  Of course, 

this situation has affected the prices of natural rubber, 

At the time of the vestigation the price c&f seaport Pakistan 

was quoted as follows: 

RSS 1 s $ 037/kg in bales 

RSS 2 = $ O-36/kg in bales 

RSS 3 = $ 0.35/kg in bales 

RSS k = $ 0 34/kg in bales 

RSS 5 = $ 0 26/kg in bales 

5 . k„5 . 2 Synthetic Rubber 

As to the prices of synthetic rubber, similar statements can 

be made as in the case of natural rubber; as a rule the capa- 

city is higher than the demand. At increasing plant capacities 

it is not surprising that prices tend to fall  Its price 

generally is lower than that of natural rubber of comparable 

quality 

According to statements from the producers» the import of 

synthetic rubber to Pakistan is only possible against Bonus 

Voucher  '  This increases the c&f price by 17O per cent for 

the home consumption  In this way the synthetic rubber becomes 

more expensive than the natural rubber in Pakistan although 

it is cheaper on the world market» Therefore, it is only used 

in quantities absolutely necessary for chieving a better 

quality of the final product. This limited consumption of 

' According to the latest import regulations it is importable 
under Cash-Cum-Bonus List. 
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1962 1963 1964 1969 1966 1967 

Figur»   12»   Deve 1 opinant   of  World   Market   Price»   for  Natural 
Uubbar  and   Synthetic   Rubber 
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synthetic   rubber naturally  leaded   to  higher   foreign  exchange 
expenditures.   Nevertheless   it   is   beneficial   to   the   foreign 
trade   in  natural  rubber  among   the   developing   countries   in 
Asia o 

At   the   time   of   the   investigation   synthetic  rubber  was  iu^lmd 
from  West   Germany  c&f   seaport  Pakistan  at  a  price   of 

$   331,-   per   ton  SBR   ~   1,500  or 
$   280o-  per   ton  SBR   -   oil   extended 

5°^°6  Reeommendationa 

According   to  the  present   experiences  and calculations,   the 
cultivation  of  rubber   is  highly  recommended   in  East   Pakistan. 
There  are   ample  prospects   that   the   country will   become   inde- 
pendent   of   imports   of  natural  rubber  within  15   to   20 years. 

The   trial   plantations   of   the  EPFIDC  have  shown  such an encou- 
raging  result   that  a   further   3.200  hectares  have   been provided 
for  plantations   in  I969  and  1970, 

The  yield   (in  tons   of  dry rubber  content)  of   the   trees planted 
until   I970,   is   estimated  by   the   FAO adviser  of   the   EPFIDC  as 
follows : 

1968/69 s 16 
1969/70 = 19^ 
1970/71 s *»33 

1971/72 = 678 

1972/73 s 819 
1973/7^ = 988 

197V75 s 1,193 
1975/76 = 1,977 
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1976/77 at 3,272 

1977/78 - 4,030 

1978/79 s 4,732 
1979/80 s 5,313 
1980/81 = 5,708 

1981/82 s 5,787 

In visw of  the advantages offered   by a domestic  latex pro- 
duction we  consider  this project   one  of   the  most encouraging 
we  have  found  in  Pakistan.   The  special  features are   that 

- soil   is  used   which is  hardly   suitable   for agricultural 
purposes 

- hardly any   imports are  necessary 

- satisfactory  employment   effect and 

.   good  yields   can  safely  be   expected. 

Therefore,   new plantations will  definitely be   established at 
an  increasing rate.   An  intensified  and  careful  cultivation of 
rubber   trees   of  bud-grafted  quality  should  make  it  possible   to 
cover   the demand   for natural  rubber  in Pakistan from  local 

sources by 1985. 

In our  opinion  is  not  advisable  at  present   to  erect  a  plant 
for  synthetic rubber  because   the   economic  minimum capacity  of 
20,000  tons/year  will  only be  utilised  to  30 per cent   in 
1975.   There   is  no  hope  of exporting the   excess  output  because 
of  the  saturation  of  the world  market. 

We  recommend  to   limit   the number   of imported   tyre  sizes   by 
enforcing appropriate  import restrictions   in  order  to  en- 
courage  the production of the  proper type   of   tyres  in Pakistan. 
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If  specific   types   of  tyres  are  still  uneconomical   to produce af- 
ter the  introduction of   the   proposed  restrictions   it  should be 
examined whether   their  production can  be  arranged  within  the 
• cope   of RCD   or   in  cooperation with   other   tyre-producing 
countries   (e,g,   Ceylon)   so   that  each   of   the participating 
countries  could  exclusively   produce   one   or  several   of   these 
types.   It would  be   highly  recommendable   if individual  coun- 
tries  would  decide   to  solve   this  problem  by mutual   purchase 
commitments, 
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5.5    Splvnf and Ply,affcfaara 

Tha Min aubjact of this  ••etion is a detallad traataont 
•f 

- BMthanel 

- athane1 
- athyl haxanel 
- dloctyl phthalata  (DOP) 

Wa hava in addition attaaptad te  giva a aurvay of tha 
praaant amrkat for aolvanta and plaaticiaara in Pakistan; 
tha raaarka on «oat of  tha additional producta atudiad 
ara briaf.     Our aia wai  to praaont tha Paklatani planning 
authoritlaa with an ovarall plctura of tha prasant con- 
sumption of aolvanta. 

5.5*1    Alcohola 
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An increase in total consumption is possible only as a 

consequence of a rise in tha number of fishing boats. 

This risa is estimated by tha Marina Fisheries Department 

to ba 50 units par yaar 1)- Although at präsent survays 

ara being carriad out with a viaw to opening up new 

fiahing grounds off the coast of Wast Pakistan, tha Marine 

Fisheries Department does not yat consider it possible to 

draw any conclusions about tha future development of the 

fiaharies induatry on the basis of these surveys» 

Tha demand for nylon nets is estimated by this authority 

to ba 250 kg for 1 gillnetter, 70 kg for 1 trawler, and 

50 kg for 1 sailing boat. 

In tha East Pakiatan market tha replacement of hemp and cotton 

by nylon will go on for a long tima to coma. Tha authorities 

and cooperativas are very optimistic about this development. 

But in view of tha preliminary steps that still have to be 

taken, such as supply of the interior of the country, 

instruction of the fishermen, ate. an increase in consumption 

of only 10 per cant a year appears realistic. 

Cord 

With cord Pakiatan Belting Co.,   tha  only  consumer apart  from 
tha General Tyre A  Rubber Co.,   thinks   that  it will  double 
ita  capacity and  its  consumption in   1970.   It  intends   to go  on 
producing driving baits and conveyor balta mainly for export. 
As  no further  expansion of tha  production of baits  containing 

1)   30 of thaaa units are  trawlers  and 20  gillnetters.   The 
present float  is about  500  gillnetters,   150   trawlers 
and  100 sailing boats. 
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5.3.1.1 M«th«noi 

5.5.1,1.1  Genaral Characteristics 

5.5. 1«1.2  Doaastic Production 

5-5 l.l 2.1 Existing Capacity 

5 5.1 1 2,2 Problaas 

5.5 11.3  Deaand 

55. 1.1-3-1 Voluaa and Structura of 
Past Daaand 

5.5.I.I.3.2 Forecast of Consuaption 
Trends 

5.3.I.I.4»  Pricas 

5.5.I.I.5  Recoaaendations 
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5.3.1.1 Methanol 

5.5.I.I.I Gnnr»! Chtracttrlttlci 

Methanol or methyl alcohol is the first component of 

the alcohol sorioa.  It is a atrongly toxic liquid, which 

is easily mixable with water and most organic solvants. 

Mathanol dissolves »any inorganic substances. 

Methanol is used as 

- solvent for resins, dyestuffs, rosin, polyvinyl 

aeetate and »any inorganic substances 

- diluent, plasticiser and purifier in «any industrial 

lines, e.ge the perfusie and paints industry 

- additive in the aceotropic distillation, e.g. in the 

extraction of toluene and butadiene 

- purifier for natural gas 

- methylation and antifreesing agent 

- cooling brine for refrigerating amachines 

- fuel additive 

- primary product for the Manufacture of formaldehyde. 

In Pakistan methanol is used for tho production of formal- 

dehyde.  The paint industry absorbs only ssiall quantities 

of this material. 

Fairly large quantities of methyl alcohol at present are 

consumed by Pakistan International Airlines Corporation 

(PIA). This company is operating a number of turboprop 

B Û, 
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aircraft for which it use« a mixture of methanol and 

water during the take-off.  The water ia needed for 

cooling the air during the start in order to achieve 

a better compression in the turbines.  Since pure water 

would freeze during flights at high altitudes, 36 to 

38 per cent by weight oí methanol is added 

The "water methanol" is the procedure required for the 

Fokker Friendship planes which PIA is operating.  There 

are other types of planes which use pure water.  In 

this case freezing is avoided by ejection of the watar 

after the start. 

5.5.I.I.2 Domestic Production 

5.5.I.I.2.I  Existing Capacity 

Methanol is produced on the basis of natural gas by 

Valika Chemical Industries Ltd., Karachi, by catalytic 

conversion of synthesis gas.  This plant can produce 

about 9.3 t of crude methanol per day.  Distillation 

yields 8,8 t/d (2640 t/y) of "A-methand" and about 

0,5 t/d of "technical-grade-methanol".  "A-methanol" 

ia 99< 9 P«** cent pure methanol, while the technical 

methanol consists of 

70 % methanol 

20 % water 

10 % higher alcohola 
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The plant wae put Into operation early in 1967 and waa 

deeigned to aupply abova all tho raw material for tho 

factory owned formaldehyde and uraa formaldehyde pro- 

duction.  For thia purpose only A-methanol can bo uaad. 

The Technical-grade methanol was offered in the market 

where it was bought occasionally by the paint industry. 

The producer firm, however, finds difficulties in 

selling the technical product. 

As difficulties have been encountered also in the sale 

of urea formaldehyde, and as there were rarely any other 

buyers of A-methanol, the plant has so far been in 

operation only for a short periodo  In 1967 only about 

135 t and in 1968 until the end of July not more than 

55 t of A-methanol were manufactured. 

5.5.1.1.2.2 Problama 

The Vallka management hopes soon to bo able to extend 

tho production of urea formaldehyde.  This would at the 

same timo mean a batter utilisation of the methanol 

plant.  Other buyara of methanol, however, have not boon 

found ao far. 

The methanol required for turboprop planes must be of 

high purity.  The specificationa usually for aviation- 

type methanol are aa follows: 

-  apocific gravity:      0,7925 at 20°C 

purity 99.8 - 99*9 % 
water content 0.05 %  max. 
boiling range 63.7 - 6%.4°C at. 

75.6 mm Hg. 

flash point    1 7°C 
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OwinC to the high purity requirements it is absolutely 

necessary that the methanol 1B forwnrded in new lined 

containers or tanks 

As far as the locally manufactured product is concerned, 

Esso made a test of whether It would be suitable for PIA, 

The results of these tests Hre said to have been not 

entirely satisfactory   The local product did not pass 

two of the tests 

Another potential consumer is Lastern Chemical Industries 

in Chittagong   As production of this company is in direct 

competition with that of Valika. they should not be made 

dependent on rav. muterial supplies from that company 

If one day a polyester fibre factory operating on the basil 

of dimethyl terephthalate and ethylene glycol should be 

established, this would mean a strong competition to Valiki 

The technical erade methanol obtained as by-product in 

large quantities in this process is of high purity 

(98 - 99 per cent) and practically contains only water as 

impurity 

5» 5. 1 1, 3 1  Volume and Structur of Past Demand 

The most important consumers of methanol were 

•  Pakistan International airlines 

and, as formaldehyde manufacturers, 

Valika Chemical Industries Ltd, Karachi 

and 

Kastern Chemical Industries Ltd,., Chittußong. 
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The consumption in the paint industry is so small that 

thsrs ia no need to describe it, 

PIA made some estimates about their requirements of 

water-methanol mixture for the period 1968/69 to 197^/73= 

For 1968/69 PIA estimated its total consumption of mixture 

at 506,800 US gals.  This figure seems to bo too high and, 

therefore, we made our own estimates, 

Our calculations are based on the following facts and 

assumptions: 

The methanol content (by weight) varies between 

36 and 38 per cent   Since 1966 the concentration 

required in Pakistan is 38 per cent by weight or 

about l»3,5 per cent by volume at 15 O   It is assumed 

that the present figures will also be applicable in 

futura, 

- Under the climatic conditions in Pakistan a Fokker F 27 

("Friendship") plane per start and engine consumes 

between 19 and 23 litres of mixture   We have estimated 

an average consumption of k'¿   litres of mixture per 

• tart and plan« which is equivalent to 1*t*55 kg of 

pur« aviation grade methanol, 

- According to the time table issued in April 1968, PIA 

makea at present about 30,000 starts with turboprop 

planes per annum,  Out of this Kast Pakistan accounts 

for 13,000 starts and West Pakistan for 17,000 starts 

par year, the interregional flights being assigned to 

the wing from where they originate.  Similarly, the 

number of start units of turboprop planes has been esti- 

mated with the help of the time schedules of the past 

two years aa follows; 

r A F i i F ¡ !\J S ' I 1 l ! T f w  ' 1, 
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Year 

1965/66 

1966/67 

west  Pakistan 

16,900 

lU,500 

East Pakistan 

1, 100 

9 900 

Ail   Pakistan 

 L_ 
18,000 

2k   UOO 

According   to  the  number  of   engines,   one   start   of  a  Vis- 

plane  has  been   assumed   as   two   starta   of  an   F 27 

plane 

Taking   the   above   data   as  basis,   the   annual   consumption 

at  present   is   I89   t   in  East   Pakistan   and   2^7   t   in   West 

Pakistan        Thus     for   the  year   1967/68   the   total   consumption 

hss  been   assumed   as   U29   t,   which  is   1    1/2   per  cent   lower 

than   the   sun  of   the   two   figures       This   reduction  has  been 

mads   in   order  to  make  allowance   for   the   increase   in   the 

April    1968   schedule   compared   with   the   period   considered 

The  demand   figures   for   1965/06   may   not   give  a   realistic 

picture   of  the   actual   demand        The   figures   represent 

only  what   might   be   considered   the  normal   civil   aviation 

requirements   and   do   not   take   into  considerstion  whether 

PIA  has   Increased   or  reduced   its   services   as  a   consequence 

of  the   Indo  Pakistan   War 

The   remarks  made   in   ">  2   1   to   5   2   3  apply   to  the   consumption 

of methanol   by   the   formaldehyde  manufacturers       The   low 

demand   for UF     MF     PF  products   lias   resulted   In   a 

corraapondingly   amali  consumption  of  methanol       The   figurée 

of methanol   input   used   for   the   conversion   to  formaldehyde, 

are  baaed   on  Valika   stating   that   the   quantity  of  methanol 

required   for  the   production   of  1   t   of  formalin   ("37  par cent 

formaldehyde   solution   in  water)   is   0^55   t.     This   figure 

Is  sornawhat  higher   than   the   usual   0  ^23   t   of methanol   par 

ton  of   formalin 
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Th. comu«ption  cf «athanol in  th.   two  a.ctor. im.ntion.d 

ha. daveloped  a.   follows: 

Tabi.  80i Con «limp .»•ntlnn  of Methanol»   196S-1968   (in   ton») 

ÏUl_£lilliftil 
PIA 
Formaldehyde 
manufacture 

Total 

flipt  Pakiat»n 

PIA 

ronaald.hyde 
Manufactura 

Total 

|fl  Pakl.tan 

PIA 

Poraaldehyde 
Manufacture 

Total 

1965/66 

236 

16 

16 

251* 

25U 

1966/67 

¡38 

15k 

251* 

\ki* 

\kk 

398 

398 

1967/68 

2I43 

190 

1*33 

186 

100 1) 

286 

429 

29O 1) 

^ 

^I-port   figura,  «ra   con.iderably  higher,   »inca  Ea.tarn 
Chi-ioal   Indu.tria. Ltd.   .till   ha«  on  .tock  a  large 
quantity  of  unprocessed  methanol 

»early 57  par  cant   of th. methanol  consumed  by  PIA i. from 

Wast Pakistan   and   the balance   from Eaat  Pakietan,     The 

demand  from Eaat   P.ki.tan  again   ordinate,  mostly  from Dacca 

(75 per  cent)   because water-methanol   fuelling  for  the 

moat  of  the  flighta   i. done  here 

iiii 
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In Wost Pakistan   the   concentration   of the demand la  less 

pronouncedc     The   figures  available   suggest   that  about 

50 par  cent   of the   demand must  be   attributed   to Karachi, 

The  consumers  of  technical-grade  methanol  are   found   in 

Ch.ltta.fong and Karachi       Valika   in   Karachi   ia   self- 

supporting,,   while   Eastern Chemical   Induatries   Ltd   , 

Chittagong,   is dependent  on   imports 

Most of the water-methanol mixture for aviation purposes 

is supplied by Esso and Burmah Eastern PIA are said to 

import   certain quantities  themselves, 

There  are certain   agreements  which  divide  the   supplies 

as  follows' 

Esso covers  the  demand  of  West   Pakistan  except 

Karachi   and  East   Pakistan   except  Dacca 

•    Burmah Eastern   covers the  demand  of  the Dacca Airport, 

i.e.   the  Dacca   flight  region 

5.5°1o1o3o2     Forecast   of Consumption Trends 

Aa  indicated  in   5  2   1   to  •> 2   3.   a   considerable  expansion 

is planned  for the   local manufacture  of   formaldehyde  resin 

products   (UF.   MFt   PF)        This   development   has   a  direct 

influence  on  the   formaldehyde  and   thus   on  the  methanol 

production       Our   forecast   for  this   sector,   therefore,   is 

basad   on  the development  of   the   consumption   of formaldehyde 

discussed   in   5 9  k.,     Moreover,   the   assumption   is maintalnad 

that  Oc455  t  of  technical  grade  methanol  will  be needed   for 

the production of  I   t   of formalin 
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The   same   ratas  of increase   us  have been  used   by   PIA to 
make   their   forecasts  have   been   taken   HI  basis   for 
estimating   the  demand   of   PIA   for  the   period    1968/69 
to   1972/73c      For  the   two   years   following   this   period 
figures   slightly lower  than   the   average   ratee   during 
the   1968/69   to   1972/73  period   have  been   used,   i.e. 
12   per   cent   in   the  case   of   Last   Pakistan   and   10   per cent 
in   the   case   of  West   Pakistan.      For  the  years   1967/68  and 
1968/69   an   increase   of  starts  by  5  per  cent   has  been 
assumed   in  both wings  according  to discussions  with PIA 

representstives o 

When trying to assess the long-term aspects of the 
Methanol requirements for aviation purposes one is 
confronted  with the   following   situation 

According   to statements   of  the Planning   Department, 
PIA  has not  yet  tsken   any  decisions  for   the  yesrs 

beyond   1972/73« 

The   airline  also  in   the future  intends   to   extend  the 
feeder   services  in   Eaat and   West   Pakistan        Among  the 
new   routes   to be   opened in   the near  future   are   the 
following; 

Dacca   -   Sirajganj   -   Hogra   -  Dinajpur 
Dacca   -   Faridpur 
Dacca  -  Khulna 

- Khulna  -  Barissl   -   Bhola   - Matia   -   Sandwip - Chittagong 
Dacca   -  Chandpur  -   Noakhall - Matl« 

- Lahore   -  Sialkot   -   Rawalpindi 

- It is not yet known definitely whether In future jet 
planea will penetrate in fields where turboprops are 
still   in   use,   i.e.   in   the   short  distance   flights.     The 
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nylon cord la planned after 1970,   tho   consumption of  cord 
can be regarded as  constant fro»  that  year onwards. 

Aa   it  is  not known  at  what  dats   the  General  Tyre  a Rubber 
Co.   will   start   production again o   The   potential consumption 
of   this  firm is   therefore   stated   separately as  it   is   already 
dono  in  the case  of  rubber  consumption  (c.f. section  5 .k.k.j). 
Tho   figures on  cord   consumption   for  car tires are   based 
on   the  same assumptions as   those   listed in  section  5.4. 

Tho  potential  consumption  of cord  for   the production  of  truck 
and  passenger car  tyres  is  estimated   to be: 

1969 320 t 

1970 330 t 

1971 350 t 
1972 360 t 

1973 380 t 

1974 400 t 

1975 420 t 

Nylon Yarn 

Compared with an annual  consumption  of cotton amount ins; to 
about 300,000  t,   the   preaent consumption of nylon yarn  of 
about 4,000 tons  a year seems rather  modest.  Almost 
everywhere  in  the world  the consumption of  synthetic 
fibres  is undergoing;  a big increase.   Manufacturers,   importers, 
and   the   textile  industry in Pakistan  are also very optimistic 
as   regards  the   sales   prospects  for nylon products,   provided 
that  the  yarns   are  available.   In  view  of the high  import 
duties and the  competition  that  will   probably arise  from 
polyester fibres,   however,   we do  not   believe that   these 
expectations of an annual  increase  of nylon fibre  consumption 
of   20 to  30 per  cent  will  be fully realised.  On  the  basis 
of  discussions  with  a European manufacturer of polyamide 
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indication* are in favour of the turboprop*  For 

instane« Douglaa la planning u  new turboprop plana o 

But only the development within the next few years 

«ill show whether new jets can also compete on 

routas of less than 300 miles, 

Kven if we assume that the turboprops will in any 

case b* more economical on the short routes, the 

question remains whether it is justified to believe 

that the methanol-water mixture will be used, 

These few remarks show that any prediction of the demand 

beyond 1975 is highly speculative, as far us aviation- 

type methanol is concerned 

For our estimates we have assumed that owing to the 

difficulties of providing distilled water in most of 

the airports PIA will also in the future prefer planes 

using the mixture   Further, it is believed that turboprops 

will play a vital role on short routée and that the long- 

term rate of increase will not be much lower than at present. 

The values obtained on this basis are au—urised in Table 81. 
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At   can  be   sten  from Tabi«  81,   a   strong   Increase in  the 
consumption of methanol   for  the  production   of formalin 
o an   be   expected already   for   1968/69        The   consumption 
In   thla   sector in East   Pakistan  will   rise  by  79 per  cent 
between    1968/69  and   197^/75,   i,e.   an   average  annual 
increase   of »»bout   10  per  cent.     For   West   Pakistan 
equivalent   figures are   220   und  2 1   per   cent,   for All 
Pakistan    1*1  per cent   and   18  per   cent.      All   these  figures, 
howevere    are based on   the   assumption   of   the  development 
and   regional distribution   of this   industrial   sector made 
in   3.2.1   to 5.2.3 and   S^^o     Thus,   the   problems involved 
in   the   consumption forecast   for methanol   in  this sector 
are   the   same as described   in   these   sections. 

Table  81   also shows  that  PIA will   lose   its   first place 
as  consumer of methanol   to   the  formaldehyde manufacturers 
presumably already in   1966/69, 

PIA'a   requirements are   expected   to   increase by 98 per cent 
between   1967/68 and   197V75,   i  •     an   average annual 
increase   of 10 per cent,      The  share   of   this  company  in 
the   total  demand in   197V75  *• expected   to  be reduced  to 
one   sixth  of the total. 

Under  the   conditions discussed here   Kast  Pakistan will 
account   for 61  per cent   of  the total   consumption of 
methanol   in  197V75» 
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5.5.1.1.*    Pfifft! 

ValIk«'• praaant prie« for A-uathanol la 

2,500 Rs./t 

inoludlnf all  taxaa. 

According to Eaao Standard Eaatarn Inc.,  Karachi,   tha 

e A f prica for aviation  grado nathanol is at praaant 

M5.- l/t.    Thia prica rafar« to imports in barrala fro« 

tha USA. 

It  aaaaia that «athanol can bo importad at chaapar  rataa 

fro« eountriaa  aitoh  aa Italy and  Waat  Garnany.     Tha 

proaant priea c 4 f Karachi fro» Waat  Qonaany (Dagusaa) 

ia for instanca about 275 t/t  for supplies  of 500  tona 

par yaar. 

A  aurvay on  tha prica  situation   of sjothanol   technical 

grada ia fivan in Tabla 82 which coapila«  tha doajoatic 

pricaa of «oa» important  consumar eountriaa. 

TnH« 821 Prlcaa  for jiathanoll)   itm a/toa) 

Yaar USA Waat-Oanaany Italy England 

19«* 9«.5 7Ì.5 108 83.5 

1*5 9«.5 77 108 83.5 

19«« §9.5 72.5 112 83.5 

19«7 83 725 99 83 

19« S 83 59.5 97 «3 

1) Tha pria«« includa fraifht, but not taxaa 
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There i« evidence that the price trend in the world 

market ia going down,  In Germany for example it is 

expected that a large plant will be put into operation 

which by using cheaper raw material« will reduce costs 

of production considerably 

The development of the future price« for bulk purchase) 

ha« bean estimated by a large consumer of methanol as 

follow«: 

1968 -     100 

1969 -      9* 
1970 «      73 

In   theee  circumstances  the manufacturo  of methanol   in 

small plant« might become uneconomic, 

5,5.1,1   5    peco—ondation« 

The  capacity of Valika will be  sufficient  to meet   the 

demand  in  West  Pakistan at  least  until   197V75« 

The  East  Pakistan  producer  of formaldehyde  should  not   be 

expected   to buy his  raw materials  precisely from his 

only competitor«     Therefore,   the  firm  should be  given 

the possibility  of  importing  part   of its methanol. 

Setting  up a plant   for East  Pakistan   on   the b.isis   of 

synthesis  gns   still   docs not   appear  recommendable   in 

view of  the present   low demand       Thus,   it  may be 
worthwhile coneidering to moke methanol  from pyroligneous 

liquor obtained by wood distillation 
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Sa «aso tte« aoatioaod polyostor f«etory is baaod on 
dlnothyltorophthalata,   tho  probi«« probably would bo 
•olvod.     In any caio th« decision on tho polyostor 
plant  should bo taken boforo a furthar plant  for tho 
production  of nothanol  is  sanctioned. 
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Butano! 

Butanols art alcohols of ih« formala C, H-OH, of which four 
kn9 

isomers  exist. 

Normal  butyl  alcohol   Is   used   as  a   reactive  solvent   In   the 
manufacture  of  butylated   amino  resins   such as  UF,   MF   and 
PF.   Used   in  conjunction  with  ketones,   it   enhances   the   di- 
luant   tolerance  of  nitrocellulose   lacquers.   It   is  also  used 
aa   an  extractive   solvent,   for  example,   for antibiotics,   hor- 
mones   and vitamins   and   as  a   raw Material   in  the  manufacturer 
of  plasticisers,   etc. 

The   total  consumption   in   Pakistan  at   present  does  not   exceed 
50   tons  per year.   The   paint   industry  is   the stain user. 
Butano1  is  imported. 
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5»3.2 Ketones 

5.5.2.I Acetone 

5.5.2.1.1 General Characteristic! 

5.5.2.1.2 Domestic Production 

5.5.2.1.3 Demand 

3.5.2.1.'* Prices 

5.5.2.1.5 Recommendations 
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5.5*2.1 Acetone 

5.5.2.1.1   General   Characteristics 

Acetone   (CH„   CO  CH_ )   is   the   simplest  and   the   most   important 

compound   of   the   ketone   group.   It   is  a  colourless   flammable 

liquid   of   a   pleasant   smell   which   can be   mixed   with water, 

ethanol ,   methanol   and  many   other   solvents. 

Acetone   is   produced 

by  butanol-acetone   or   ethanol-acetone   fermentation  or 

by   certain  petrochemical   processes   starting  from 

ethanol,   acetaldehyde, 

acetic   acid, 

isopropyl   alcohol,   or 

eumene. 

The   eumene  process   in  our  opinion  is   of   special   importance 

for  developing  countries   because  it   produces   two  essential 

products   at   the   same   time   and  thus   leads   to  a  relatively 

large   capacity  of  the   production plant. 

Acetone   is   a  multi-purpose   solvent.   In addition  to  this   it 

serves   for   syntheses   of  methyl  methacrylate,    chloroform,   higher 

ketones   like   methyl     isobutyl   ketone   (MIBK),   diacetone  alcohol 

(DAA)   and   other  petrochemicals.   In  the  paint   and  varnish 

industry   it   is   used  among  other  solvents,   as   a   component   in 

nitrocellulose  and  acrylic   lacquers.   In   the   production  of 

rayon   it   serves   as  a  solvant   of  cellulose   acetate,   from  which 

threads   are   spun  in a  dry   spinning process.    Its   capacity   to 
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dissolve  about the hundredfold volume of acetylene allows the 

safe handling of steel cylinders filled with acetylene. In this 

process acetone acts as stabiliser in contact with kieselguhr. 

In extraction processes it is used for the production of tanning 

agents, resins, perfumes and pharmaceuticals. Another field of 

application is the oil seed extraction, especially of cotton 

seed. Moreover, it is used for degreasing sheep's wool. 

In Pakistan it is used mainly for dissolving acetylene and for 

producing cellulose acetate. Moreover, it is used in the manu- 

facture of paints and varnishes, in the shoe industry (tanning) 

in the pharmaceutical line and the tobacco manufacture. Acetone 

is not yet used for the extraction of oil seed. In this sector 

hexane is preferred because it is less expensive. 

5.5.2.1.2 Domestic Production 

The Pakistan Ordnance Factories Ltd., Wah, and, since 1966, 

the Kohinoor Rayon Ltd., Lahore, are producing acetone in 

Pakistan. According to an agreement with the Planning Commission 

of Pakistan we do not report on the first-named plant. 

The Kohinoor plant produces acetone from acetaldehyde by a 

catalytic process. Two tons of acetone can be produced per day. 

This capacity is in principle harmonised with that of the 

cellulose acetate plant. Kohinoor is able to produce ten tons 

of rayon per day; an average of 20 per cent of this quantity 

can be expected as loss of solvents. 
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Only the surplus production is offered on the domestic market. 

It s>s>« un tec' to about thirty tons in 1966 and to about hundred 

twenty tons in 1967• According to statements of the enterprise 

in 196H about hundred twenty tons will be sold. 

5-5.2. 1 .3 D+wmnd 

With the exception of the consumption by the Pakistan Ordnance 

Factories and Kohinoor, the total consumption is at present of 

the order of fifty tons per year. The main consumers are Pakistan 

Oxygen Ltd., Karachi and Pakistan Industrial Gases Ltd., Karachi, 

which are using acetone as solvent for acetylene gas. The con- 

sumption of other consumers (paints, tobacco, pharmaceuticals) 

is very isal1. 

As sources of supply only foreign countries can be considered 

besides Kohinoor and the occasional surplus production of 

Pakistan Ordnance Factories. The acetylene suppliers have to 

rely on imports because of the fact that Kohinoor's acetone 

allegedly contains too much water and therefore it would corrode 

the steel cylinders. Nothing is known about the quality of the 

acetone produced in Wah. But in any case it is not used for 

storage of acetylene either. 

The acetóne consumption in the acetylene sector is relatively 

high (about forty tons). Ten tons out of this quantity are 

required by Pakistan Oxygen Ltd. for East Pakistan. 
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The  volume of  acetone  consumption for dissolved acetylene  can  be 
explained by  improper treatment  of  the   steel  cylinders.   It 
often  happens   that welding gas   is  taken  from cylinders   in hori- 
zontal   position  so  that   acetone  escapes   at   the  same   time. 

A  clear   idea  about   the   total   consumption   and  its  development 
cannot   be given because   the  Wan has  not  been interviewed.   In 
general   it  can  be  said  that   the   consumption  of  the   acetylene 
producers has   shown hardly  any  increasing  tendency  during the 
last   few years.   This  can  presumably  be   traced back  to  a gra- 
dually  improving handling  of  gas  cylinders.   The  two  acetylene 
producing firms  have been  of  the  opinion  that  only  a   small 
increase  in  consumption may be  expected  for  the future. 

Basically it   can be assumend  that   the  acetylene  consumption  is 
closely  related  to  the  development   of  the  metal working in- 
dustries.  However,   since   National  Oil   Co.   intends  to   replace 
part   of   the acetylene required  for welding purposes   by  liquefied 
petroleum gas   an important   increase  in  acetone  consumption 
cannot   be expected. 

According to  our findings   the  same  is   true with regard  to  the 
paint   and varnish industry   because   the  sector of nitrocellulose 
lacquers  is not  very important.   An  increasing demand  would have 
to  originate   in  other sectors,   which are  not  important   as yet. 
The  production  of methyl   methacrylate  can be  taken  into  consi- 
deration as  a  potential   consumer.   Whether  a production  of this 
type  will be   taken up in   the  next  few years  is  in  our  opinion 
uncertain.  Thus,   every  statement about  new fields  of  appli- 
cation  is  speculative at   present. 
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The maximum growth rate of the total consumption is estimated 

at ten per cent and this is presumably not a conservative fore- 

cast, A reliable prediction can, however, not be made because 

essential parts of the total consumption are unknown. 

5.5.2.1.k   Prices 

Kohinoor's ex factory price without taxes amounta at present to 

3,300.00 Rs./t. 

Including all taxes the factory price is 

3,951.00 Re./t. 

According to statements by Pakistan Oxygen Ltd. imported acetone 

must be bought against Bonus voucher. 

The total import charges on acetone are 

236.5 per cent on c A f value. 

The present price c A f Karachi of acetone imported from 
England is 

264 $/t. 

Therefore, the landed costs amount to about 

4,220.00 Rs./t. 
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A survey of price« in aone producer countriea i. ahown below. 

Table 85 Inland Pricea of Acetone in Some Producer Countriei 
1964 - 196« (in $/t) 

USA France Oernany Italy 

1964 143 136 119 108 
1963 143 132 110 103 
1966 143 132 132 132 
1967 143 132 132 128 
1968 143 136 119 128 

a) Pricea do not include taxea but freight 

3.3.2.1.5 Reco—aonda ti one 

In view of the aaiall local demand, apart fron the celluloae 

acetate factory of Kohinoor, a further local production of 

acetone for the doaeatic Market does not aeeai expedient. It 

•hould be examined whether the quality of Kohinoor»a acetone 

can be improved ao that it can alao be uaed for the atorage 
of acetylene. 

The queation about the enlarfenent of the acetone production 

•iffht beeone acute after a deciaion haa been taken about a 

plant for the production of acrylic polyaera. The probi« of 

acetone production would have to be considered in that 
connection. 
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5.5.2.2   Methyl   Ethyl   Ketone 

Methyl   ethyl   ketone   (MEK ) ,   CH     -   CO   -   CH2   -   CH   ,   is   a   flamm- 

able   liqid   with   an   odour   similar   to   that   of   ether.   MEK  has 

similar  properties   to   acetone. 

It   is   a   by-product   contained,   for   example,    in  wood   spirit,   and 

acetone   oils.    It   is   produced  on   an   industrial   scale   by   dehydro- 

genation   of   secondary   butanol   over   zinc   oxide   on   pumice, 

MEK  is   used   as   a   solvent    for  cellulose   nitrate   and   cellulose 

acetate   paints,   for   acrylics,   phenolic   and   alkyd   resins,   and 

for  vinyl   copolymers.   Further  uses   are   in   the   manufacture   of 

smokeless   powder,   flavourings,   perfumes   and   insecticides,   the 

dewaxing   of   lubricating   oils   and   extracting   purposes. 

In   Pakistan,   MEK   is   mainly  used  by   the   National   Refinery   Ltd., 

Karachi   and   the   Attock   Oil   Go,,   Rawalpindi,    for   the   dewaxing  of 

lubricating   oils.   These   two  concerns   account   for  75   per  cent   of 

the   country's   total   consumption,   the   remaining   25   per   cent   being 

accounted   for   mainly   by   the   paint   industry. 

The   total   consumption   in    1 9ö7   was   about   2^0   tons.   Consumption 

seems  mainly   to   develop   by  a   series   of   jumps   connected  with 

the   expansion   of   refinery   capacities.   MEK   is   not   produced   in 

Pakistan. 
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5.5.2.3  Methyl   Isobutvl   Ketone 

Methyl   isobutyl  ketone   (MIBK),   (CH3)2-CH-CH2-C0-CH3,   is   a 
colourless   liquid  with   properties  similar   to   those   of   methyl 
ethyl  ketone.   It   is  usually  obtained  by  dehydrogenation   of 
diacetone   alcohol   and   subsequent  catalytic   conversion   of   the 
resultant  mesityl   oxide.   MIBK  is  a   favourite   of   the   paint 
industry  because   it   can   carry  a  high   solid   content  at   low 

viscosity. 

Further   fields   of  application  are   the  manufacture   of   anti- 
biotics   such  as  penicillin  and aureomycin   and  the  extraction 

and  separation  of  rare  metals,   such  as   uranium. 

The  use   of  MIBK in  Pakistan has  until   now   practically   been 
limited   to   the   paint   industry,   where   it   is   largely  used   in 
the manufacture   of  nitrocellulose   lacquers.   The   consumption 
figures  lie  between  30  and ko  tons  per year.   The  entire  de- 

mand  is   covered by   imports. 
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5.5.1.2        Ethyl   Alcohol 

5.5.1.2.1   General   Characteristics 

Ethanol   or   ethyl   alcohol,   CH, -CH      (OH),   is   a   colourless   liquid   which 

is   easily   inflammable.    It   often   occurs   in  nature   because   it   is     gener- 

ated  during   fermentation. 

Ethyl   alcohol   is   produced  tr    alcoholic   fermentation   of   raw  materials 

containing  carbohydrates,   and   by   petrochemical   processes   starting 

from  ethylene,   acetaldehyde   or   synthesis   gas. 

Fermentation   produces   only  alcohol   of   a   maximum  concentration   of   20 

per  cent   because   the   bacteria   necessary   for   fermentation  die   at   this 

concentration.   But   a   subsequent   simple   distillation   can   produce   a 

concentration   of  up   to   about   96   per   cent.   A  further   separation   of 

water  and   alcohol   cannot   easily   be   made   because   the   mixture   is   azeo- 

tropic. 

Ethyl   alcohol   Is  used  as 

- a   primary  product   for  certain  chemical   goods,   for  example 

acetaldehyde,   dyestuffs,   scents 

- a   solvent   for   fats,   oils,   resins,   numerous  dyestuffs,   iodine, 

medicine   preparations   and   other 

- a   fuel   and   anti-knock   fuel   component 

- a   component   of   alcoholic   drinks. 

In   Pakistan,   since    19otí,   the   largest   part   of   the   ethanol   has   been 

processed   into   ethylene   for   the   production   of   polyethylene.   The 

second  most   important   sector   of  demand   is   the   beverage   industry. 

Large   quantities   are   also  used   for   the   production   of   acetone   and 

acetic   anhydride.   Finally  considerable   quantities   are   utilized   in 

the   pharmaceutical   industry  or  destined   for   export. 
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5.5.2.4   Diacetone   Alcohol 

Diacetone   alcohol   (BAA),   CH^-CO-CH,,-^ CHUCK   )., ,   is   a   colour- 

less,   high-boiling   liquid  which   is   miscible   with   water  and 

many   organic   solvents.    It   is   obtained from  acetone   by   liquid 

phase   condensation   in   the   presence   of   an   alkaline   catalyst. 

It   is   used,    like   most   ketones,   as   a   solvent   in   the   surface 

coatin^ field.    It   is   also   one   of   the   few   organic   solvents 

which   is   suitable   for   use   as   a   vehicle   for  castor   oil   in 

brake   fluids,   as   it   is   miscible   with   the   oil   over   a   wide 

temperature   range   and   does   not   attack   rubber. 

70   per   cent   of   the   present   total   consumption   of  about   80 

tons   per   year  goes   into   the   paint   field.   About   30   per   cent 

is   used   in   the   local   manufacture   of   brake   fluid» 

We   wish   to   point   out   here   that   until   now   the   greater  quanti- 

ty   of   brake   fluid   used   has   been   imported,   The   import   figure 

in   1966/67   was   759   tons,   in   1967/68,   k18   tons.   United  Chemical 

Industries   Ltd.,   Karachi,   however   intends   to   start    large- 

scale   production   of   brake   fluid   before   the   end   of    1968.   The 

capacity   of   the   plant   is   reported   to   be   1,000   tons   per  year. 

Larger   imports   of   DAA   anL   smaller   imports   of   brake   fluid  must 

therfore   be   expected   in   future. 

If  we   assume   a   mean   consumption   of   brake   fluid   of   approx. 

600   tons   per  year,   about   24f)   tons   of   DAA   will   have   to  be 

imported,   as   the   DAA   content   of  brake   fluii   is   about   ko   per 

cent.   The   DAA   consumption  would   rise   to   about   300   tons   by 

I974/75   if  we   assume   a   growth   rate   of   3   per  cent   for   the 

number   of  motor  vehicles. 
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5.5.3  Chlorinated  Hydorcarbons 

The  chlorinated hydrocarbons   tetrachloroethylene   (CCI  -CCI   ), 
carbon  tetrachloride   (CCI.)   and  trichloroethylene   (CHC1-CC1   ) 
are  used  in   the  dry cleaning  industry and  for general  clean- 

ing purposes. 

This   sector   is  In   the  early  stages   of development  In   Pakistan: 
there   are  at   present  about   seven dry  cleaners   in West   Pakistan 
and  one   in  East   Pakistan  who   use   tetrachloroethylene.   As   far 
as we  were   able   to  find   out,   the  total   consumption  of this 
chlorinated   hydrocarbon  is  about  65   tons   per year. 

Carbon  tetrachloride and  trichlorethylene  are  used   to a  liai ted 
extent  for  cleaning machines,   in repair   shops,   etc. 
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5.5.^  Ester   Solvents 

Among  the   ester  solvents   in  Pakistan   at   present   only  butyl 
acetates are   of  some   importance. 

Butyl   acetates  are   isomers   of  the  empirical   formula   CH COOC.H  , 
All   isomers   are   colourless   liquids   with   a   fruity   odour,   and 
are  usually   obtained   from  butanol   and   acetic   acid  by   esteri- 
fication. 

Butyl acetates are mainly used as solvents and extraction 
agents. They are however largely replaced by MEK and MIBK 
in the surface coatins sector, as these have higher solid 
contents   for   a   given  viscosity. 

The  main  user   of butyl   acetate   in   Pakistan   is   the   WPIDC 
penicillin   factory.   Paint   manufacturers   also  use   small 
quantities.   As   far  as  we   were   able   to   determine,   the   total 
consumption   is   of  the   order  of  50  tons   per  year. 
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5.5.5  Aromatica 

5.5.5.1 Benzene 

Benzene, C^H^, is the base of all aromatic compounds. It 

is present in petroleum, coke-oven gas and coal tar. Now- 

adays it is mainly extracted from petroleum by catalytic 

reforming and from toluene. 

Benzene is one of the most important raw materials in 

organic chemistry. Phenol, insecticides, chlorobenzene, 

aniline, styrene and detergents are among the products 

manufactured from it. It can also be used as a motor fuel, 

having an octane number above 100. Further applications 

are as solvents and extraction agents. 

Benzene is mainly used in the manufacture of insecticides 

(DDT, BHC) in Pakistan. Refineries, paint manufacturers 

and firms extracting plant alkaloids import small quan- 

tities. 

The consumption figures to date are given in table 86. The 

figures for the insecticides industry were extracted from 

the DDT and BHC production figures. We based our calcula- 

tions on O.69 tons benzene per ton of DDT and 0,k8   tons 

of benzene per ton of BHC. 
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Table  86; Consumption   of  Benzene ' >   m   the   P«TH ^ 

1965/66 - I967/68 (in tnn.) 

Vest Pakistan 

DDT 

BHC 

Others 

Total West Pakistan 

East Pakistan 

DDT 

All Pakistan 

DDT 

BHC 

Others 

I Total All Pakistan 

1965/66 

3kk 

30 

37^ 

3kk 

30 

37^ 

1966/67 

415 

ko 

k55 

125 

5ko 

ko 

580 

1967/68 

59Ö 

179 

50 

2) 

2) 

827 

308 

906 

179 

50 

LH: 

nz~  
The possible consumption of benzene for the production 

of detergents has not been taken into consideration 

(see section 8.5,2) 

2) 
See  critical   remarks   in   section   5.6.3.2.2   concerning 

consumption  volume. 
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5.5.5.2 Toluene 

Toluene. C¿H_CH„, is a colourless liquid with an odour 
o 5 i 

similar to that of benzene. It is present in crude oil 

and is produced also by hydroforming. 

It was in the past used almost exclusively in the manu- 

facture of trinitro toluene and as a component of avia- 

tion spirit. Now, it is an important raw material for 

the chemical industry, being employed, for example, in 

the manufacture of benzene, caprolactam and phenol. 

Toluene is also used as a solvent and as an extraction 

agent. 

The National Refinery Ltd., Karachi is at present the 

largest private consumer in Pakistan, having a consumption 

of approx, 175 tons per year. Smaller quantities, at an 

estimate 30 tons per year, go into the surface coatings 

industry. 
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5.5.5.J   Xylene 

Xylene   is   an   aromatic   hydrocarbon   of   the   general   form- 

ula   C^H;+(CH    )0   of   which   there   are   three   isomers   (ortho-, 

meta-   and   paraxylene), 

Whilst   xylene   was   in   the   past   extracted   from   coal   tar, 

it   is   now   usual   in   the   industrialised   countries   of   the 

West   to   produce   it   by   hydroformine   together   with   benzene 

and   toluene   from   crude   oil,    As   excessive   quantities   of 

xylene   are   obtained   when   producing   it   with   other   aromatic 

hydrocarbons,    refineries   mainly   use   it   as   an   additive   to 

increase   the   octane   number   of   petrol.    Xylene   mixtures 

are   also   important   solvents   for   greases,    oils,   synthetic 

resins,   rubber   etc.    In   the   surface   coatings   industry, 

such   mixtures   play   an   important   role   as   diluents. 

Ortho-   and   paraxylene   are   important   industrial   raw   mat- 

erials   necessary   to   the   manufacture   of   phthalic   anhydride 

and   terephthalic   acid.    Whilst    phthalic   anhydride   is   widely 

used   in   the   manufacture   of   píastici sers,    alkyd   resins   and 

other   polyester   resins,    teraphthalic   acid   is   essential   in 

the   manufacture   of   polyester   fibres. 

In   Pakistan,    xylene   takes   second   place   among   the   solvents 

only   to   mineral   turpentine   at    least   if   petrol   and   solvent 

oil   are   neglected,    It   is   used   in   smaller   quantities   by 

the   surface   coatings    industry   and   in   the   formulation     of 

liquid   insecticide   mixtures.    As   far   as   we   were   ;ible   to   de- 

termine,   it   lias   in   the   past   mainly   been   bought   by   the   De- 

partment   of   Agriculture   and   in   smaller   quantities   by   the 

General   Tractors   and   Machinery   Co.    Ltd.,    Karachi   for   in- 

secticida 1   purposes, 

Attempts   to   estimate   the   consumption   in   the   past   are   hin- 

dered   mainly   be   the   fact   that   xylene   cannot   always   be 

definitely   identified   from   the   data   given   by   the   competent 

authorities,    as   in   some   cases   only   the   importation   of 
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"solvants"   ha»   been  recorded. 

A summary  of  the   positively  identified   imports   of  «ylene 

and  a   rough   estimate   of   the  demand  of   the   surface  coatings 

industry  leads   to   the   following  consumption  figures: 

Table   87=        Iflflîntftîll   ?f   Xvlene   DttriM   thf   Per^ 
l9<p/64   -   1966/67   fin   ton») 

E est  Pakistan 

;nsec ticides 
O Hhers 

1963/64 1964/65 

1 50 

loo 

»ub-total 

i ast   Pakistan 

nsec ticides 

Doners   ' 

250 

230 

1ÜO 

100 

Sub-total 

Ul   Pakistan 

[nsec ticides 

Dthers   ' 

330 

100 

300 

100 

1965/bb 

120 

JTota 7T 

380 

200 

580 

400 

300 

200 

120 

26O 

100 

1966/67 

150 

140 

36O 

260 

220 

890 

IO6 

100 

500 480 

206 

256 

240 

496 

^Mainly   surface  coatings   industry,   estimated 

Our   studies  have  shown   that   the   consumption   figures   given 

are   to be   regarded  as   minimum values. 
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5,5.6.   Plastlcisers 

5.5.6.1   General Characteristic» 

Plastlcisers are usually low-molecular weight solid or liquid 

organic compounds which can be worked into polymers. They give 

the high-polymeric structures certain desired physical pro- 

perties, as for example increased elasticity, reduced hardness, 

plasticity and lower the second order transition temperature. 

Tinse properties last for a considerable time. 

Phthalic acid esters are at present in wide use as plast- 

icisers, and as dioctyl phthalate, dibutyl phthalate, dimethyl 

terephthalate and phosphoric acid esters, polyglycol esters 

from fatty acids and chlorinated paraffins. Plastlcisers are 

above all important to the coatings, plastics and rubber sectors. 

Their most frequent application (up to 70 per cent of the entire 

consumption of plastlcisers) is however in the manufacture of 

plasticised PVC. 

The addition of plastlcisers to PVC (20 - 50 per cent plaati- 

ciser content) is necessary in the manufacture of moulding 

compounds for cable insulation, shoes, films and other ex- 

truded and injection-moulded articles. Plastlcisers are also 

used in the manufacture of PVC pastes for artificial leather, 

floor coverings and cast article production. The plastlcisers 

in main use for PVC are the phthalic acid esters; of these, 

dioctyl phthalate (DOP) takes first place. Phosphoric acid 

esters such as trioctyl- and tricresyl phosphate and chlorinated 

paraffins are however also in use. 

Almost the only field in which plastlcisers haved gained any 

greater significance in Pakistan is the manufacture of PVC 

compounds and pastes. Here, dioctyl phthalate is the main 

product used. 
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5.5.1.2,2   Domestic   Production 

In   Pakistan   ethyl   alcohol   is   only   produced   by   fermentation   of  molasses, 

which   occurs   in   large   quantities   as   a   by-product   of  sugar   production. 

The   capacities   set   up   for   the   production   of   96   per   cent   alcohol   are 

as   follows » 

West   Pakistan Capacity   (in   t/y) 

Valika   Chemical   Ind.    Ltd.,   Karachi 

Premier   Sugar   Mills,   Mardan 

Kohinoor   Rayon   Ltd.,   Lahore 

Frontier   Sugar   Mills,    Takht-i-Bhai 

Habib   Sugar   Mills,   Nawabshah 

Hyesons   Sugar   Mills,   Khanpur 

Quetta   Distillery     Ltd,    (¿uetta 

Kotti   Distillery   Ltd.,    Hyderabad 

Crescent   Sugar   Mills,    Lyallpur 

Murree   Brewery   Co.   Ltd.,   Rawalpindi 

10,700 

4,300 

3,600 

2,100 

2,100 

2, 100 

2, 100 

not working 

2,100 

not known 

East   Pakistan Capacity   (in   t/y) 

Carew  <fc   Co.    Ltd.,   Dacca 2,500 

It   is   the   sugar  mills   and  distilleries   which   buy   the   molasses   on   the 

market   that   are   the   real   suppliers   of   ethyl   alcohol   to   the   general 

market. 

Valika   Chemical   Industries   Ltd.   utilizes   ethanol   for   the   production   of 

ethylene/polyethylene.    The   capacity  of   the   plant   is   so   designed   that 

the   entire   requirements   of   the   polyethylene   plant   can   be   met. 

Kohinoor's   fiant   is   integrated   in   a   cellulose   acetate   factory,   where 

ethanol    is   processed   into   acetaldehyde   and   acetone.   Acetladehyde   is 

the   raw   material   for   producing  acetic   anhydride,   which   is   the   primary 

product   for   the   manufacture   of  cellulose   acetate.    Acetone   is   used   as 

a   solvent   for   the   dry-spinning  process.   Kohinoor   has   sold   ethanol   from 
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The sain demand of the rubber sector is directed towards spindle 

oils, which comprise about 3 per cent of the nix for aost rubber 

products. Being purely refinery products, these oils are not 

considered in this study. We were unable to discover any con- 

suaption of plasticisers in the paints field. 

3.5.6.2  Powostic Production 

There is no domestic production of the plasticisers considered 

in Pakistan, nor are any such projects planned, as far as we 

were able to detersine. 

3.5.6.3. Demand 

5.5.6.3.1  Volume and Structure of Past Demand 

The following considers only the deaand of the PVC sector far 

plasticisers. The table below shows the consumption of the 

past four years. 

Table 88 t   r.on.u«.tlon of Plasticisers in 

West Pakistan. 1965 - 1968 (in ton») 

Year 

1965 

1966 

1967 
1968*) 

West Pakistan 

%(H) 

J» 50 

050 

1,330 

*)  Estimated  consumption 

East   Pakistan All  Pakistan 

125 

110 

250 
180 

6O5 

540 

1.100 

1.510 
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Approximately 90 per cant of th« consumption figuro« given in 

th« above table roproaont consumption of dioctyl phthalate. 

Th« regaining 10 por cont  represent in the main consumption 

of dibutyl phthalate and chlorinated paraffins. 

The plasticisers contused in 1967/68 wont in the sain - 67 por cont« 

into paste production. A further 13 por cent wore used for »hoe com- 

pound and 20 per cent in the manufacture of cable compound. 

Only about 12 per cent of the total demand for plasticisers in 

1968 originated from East Pakistan. This ia explained by the 

fact that the main ueer - the artificial leather industry - 

is much more widely represented in West Pakistan than in the 

Eastern Wing. At the time of our survey, we were only able to 

find one concern manufacturing compounds in East Pakistan. Two 

further plants were closed down. 

In West Pakistan» there are at present about nine manufacturers 

of artificial leather who prepare their own pastes. Two to 

three further plants are closed down. Tv© further firme are 

manufacturing compounds: the Atlas Rubber A Plastic Industries 

Ltd., a cable manufacturer, and Arokey Chemicals Industries. 

DOP is mainly supplied by England and the USA. Other plasti- 

cisers are in the main either of West Oerman or British origin. 

5.5.6.3.2 forecast of Consumption Trend» 

The mean annual growth rate for the consumption of plasticisers 

in Pakistan over the period 1963 to 19^8 was approximately 

36 per cent. The fact that this quota is higher than the growth 
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rate for PVC consumption indicates that compounding has until 

now bean expanding in Pakistan. The rising consumption was, as 

is true for other cases, only interrupted briefly in 1966 by 

the economic recession which followed the Indo-Pakistani War. 

Further great expansions are without doubt to be expected in 

both East and Vest Pakistan in the future. The first signs can 
already be seen. 

The following firms for instance plan to start the production 

of compounds in or after 1969 or to extend the existing capa- 
cities* 

- Karim Rubber, Dacca: 2,000 t of shoe and cable grade 
compound 

- Cable factory of the EPIDC, Chittagong: 3.000 tons of 

cable grade compound 

- Atlas Rubber A Plastic Cables Industries Ltd. j 

5»OOO t of shoe compound, cable compound and paste 

in the first phase; 10,000 t of compound from 1970. 

If all these projects were realised to the desired extent, 

quite obviously on principle all PVC soft types would be 

produced in Pakistan by 1970. The demand for plasticisers thus 

should develop in the next two years according to the exten- 

sion of the capacities until the demand for PVC soft is fully 

met. After 1970 the further development of the demand for 

plasticisers will depend on the increase in the demand for 

PVC soft. The following individual consumption figures are 
estimated by us: 
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19*8 
1969 

1970 

1971 
1972 
1973 
197* 
1973 

l,5io t 
2,3*3 t 
3,220 t 
3,6oo t 
I», too t 
fc,6oo t 
3.too t 

3.730 t 

Accorditi* to tiki«  »stiMtf tt» dHMtnd for plaaticlaora will 
lnoroaaa alaoat  fourfold up to  1973*   By thon Eaat  Pakiotan 
«ill  account for about 30 per oont and Vaat  Pakt a tan for 
about 70 par cont  of  tha daaand.   About 90 par cant  of  thla 
quantity  ahould  atill ba DOP. Tb« roomininé*  10 par cont  aro 
ohiofly dlbutylphtnalat«,  chi or ina tod paraffina,  and paraffin« 
aulphonic acid phonyl/craayl aatara. 
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5«5«6.J»    Price» 

The prices   for  DOP have  in  recent  months  risen  sharply,   at   least 
in Germany.   The   price   rise  was   fro« US  $   3HO  per  ton  to  approx. 
US  $   600  per   ton.   The   manufacturers  have   given     no   reason   for 
this   rise   of   two-thirds   of   the  old  price.   It   is   certain   that 
the  worldwide   DOP  production  capacities   are   too   small   to  meet 
the  demand.   The   question of whether  or  not   the   present  high 
price  will   in   the  near  future   fall   equally   sharply  remains   open. 

The  c   A f  prices   for  DOP at   the   time  of   the   study  were  between 
¿•00  and k}0   US   $   per   ton.   Chlorinated  paraffin  are   sold  at 
about   US  $   2¿*0  per  ton.   C  A  f  prices  probably   also have   risen 

sharply  in   the  Meantime. 

5»5«6.5    Consumers 

Worthy of mention among the present users are above all Arokey 

Chemicals Industries and Atlas Rubber A Plastics Industries Ltd, 

Further important users are all firms which manufacture PVC 

coatings. These are listed in section 5.1.3.5. Future large- 

scale users are the Karin Rubber Industries and the EPICD Cable 

Factory. 
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5.5.6.6. fil£2m&ál¿¿2fi£ 

In view of the result« preaented abeve, we consider it advi- 

sable to boffin with tho manufacture of plaatlcissrs in parti- 

cular DOP, M «oon «a poaaiblo. Tho minimum «conoaiic capacity 

of a plant for tho Manufacturo of DOP la approximately 500 tons. 

As compounding oporationa aro carrlod out in both Eaat and 

Vast Pakistan, wo euggeet that plants aro arac tod in both Ninfa. 

Vo also auggeat that tho PVC factory ba allowed to carry out 

only a Minor ahare of tho compounding oporationa for moulding 

compounds, in ordor to prevent the introduction of monopolistic 

marketing practices. As long as its PVC compound has only a 

small share in the market, one need normally have no faara 

that the reain will be supplied to the compounding concama 

at pricea which are exeeealvely high in compariaon with the 

compound* manufactured by tho PVC factory itaelf. 
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5.3.7   »•*•*• 

3.5.7.1 Oanaral Ctiaraotarlatlcs 
5.3.7.2 Tha Pakistan Oil EKtra«ti©n   Induatry 

and Ita  Probi ««a 
3.3.7.3 Doaaatlc  Production 

5.3* 7**»  Daawnd 

5.3.7.*. 1   Volwaa of »»at   Daiand 
5.5.7.4.2  Porocaat of Catta«aaption Trans)» 

3.3.7.3 Prieaa 
5.3.7.6 Racoaaanaatians 
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5.3.7.    Hexana 

3.3.7.1 Q«n«ral Charact«rl«tic« 

Hexanea belong to the group of alkan««. They are hydrocarbon« 
of th« foratila C^Hj. with 5 ieoaera. Hoxanee ara transparent« 
highly  flaaaable  liquid«. 

Hexanea ara  coapon an ta   of aotor  fuela,   branched hexanea   ara 
notod  for  thair knock-reelatent   character.   In addition,   hexanca 
are   uaad aa  solventa  and  extracting agenta  for fat«.   In  general 
oil   cake  forai  the basi«  for  fat   extraction.   Soybean«  uaually 
are  not pre-preaaed but   can  be directly  extracted.   Hexan« aa  a 
•olront  extracta   froa  the  oil   aeed  or   the oil-cake   the  aajor 
part   of the  oil   that   «till   reaaina  after expelling.   After 
extracting  the oil,   the  largeat  part   of  the  aolvent   ia   reco- 
vered  froa  the oil  by   fractional   diatillation.   It   la   returned 
to   the  extraction proceaa.   In aodern  extraction unita   the loaa 
of  boxane   thua  ia  not   higher  than   1/2  per cent  of  the  proceaaed 
quantity of  oil  cake* 

5.3.7.2 Th« Fakl etani  Oil Extraction Indu a try and it«  Probi— 

In Voat  raklatan nin«   oil  extraction planta  of a total   through- 
put   capacity of 7O0 t   of oil   cako  par day uae hexan«  for  the 
extraction  of oil   cako«  froa cottonseed and  alao froa rapeaeed, 
•M«tard and groundnut.   Th«  soybean very  coaaon abov« all  in 
th«   USA and «apecially   auitable  for direct extraction  i« net 
y«t   crown in Paklatan. 
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Most   of   these  plant»  have   been  added  to already   existing  ex- 
pelling  plants   during   the   last   few years.   But   some   of   the nine 
firsts  depend  on  purchasing   the   required  oilcake   on   the  market. 

By   the  establishment   of  these  plants  it  was   intended   to  make 
Pakistan  sore   independent   of  vegetable  oil   imports.   Before, 
the   unextracted  oilcakes  had  been  exported   or  used   as  animal 
feed   in   the   country. 

The   oil   extracting industry   is   just  undergoing  a   crisis.   As 
this   crisis  has  direct   effects   on  the  consumption   and   the 
potential   future  production   of  hexane,   it   seems   advisable  to 
explain  its   causes here. 

The  price   of  cottonseed  oil   cake,   including   shells,   hulls  and 
linters   fluctuates  from  season   (October  to  March)   to  off-season 
(April   to   September)   between  270   Rs./t   and   490   Rs. /t.   It   is 
precisely   the   opposite  direction   in which  the  world  market 
price  for   pure  meal   obtained   from  the   oil   cake   after  extraction 
moves  periodically namely   between   113   t/t   in  winter  and   9^  %/t 
in   summer.   Though an   exporter  of  meal   receives   30   per  cent 
Bonus  Voucher,   it  is   at   least   during  the  off-season more  favou- 
rable  for   a mill  owner not   to   extract  his  oil   cake   but   to sell 
it   unextracted   on  the   local   market.   It   is  worth  noting   that   at 
present   the  proceeds   from   the   extracted  oil   cannot   make   the 
extraction  business  profitable   during   the  off-season.   This  is 
shown  in   the  following  confrontation: 
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Feasible proceed« fro« oil-cake utilisation durin« the off- 

«eaaon 

in caae of sal« of the caket 

1 t oil cake (undelinted, undecorti- 

cated, unextracted) 2Zi.2^i22 

In cat« of extraction the proceed« are i 

1/2 t Heal, exportrate               *•• 160.00 
30 per cent B.V. at 170 per cent     Re. »1.50 

60 kg oil at 2.15 R..A«             R». 129.00 

kkO  kg ahells, hulla, and linter« - 

R«. 370.50 

Tfc* difference  of  22.50 Ra./t  cannot  aake up for  the  co«t for 
solvent«,  power,  wear and  tear  of the plant«  for  extracting, 
delinting and  decorticating a«  well  a«  for  transport  of the 

•oal and  re»oval  of  the  «hell«   and hull«. 

The «ituation  1«  ao»«what  «ore  favourable during  the  ••••ont 

1   t   oil  cake   (undelinted,   undecorti- 
catad,  unextracted) *••  268.00 

\/¿   t Meal,   exportrate R».   19*».00 
30 por cent  B.V.   at   170 per cent Re.     99.00 

CO kg oil   at   1.85 R«./kg 
kkO kg «hell«,  hull«,   and lintera 

R«.   111.00 

Ra.  *»0*.00 
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its excess production in recti fled or denaturateci Form to various 

buyers such as paint manufacturers, pharmaceutical firms, hospitals, 

rubber companies, scientific laboratories and Pakistan Ordnance Fac- 

tories Ltd. 

Kotti Distillery's plant is standing idle, Habib Sugar Mills had only 

one trial run in I963, and Hyesons Sugar Mills has never been in opera- 

tion. The reasons are lack of demand and the high prices of molasses. 

The capacity in operation is at present about 29,000 tons per year. 

In addition to this, there is a capacity of about 7,000 tons which 

is stated to be standing idle, 

Production increased strongly in 1966/67, namely to about 17,^00 tons 

(see table 83). In 1960/69 another sharp rise is expected, because now 

Valika's ethylene production is in operation. 

Table 83 i Production of ethyl alcohol, 1965-1968 (in tons) 

East Pakisten 

West Pakistan 

All Pakistan 

I96V63 

977 

3,628 

4,605 

1965/66 

831 

o, 160 

9,01 1 

1966/67   1967/68 

1,35 3 

16,030 

17,385 

87^ 

15, '+70 

16,3^ 

Note: These production figures cover ethyl alcohol for processing into 

ethylene, acetone and acetaldehyde. Alcohol produced in the form of 

beer and other alcoholic drinks is not included in the data. 

The production is heavily concentrated in West Pakistan (95 per cent). 

While production in East Pakistan shows pronounced fluctuations, in 

West Pakistan it had an average rate of increase of 52 per cent per 

year. Such rapid growth will of course not continue because the firms 

are already complaining about excessive supplies. The scope for exports 

is limited as molasses is exported against Bonus Voucher and is there- 
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Therefore, the oil extraction plants are run intermittently 

and Mostly operate only during three months a year. 

Large imports of soybean oil under US aid are the reason for 

the low price of oil in the country. These imports were not 

taken into consideration in the planning of many of the plants. 

Indeed, in 1966 when the foreign aid had been stopped after 

the war, the wholesale price of cottonseed oil was about 

100 per cent higher than today. 

The real problem does not consist in the lacking demand for 

meal, which can always be exported, but in the ignorance of 

the farmers who pay much too high a price for oil cake. They 

actually buy cellulose of almost no value in the form of shells 

and linters, and also the oil which is of little use either as 

animal food. The profit from the sales of the otherwise un- 

saleable shells ultimately is the reason for the profitabillity 

of the policy pursued by the mill owners. 

The imports of soybean oil on the other hand make the capital 

investments so far effected in this industrial sector a losing 

business. 

5.3.7.3 Domestic Production 

Up to now hexane is not recovered in pure form in Pakistan. 
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5.5.7.4.  Demand 

5.5.7.4.1  Volume of Past Demand 

As no locally produced hexane is available at present, the total 

demand is met by imports. The consumption figures for the last 

four years aie : 

1965 : 400 t 

1966 s 600 t 

1967 » 510 t 

196b : 600 t1 ) 

1) The figur for 196b has been estimated. 

The consumption figures reflect the utilisation of the capaci- 

ties of the extraction plants. A strong increase in the consump- 

tion was registered in 1966 when four extraction plants were 

put into operation. But also these plants soon were run only 

intermittently. In 1967 another three plants were installed. 

Then the expansion of this industrial sector stopped. With 

regard to the bad experience made so far nobody is thinking of 

establishing the remaining sanctioned capacities. 

5.5.7.4.2 Forecast of Consumption Trends 

As long as the relationship between oil price and the price f©r 

unextracted oil cake does not change fundamentally, oil ex- 

traction and hexane consumption are unlikely to increase. 
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On the basis of a processing capacity of ?UU t of oil cake 

ptr day, an average consusiption of 7.5 kg of hexane per ton 

of oil cake and an operating period of 100 days a year, the 

annual hexane consumption is estimated at 525 tons. This 

hexane consumption can bo considered as the present normal 

consusiption. 

As stated by the mill owners, the plants are operating at a 

loss because of too long inoperative periods. Therefore, the 

establishment of new plants is unlikely as long as the existing 

ones are not used to full capacity. 

There are the following alternatives for making the oil 

extraction attractive also during the off-season: 

- Increase of the Bonus Voucher for the export of meal. 

In this way the difference between the proceeds from the 

exports of meal and the sales of oil on the one hand and the 

proceeds for unextracted oil cake on the other would become 

large enough. 

- Stop of the imports of soybean oil from the USA. This un- 

popular measure certainly would result in a considerable 

rise of the oil price. 

But none of these measures appears really recommendable. There- 

fore, the only possibility is to wait until the farmers gradually 

learn to estimate the value of meal and thus cause the oil cake 

price to fall. At present the farmers do not buy the meal. Such 

a development certainly depends to a large degree on the infor- 
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mation  by the  oil   extraction   firms.   But   so far  these   hardly 
seen  to  heve  taken  steps  in   this direction. 

After   considering  all  the  facts we are   of  the opinion  that   the 
annual   consumption  of hexane   at  present   amounting  to   about 
600  tons   should  not  rise  considerably   in   the next   few  years. 
A forecast,   however,   is  very   difficult.   By a change   of  the 
import   policy  the   unfavourable   situation   of the  oil   extraction 
industry may be   improved  instantaneously.   As a consequence 
also   the  consumption of hexane  would  increase. 

5.5.7.5   Prices 

The price of hexane varies   strongly in different  countries 

(cf.   Table  89). 

Table   «9:   Domestic  Prices   of  Hexane  in   some Industrial Coun- 
tries,*)   (in $/ton) 

USA Belgium Italy France 

1964 6k 79 70.5 11*9 

1965 6k 55 6b 149 

1966 62 k6 68 1^9 

1967 62 6k 75 149 

1968 62 88 79 1U7 

*)  The   prices   include transport  charges   but exclude   taxes 
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In Pakistan hexane ia supplied only by Esso. This is duo aainly 

to the required capacity of the storage tanks since the dtaand 

for one year usually is stet by a single shipment. In Karachi 

only Esso has sufficient storage capacity. 

The c A f price of the hexane supplied by Esso was 

i »3 per ton 

in 196». 

3.5.7.6  Wecoewsendation« 

The  ssmll   quantity  of   600  t  of hexane  per year  cannot be  pro- 
duced profitably.   According  to our  experience  and  discussions 
with Manufacturers  of  plants,   the   size   of  the  plant  should 
not be  below 4000  to   3000  t  per year  even  in developing coun- 
tries.   We   recomaend,   therefore,   not   to  start   a  hexane distilla- 
tion  in   Pakistan  in   the  near future. 
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3.3.S.1   0«n«r«l   C*«r«cttri»tic« 

5.3.«.2 »•••iftl«  Applicatici» in takiatait 

3.5.«.3 fri««« 

3.3.S.* »«ci—iiwdati— 
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5-5.8 

5.5.8 

2-Ethyl   Hexanol 

General   Characteristic! 

2-ethyl   hexanol,   CH   -CH   -CH  -CH   -CH(CH -CH   )-CH0OH,   is  an 

isomer   of   the   octanol   (;roup and   ia   one   of   the   commercially 

important   higher  alcohols     It   is   a   slightly   viacous   liquid, 

2-ethyl   hexanol   is   obtained  either   by  oxosythesis   from 

isoheptene   or by   hydrogénation   of   the   ethyl-propyl   acrolein 

formed   in   the   aldol   condensation   of  n»butyraldehyde     The 

n'bu tyraldehyde   in   its    turn  originates   from   oxusyntheiii   of 

propylene   or by  aldol   condensation   of  ace t aldehyde,   by   oxi- 

dation   or  dehydro&enu tion  of  butanol   or  by   partial   hydro- 

venation   of  crotonaldehyde , 

The   phthalic   acid,    acrylic   acid   and   adipic   acid   esters   of 

2-ethyl   hexanol  are   used   as  plasticisers   for   I'VC   The  most 

important   of  these   is   dioctyl   phthalate   (DOP),   which may 

indeed   be   looked  upon   as   the  most   important   of   all   plasti- 

cisers o 

5.5.8.2 possible   Applications   in  Pakistan 

As   far   as  we  were   able    to  determine,   2-ethyl   hexanol   is  not 

yet   used   in   Pakistan   or,    if at   all,   only   in  minute  quantities 

It   would   however be   used   in  considerable   quantities   in   the 

event   of   the   creation   of   domestic   facilities   for   the 

production  of  plasticisers 

We  wish   to  refer   to   section  5   3   '       in   this   connection.   On   the 

basis   of   the   estimated   consumption   of  plasticisers   stated   in 

that   section,   the   following consumption   for   2-ethyl   hexanol 

would   apply  should   DOP   be  manufactured   locally: 
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1971 2,460   ton» 

1972 3#810   ton» 
1973 4,270 ton« 

I97I1 4,740 tona 

1975 5)350   ton« 
A«  in   that  «action,   wo  have aaau«od  hora that 

- 90£ of tha  plaaticiaera ara  dioctyl phthalata   (i)0P) 

and 
- tha   antira dtaand   for DOP  ia   «atiefied by  doevaetic  aourcaa 

Tha  baaia  of calculation i« tha  UM  of O.76  tons  of athyl 

hexanol   par  ton of   DOP. 

3.5.*.3 Prie«* 
Tha  prica  for athyl   haxanol in  tha  Woat la appro*.   «   300/ton 

for  a«all  ordar« of   10   to 20 tona. 

5.5.8.4 Raco—ndatioa» 

Tha Manufacture of   2-ethyl hexanol   fro« propylene aignt ba 

advlaabla  «inca  it   i a  uaually  chaapor   than  that   via 

acataldahyda.   Tha  Minian»« capacity   for  thia  procaaa   to ba 

economically  justifiable   it appro*.    12,000  tona   par yaar. 

However,   thara  ia  a  high  ratio  of by-producte   auch aa  but ano 1 

and   iao-butanol. 

Production fron acataldahyda on   tha   othar hand   appaara   to ba 

favourable  fro«  tha   point of viav  of «lnl«u« capacity  and  tha 

point   of vlaw of raw «atariala.   Tha  «lnl«u« capacity  for  thia 

procaaa   ia about  3.000   tona par  yaar;   tha  raw ««tarlai  acatalda- 

hyda  could ba  producod  froa athyl  alcohol,  which  ia  available 

locally. 
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At th. present «tace of investigations it cannot be decided 

which of the possible processes i. the Moat suitable on« for 

Pakistan. A feasibility .tudy should be prepared on this 
subject at an early date. 

5.5.9 ousisMirjf 

TUS  following i.  a  auassary  of   th«  present   total  annual  con.u.pt 

ion   (I9b7/b8)  of  plasticisers  ami   solvents  by  private  industry 

as described  in  the  previous   sections   'in  tons): 

Alcohols 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

ButanoIs 50 

K«iones 

Acetons 

NEK 

NIK 

DAA 

50 

ko 
so 

Chlorinated hydrocabons 

Butyl «estate 

70 

50 

Aroawtic hydrocarbom 

Benson* 

To liiPiie 

Xylene 

t,150 

200 

500 

Plasticisers 

OOP 

DBP 

;»lop< 

etc . 

I#>60 

70 
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Itlnaral lirpMtiM 3,0*0 

1-ttfcyl aasanal 

fatal nf aalvaata 99*wwê 

Rat ¿Minala« in Uli«  tabi« ara patml mmé ••¿••ut «il.  By 
far t*a aaat lapartant  aalvnat 1* ala«rai  tnrpaatina, vili «a 
la lacally avallatola.   Minerai  fturpaatlna alalia accanata far 
arcana )0 par cant af ali tfca aaava nantlanad solvant a. 
It  i a  practicad by  taa Attack Oli Ca. 
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fore   rather   expensive   in   Pakistan.   As   a   result,   less   than  45  per  cent 

of   the   installed capacity  was   in operation   in   I967/68. 

5.5.1.2.3        Demand 

5.5.I.2.3.I   Volume   and   Structure  of  Past   Demand 

Ethyl alcohol excepting in the form of drinks is only imported in 

small quantities in a high concentration for laboratory use. Both 

can  be   ignored   for   our   purposes. 

The   consumption,   including   exports,   of   96   per   cent   ethyl   alcohol 

produced   in   Pakistan   therefore   corresponds   to   the   figures   indicated 

in   table   83.   In   1967   it   went   into 

locally  produced   alcoholic  drinks 

Pharmaceuticals 

Acetone,   acetic   acid   and   acetic   anhydride 

produced  by  Kohinoor  Acetate   Rayon  Ltd., 

Lahore 

Acetone   produced   by   Pakistan   Ordnance 

Factories   Ltd.,   Wah 

Ethylene   produced   by  Valika 

Exports 

25     per cent 

17,5   " 

19 " 

7.5 " 

6 " 

25 " 

In   1967   about   50 per  cent   of  the  total   production was   destined   for 

the   domestic   market,   the   remainder was   processed   by   the   producers 

for   their   own  purposes,   or  exported.   In   I968   this   picture   will   change 

as   the   quantity  of  ethylene   manufactured   by  Valika   will   increase   dur- 

ing   this   year. 
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5.6 |naectlcldoa 

3.6.1 Otnwil Obnrvitioni on the Amplication of Ineectlcidot 

in Ptkiifn 

Pakistan ia on« of tha developing countriaa which recogniied 

tha iaiportance of paat control at an aarly etage. Indaad, back 

in tha thirtiaa cartain meaauree of paat control wara appliad 

for tha first tine in tha tarritory that ia now Weat Pakistan. 

Aftar tha indapandanca of tha country had baan declared, **»••• 

efforts wara continuad and incraaaad throughout tha country 

Ona can hardly overeetinate tha iaiportanca of paat control, 

slnca tha daaagt cauaad aach yaar by vegetable and aniwal paats 

of all kinds ia traaiandoua. In 1967 tha avaraga daaiaga dona on 

a world-wide scala was 

- 24.5 par cant to whaat 

• 48 par cant to rica 

- 53 par cant to augar cana 

- 24 par cant to cotton aaad 

- Jk par cant to cotton 

• 42  par cant to aillât 

.24   par cant to natural rubbar 

of tha potantial harvaata, according to an satinata of Farben- 

fabriken Bayer* "Potential harveet" stani the yiald that would 

have raaulted if there had been no dasMge by peata. 

These are average valuea. The valuea for individual countriaa 

or continente »ay deviate conaiderably. The loae of augar cana 

in Asis, for instance, waa estimated at 65 par cant, compared 

with a world average of 53 P««" cant. 

1) Cf. A.S.K. Ohoury, "Chonical Pest Control in West Pakistan 
(I9i»7 - 70)", Lahore 1967. »•«• * 
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It  can  be   assumed   that   the   losses   in  Pakistan  are   smaller   in 

sosis cases,    but   they  are   still   surprisingly  high.   Thus   CIB\ 

for   instane«,   working   on  a   sample   basis,   estimated   the  damage 

to  rice   caused   by   insects   to  be   an  average   of   30  per   cent   in 

East  Pakistan.   Stemborers  generally  account   for   the   greater 

part   of   the   destruction     The   damage   caused   in   the   cultivation 

of   cotton   in   West   Pakistan   is   estimated  at   30   -   50  per   cent      •. 

These  statements,   however,   do not   characterize   sufficiently 

the   importance   of   the   pests.   Above   all,    the   human  diseases 

directly   or   indirectly   caused   by   insects   or   other   pests  hav   to 

be  msntioned,   especially  malaria   and   other   infections   spread  by 

mosquitoes   and   flies    (e.g.   haemorrhagic   fever,   dengue   fever, 

encephalitis ). 

In all   these   cases   pesticides   can   form  a   remedy.   Depending  on 

the  type   of  pests   to   be  destroyed,   a  distinction   is   made  between 

- insecticides 

- miticides 

- fungicides 

- herbicides 

- rodent icides 

and  others.    The   insecticides  ars   the  most   important   ones   in 

terms  of   the   quantity   consumed     The   synthetic   organic   insecti- 

cidss  most   widely  used   today   can   bfc   classified  mainly   as 

- chlorinated hydrocarbons 

- organo-phosphatic compounds 

- carbamates. 

Cf.   S.A.   Rahman,    "Cotton Protection  for   Better  Yields", 
in  "IO  Years  of  Agricultural   Development   in Pakistan", 
pags   140 
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Th«  chi«f ««abara  of   th« chlorinated hydrocarbon* group  art 
DDT,   BHC,   M«thoxychlor«,   Chlordan,   Aldrin,   Dieldrin,   and  Endrin. 
DDT,   BHC   and   certain   others  of   thase producta   were   the   very 
firat  aynthetic  organic   insecticidea  ever   put   on  the  market. 
Their  affect,   extraordinary  for   their  tine,    led  to  a   conside- 
rable   improvement   of   paat  control . 

The  group   of   organic   phosphorua   compound a,   which waa   diacovered 
later,   above  all  had   the advantage   of being   very  efficient 
a gainât   aucking peata   auch aa   apider mites.   Moreover,   it  pro- 
duced a   new   type  of   toxic  agenta,   the  so-called  systemic   in- 
eecticidea  which act   a»inly  through  the  aap   circulation   of   the 
plant*  and   thua  in  general  only   affect   the   real  peata.   Among 
the  phoaphorua  compounda  are  Parathion,   Kalathion,   Diazinon, 
Syatox,   Metaaystox,   and  Dimecron.   The  three   last-mentioned 
coaipounda  are   of a   eyatemic  nature. 

The group of carbamatee has gained importane« during the laat 
f«w year«. Carbamatee are eatera of carbamic acid. Well-known 
producta   are   Diaetan,   Pyrolan,   Dicarbam and,   above  all,   Sevin. 

In  Pakiatan  aa  elaewhere   the  chlorinated  hydrocarbona,    espe- 
cially  DDT and  BHC,   played a  dominant  role   after  19^5.   During 
th«   laat   few  yeara   a   atrong  tendency ha a   been  noted   to   replace 
th«  chlorinated producta,   primarily  by phoaphatas  and   carba- 
rn« tea.   According  to   an  article   which waa  published  recently     ' 
th«  ahar«   of   the  thr««   groupa   of   inaecticides   in  the   total 
quantitiea   importad   into  Pakiatan  developed   aa   followa   from 
I960/6I   to 196V65! 

D 
Cf.K.U.   Siddiqui,   "Pesticides   in Pakistan",   in  "10  Years 
of Agricultural   Development   In Pakiatan",   Karachi   I968 
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1960/61 

1961/62 

1962/63 

1963/64 

1964/65 

Chlorinated 
Hydrocarbons 

59.2 $ 

53.5 % 
18.8 £ 

26.5 % 

Hol i 

Phosphatic 
Compounds 

Carbamates 

10.6 i* 

25.8 £ 

30.7 tf 
54.8 54 

42. 7 56 

39.0 # 

6,0 % 

31.6 % 

It is the old standard pesticides DDT and BHC that have mainly 

been affected by this trend. Unfortunately, precisely these 

two products have been manufactured in the country for a short 

time, with the result that most of the insecticide industry in 

Pakistan can neither really flourish nor die. 

For a better understanding of the following statements it might 

be useful to recapitulate the method of distribution of in- 

secticides in Pakistan. The most important factor is that im- 

ports of insecticides and their consumption were almost entirely 

controlled by the Agricultural Departments in East and West 

Pakistan and partly by the Central Government. The Central 

Government buys insecticides for aerial spraying and for locust 

control. The Provincial Governments supply insecticides which 

are generally used in agriculturev In most cases they are 

supplied free of charge or at very low cost  '. The only non- 

governmental buyer of importance is the Pakistan Tea Associa- 

tion in Chittagong which imports for its members. In addition, 

DDT powder for the Malaria Eradication Programme is imported 

independently of the governmental purchases. 

1) In Vest Pakistan  25 per  cent  of  the   cost   is  charged  at 
present.   In  East  Pakistan  the  large  plantations  have   to 
pay the  full  cost  plus   20 per cent. 

-í •'- 
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Almost all insecticides are importad on the baala of ao-called 

List« of Standardizad Peaticidaa. In practice it is eapecially 

the modern inaecticidea that have been purchased. The traditional 

chlorinated hydrocarbona and above all DDT and BHC are usually 

rejected as obsolete and not very suitable. For some years they 

have not been included any more on the Liât of Standardized 

Inaecticidea i; Ea t Pakiatan  '. This attitude is fairly common 

among almost all competent authorities and ia only in part baaed 

on the fact that the pricea of DDT and BHC are relatively high, 

due to the local production of theae producta. 

Domestic production haa ao far been limited to these two 

products. Going by the existing applicationa and sanctions, 

however, it can be expected that several more inaecticides will 

be locally produced within two or three yeara. At the moment 

plans exist for instance for the production of 

- Carbicron (EPIDC) 

- Dimecron  (EPIDC) 

- Nalathion (IPS) 

- Ekothion  (IPS) 

- Sevin 

- Diazinon 

- Methyl-Parathion  (insecticides   Ltd.) 
- Endrin 

- Heptachlore 

- Petkolin  (WPIDC) 

Of theae, only the laat three are chlorinated producta. Petkolin 

is a product developed in Pakiatan by the Pakistan Council of 

Scientific and Industrial Research (PCSIR). 

1) Situation in mid-1968. 

BATTELLE-iNSTITUT   E    V FRANKFURT    AM    MAIN 
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It   must  b«   stressed   that  at  present a  rather   large  number  of 

different   insecticide«   are   free   for  importation.   From  various 

expart  quarters   in  Pakistan,   it   is  pointed   out   that   this  variety 

of   imports   is   unfavourable,   and  we   think   this   comment   is   justi- 

fied.   In  particular,    the   strain   on   the   technical   staff  who 

apply  theae   insecticides   in  practice   is   too   great.    But   also 

the   effect   on   the   prices   is   not   likely   to  be   favourable.   As 

far   as   DUT  and   BHC  are   concerned,    this   variety  helps   to 

conceal   the   fact   that   in  many   caaes   it   would  be  perfectly 

possible   to   apply  traditional   standard   insecticides   like  DDT 

and   BHC. 

5.6.2 Dichlort »Dtphenyi   Tri chi or o-¿¿than«   (DDT) 

5.6.2.1  Ganara1  Characteristics 

Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloro   ethane   (DDT)  with  the   empirical 

formula   C,,H„C1.   was   the   first  widely  applied   organic   insecti- 
1*4   y       5 

cide.   Thanks   to   its   application,   it  was   possible   to  save 

millions   of   people   from   illness   and  death during  and   after 

World  War   IT.   It  became  particularly  famous   on account   of 

ita   use  against   the   xnaetts   spreading  malaria,   but   all   over 

the  world   it   was  even  more   effective   in  helping   to  reduce 

agricultura1   damage. 

In   general   DDT  is   industrially   produced   by   condensation  of 

trichloro-acetaldehyde   (chloral)   and   chlorobenzene.   The   in- 

dustrial  product   is   a   mixture   of   several   isomers  with  traces 

of   other   compounds.   Though  some   of   the   by-products   obtained 

alao  have   insecticide   properties   and   the   quality   of   the 

product   is   little  affected  by  them,   for  reasons   of   further 

processing   the  product   it   is   preferable   to  keep   the   share   of   the 

main  component,   i.e.   p,p   -dichloro-diphenyl-trichloro   ethane, 
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as high as possible. The product thus becomes harder and can be 

•ore easily milled. 

DDT acts as a contact or stomach insecticide. Its effect is 

better at lower temperatures than at higher ones. Besides, it 

acts more quickly in the form of solutions and emulsions than 

in powder form. It has outstanding properties as a residual 

insecticide. Since it is not soluble in water, it is not 

leached away by rain. 

DDT is an effective control instrument against the various types 

of beetles, caterpillars, weevils, cockroaches, bugs, and others* 

It has a wide spectrum of effectiveness. Of the many different 

damaging insects of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent it can be 

effectively applied against: 

- mosquitoes 

- jassids 

- white flies 

- mango hoppers 

- crickets 

- ball worms 

- ordinary flies. 

It can, however, not be successfully applied against mites. 

DDT is usually traded in the form of technical material, emul- 

sion concentrates (E.C.), dusts and wettable powders (W.P.). 

In Pakistan 

- technical DDT 

- W.P. 75 P«r cent 

- V.P. 50 per cent 

- dust  5 per cent 

are usually sold in the market and also produced locally. 

BATTELLE-INSTITUT   E   V FRANKFURT   AM   MAIN 
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The application   of  DDT often   causea  a   considerable   increase 
in  the  mite  population due   to   the killing   of   their  natural 
enemies.   It   is   further  maintained   that   the   application of 
DDT  leads   to   a   higher  production   of   eggs.    In   cases   where  mites 
are  a   problem  DDT must,   therefore,   be  applied   in  combination 
with mite-killing  insecticides. 

Another disadvantage  of  DDT   is   the  possibility   that   specific 
insects  may  become   resistant   to   it.   This   is   known  to  be  the 
case  with  ordinary  flies,   for   example.   It   means   that   in such 
cases   the   lethal  dose  increases   more  or   less   rapidly.   The 
insects   in  question  can  still   be  killed   if  major  quantities 
of   the   insecticide  are  applied,   but   there   will   come   a   point 
when a   further  application   becomes  uneconomic. 

According   to   information provided  by  various   institutions, 
a   certain   resistance  already   exists   in  some   places   in  Pakistan. 
However,   our   experience  was   that   the  problem   is   exaggerated 
in many  cases.   Detailed   interviews  with  experts  always  showed 
that   such phenomena   could   be   traced   only   in  very  limited  areas 
and   that   the  resistance   is   usually  still   comparatively  low. 
In  our   experience   this  argument   often plays   too   big a   role   in 
decisions   on   the  application   of   insecticides. 

The   toxicity   of  DDT against   mammals   is   low.   But   it  must be 
taken   into  account   that   DDT   is   stored   in  the  bodies   of men  and 
mammals  and   may  possibly  be   harmful   to   them     It   can  be  supposed 
that   this  applies   to  the  population  of developing  countries   to 
an  even greater  degree,   since   the  damaging   effect   of   the   stored 
poison   largely   depends   on   the   fat   content   of   the   human body. 
People   in   the   said   countries   are   often  undernourished.   There- 
fore,   DDT  should  not  be  applied   for   the   treatment   of  animals 
nor  in  the   time   before  the   harvest period. 

B A r T t"  L I. E  -  I N S r I T U T    E.  V. FRANKFURT    AM    MAIN 
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3.6.2.2 Production 

5.6.2.2.1 The Produor» and their Output 

In Pakistan at preaent there ara three factoriaa producing DDT, 

two of the« in Weet Pakiatan and one in £ast Pakistan: 

- DDT Factory, Nowahera 

- Inaacticidea (Pakiatan) Ltd., Kala Shah Kaku near 
Lahore 

- DDT Factory, Barabakund near Chittagong. 

The firat antarpriae to produce DDT in Pakistan was the DDT 

Factory Nowahera, which ia now run under the Management of 

Technical Enterprieea, Inc., New York/USA for the Ministry of 

Health. Originally, the plant was operated by WPIDC. The 

capacity of this plant ia 600 tona of technical DDT per year. 

The production programme alao includes powder formulations. 

The plant of Insecticides Ltd. was only put into operation in 

1967« Its capacity ia stated as 1 150 tons. The firm tnanufartu- 

res powder and duat formulation« and could also produce liquid 

mixtures. 

The Chittagong factory belongs to the East Pakiatan Industrial 

Development Corporation, Its capacity is I.6OO tons of techni- 

cal DDT per annum. Production waa atarted in October, I966. 

All theae plants are operated on importad benzene, while 

chlorine and alcohol ara purchased from local aourcea. Insecti- 

cide* Ltd. obtain their chlorine requirements from United 

Chemicala, a nearby plant of the aame concern (Saigol). DDT 

Factory, Barabakund get their chlorine supplies from the 

caustic soda plant of Chemical Induatriea of Pakiatan Ltd., 

which is located close to it. 

t M '-• r 1 ! U T E  V   FOANKPjRTA M  M £ 
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5.5.1.2.3.2   Forecast   of   Consumption Trends 

Forecasting  the   further  development  of   production   and  consumption 

is   a   rather   delicate   and   uncertain matters in   view   of  the   following 

facts : 

- According   to   statements   of   the   Board   of   Revenues, 

Lahore,   the   government   intends   to  restrict    the 

consumption  of   alcoholic   drinks   more   and   more   by 

continuously   increasing   the   taxation.    But   there 

are   no   detailed   plans   at   the  moment,, 

- Valika   intends   to   buy   ethylene   from   a   Naphtha-Cracker 

when   it   is   set   up,    It   is   uncertain  what   will   happen   to 

the   ethanol   plant.    The   producers   themselves   do  not  know 

how   their   ethanol   production will   develop   in   the   near 

future. 

- As   agreed   with   the   Planning Commission,   no   data   were 

collected   about   the   future   requirements of   Pakistan 

Ordnance   Factories   Ltd. 

- Whether   exports   will   be   possible   in   largely   dependent 

on   the   prices   of  molasses. 

Thus,   the   Kohinoor   cellulose   acetate   plant   and   the   pharmaceutical 

industry   remain   the   only   fairly   reliable   consumers. 

Kohinoor's   plant   will   probably   be   in   full   operation  very   soon, 

increasing   its   production   and   consumption   to   about   3»6<)0  t/y, 

Valika's   ethylene   plant   may   also   be   fully   employed   in   1969.    Under 

present   conditions   a   further   strong  increase   seems   very  unlikely. 

An   increase   of   only   10   per   cent   per year  has   to   be   regarded   as   op- 

timistic . 

BATTELLE-IN8TITUT   E.V.     FRANKFURT   AM   MAIN 
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Th«   overall production   Is   at  present  about   1.300  ton»   (cf. 
Tabi«  90).   The   increase   during  the period   was   very high 
at   100  per   cent   per   annum,   but,   at  will   be   shown   later,   this 
is   not  a   proof   of good   sales  conditions.   The   ratio  of   the 
production  between   East   and   West  Pakistan   was   about   1    1   3   in 
1967/68   in  favour  of   the   Western Province.    The  production 
capacities  are  nearly   equally distributed   (55    „   45  in  favour 
of   Vest   Pakistan). 

Table   90« Production   of Technical   DDT   in Pakistan 
1965/66  to  1967/68   (in   ton.) 

firm 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 

)DT  Factory 
«owshera 

Insecticides   Ltd. 

)DT  Factory 
Barabakund 

^99 601 

181 

333 

53^» 

kk6 

Total ^•99 782 I.313 

The   future  production   of   Insecticides   Ltd.    and   of  the   DDT 
Factory   Barabakund   is   uncertain,   due   to   th«   delicate   sales 
conditions.   The  Nowshera   factory states   that   it   will  produce 
6OO  tons   of  technical   DDT  a  year  in  the  n«xt   two  years,   which 
will  be   formulated   to   75   per  cent  W.P. 

5.6.2.2.2   Problems   of   Domestic   Production 

Whereas   the plant at   Nowshera   is  run  for   th«   Health Ministry 
at  Rawalpindi   and,   therefore,   does not   face   any   sales  problems, 
tha   other   two  factories   come  up against   considerable  difficul- 
ties   in  selling  their  production.     '   The   outlets   for   their 

1) Cf.   Saction  5.6.2.3 
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product, are largely blocked for the following reasons: 

- The agricultural authorities generally do not like to 

uae DDT becau.e it ia considered out-dated and becau.e the 

accumulation effect ia feared. 

- The Malaria Eradication» Programme receive, ajo.t of it. 

requirements under USAID fro« abroad. 

- The demand of the Municipal Corporation, and other local 

bodie. i. very .«all due to the non-availability of suffi- 

cient fund, for .anitation purpo.e.. 

- The formulator. of household in.ecticide. do not like DDT 

any more becau.e DDT i. con.idered not effective enough and 

becau.e the locally available product i. too expensive, 

rir.t and foremo.t they want insecticide, with a high 

knock-down effect. Furthermore, they and apparently some 

of their cu.toi.er. have become heavily bia.ed as a con- 

•equence of the circulating resistance storiai. 

The future of thi. industry, therefore, does not look too 

bright. The production plant, are already suffering. Insecti- 

cida, .tate that they have not operated their factory for 

sight months, and similarly the Barabakund Factory ha. only 

been working at 25 per cent capacity for 18 months. 

The factories moreovsr state that they are Buffering from 

power problems; as in many other cases, the voltage is 

generally too low and power break-downs are frequent. It was 

reported by the Barabakund factory that the power supply 

occasionally fails for several days. The result of break- 

downs is that the DDT condenses within the pipes and in the 

reaction vessel so that the lining has to be dismantled and 

the installations have to be cleaned. 

R A r r F R [\   NI K A ./ -J\   A Ni 
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The  Barabakund  plant  al»o   »uffera  fro«  inadequate  storage 
facilities  for  raw  material«  and finishad   product». 

Both  the   Saigol   factory  at  Kala  Shah  Kaku  and   the  EPIDC  plant 
apparently have  certain  problems  in   the   formulation.   It  has 
been noticed   by   the  buyers   of   their   products   that   the   product 
is  not   up   to   their   requirements.   Usuall>    the  suspensability   ii 
•aid   to  be  not   good   enough.   Moreover,   in   »orne   cases   no  proper 
packing  material   ia   used;   barrels   should   be  lacquer-lined. 

5.6.2.2.3  By-products 

The   DDT  factorisa   produce  as  by-producta 

- hydrochloric  acid   (35 par  cent) 
- black sulphuric  acid  containing benzene 

sulphonic   acid 
• dichlorobenzenes. 

The  main problem   in  selling  these  products   is   the dichloro- 
bensenes.   According  to   the  DDT Factory   Barabakund   they   obtain 
par   ton   of  DDT about   70  kg  of  dichlorobanzenes.   Insecticida« 
Ltd.   atate  that   they have  15   to 20 kg  of  dichlorobenzenes  per 

ton  of   DDT. 

The dichlorobenzenes  which ara produced   together with dichloro- 
diphenyl  trichloro  ethanes are a mixtura   of  the  ortho and  para 
isómera.   EPIDC   suggests   that   this  mixtura   could  be   taken  as   a 
snake   repellent  and degreasing agent. 

If  separated,   o-dichlorobenzene  could  sarve  as  a  solvent   for 
lacquers  and   certain resins  and  for   the   defatting  of metal   aur- 
facas.   The  p-dichlorobenzene   could  be  used  as  a  deodorizer  and 
in  the  manufacture  of anti-moth formulations  and floor dis- 

infectants. 
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5.6.2.3 Demand 

5.6.2.3.1  Demand  In   ths  Past 

Ths   total  demand   for   100  par  cant  DDT   in  the  past   three   years 
reached  a  maximum  of   8.400   tona   in  I965/66.   After   that   it 
declined  sharply.   The   distribution  of   the  demand  between  the 
two   Wings  was   fairly   equal.   On   the  average   East   Pakistan  con- 
sumed about   53  per  cent   of   the   total.   The   share   of   the   imports 
over   the  period  was   82   per   cent.   It   was   higher  in  East   Pakistan 
(92   per  cent)  and   lower   in   West  Pakistan   (72  per   cent).   Due   to 
the   establishment   of   two   more  factories  and  because   of   the 
lower demand,   the   import   share  came  down  from 95   per   cent  in 
1965/66  to 65 P«r  cent   in   1967/66. 

Table  91: DDT  Imports and Sales   Figures  for  1965/66  - 
1967/68   (in  tons   of  DDT content) 

Organi «a ti on 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 

Vest  Pakistan 
534 Insecticides   Ltd.,    (sales) 

DDT  Factory  Nowshera,    (sales) 443 480 424 

Malaria   Eradication   Programme: 
imports 
sub-total,   West   Pakistan 

2.484 1.1« 1} ii123 1J 

2,927 1,605 2,083 

East  Pakistan 

5,^75 1,500 
Malaria  Eradication  Programme: 
imports 
DDT  Factory  Barabakund : 
production 
sub-total,   East   Pakistan 

grand  total,   Pakistan 

181 446 

5,475 181 1,946 

8,402 1,786 4,029 

*")   For  1966/67  and   I967/68   only  one   figure  has  been  quoted, 
which has been divided  between  the   two  years. 
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There i« every likelihood that this ratio will isprovs still 

•or« in the future because there is at present a strong ten- 

dency for DDT consumption to decrease further. 

This can be asen from the demand of the sia in consumer of DDT« 

viz. the Malaria Eradication Programme (MEP). Under this 

program an anti-malaria campaign has been carried out in the 

villages and towns with less than 20,000 inhabitants over a 

period of Ik  years. The strstegy followed is that of breaking 

the contact between the sick persons snd the mosquito popula- 

tion by house spraying. MEP's requirements of 75 per cent 

DDT powder are shown in table  92. 

Table  92: Requirements   of   75   per  Cent  DDT Powder  by 
Malaria  Eradication  Programme   (in tons) 

Ysar Vast  Pakistan East   Pakistan total 

1962/63 1,220 383 1,603 
1963/64 1,210 1,715 2,925 
1964/65 3,700 3,080 6,780 
1965/66 3,312 7,300 10,612 
1966/67 1,500 - 1,500 
1967/68 1,500 2,121 3,621 
1968/69 2,730 3,500 6,230 
1969/70 1,212 2,200 3,412 

This   table does not   show  the decline   in  consumption   clearly 
enough  because  in  I966/67 and   1967/68   there were certain  dis- 
ruptions   which were  probably  consequences   of   the  Indo-Pakistan 
War.   In  future,  according  to  existing plans,   the requirements 
of   the  Malaria  Eradication  Programme  will   decrease  year  by  year 
until  it  reaches nil  in mid-1970.   By   that   time  malaria  will 
have  been eradicated  in  the  countryside. 
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5.6.2.3.2 General Remark» on Future gemand 

It has already been pointed out that the demand of the major 

consumer, i.e, the MEP, 1« ¿oing to disappear. This does not 

affect the actual demand of the DDT factories in operation but 

it takes away a big potential market which they have not 

•xploited because they started late, because the product was 

not up to the mark and because the prices where too high. 

Another small but increasing potential market which is vanishing 

is insecticide formulation. While production is increasing by 

at least 25 per cent every year, the demand of this sector for 

DDT will go down if the DDT factories do not make special 

marketing efforts. But if the formulators of household insecti- 

cides could be induced to put 1 per cent of DDT in all their 

formulations, the resultant demand would only be about 10 tons 

per annum. 

The future of DDT production therefore lies in agriculture, in 

the sanitation programmes of the towns and cities and perhaps 

In a few new developments such as special packing materials for 

food items. 

The local bodies are already using DDT formulations for their 

anti-mosquito and anti-fly programmes and it seems sure that 

these efforts will have to be carried out on increasing scale 

for many years to come. But the total consumption so far is 

very low. If we draw a conclusion from the figures received 

for Karachi, Rawalpindi, Lahore, the Armed Forces and the 

Pakistan Western Railway we may guess that in the towns, 

cities, cantonments and railway installations of test Pakistan 

at present not more than 50 tons of 100 per cent DDT are used 

per annua. In East Pakistan the consumption seems to be even 

less. 
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After discussions with experte working in tho  fiold  of 
sanitation  it  appoars  that  so  far  only a  few por  cont  of  tho 
actual   roquiroaonto aro  roally  aatiafied.   Tho  quantities 
actually needed  soon on  tho  average  to bo at   loast   ton  tine» 
as  high as   tho prosont  consuaiptlon. 

Tho  largest  potsntiai deaand   can bo  soon  in agricultura.   If 
DDT Mixturas   in tho for» of dust  or «aula i on s  were  used  for 
cotton  alono   tho doaand  would   bo  sufficient   to virtually  solve 
the  DDT probloa in Pakiatan.   For  calculation  purposes  we 
assusie   that   30 % of  the  cotton-growing land  is   treated with 
a  cotton dust   containing  10 per  cent DDT,  and   the  percentage 
of  fiold  coverage  corresponds   to  tho actual  percentage  of 
spraying at   prosent.   The  insecticide  io  a kind   of   atandard 
cotton  duat.   The  nueiber  of   treatuent«  la  assuaed   to  be  5 and  the 
quantity of duat  to be  15 kg/ha  for «ach treataent. 

The  total  requireaent«  are  therefore 

1.5 kg x 5 * 1,600,000 ha  x 0,3 •  3,60O,00O kg. 

The  3,600 tons which could  thus be utilised  for cotton pro- 
tection would  represent  about   100 per cent  of  the  capacity of 
all   the  plants  operating  in Pakistan.  Considering  the  fact 
that   tho protection measures   for  cotton will  definitely be 
expandad,   the  full  utilisation of  th« existing capacity in 
Pakistan  should not bo a  probloa at all. 
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9.6.2.4 Prie»» 

The dcqaeetic  prie*  l«r«l  for  DDT and  forami« ti on» of DDT is  high. 

In 1968   th«  aaiuif«ctur«rs  charged  for IOO per   c^nt  DDT: 

- DDT Novahera Ra.     9.26/kg 

- Insecticide«   Ltd.        Ra.     9.26/kg 

- DDT B«r«b«kund Ra.     9.91/kg 

All  th«sa prie«« ara inclusive of  aal«a   tax and dofanc« aur- 

charge. 

For  cowparieon,   th« ex-factory prica  of  75 par   cant  and   50 par 

cant  V.P.   ia  also  indicated: 

DDT Novahera 

Inaacticidaa  Ltd. 

DDT Barabakund 

73 * ¥•?• 
*a.     7.97/kÉT 

Us.    8.81/kg 

5Q * w.p. 

Ra. 5.77A« 

Ra. 6.26/kg 

Ra. 6.60/kg 

Th« prie« d«v«lopai«nt  can b«   r«ad  to  so««  extent froai  th«   average 

aalaa  raturna  of  th« DDT factory Nowsheras 

1965/66 

1966/67 

1967/68 

Ra. 6.9Vkg 

Ra. 6.7Vkg 

Ra.   9.26/kg 

Racantly pricaa hay« «pparantly gon« up  considerably,  which 

•ight   b« due   to  tha banning  of nor«al  iaiport«. 

Vorld  BMirkat prie«« ara  auch  lover.   At praaant   tha cAf prica  of 

DDT 75  par  cant W.P.   ahippad  under USA ID  ia  only ona   third   of 

that  produced in Vaat  Pakistan. 
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Til*  caf prie«« on which th« USA ID «uppli«« hav« been baaed 

w«r« •• follow«  for 75 p«r o«nt V.P. t 

19651 usi 390.70/ton 
1966 t usi 560.90/ton 
1968:     usi    491.75/ton. 

Th«  high inland prie««  ar« auch criticised by all  consumar«. 

¥«  found th« «tain raason« for th««« high price«  to b«t 

- «»all  plant   «is«« 

- high raw-sMit«rial price« 

*  low utilisation of capacity 

- fairly high packing charge«   (ca.   8 per c«nt  of cost). 

Th« high cost dua to th« «mall «is« of th« factories can pro- 

bably not b« avoided at an initial «tag« of industrial devel- 

opment, because on a s ata 11 Market one larger plant instead of 

aeveral  ««aller  onas would lead to a aionopoly. 

The  high raw-mat«rial  prices  ••••  to be  mainly due   to problem« 

in financing th«   foreign exchange part   of  the  transport  for 

bulk  quantiti««   (••«  para 5.6.3.2.3).   Thi« problem  »hould be 

•olvod.  And «o «hould   that of th«  low utilization of  existing 
capacity. 
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5.6.2.5 

Under the prevail in« condition»,  planning new DOT factor!«» 
or increasing th« produotion capacity oannot be recoamended. 
On th« contrary,   in ordar to avoid waste  of productive assets 
it  ia adviaabl«  for  atapa to ba  takan  to a a cur«  tha proper 
utilisation of  existing planta« 

In ordar to achiava  thia va rao« ¡and 

- taking appropriata action to anaura  that   formulationa 
containing DDT ar« uaad in agricultura for auch oropo aa 
cotton,  rica   (Waat Pakiatan) and atangoea, 

- considering whether it ia not poaaibl«  to  atart a centrally 
organizad aanitation programma  in the  citiaa and  town» after 
1970,   or vhethar  tha  local bodiaa  cannot   be provided with 
tha nacaaaary  funda for auch prograaaaee  fro« an  internal 
loan, 

- raducing tha   iaiport  licancaa  of  the   inaocticide  formulatora 
in order to  forca   the« to apply more  DDT and  DHC, 

- granting apacial  iaiport licancaa for raw-amteriala  to the 
Manufacturera  for ataady,  und 1 erupted purchase  in bulk. 

On the firm lavai, awrketing stud lea ahould be carried out to 
find tha right approach for increasing ealee. The DDT factory 
at Barabakund ia vary newt it appears that it would be advan- 
tageous to inoro««« tha efficiency of the enterpriae still 
further. Moreover, the factory ahould be provided with better 
storage faciliti««. 
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After  careful   consideration  of   the   factor»   having   a   bearing  on  the 

future   consumption   of   alcohol,   we   have   arrived   at   a   rate  of   increase 

of  6,5   per   cent   a   year.   It   is   calculated  as   a   weighted  average   from 

the   following   rates   of  increase; 

Sector 

alcoholic   drink« 

pharmaceuticals 

cellulose   acetate 

acetone 

ethylene 

exports 

Share 

25 P.«5« 

I7.5   "   " 

19 "   " 

7   5"* 
6        "   " 

25 

Rate   of  increase 

5   p.c. 

12   "   " 

10   "   » 

10   "   " 

0   "   " 

Our   estimates   «re   based  on   the   «.sumption   that   Valika   will   switch 

It.   production   to   ethylene   .upplie.   fro«  Central   Naphtha Cracker. 

in   the  near   future   and we   therefore   take   a   consumption of   15^00 

tons   in   1907/Ö«   as   a   basis.   At   a   rate   of   increase   of  6,5  P*r  c.nt , 

which   implies   the   following  development   of   alcohol   consumption   in 

all   Pakistan, will   result: 

I967/6B 

1968/69 

1969/70 

1970/71 

1971/72 

1972/73 

1973/74 

197^/75 

15,4oo tons 

16,400 tons 

17,500 tons 

18,600 tons 

19,800 tons 

21,100 tons 

22,500 tons 

24,000   tons 

During  the  whole   period   the   pre.ent   con.umption  would increase   by 

only  50  per  cent.   A compari.on  with   the   installed  capacities   show, 

that  even   in   1975   the  establi.hed   plant,  will   prob.bly not  be   fully 

utilized.   Our   calculation,   are   however be.ed   on   the   traditional   appli- 

cations   and   their  continuous   development   in  conformity with  other 

e.timates   of   demand  made   in   chapter   5,   and  do   not   take   into  consid- 

eration   any   special   substitution  measures   that   mey   be   taken.   The 
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The increased application of formulation» containing DDT in 

agricultura ahould not b« difficult. It could for instance 

be atipulatad that in cotton only DDT cotton duat may be 

appliad at tha low Oovarnmant subsidized ratea. 

Aa far aa tha aanitation ia concerned, it is apparent that 

the Municipal Corperationa and other local bodies have err eat 

difficultiea in coping with the eaaential aanitation re- 

quireaients. Due to the high rate of increaae in population and 

development measuree their funda are limited. But the personnel 

available ia reatricted, too. It therefore seems that a cen- 

trally directed campaign similar to that of MEP would have big 

advantagea. Aa for the import licencea of the household insec- 

ticida formulations, we believe that aome of their foreign 

exchange licencea could be reduced. The formulators and part 

of the public aeem to be under the exaggerated impression that 

DDT and MIC are not good enough. If the licencea are curtailed, 

the Government ahould on the other hand take steps to induce 

the DDT manufacturera to reduce their pricea. 

The effectiveneas of all theae meaauree together could be further 

improved if the Government were to guarantee the DDT manufac- 

turara a certain purchaae, eay 80 per cent of their capacity, 

for a number of yeara, provided the quality ia good enough. 

Sub-etandard qualities ahould be rejected or taken at a con- 

aiderably reduced price which ia generally agreed. 

However, the public authoritiea ahould take the DDT only at a 

rate which leavea the factories at 80 per cent capacity utili- 

sation and good management a profit of eay 10 - 15 per cent on 

their own inveated capital. The decreaaed salea cost ahould be 

duly considered. Basically auch a price could be calculated by 

experienced persona without much difficulty. 
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5*6.3  Hexa-chloro  Cyclo-hexane   (BHC) 

5.6.3.I General  Characterise cs 

Hexachloro-cyclohexane,   or   BHC   as   it   is   usually  called,   acts   as 
an  inhalation and  contact  insecticide.   Its   formula   is   C6H6C16. 
The   technical   grade   is  a  mixture   of various   isomers,   of which 
the    Y  -isomer  has   insecticide   properties.   Concentrated  pro- 
ducts  with  at   least   99  per  cent   of  *T -isomer are   called 
"Lindane"   or   »Gammexane».   BHC,   unlike   DÛT,    is  easily  volatile. 

Benzene  hexachloride   is  usually  produced   from benzene   and 
chlorine  with   the  aid   of  light   rays.   The   product   thus   obtained 
generally  contains   10  to  15  per   cent  of    ¿T   -isomers,   which can 
be   increased   by  fractional   crystallization  and  separation.   It 
is  relatively  easy   to   increase   the ¿T   -share   to  4o  -   60 per  cent. 
Difficulties  arise   in   the  separation  of   the   ineffective   isomers 
with  regard   to   the  utilization   of   the  85   per  cent   of  by-product. 
Th^ mere   storage   of   the  waste,   for   instance,   may prove   to  be 
problematic. 

BHC  has  a   wide  range   of  effectiveness.   Only  against   a   small 
group  of pests   is  it   less  suited,   above  all  against   spider 
mites  and a  number  of   caterpillars.   It   is   notable  for   its 
relatively  quick  effect,   which,   however,   does  not   last   long, 
BHC   can  be   applied  as   dust,   spray  and   fumigant.   It   can  also 
be   used  against   soil   pests.   To   a   small   degree,   BHC   penetrates 
into   the  plants  and  acts  via   the   sap  circulation,   but   since 
this   effect   is   small   it   is not   considered   a   proper  systemic 
insecticide. 

BHC  is  traded  as 

-  technical  grade  with various    X   contents 
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- dust preparation with about 5 par cant affactiva 
substance 

- ••ulaion concentrata of up to 12 per cent effective 
aubstance 

- W.P. up to 75 par cent BHC. 

Under normal  conditions   of application it ia   harmless to man 

but  ie  strongly  toxic   to  fiah.   Therefore,   its   application  may 

be  queationable with rice and other  plant»  growing partly   in 

water.   Thia  applies above all to  areas where   fiah  living  in 

rice  fielda   form an  important protein source   for  the popula- 

tion.   Another  disadvantage  is  the   occurrence   of  resistance 

phenomena.   Above all   the application of  BHC   ia   in general 

limited by  ita  disagreeable,  musty   taate and   smell.   If not 

applied  competently  fruit and vegetables may   be   apoilt.   Thia 

handicap  ia   especially  marked with   the  technical  grade.   It 

can be  avoided  completely only if   the  purest   Lindane is applied 

carefully. 

5,6.3.2  Local Production 

5.6.3.2.1 Producera 

In Pakiatan  there are   only two factories for   the production  of 

BHC i 

- Inaacticidas   (Pakistan) Ltd. ,   Kala Shah  Kaku 

and 

- Chemical  Induatries of Pakistan Ltd.,   Barabakund/ 
Chittagong. 

Each Wing  could  thua  be  supplied  by  local production. 
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j *.„  «r   TnB«eticid«i   Ltd.,   which belong»   to -Ito«  production capacity of  In.ecticiae. t 
th.   Saigol  conc.rn.   i.  1,320  ton. a year,   but   it   i.  .aid  that 
it  could  b.  incr.—d  with  .light «edification,   to  2,000  ton.. 
Production  .t.rted   in  1967.   Th.   plant   operate,  according  to 
th.  St.uff.r proc...  and  yi.ld.  a direct  gamma   i.omer   content 
of  25  P.r  cnt.   Part   of  the  product manufactured   is  Proce.,ed 

by .   .i.t.r conc.rn   into hou..hold .pray.   («Shoot»).   The  fir« 

market,   it. product»  a. 

- technical BHC   (25  per c«nt  *   ) 
.  12  per   eint  W.P. 
.  50 per   cent  W.P. 
- 12  per   cent  du.t. 

It  i. Pl.nn.d to produc. Lindan.,  to.,   fro» .»pro,.   1970 onw.rd.. 
Th.  c.P.city for  Lindan,  -ill  probably b.   on.  ton per  day by  th.n. 
A. it   i.   int.nd.d   to  conc.ntr.t. only 50 p.r  cnt  of   th.  BHC 
producd.   th.  firm   think,   that  wa.t. product,  can b.  avoid.d. 
B, „nuf.ctur. of  gr.nul..  1. proj.ct.d for 1969.  Th.  expected 

capacity  i.  one  ton per hour. 

Th.  production  of   In..cticid..   Ltd.   i. ba.ed  o»  imported  benzene. 
Th.   chlorin. r.quir.d  i.   .uppli.d by United  Chemical,,   which 

belong,   to  the  .ame  concern 

Th.   •».  P.ki.t.ni   produc.r.   i...   Ch.-ical   mdu.tr!..   of  Paki.tan. 

po a plant   with a  production capacity  of  960   ton.  per year. 

D   it may b. m.ntion.d that  thi. fir« ha. a •»'£»•  E"?"tlon 

^irrt-torindTf SALíAS ^¿rAS* 
will probably be  45  ton.  per day. 
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This plant  was   installaci  at   tha  and  of I966.   Due  to various 
difficulties,   however,   tha   first has not  yet   gone  into pro- 
duction;   nor   ia   it possible  at  present  to  predict at which 
date production will  begin.   The  plant,  which was  supplied  by 
a   Japanese  first,   can produce   technical  BHC   of   12   to  lk  per  cent 
content  of  gamma   isomer.   As  benzene  is not   yet  produced   in 
Pakistan,   this   firm  too  depends   on imports.   Chlorine   is 
manufactured   in  the  same   factory   (salt  electrolysis). 

5.6.3.2.2 Production 

According  to   the  statements  of  Insecticides  Ltd.,   about 
1,000 tona  of   technical  BHC  containing 25  per  cent  gamma   isomers 
ware produced   in  1967«   During  the  first 6  months   the  production 
was  said  to  come   to  63O  tons   of   technical  grade;   for  the whole 
of   I968 an output  of  1,500  tona  was expected.   Prior  to  I967 
there was no  production  in Pakistan. 

If   we compare   the  aales  and   the   imports  of   benzene with  the pro- 
duction figures,   we  have   serious  doubts whether production was 
as   high as  claimed.   According  to  information  from  the Agricul- 
tural Department,   Insecticides   Ltd.   supplied   only 65O  tons  of 
12   per cent  W.P.   and  300  tons  of  5 per cent  dust   in I967/68. 
This means   that   only  372   tons   of   technical   BHC  25  per  cent 
ware used,   plus   one   ton  for   the  production  of  household   formu- 
lation,  which adds  up  to   373   tons.   It  seems   unlikely  that   77 
per  cent  of   the  production  of  one  year was  warehoused.   Simi- 
larly,   the  850  tons  of benzene   imported up   to  August  I968 
would not  have   sufficed   to  produce  the  indicated amounts   of 
BHC  and DDT  together. 
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It   should  therefore  be  a  good approximation   to  assume  that 
production during  the  said period was  only  1,630 tons  of  formu- 
lated  products  and not  of   technical  BHC. 

As   far  as   the  future  prospects  of  this  local   production are 
concerned,   we   think   it  probable   that   the   firm  will  manage   to 
make   use   of  the   greater  part   of   its   capacity.    It   seems   that 
they were  able   to  convince   the  agricultural  authorities   that 
BHC  products  should  be  used. 

If   the  plan is   implemented by which  the private   firms would 
be   allowed to  sell   their products direct   to  agricultural 
consumers,   Insecticides  Ltd.   feel  competitive   and active   enough 
to   secure a high  turn-over. 

5.6.3.2.3 Problems   of  Local  Production 

Both  the   BHC factories   in  the  country were   faced with serious 
difficulties.   This   applies   especially   to  Chemical   Industries 
of   Pakistan Ltd.   This   firm  has  not  yet  been  able   to   start   pro- 
duction.   The  first  and  foremost  difficulty  resulted  from   the 
fact   that  for  some   time   it  did  not  get  an  import  licence   for 
benzene.   As was   stated  by   the   enterprise,   a   licence  was 
granted  only for   the   1       shipping period   I968,   providing   the 
possibility of   importing   the  raw materials   under  US  loan. 
But   then a new  difficulty   emerged.   The  firm  wants   to   import 
k$0   tons   of benzene   in  bulk  since   importation   in  that  form 
is   about   30 per  cent   cheaper   than  in  barrels.   However, 
according  to existing regulations,   imports  under US  loan  can 
only  be   effected  on Pakistani  or US  ships.   Apparently,   US 
ships  are not willing  to   transport  such small   quantities   in 
bulk,   whereas  ships   from Pakistan are not  available.   Con- 
sequently,   this  firm  has   to  continue   to  fight   for an additional 
licence  permitting  transport  on ships  of  other  nations. 
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If this fight ia successful, another fundamental difficulty 

will have to be tackled. As already indicated, in East Pakistan 

most of the insecticides are made available to agriculture free 

of charge by the Government. There are no DHC consumers of 

importance except for the Agricultural Department, which is 

responsible for the distribution. If the enterprise wishes to 

manufacture BHC, it must first of all succeed in having BHC put 

on the List of Standardized Insecticides. But since I963 BHC 

has no longer been included on that list, and as the fish toxi- 

city of the product is heavily stressed by the competent 

authorities, it will probably be extremely difficult to 

bring about a change. 

As the high cost, caused above all by the expensive raw 

materials and the small size of the plant, makes exports appear 

most unlikely, it can be expected that the plant will not go 

into production in the near future. 

The difficulties confronting Insecticides Ltd. were less serious, 

but nevertheless annoying. Substantially, they related to two 

items: expensive imports of spare parts and difficulties with 

the power supply. The first item does not need to be ex- 

plained in detail. It implies the postponement of necessary 

repairs and thus the risk of a lengthy suspension of production. 

As in the case of DDT, the power problems cover 

- too small a power supply 

- insufficient  voltage 
- power  break-downs. 

According to the statement of the firm, the power problems have 

sometimes caused serious hindrances. The firm maintains i.a. 

that it could consume only 50 to 60 per cent of the power re- 

quirements of the factories of the concern concentrated in 

Kala Shah Kaku. 
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It »ay, however, ba doubtad whether tha production of BHC and 

DDT vai affectad, aince tha marketa for thaaa products have 

not yat bean sufficiently developed after the decline in their 

application. 

If the firm in Chittagong started production, it would have to 

contend with the same difficulties, plus an additional 

communicatione problem; the factory, which is about 35 km from 

Chittagong, cannot get a telephone. 

The conaumera in many caaes underlined that the gamma isomer 

content varies and that the suapenaibility of the product ia 

not up to the requirementa. Thia seems to show that the pro- 

ducing firm is not yet fully in control of all the pro- 

duction problems. For the rest, the remarks on the packing 

made in connection with DDT apply in this case as well. 

5*6.3.3 Demand 

5.6.3.3.1 Demand  in  the Past 

The   consumption of  BHC and Gammexane/Lindane  has  always  been 
small  in  the  past.   Only recently has  a  slight  change  been 
detected   in Weat  Pakistan under   the   influence  of  the domestic 
production. 

Table  93:     Imports and Local Supplies   of BHC and  Lindane. 
1965   to  1967   (tons of  camina   isomer  content) 

Year Vest East All 
Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 

1965 12 18 30 
1966 7 2 9 
1967 8 12 20 
1968 100 51' 105 

1)   Estimated  figure  of Lindane  imports 
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Hur Inf the four ytari, • total of 164 tona of BHC gai 

isomers or 1,100 ton« of tachnlcal BHC of 15 par cant gai 

isomer contant was consumed. Of thia quantity, 100 tons of 

gamma isomers (61 per cant) ware supplied from domestic pro- 

duction. With the exception of 1968 Vest Pakistan imported 

slightly more than East Pakiatan; the ratio wat about 65 t k$. 

Owing to the fluctuationa in the figurea it ia not useful to 

apaak of a rate of increaae or decrease. 

The suppliaa to insecticide formulators in the period averaged 

27 per cent. From I965 to I967 they consumed nearly four 

fifth of all supplies. On thia basis the insecticide formulatora 

mainly produce household sprays and dusta, which are used both 

in rural araaa and in towns. A small proportion of these pro- 

ducts are uaed by Municipal Corporationa and other public 

authoritiea. The remaining 73 Per cent of the quantities of 

gamma isomers purchased are aupplied a Imo at entirely to the 

Agricultural Department of the Vest Pakiatan Government. 

BHC was bought by the Agricultural Department during the period 

covered by the investigation in the form of 5 p«r cent granules, 

5 par cent duat, and 12 par cant wettabla powder. 

Private induatry importa the raw material mainly aa 26 par 

cant V.P. and as 12 per cent W.P. Minor quantities of Lindane 

are also imported. 26 per cent V.P. accounts for about 85 par 

cent of the imports, but it may be assumed that the Lindane 

share will increase in future, since some factories intend to 

use Lindane, together with other effective substances, as a 

component of aerosols. 

• 

1 
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5.6.3.3.2 Co—nt»   on Future De»and 

In view of  the alre.dy—entioned  situation  in  the insecticide 
Market,   the  development  of consumption cannot   be forecast. 
Only  tha  following  general atate.ent« can  ba  «ad.; 

- Tha   fomulator«   ara   increasingly using  substitutes  for   BHC 
and   Lindane,   in   thosa  casas  where  thay ara   still appliad. 

- Tha   East  Pakistan Oovarnmant   is   likaly   to  remain opposad 
in general   to  tha  application  of   the product   in tha   futur«. 
A dacisiva  reason  for  this   is   tha high  fish  toxicity  of   BHC. 

- In West Pakistan   it   saeas   that   the local   producers  have 
succeeded  in convincing tha   Agricultural  Authoritias   of   the 

usafulnass  of  tha  domestic  product. 

It  is  not  clear how  thing« will  davelop  if  on. day ths  private 
firms   themselves   .all  insecticidas direct   to   the agricultursl 
.actor.   Insecticidas  Ltd.,  however,   is optimistic in  thi.  respect 

In any  casa   it  seems   certain   to  us  that   BHC,   a« with  DDT.   is 
ussd  nowhara near   tha   extent   that  would  be  deairabla   from 
tha  point   of view  of   sustaining a  domestic   production. 

Fro« a  macro-economic  point   of  view,  it  appears mainly  disadvan- 
tageous  if   existing new capacities are not  utilized  or  at  lea.t 
not  utilized to  a   sufficient  degree.  Thi.   obviously mean,  a loss 
of available production capital and of  the   foreign exchange 

invested. 
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possible  utilization of  ethyl   alcohol  as   a  knock-resistent   fuel  com- 

ponent   will   be  dealt  with  in  detail   in chapter  6. 

The   estimates  of   the   future   consumption   indicated  above,   do   not  con- 

tain   the   consumption  for  a   possible   production   of   plasticizer.   As 

will   be   discussed   in  5.5.ó,    the   production   oí'   dioctylphthalate   is 

worth   considering;   for   this,    large   quantities   of   2-ethylhexanol   are 

required,   which   might   be   produced    from  acetaidehyde   (cf.    5.5.°)«   If 

2-ethylhexanol   were   to   be   produced   on   the   scale   indicated   in   5. r). 8, 

it   would   have   repercussions   on   the   ethanol   consumption.    In   197^/75 

the   consumption  of   this   sector   would  amount   to   about   7 • 500   tons   of 

ethyl   alcohol. 

5.5.1.2.4   Prices 

The   producers   »ell   ethanol   only  direct   to  certain   licence   holders. 

The   stock   is   under   the   control   of   the  Excise   Department. 

The  domestic   prices   including   all   taxes   are 

for  rectified   spirit 1,47   -   1,5«   Rs./kg 

for  denaturated  spirit 1,38  -   1,43   Rs./kg 

While   home   prices   assure   the   alcohol  producers   of  good   profits,   the 

export   prices  are   considered   too   low. 

The   export   price   fob  Karachi   for   pure  alcohol   (100   per  cent)   was 

t>9,50  ¿;/t 

in  1968. 

Table 84 compares prices and their development during the last few 

yeara in certain industrialized countries. 
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There i« no doubt that the chlorinated insecticides, and espaci- 

ally BHC and DDT, ara increasingly being replaced by phoephatic 

and other organic compounda But hie definitely doti not mean 

that they are ineffective means of controlling plant pests. And 

indeed in a number of countries, like Japan, the Philippines, 

Korea, the Soviet Union and Poland, they are applied on a 

large scale in culturel auch as cotton, rice, and in forests. 

They can also be used in Pakistan in a similar way, especially 

in cotton and rice cultures in the Western Province. On the 

assumption that per hectare and harveat it would be feasible 

to use 9 kilos of BHC 25 P«r cent X' with cotton and 12 kilos 

of BHC 25 per cent with rice, the resulting quantity, for Weat 

Pakistan only, would currently be 

4,310 tona for cotton 
2) 

1,690 tona for rice  ' 

With this quantity, aa in the caae of DDT, the capacity of 

the exiating  planta could easily be utilised. 

For cotton, for instance, it would be poasible to use cotton 

dust, a mixture of DDT, BHC, and aulphur. Then, the spider mites 

would have to be fought by special admixtures or by campaigns. 

Niticidea that could be uaed are Kelthane, Ethion or Tedion. 

In general it may be aaid that, according to information from 

leading Pakistani acientists, about three-quarters of all past 

control measures could be based on a mixture of BHC, DDT, and 

Methylparathion. In addition to this, BHC could play a major 

part in locust control and be uaed like DDT in the measures 

against mosquitoes and flies undertaken by the Municipal 

Corporations and similar authorities in charge of sanitary 

measures in residential areas. 

1) DDT/BHC dust 

2' The calculations are based on the assumption that 30 per cent 
of the cotton cultivation area and 10 per cent of the rice 
cultivation area in West Pakistan are treated with insectici- 
des. 
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3.6.3.3.3 CwMwri 

The coneuaera art the Agricultural Departaenta concerned and 

Most of the iaportant insecticide foraulators, auch aa 

- Standard Finia Oil Co., Karachi 

- standard Fini» Oil Co. (E.P.), Dacca 

- Potar Pilita Oil Co., Narayanganj 

- People Choaical Induetries, Dacca 

- Tyfon Ltd., Karachi 

- Osaansons, Karachi 

A potential conawaer ia Agroeheaicals, Chittagong. In futuro 

ICI, too, night bo conaidarod a potential conauaar for thoir 

aoroaol plant in Eaat Pakiatan. 

5.6.3.4 Prices 

Tho pricoa of tha doaeatic producara aro at proaant 

- Ra. 1.9V*a* for 5 par cant dust 

- Ra. 4.96/kg for 12 par cant W.P. 

A discount of 5 par cont aay bo granted on thaaa pricaa. 

»aloa tax, dofonce aurcharg-a, and rehabilitation tax, however, 

nava to ba addad. It seeaa aa if tha Manufacturera are thinking 

of generally reducing theae pricaa to tome degree. 

Tha cAf pricea for W.P. 12 per cent were said to be as folluva- 

I9631 $ 26.5V1O0 kg 

1967« $ 33.80/100 kg 

19681  $ 35.43/100 kg 
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Tn« first tvo prie«« r«lat« to import« fro« the USA, th« I968 

prie« to iaport« fro« th« Federal Republic of Germany. Th« 

fiffur«« r«l«t« to Minor import» totalling le«a than 5 ton«. 

Th« prie« of Lindan« i« at present about US$ 192».- p«r 100 kg 

oâf Karachi. 

5.6.3.5 Recyaaandations 

Th« f«n«ral reco«wi«ndation« given und«r 5.6.2.5 apply also to 

BHC. In particular, appropriât« measures should be taken to 

ensure that the us« of BHC for cotton and rice is given 

priority in West Pakistan. Th« price« of th« manufacturer« in 

this cai« should also be examined. 

In East Pakistan BHC should be included on the List of 

Standardizad Insecticidas. It« application should, howevor, be 

restricted to the drier part« of the country. 

Chemical Industri«« of Pakistan and Insecticide« Ltd. should 

b« allowed to import bensene on European or Japan««« ship«, 

if n«c«««ary. 
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3-7    Altorl-inr* iilgUfffitftff 

'•7.1 àlUrl  Banzene Sulphonate IXttrnnti and thoir Production 

Dodecyl banztnt (DDB) the intermediate for the production of 

dodecyl benzene sulphonate has nowadays become the most 

important of the detergent raw-materials. It is a water- 

white oily liquid. The sum formula is C  H   - C^H . 

In contrast to tetrapropylene benzene (TPB), which has the 

s aste SUM formula, the alkyl chain is straight. 

Historically, its importance must be attributed to the efforts 

of some industrialized countries to avoid the effects of 

using non-biodegradable detergents. It was found that the 

widely used TPB-based detergents were chiefly responsible 

for the pollution of surface and underground waters. 

The reason is that the branched alkyl benzenes are very 

little affected by bacterial action and therefore remain 

solved in the water. Therefore the TPB was widely replaced 

by DDB, which has a linear side-branch. 

Dodecyl benzene is made from dodecene or dodecylene and 

benzene. The recovery of the first component is based on 

certain hydrocarbon fractions from mineral oils. 

Dodecyl benzene sulphonate (DDBS) is made from dodecyl 

benzene or mixture of alkylates by means of sulphonation 

with SO , concentrated sulphuric acid or oleum. The 

sulphonic acid thus produced is neutralized with natron lye. 

The detergent produced in this way is the washing-active 

substance in the normal household washing powders and also 

in a number of industrial detergents, which are mostly 

applied in a liquid form. 
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A typical household washing powder has roughly tha following 

ooMpoaitiont 

tanaidas 

•oap 

polyphosphataa 

alkaline salts (sodium 
silicata, sodiusi ortho- 
phoaphata) 

sodiusi parborata 

brlghtanar 

carboxy sia thy 1 ca Hulosa 

10 - 25 por cant 

0-10 par cant 

20 -  50 par cant 

5-10 par cant 

tO -  25 por cant 

0.1  - 0.5 par cant 

1-2 par cant 

In addition to tha abova its«» there are, or at leaat can be, 

other coMponents such as dyes, scents, anti-caking agenta, 

foasi regulators. 

In the Manufacture of washing powder the coaiponenta are Mixed, 

diluted to a slurry and than dried in a spraying tower. 

The DOBS content of the domestic washing powder produced at 

praaent in Pakistan ia 20 par cent, rising up to 35 - *0 per 

cent for induatrial detergents. 

It My be noted finally that in the application of washing 

powder an average option» concentration is k  to 6 grsis 

per litre. It cannot, however, be expected that detergente 

are uaed ao econesilcally in Pakiatan at present. 
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5.7.2 The D>ttr»nt Market In Pakistan 

ror a better tinderstanding of the different factor» involved 

it Might be useful to provide an idea of the total market 

for detergents in Pakistan. We have therefore attempted to 

eetinate the imports and production for 1966/67 and 

1967/68. 

Tab!« 94; Importa and Production of ¥a»falttg Alf Itti 
    in 1966y"7 and 1967/oè (in tona) 

Imports production 1966/67 

1       Production  of DDBS 
detergents   1 ) 

2. Production of  other 
synthetic   deter- 
gents  2) 

3. Imports  of detergents 
3) 

4. Soap production by 
factories 

5. Production of soap 
flakes 

6. Soap production by 
households 4) 5) 

Total of soap equivalent 

1,750 

110 

600 - 800 

82,000 

65 

94,000 

1967/68 

2,740 

150 

1967/68 demand 
in terms of 
soap units  

7,120 

450 

1,500-1,700  7,200 

84,000 

67 

96,000 

84,000 

70 

96,000 

194,840 

1) In terms of washing powder with 20 per cent active matter. 
The washing power has been taken as 250 per cent of that of 
an average washing soap. 

2) In terms of standard washing powder equivalents. 

3) Imported detergents are mostly synthetic, on various basis. 
Active matter content may be taken as about 30 per cent 
equal to 4.5 soap units. 

4) Based on estimates by Lever Bros. 
5) No differentiation has been made between the aoaps produced 

in factories and those made at home. 
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The table shows some remarkable features. The most striking 

fact is the high proportion taken up by soap in the total 

consumption and in the production of washing active 

materials. According to our tentative evaluation of washing 

powder demand, the production of soap still accounts for 

about 93 per cent of total production and imports together 

in terms of equal washing power. 

An analysis of the domestic consumption of the washing 

preparations based on synthetic detergents shows that, in 

terms of the estimated washing power, in 1967/68 only about 

50 per cent of the total quantity available in the country 

was produced locally on the basis of imported raw materials. 

In spite of the considerable inrrea«« in domestic production, 

our estimates show that the share of imports went up 

substantially between 1966/67 and 1967/68. 

Moreover, it is noticeable that the domestic production of 

washing active materials not based on DDBS accounts for 

only 3-5 per cent of the total production of synthetic 

detergents. 

It is not known precisely to what extent the imported 

detergents are based on DDBS; estimates made by affected 

importers suggest that the figure may be about 35 P«r cent. 

In any case it seems to be certain that other kinds of 

detergents are preferred, because the main demand is for 

special detergents for industry. It has, however, at the same 

time to be emphasized that experts of the washing powder 

industry are of the opinion that under the present conditions 

in Pakistan at least two thirds of the imported detergents 

can be produced on the basis of DDBS. 
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A»  for   the  geographica  distribution of production,   synthetic 
washing   preparations  are  only   produced   in West  Pakistan. 
In  the   case   of  soap  about  k6   per  cent  of   the   total   production 
and a   little   less   than  kO per   cent   of  the   industrial  pro- 
duction   comes   from  East   Pakistan. 

As  mentioned   above,   only  small   quantities   of   other  detergents 
than  those   based   on  DDBS  have   been  produced   in  Pakistan  up 
to   the   present.   These   other   products  are   currently   being 
marketed   by   Textile  Chemical   Industries,   Karachi  and  CIBA, 
Karachi.   Besides  washing preparations   on  a   DDBS basis, 
Textile   Chemical   Industries   mainly   produces   detergents   based 
on  polyglycols   and   nonyl phenol s.   CTRA   gets   its   products, 
based  on   ethoxylated  compounds   and  derivatives  of  polyglycols 
formulated   by  Futehally  Chemicals   Ltd.,   Karachi. 

In  the   near   future   other  firms   in   Pakistan will  start 
producing  detergents  not  based  on   DDBS.   The   chief  of  these 

firms  ares 

- Imperial   Chemical  Industries,   Karachi 
- Sandoz   (Pakistan)   Ltd.,   Karachi 
- Agrochemicals,   Chittagong 

In addition   to   these,   Farbwerke  Hoechst   is   considering   the 
establishment  of  a   plant.   It   seems   that   now   the  time  has 
come  for   the   detergent  market   to   start   developing  very   fast. 
It  is   therefore  quite   likely   that   more   firms   are   seriously 
contemplating  similar   plants   than   those   which  came   to   the 
notice   of   the  Batteile   team. 

As  regards   the  capacity  and   output   of   these   new units,   ICI 
is known   to   be  planning a  plant   of   1,000   tons   for   the 
manufacture   of  its   product   "Lissapol".   Sandoz  intends   to 
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•tart the production of 100 tons of "Sandopan DTC", a 

product basad on polyglycols, early in 1970. Agrochemicals 

will produce a product basad on cyclohexyl taurine one 

year earlier; the initial production will probably not 

exceed 25 tons in 1969° 

5-7.3 The Production of DDBS in Pakistan 

So far only the aulphonation and formulation of washing 

agents on a DDB base has been carried out in Pakistan. 

The Main Manufacturer of washing preparations on a 

DDBS base has hitherto been  Futehally Chemicals Ltd., 

Karachi. This well-managed firm has a plant with a usable 

aulphonation capacity of 200 kg per hour and a spray- 

drying capacity of 500 kg/hour. When working in three 

ahifta, the factory could produce 3t600 tons of washing 

powder per year of 300 working days. It would then consuMe 

720 tons of DDBS. 

Futehally aells the Major part of its production to 

Lever Bros. (Pakistan) Ltd., Karachi and Burmah Shell Oil 

Storage and Distribution Company of Pakistan Ltd., Karachi. 

Lever Bros, have successfully introduced household washing 

powder under the brand name of "Surf" in Pakistan. Burmah 

Shell sell an industrial detergent named "Teepol", mainly 

to the textile industry. 

In addition to this firm, there are two smaller producers of 

synthetic detergent items, namely Textile Chemical Induetries 

and Shuja Induatries, both located in Karachi. They pre- 

dominantly produce industrial detergents which they sell 

themaelvea. 
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üoMgtlc   orici»  of  denaturateci  ethanol   1964/68 1) 

USA Belgium France Germany Italy 

I 964 174 29^ 220 134 33b 

1965 174 29^ 220 238 316 

I966 184 29^ 220 236 272 

1967 242 29^ 220 236 257 

I960 242 29^ 220 231 257 

TT 
exclusive of taxes, inclusive of freight: road or rail tank 

cars holding 10 - 20 tona. 

5*5.1.2.5 Recommendation» 

A further enlargement of the production capacities does not seem 

recommendable for the present. 

The utilization of ethanol as a fuel cowponent would, however, 

promptly change the aituation of the ethanol Manufacturing Indus» 

try. A discussion of this subject Is Included in chapter 6.5 sub- 

stitution. 

If the measures proposed there should not be considered opportune, 

it would Le advisable to examine whether, by reduction of the Bonus 

Voucher for molasses, alcohol exports can be expanded considerably, 

thus improving the utilization of the present capacity. 
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The statements of these three enterprises are summer i «ed in 

table 95 indicating the estimated consumption of detergent 

raw materials in the form in which they were imported. 

Table 95: gstimated Consumption of Alkyl Bengene 
Raw Materials, 1965-1968 (in tons of 
DPB equivalents) 

Year Consumption 
of Alkyl 
Benzene 

Consumption 
of Sulphonic 
Acid 

Consumption 
of DDBS Total 

1965 120 - 3 123 

1966 150 9 3 162 

1967 300 23 8 331 

1968 400 28 13 kk\ 

The table shows that most of the raw materials were importad 

in the form of alkylates (an average of 92 $>) . 

Nearly all of this type of raw material was consumed by 

Futehally Chemicals Ltd. One of the smaller manufacturera 

tried to sulphonate alkylates in 1955« but he switched over 

to imported sulphonate in the following years, probably 

implying that he had overestimated his chances of producing 

a good detergent with the production equipment at his 

disposal. 

While the above figures give the input data, the table 96 

indicates the output figures of the different items produced. 
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Tabi» 96s   Production of DDBS and Readv-Made Dtttrnnti. 
1965 -   1968  (in toni) 

Year DDBS Datergenti formila ti on  ) 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 2) 

175 

230 

470 

625 

875 

1,150 

2,350 

3,125 

)   Quantities indicated ara  in tarata  of waahing powdar 
containing 20 % DDBS. 

2 )   Expactad production. 

Tho  figurai in tha  laat coiuam giva  tha ovarall production in 

taralo  of a  atandard washing powder containing 20  par cant 

DDBS  aa  activa atattar,   Naturally,   not  all datargonts  ara sold 

in  this  forai;   indaad,   racantly  only a  ralativaly   anali 

proportion of than nava baan  sold  aa  household waahing  powders, 

Tha   ahara  of thoaa  houaahold waahing powders  in  local 

production haa  boon aa  follows: 

1965 
1966 

1967 
1968 

50 - 55 par cant 

50 - 55 par cant 

30 - 35 per cant 

30 - 35 per cant 

Tho  drop in tho  percentage need not  indicata  a corraaponding 

riao  in industrial   consumption.   Apparently,   in tho  laat  few 

yoara hone production haa  baan  auccaaaful  in pen« tra ting tha 

narket  of imported  induatrial datargonts. 

B 
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The tbovt data refer only to domestic production in the real 

• enee. In addition, washing powders have been marketed from 

tine to time under names such as "Pride", "Tide" and 

others. These products have usually been based entirely on 

imported ready-made detergent powders. Only the packing 

was done in Pakistan. Their share in the washing powder 

market has never been of importance. 

In the third quarter 1968 the capacity and production of 

detergents based on DDB were expected to double since Dada 

Soap Factory, Karachi intended to start its new plant. 

This firm has more or less the same production equipment 

as Futehally. 

According to a list of sanctioned units prepared by the 

Dacca branch of the Department of Investment Promotion 

a Supplies, there will be two more units for the production 

of synthetic detergents, in addition to this. Their names 

and the capacities sanctioned were given as 

Cordova Soap Factory, Dacca (300 tons) 

Kaptai Chemicals, Dacca     (6OO tons). 

Although it is not known for certain whether these firms 

will produce DDBS detergents, it seems very likely, since 

such washing preparations have the widest range of 

applications and are easy to manufacture. 

Moreover, Messrs. Kohinoor Chemical Co. Ltd., Dacca are 

planning to establish a washing powder plant with a 

capacity of 1,000 tons per annum. The time when this 

plant would take up production is not known. 

BATTELLE- INSTITUT    E    V        FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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In  1969   the  production can be   expected  to rise  by more   than 
100 per  cent   to  a  washing powder  equivalent of at   least 
6,100   tons.   So far  production  has   always  been restricted 
by  lack  of raw materials,   while   the   marketing firms   could 
have   aold much larger quantities o    Since   the Dada  factory 
is  well   provided with import   licences   the above  figure 

should  be within easy reach. 

5.7.4       Demand 

5.7.4.I   Past Demand 

The   total  demand  for DDBS-based  detergents in recent   years 

la  given below. 

Table  97»   Ç9nf\MlgU9ft 9f PPPS  Pt*f riOTfllft ^W*"!*  ?( 
Standard Vashin« Powder   1)   1965 - 1968  (in   tona) 

Year 
Household 
Washing 
Powder 

Industrial Detergents 
Total Consumption Local 

Production 
Imports ) 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

480 

590 

710 

1 ,000 

395 
56O 

1,640 

2,125 

210 

290 

560 

750 

1,085 

1 ,440 

2,910 

3,875 

1 )   20   i» DDBS  content 
2)   Eatimated from CSO import   figures  of  surface-active  agents 
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If we  calculate   the  rates of  Increase  from these  figures, 

the   following  percentages  are   obtained. 

Table   98;   Rates   of   Increase   of  Consumption of  DDBS   Detergents 
in  Equivalents  of  Standard  Washing Powder   1), 
T966   -"   19Ó8   (in per  cent) 

Year 
Household 
Washing 
Powder 

 :                                         | 
Industrial   Detergents 

Total  Consumption Local 
Produc tion Imports 

1966 

1967 

1968 

average 
1966  - 
1968 

22.9 

20.3 

40.8 

27-8 

41.8 

192.8 

29.6 

75 = 4 

38 

93 

34 

53 

32.7 

102.1 

332 

52.8 

1 )   20 # DDBS   content 

A  comparison  of   the  average  growth   rates   shows   that   the 
consumption  of   industrial detergents   and  emulsifiers   has 
grown at a much   faster  rate   than   that  of domestic   detergents. 
While   the household  washing powder   consumption  has   increased 
at  an  average   rate   of  about   28   per   cent   that  of   industrial 
detergents,   according  to  our  estimates,   has  grown   by   about 
68   per  cent   a   year. 

What   is   the   reason   for   this  difference   in growth  rates   ? 
With  the  exception   of  Lever  Bros. ,    all   the  firms  dealing  in 
detergents  were   primarily interested   in   the  industrial 
detergents  market.   While household   detergents   are   a   substitute 
for  soap and  vice   versa,   in  industrial   applications   synthetic 
surface-active  materials  cannot   easily  be  replaced   by   soap 
products due   to   their  superior  properties.  Apparently  an 

•3  •*. 
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increasing number of producers  in   the  fields   of  textiles, 
leather tannery   and paper making  etc.   are  realizing that 
the   proper use   of  surface-active   substances   is  essential 
if  the products   are  to be  of a  sufficiently high  standard. 
It  can be  assumed  that demand  from  these  industries will 
continue   to  grow,   not  only  because  their production is 
rising but   also  because  the  range   of application  of such 
textile auxiliaries  and other  surface-active  materials  is 

widening. 

In  the past,   expansion in  the household cleaning 
preparations  market has been hampered  considerably by 
lack  of raw materials.   Lever Broa,   and  other  firms  could 
easily have  sold  20  -  30 per  cent   larger quantities  in each 
of   the years mentioned if  the  supplies  had been  sufficient. 

It   is  fairly obvious   that   the market  for household washing 
materials  which  is  growing at  a   rate  of  5 P«r  cent  per annum 
altogether   (i.e.   including  soap),   has  not been energetically 
developed  by  the manufacturers  and marketing  firms  of 
synthetic   washing agents.   Nor haa   this  been necessary, 
because   the demand has been  satisfied anyhow by  soap and 

soap  flakes. 

A detailed geographical break-down of  the  total  demand  is 
not   available   since  it is  not known how much  of  the  local 
production of   industrial  detergents  is   sold  in  the Eastern 
Wing.  However,   it  is  apparent   that  the  greater part  of  it 
is   consumed  in  West  Pakistan.   This  is   the  picture which 
consumption  of  household detergents  as  well  as  of imported 
detergents   shows.   The distribution of  the household 

detergents  is   given in table  99- 

B -"> 
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Table   99.     Index   Numbers and Diatribut ion  of  the  Consumption 
of household  detergents    in   East  and  West   Pakistan 

(1964  =   lOO) 

Year West East Share   of East 
Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 

196^ 100 100 3     per cent 

1965 116 350 9     per cent 

1966 139 525 11     per cent 

1967 163 875 15     per cent 

1968 23^ MI7 17    per cent 

The   figures  reveal   that   the share   of   East  Pakistan   is   small 
but   growing  fast, 

The   import   figures   are   not so clear o    They  show  that   the   share 
of  East  Pakistan   must   be between 20   and   ¿40 per  cent   of   the  im- 
ported   items.   But    it    seems that  the   East   Pakistani   share   of 
industrial  detergents    is diminishing. 

Since   apparently   the   bulk of the  industrial  detergents   produced 
are   consumed  in  West   Pakistan,   it  appears   that  at  present   only 
about   a   quarter   of   all   synthetic detergents are  consumed   in East 
Pakistan, 

5 • 7 « *» • 2  Forecast   of   Consumption Trends 

Trying   to  evaluate   the   future growth   of   demand,   we  will   first 
make   a   rather  conservative estimate   and   then consider  a 
proposal made  by   Lever   Bros. 

B  £• %   S   T  » T 1=    R!   A    <\i    !•- A   M M 
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5,b*1'1  Q»"»•1   Puffet«r|ft|ff 

C.rbon  bl.ck   i.  a   technically   important   oodific.tion of c.rbo,,. 
It   i.   .ith.r produci  by  incocete  co.bu.tion  or  by ther.«I 
de.int.gr.tion  of   liquid  or *...««. hydrocarbon.,   «. hay.   to 
distinguish  between: 

- la.p  black 
- channel   black 

- furnace   co.bu.tion  black 
- the rami   black. 

Only   two  of   the.e   four   type,   of  carbon  black  are   portant   for 
l.rge   .cale   indu.tri.l   production,   channel   bl.ck  and   furn.c. 
black.   Channel   black,   are   produced   by   incoante   chu. ti on 
of  natural    frilH   iit   an  ftxy€eil   <lefiait.    u    tQ   ^   ^.^   ^^ 

the   incompleto   co.bu.tion   i.   affected   ln   a   cl0Bml   (ll!IlttCe. 

Hydrocarbon,   in   liquid   or   B...0u.   state   or   both   ca„   „.   u..U 
simultaneously. 

Th.   production   of  carbon   black   fro« «atura»   «a.   h„  n#.rly   b„n 

r.placed  co.plet.ly   by  production   fro«   oil   residue,   which  .,, 
not   only   le.«   eÄpen.ive   but   al.o  yl.,a   c.rbon   black,   of   b-tt.r 
quality   and   purity.    According   to   e.ti.at«.   -„.   by   Kuropean 
carbon  black  producer,  about   „3  per  cent   of  .u   carbon  black, 
»re  produced   in   the   furnac.  proce.a. 

The   rubber  indu.try   con.u...  u5 p#r  c#||t   of   tM   roUÄhly   ,   , 

.illion  ton.  of  c.rbon  black .„„ually  produced   in   the  *..tern 
world.   The  refining  5  por cant   are  u.ed  a.  dye.tuff.   for 

printing  ink.   .paci.l  p.p.r.,   p,..tle.  am!  lllllt§  af mU   fc 
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5.».1.2 P-«tic PriJMCtlMi 

Carbon black ta not produci*«! in Pakistan. Ta our knowledge 

thar« are also no plana bcc«ui* according te an HCl) a«reeO)ent 

Pakistan wilt pu re hasp up to H*M> tona of carini« black per 

year fro« a joint ventar«» in Iran. 

5.«.t. 1 

*•*•'•»•' YtiWrT m# jtnttwff tf flit 

aa   la   generally   ***•   (*••   •*»   the  world  Market ,   lb»   âmwmntt   far 

carbon  black   in   Pakistan  dependa   on   ivre   fabrication   in   tfce 

flral   place.   Carbon  black   i*   added   lo   the   rubber   for   ine 

different   tyre   tvpes   in   different   quantità«»»   and   qualities. 

II   serves   as   a   filter   Ot    st retuft beni it*   anent.    The   »a**   Is 

true   for   tht»   product ioji   of   tubtoet    shot>s,    ••!<••   or   beels.   m»té 

for   technical   rubber  articles,   tn   the   production  ot   sponge 

anudáis   the   carbon  black   1«   only   used   els   black   dtestulf.   Ont* 

a   wamll   p»rcenta#e   is   added   .«•   s t reiuc t hen l n«   affont    to   f* tat 

rubber. 

THe   types   of   carbon   black  «atril)    used   In   Pakistan   are 

- ii * r 
- i ê 4 r 
- f t r 
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*••    * * MMM    **"    ••• «    r*4«#       I*    *m» 

* »«fi»    #*H»fH|MMHft*t    *v     "     **•     *««•        tfca» 

**•*•    »agit»»m»   *w    »«té*    »*>*    IM« 

¿fe»     *«*•»»     «MM*     (POP»*     »tHPnH»»»«»*     *•      •       »««th»»«     %•••     «»Iff     •    #•?'* 

**»   *«M»*l«|t      # KM**       »UH 

«4M»» k **     • «M***«fJ|»* <M 

mm* 



«il 

•f   ito*   to*  *•*•«•*% t«tt  »f  ••#%•»  blaa*  «Ml «*lINI   t» 

IH»  f*«*   ta*t   in»   rwafear   twitMtr*   ta  aat   »••   full«  ««vaia»««! 

•Mil   Paatataa   »raaanta   •   tMMt*tyfttaat   t*iet%tr#.    ?*•   paint   an «I 

•araaa »•»>•»   aattara   laarafar»  »»»a»   at   tn#» MMMMII   «  caapara- 

tttrat*   t*r«:»  »art.   in   tu*   twri»  •»   ta»  fwrtaat   industrial 

«»»»>•» a. M   •!    ta*   »ravine»,    Ih-   41 at r t but ta«   er   tit*   eon« 

s«apttaa  *f   earaaa  »lac«  »»»   «vetar«  «til   baca«*»  alai lar   ta   tita 

>ti««   tu   «aat   »abtatan. 

il« llar   «f   !• bl««fc  far bata parta »f  Palliatali 
la 

•   »a at (n*<rw»aa ) 

•«at   ta rtaaa»  bat   alta  • ¿«arabi y  aaallar aaaraa  trt: 

ta«  «Mita«!  fttajtaaa 

Italy 

«••arata«   t«  atafmta by   ta« «araaa  blaea  can a ua In«  indu a try 

ta Pattata«,   ta» Qav«raa»at   intanai ta  buy  carban black  fro« 

il*   *a«l«llat   Caantriaa  an  an   tncraaain*ly   »«ala.   lut  a   trand 

ta  tat*  «il tact lati  asa  nat   baan  natlcad   yet. 

» f » K  % *> H» * KK  »  u I T    fi M    MA 
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Knii-mT Industries 

As indicated before, ih« consumption of carbon black la In the 

tirsi place dependant on the futura development of the rubber 

induit rips and especially on the tyre Industry. Thf> forecast 

for trends in th« consumption is therefor« based on the state- 

Hants »ade in section 3.4.4. The probable future consumption 

of carbon black is thus calculated fro« the increasing demand 

in the manufacture of scooter and bicycle tyres, shoes and 

other rubber articles (see Table 1U5). The rubber consumption 

for passenger cars and trucks will be discussed sepuretely. 

According to our estimates the demand for carbon black by the 

Vest Pakistan rubber industry will approximately double until 

1975/76. In East Pakistan where the rubber industry is still 

not v«ry important but still developing faster than in the 

West, the carbon black consumption is expected to treble 

until 1975/76. But even then it wil J only attain H) per cent 

of the consumption in West Pakistan. 

T  f-   lì   E'NSTiTUT   E    V FRANK   -URT    AM    M A 1  \ 
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Pakistan,    1 btt/69   - i973//t>   1 (in   tons) 

Went -Pakt tan I ant - P.* k i Ht. in 
Tvr —- 
Pakiatan 

Year 

 , 

Rubber 

Ind . 

othei 

Ind. 

sub 

total 

Rubber 

Ind. 

;  other 

lud. 

sub 

total 

- • 

total 

19b<V69 1 , 1 JO 9 5 1 ,225 .0 35 

—— _ 

1 15 1 , j4o 
1969/7o 1 ,2 JO 100 1 , 3  )0 90 3 5 125 1,455 
1970/71 i , j4o ÌU'j 1 ,445 I05 4o 145 1 , 5'<'0 

1971/7Ü i , 44o 1 10 1 , 550 1 20 4o 1ÒO 1,710 

1972/7 i 1 ,54 o 115 1 ,655 1 J5 4 5 1 fso 1 ,oJ5 
1973/74 ) ,070 120 1,790 130 50 200 1 ,990 

1974/75 ,1,UOO     i      125 
t 1,92 5 165        I 50 215 2, i4o 

1975/76 

__ i 
1,94o    I      130 2 ,070 1  ^        1 1 "5       ; 55 

 1 

24o 2,310 

1) The consumption of carbon black for the production of tyres 

for passenger cars and trucks is not included in these figures. 

Various  Industries Processing Carbon Black 

Because of the small quantities of carbon black used in Pakistan 

for the production of carbon paper, typewriter ribbons, printing 

ink and paints, we have summarised these industrial sectors in 

Table 106 under "Other Industries". 

The producers of carbon paper and ribbons have not been able 

to give any details about the future demand of their products. 

Owing to the fact that there is a close relationship between 

the rate of increase of typewriters and the demand for carbon 

MA r 1 f E v c   P A \' K £ W     M 
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paper  uml   ribbons   we   have   based   our   demand   piti«HtPH   in   t h » «¡ 

• actor on   the   rat«   of   Increase   lor   typewrit et s . Accordili;    to 

our   calculations»   it    amount»   to   about   k   per   cent    pel    annum. 

The   main   coniuicr   of    print*«/;   ink,    t tie   newspaper   indu«tr\, 

did   not   realise      a   higher   output    in   tin«    last    tew   years. 

According   to   information   received,    the   demand   will    presumably 

continue   to   stagnate   so    thai    the   consumption   of   carbon   black 

is   unlifcety   to   increase   as   wall.   However   the    Printing   Ink 

Association   of   Pakistan,    expects   an   increasing   rate   of   book 

printing   especially   of   schoolbooks   so   that   the   consumption 

of   printing   ink   can   be   expected   to   risa   by   5   per   cent   per 

year.   There   are   no      prospects   that   major   projects   will   stimu- 

late   the   demand   for   printing   ink. 

In   the paint   induatry  according  to   section   5.2.5»   tha  demand 

will   increase   in  Wast   Pakistan by   b"   per   cent/year  and  in 

East   Pakistan   by   13   per   cent/year.   The   consumption   of  carbon 

black is   expected   to   incraase   at   the   same   rate. 

Tyres for  Passenger   Car«  and  Lorries 

General  Tyre   and  Rubber   Co.   has  estimated   its   output   at 

150  000   tyres   for  passenger  cars  and  trucks   at   full   pro- 

duction.   The   quantity  of   carbon black  required   if   the  plant 

is   operated   and  utilised   to   fttll   capacity   is   estimated  at 

1100  tons.   However,    since   the   firm  had   completely   stopped   its 

production  at   the   time   of  our  survey   (see   section   5.k.k.3) 

we   calculate   the   consumption  of  carbon  black  according  to 

production  figures   which we   consider  feasible. 

H A  '   I   t   l   L E   -  I N   S T I T U T   F    V F   R A N   K   ¡:   > :   R   !     A  M    M A !   N 



The   pò., ib I»   rat»  ol   Increti   •(    th*   local    »>i «xluc Moti   Mounllti« 

to 7,3  per   c«mt   Mppiies     thcrtftr«    also     te ih«  future   con. 
• UMfition   of   carbon  black   ( •«•  tabi,    HX> ). 

IlklA.   106      EitiWattJ  futura   Damami   far   rarhn„   ii-k 

milk* -   1975/76   (in   ton») 

pfear ,    Rubber   Ind. Other   Irul. Tyre»    l'or   Paaaen- 
Tota 1 

! 
ger   Cara   una   Lorriea 

i 1967/6h 1    106 124 1     IOO 2    3 iü 
»96rt/69 1    210 1 H> 1     1 HO 2    320 
1969/70 1   y¿u 1 35 1    2d0 2    735 
1970/71 1   445 145 1   3«u 2    970 
1971/72 1   56u 150 1    4fc¡0 3    190 
1972/73 1   675 16U 1    590 3   42 5 
1973/7** 1    820 170 1    70O 3   690 
1974/75 1    965 175 1    620 3   960 
1975/76 

¡i-  

2    125 lo 5 
— , 

1   95" 4    260 

The  denand   for  carbon  black   calculated   in   the   table   106.    for 
• 11   Pakistan  in   1975/76   is   eatimated  at 

ca.    4   300   tons. 

This   estimate  is   based  on   the   assumption  of   a   constant   economic 
policy   and   the  requirement    that   ail  tyres   for  passenger   cara 
and  trucks   calculated  in   section  5.4.4.3   are   produced   in   th« 

BArTELLE-lNST:TuT   E.  V        P R A N  K  r   u  R T   AM    M A :   U 
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kvery eatimat* mutt take into con* 1 dar«tion that Uada So*p 

«ill probably produce • couildvratil« quantity of waehing powder 

and liquid formulai ioti« in UH***   which the market run 1»« eapected 

to abeorb without difficulty, provided the fir« »«magas the 

marketing efficiently» ainca it ia ona of t ha a»** J or «»1.1 manu- 

facturara of aoap in Pakiatam thia can b«> taken lor granted 

Pro* I9tw onwarda we anticipata raina of increuee of 25 - 50 

par rant ai shown in tabJ* loo  For 19b9 we expect an incraaat» 

of 57 par cant againat th« pravioua yaar 

î«fei* »**>•  t,ati—taa rutar« u»>vflMwynt vi Ugna 

Itfaar 

1968 

1961> 

1970 

1971 

197Ü 

197) 

197*» 

1975 

1) 

*•- —r 

,., •jit1ft rfl* VMMpHiM    ,   •  
in  waahing   powdar     Tin  dodacyl   bansen 
aquivalanta   (tona)    {equivalente   (tona 

nm 
) 

1*,*KX) 

Ö.900 

10,150 

15.000 

¿1,ooo 

¿.'7. $oo 

34,ioo 

k2,b(.V) 

1) 02 0 

970 

l,4b0 

2,120 

2.^70 

3, Hb O 

4,»30 

6,050 

rat« of in- 
crease (per 

??Bl.  

57 

50 

45 

to 

30 

25 

25 

In thia figure an eati mated replaçaient potential of 50 per 
cant of the preaent importa haa bean included (800 tone in 
all) 

Ma eatimate that tha praaant high rate of growth will fall to 

25 par cent in 197A». Whether theae conaumption are lévela 

reachad dependa entirely a availability and marketing. Ski If uJ 

marketing would no doubt lead to even better reaulta 
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*51 in th« for Carbon Bluok 
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country.   The   ahar«   of cartoon   black  ol   thia   Industrial   «actor 

would   thon  «aio un t   to  ¿4b  por  coat   in   l *»7 5/V 6. 

Tho   producers   of   tyre»   for   bicycle»   ana   scootera   will   buy 

in   1975/76   another   ¿b  per   cent   of    the   calculated   conaiMiption 

of  carbon   black.   Thia  makea   the   tyre   iruiuatry   (7¿   per  cant) 

and   the   total   rubber   induatry    (96   por  cent)   the   predominant 

consuaer   of  carbon   black   in   Pakiatan. 

3.0.1.3.3  Con»imer§ 

The Min consumers of carbon blacks in Pakiatan are in West 

Pakiatan < 

- General Tyre A Rubber Co Ltd., Karachi 

- National Tyre A Rubber Co. Ltd., Karachi 

- Mater Tyre A Rubber Co. Ltd., Karachi 

- lata Shoo Factory of Pak. Ltd., Batapur 

- Lon«e»an Mills, Lahore 

- Service Industries Ltd., Lahore 

- Baaco Induatriea Ltd., Oujrat 

- Karachi Carbon Paper A Ribbon Ind., Karachi 

- Ria« Carbon Paper A Ribbon Induatriea,  Karachi 

in Eaat Pakiatan: 

- Karin Hubber Ind. Ltd., Fatullah 

- Bux Rubber Induatriea, Mirpur 

- ATJ Induatriea Ltd., Dacca 

- Eaat Pakiatan Paper Converting Co., Dacca 

. i T E P R A Ni K <-. M hS.  I 
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îfce  ca^auaaptlen «entrea  art   tu«   NM ai  tu«««  ef   tHa 
ruhètr   lmluBtry,   j.,. 

- Karachi 

- Lahor«  ~   vaatrabaa 

-   Staket  am 

- Dacca   ara« 

>.».».% rriftf 

TU«  prlcaa   af  the dir fa rant   kinda  af caraca  alack  vary 

accorala«   to  thalr quality.   Tita   carata« alack,   preceeaed 

in  tha   rubbtr  industry  which   la   etapplied by   lla«niaaa 

(beat  Germany)   ia aeld    an   tha   avari««  at 

t   27>.iHJ 

par  ton  oaf  tea part  in  Fakiatan,   pachine included. 

The   landed   coat   aaounts   to 

about RS.   ¿  iMiU.UO  par tan. 

'•bJ'5   ifc—andatiena 

Accordine   to  our  rough  eatietate   a   carbon black  factory   of  an 
econoeUc  ainiau«  capacity  of   5  OCX) tona par  year  could  not   be 
eatabliahed  before  1976.   Pakiatan  hold«  about   ¿} per cant   of 
the  capital   stock of a  carbon  black factory  near Teheran  and 
hai  agreed   to  buy 3 000  tona   annually of the   production.   Thia 
prevanta   any doaieatic production  for the  tiae  bain«. 

!   U   r    t       -, •     >    , ., ...;....     M 
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auipamr   ta  MI aéaurlaaa M*   »••*•!••• «»»arai riant 

•ut ra* «•»•rial«  ara 

- alaawntary   aulpHur 

- a«ia4tifta (loR-ftrrwM tMittt araa 

• coal 

- Mi turai  ,¡aa 

• patrol au* 

- <;ypatM 

In   ta»  protfiiln« of ara,   uaal  •*•*  *y4ra-earfcan  raa Merlili, 

• ulatnir   it  Mrtly a »ara  or   laaa  awtoyiim  oy-pro«lue t ,   to* lit«   »h« 

fona   of   sulphur dloaiUa  or   hy4ro«an   aulphiüa 

lulphur    la  an  aa.atitlal   ra*  a»t©rial   and  auaillary  promue t   t« 

awny   soc tora  ol   induatry,   but   il   àa   not   alwaya  uaad   In   Uns« 

qu.mitioa.   Ita  conauauKion   ia   t.onarally   conaiéarad   a   criterion 

for   rotini,   tha   atandard  of   indu» trialiaaUon  u!   •  country 

Tho   amat   Important  tiold»   of application  of  aulphur   ai 

,,anorally i 

- Fhoaphatic   fartillaara 

- Pigawnta 

- ABMoniua  aulphatoa 
• Sodiua  iulphutea 
- Iron  and  atael   picklift« 
- PatrolauM   rafiniiu, 
- Aluminium   aulphatea 
- Hayon fabrication 

N TUT    Í A M     M  •"» 
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»   111»*«!«  »lili,      i ui*    !-»•,   «i     o|     nx IH 

* \|||(     MM   /   I. il,t i HI íl I       i   ill.il-    • 

»     M*« t  i   tir- 

- IM.»     k      IH'WHII 

- iMlftii ir    I'«* I | 

lt*>< ,iu«i'    i hi'    bulk    «il     i hi     aulpiliit     IM   IHIM!    Ill    thi>    lui«   ol     *tilpttUf l< 

•     ht     nul   mil«    .illuni     Hi   |n'i    («in       MI    ill«     huM   «»I    iliMfiiUi v 

•   lIpllUI   ,      iti     lit.tllV       •   .»;*»'.-       ItllpllUt   II       ,H    I>1       I    •      I  IM   llVflMl     title«    I 

I  II«     < hi     Mil I Ut,i I      plnlut   IM    ill      I Id U I | >lllt I I >l i     Un      ti . li«* I      liulltl, 

«» testen i MI %   MUí |>iiti i    i ait   In     nmiiMHi ici   r,i.il>    tin«!   without    ni/li 

ituiiapurl   ««min       iiiricinn ,   where   ton;    <l 1 m » .»it« *< *   .nul    lu»,,e 

«|M«iit i i it>M   .»re    i ii v >• i « «MI ,    ii    i ».   i-,i!-iit    in    i i ,uiN|HM i    «u i flint     i han 

MUiphurti    ut  ni     uni     'ti I pimi   il i..» i ii 

(»i    all    i lit-   |itiiihil)|c   WIIVR   ut    r«M H v c i i ti(    Hiil|>tiur,    lh»)   only   uliva 

of    istporimice   tut    l'iik i ¿* < un   ¡ire   tuoni'   hased   un 

- auAinni i    in, 

- , ypauni 

- I'OUl 

- |KI i u UMIIH   alni    naturili    , u; 

file   possibility   ol'   itnovpi in/;   nuiphutii:   uc id   from  t,yp»um   wiii 

tits   of   »pini.ti    impur l unce   tot    I'.ikim.iii,    IUHMUIH'    ilit*   material 

is   avallai»!''    in   abundance   in   nusl    l'ukistun   and   btcuuku    the 

triple-superphosphate   iiirhifics   produce   ¿,vpsuiri   sludge   which 

contains   luiplmru    acid 

3.8.2,2   Home »tic   i' rotiuc t i on 

5 -y   2   2    1    Source»  of   Sulphur   in   Haiti» tart 

Local   sulphur   or©   deposits   have   already   been   found   in   the   vici- 

nity  of   the   extinct   volcano   Koh-i-Sulian   near   the   Iranian   border 
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fl»e>e»  «r*   <»*»••»   ¿«pnelt*  a*   *tri.   *ateni   en*   Uttnt   in  •»•• 

Pakistan      Hi«   «atlanti*«!   e*lp*Mtt   «r«   i»e«r»»«   i««   ikee«   areas 

ta   afcettt   »t»,t*m#   itti««      rk«   ttfr»«*   «alata»*   r«tit*«nt    is   u»  p*f   e»w* 

fui   till*   basts,    ik«   nitrttt   nf   p«t»   «atpltttt   »««•!<•   < <*e*e   ••«   «luta)» 

%1,OOU    I WM*       fut »Ml     I «1*4*    «tepmettn    **t*    MHiwmW    el«»    • *** 

«taaltty   ha*«   b««n   r»«WMl   In   aalalrkistan.   Miftkarptt»   »M«   «ta*» 

•rm   ol    test    Pakistan      ff»»»   ara   «aid   t«   »alead   far    in««   Iran 

Hear*.it    la   at   preeent   twit   pm«   IM«   » » •   «Mfe»   •   pi» u*   «• tient*« 

of    the   total    eu 1 paar   r»eerv«s   In   Pakistan 

A   eerend   but   MMlttr   lattrr»   of   aalpiMsr   la   «IM»   c«*al   at ned  at 

VJanarwal      tt   < «»ntaine   up   in   ».   per   ran«      aí   eu I atas» 

Thar*   ara   no   known   eutpkur   d»p«ette   «I    lat*«»r « an* •    in   !*••   r«kt• - 

tat«. 

*•• *>2-* rrfiiftrt 

Vail«   In   tne   taatarn   Protrine«   tHara   la   MO   ealptmr   refinery,   m 

Maat   »«kl a tan   there   ara   tve   ft rate   preceealn#t   eu lattea»   ara ; 

-   Ureke   Cheat tale,   Karachi 

•   Hock   Sulphur    Heftnery,   karat ht 

Tteay  nava  an   Inaiai 1*4   rapacity   or   tu   >otii  mi   eulfitu«   par 

•-hour day. 

Ttea   production   proctn   of  both   fi rata   consista   In  aalt In«   out 

tha   aulphur   froai   tha   oro.   About   90  por   cent,   of   tat   aulphur  con- 

tained   in   tha   ora   la   astrae tad      fita   ran* in In*   to   pat   rant      tsft 

in   tha  ash,   which   la   sold   aa   fertiliser     Both   tha   rinaa  at«  «!•!• 

to   produce   ila, la   refined   aulphur   «a   wall   aa  doubla   ratinati 

aulphur   In   tha   fora  of   powdar  or   block   or   roll   aulphur 

During  our  investigations   concerning   sulphur,   we   etat   to   the 

conclusion   that   In   West   Pak la tan  »ore   ore  could   b«   ained  under 
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Itti«» luftitfi 

Tha   tv«   aulpfcur   rafln«rl«a   in Karachi   labour undar  tha 

rallevine diaadvanta*«a 

• the   aulphur  deposita  «re   located   in aountainoua 

•ina  wry  rtaott   refiona  of  th«   country 

• Mie   rail   tranapart   la   in  adequate  and  unreliable 

• the  piatiti ara  obaalat« 

ileal   location of   tha   aulphur  ora  raaourcea   la  a 

ract   ef  Pialara,   and  cannot  be  chancad.   Tha  yiald can 

havener  he  ine ree a ed  atiba tant tally  by  appropriata  planta 

•a*  »attar plant   location,   A   labour  anorta*?«  could most 

prêtée1y  a« avoided   -  avan  in  rcaott  araas      -        by 

erevtdtnf adäquat«   lodfflnfa   for  worker»     ataff and   their 

feat Ilea  and by   provisionin«  theai  racularly. 

fai  preeettt  inadeguata and  unreliable   tranapart for ora 

aI»aya   l«ada   ta  h«ld-upa production and  d«laya  in dalivary, 

vfctrh  affect   and   annoy  othor   lnduatrlaa     Th«   producer«   ara 

• taa  «f   th« «pinion   that   th«  hiffh   rail   transport  coat«  hava 

a  aerie*«  effect   en   th«  final   aal lin«* prie«     Obaoiat«   and 

»ablactad  »«uipetent      inefficient   ai«thoda   of work and   poor 

arfan tea Ilea ara   alao obataclaa   to  a   aaiooth  production 
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A   confirmation   of   litis.    leading  at   ih»   same    t   «a   ie   tha   ••cond 

approach,   is   the   proposal   of   Levar   Broa     Fro**  Lavar  Bros  «a 

laarni   thai   they   n«   prepared   to  market   lO.OOU   tona   of   washing 

powder  annually   aa   aoon  us   it    is   available. 

Asked   when   they   would    like   to   have   «hi»   quantity   of   detergent 

powder,   on*«   of   the   directora   ofticiully   stated   that   Iti s   company 

would   be   prepared    to   take   over   the   10,000   tons   of   washing  powder 

at   any   time     Lever   Broa     feel   sure   that   their   sales   could   reach 

this   level   within   two   years      According   to   the   director,    in   this 

case   the   fir«  would   invest   the   profits   wholly   in   the   marketing 

for   sosia   time 

V«   further  asked   Lever   Bros      whether   they   are   prepared   to 

invest   their   own   capital   in   a   plant   producing   DDB  or   a   mixture 

of  alkanes,   or   in  a   plant   for   the   production   of  DUBS     At   this, 

thay   expressed   their   willingness   to   invest    in  a   plant   producing 

DDBb   and  washing   powder,   but   not   in   the   manufacture   oi    alkylates 

If   we   base   our   estimates   of   future   consumption   on   these   state- 

ments   of   Lever   Bros   ,    the   following  assumptions   seem   to   be 

realistic : 

- A  sizeable   plant   for   the  production   of   DD BS  and  detergent 

formulations   will   be   established   in   1970/71  «nd   will 

start  production   in   197^-' 

- By   that   time   Lever   Bros     should   be   able   to   market   12,000 

tons  within   two   years,    i   e     by   197^      1«   1975   and   the 

ensuing  years   the   rate   of   increase   of   household  deter- 

gents  will   be   25   P«r   cent 
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5.8.2.3       Demand 

5.8.2.3.1   Volume  and   Development   of  Demand 

Sulphur   consumption   in  Pakistan,   which was   negligible  when 
the   country  became   independent,    is   now quite   considerable, 
amounting   to  about   26,000   tons.    In   both parts   of  the   country 
the   demand   for   sulphur   is   still   increasing   rapidly  because 
of  the   construction   of  big new   fertilizer   factories.   The 
estimates,   summarized   in  table   107,    show   the   sulphur 
consumption  in Pakistan  for  the   years   1965/66   -   1970/71 
excluding  the  quantities  used  for  defence   purposes. 

Table   107s   Demand  for  Sulphur.   1965/66 -   1970/71 
(in  tons Ï 

Year Vest   Pakistan East   Pakistan Total 

1965/66 .. .. 7,000 

1966/67 6,200 
1967/68 23,556 2,582 26,138 

1968/69 51,640 7,kko 59,080 

1969/70 53,^80 13,270 66,750 

1970/71 99,550 51,490 151,040 

Nota:   The   figures   for   1965/66  and   1966/67   are   based  on 
statements   by   Central  Statistical  Office,   Karachi. 
The  projected   demand figures   contain  only the 
requirements   of   the  induatries   producing 
fertilizers,    sugar,   rubber, and matches. 
In  the calculation of the  demand figures   1968/69 
-   1970/71   corrected fertilizer production figures 
submitted by  UN  Petrochemical   Project,   Rawalpindi, 
have been used. 
According to   discussions  with  the UN  Petrochemical 
Project  it  has   been assumed   that the   fertilizer 
factories will  work with about  full   capacity from 
the   start  of   production. 

B   A N   S T t T U 7    E    V FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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The   sudden increase   of  sulphur  consumption in West   Pakistan 
in   the   financial   year   1968/69   i»   a  consequence  of   the 
expansion  of  production  of   the   fertilizer   factory   at 
Daudkhel  and   the   establishment   of  the  new   factory   in 
Jaranéala,   A  further,   even   sharper  increase  in  sulphur 
consumption   is   expected  when   the   triple-superphosphate 
factory in Karachi   is   put   into  operation   in  1970/71. 
The   consumption  of   this   fertilizer  factory will  come   to 
about  45»500  tons   per year. 

In  East  Pakistan   the   conditions   are   similar.   When   the 
Triple-superphosphate   Factory  I   (TSP  I)   in Chittagong  start« 
production (probably  in  December   1968),    sulphur consumption 
will  be  increased  by  9,700   tons   per year   by  this   factory 
alone.   The  consumption will   increase  by   a  further 
36,400  tons   per  year  when   the   factory  TSP  II  is  put   into 
operation.   This   is   estimated  for   1970.   A   third  factory 
(TSP   III)  with   the   same   capacity  is  planned  for  Khulna ,but 
there  are  as  yet  no  data  about   the  beginning of  construction. 

Sulphur  consumption  in  Pakistan  at  present   break- 

down  as  follows: 

- sulphuric  acid 92 per   cent 

- sugar industry 6 per   cent 
- rubber industry 1 p«r   cent 
- match industry 1 per   cent 

Sulphuric  acid,   one  of  the  key  products   of  industry,   is used 
directly or  indirectly  in nearly all  sectors.   The   major part 
of  it  is processed  directly  into  other  products,    the 
sulphuric  acid mainly  being used  for  the   production of mineral 
fertilizers.   The  bulk of  the   sulphuric   acid consumed  in 

'$ A   r   r E  L L E   -   !  N   S T I T J T   E.  V.        FPAKKrURT¿'M     MAN 
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Pakistan  (ca.  60 par  cant)  la uaad far proceaeln* phosphati 
into 

- auparphoaphataa 

- trlpleeuperphosphates 

and for  the production of 

- asaaoniua aulphata. 

Dua  to  tha establiehsaent of new  factorial the  parcantaffa 
will go up to ca.  80  par cant in   1970/71. 

Moreover,   sulphuric   acid is diractly or indiractly uaad 
for  tha  production of 

- fibraa 
- papar 
•  car  batteries 
- synthetic detergenta 
- aulphate  of aluainiua 
- aagnesiua sulphate 
- hydrochloric  acid 

Other  iaiportant   buyara in Paki at am are: 

- petroleum refineriaa 
- tha   iron and steel   industry 
- tanneries 

With  the  exception of  the Daudkhel  fertiliser factory, 
sulphuric  acid in Paklatan ia produced by contact praeaaa 
froa aulphur powder. 

BATTELLE-INSTITUTE. V.   •   FRANKFURT    AM   MAIN 
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After  the   producers   of  sulphuric   acid,   the  second   biggest 

consumara   of  sulphur   in  Pakistan  are   the  sugar  manufacturara, 

who  use   the   aulphur   aa   a  bleaching  agent  for   the   production 

of white   sugar.   The   proportion of aulphur they uae is   ]/j p0r 

ent  by  weight  of   the   quantity  of   white   sugar. c 

The   rubber  industry,    on   the  average   adds  about   2   per cent 

by weight   of  sulphur   aa   a vulcanizar   to  the  rubber mixtura. 

The match  industry usea   aulphur  for   the production  of 

match-heads  at a rata   of about   1 1   per  cent by  weight of  the* 

natch-head mixture. 

5.8.2.3.2  A problem  of TSP I in Chittagong 

According   to  a  statement  made by   the  management   of TSP  I 

about   50,000  tons   of   gypsum  sludge   containing   sulphuric 

acid  are   produced  per   annum as  a  waste   product.    The 

problem  of  the utilization or removal  of this   item has not 

yet  been     clarified.   The management   of  this  firm  requested 

Battalia   to make  soma   suggestions. 

Battelle   therefore  makea   the  following proposal   about  this 

probi« 

In our  opinion and  before  studying  the  problem   in  detail, 

the  beat   aolution  seems   to  be  to   construct  a  cement works 

to  proceaa   the  sulphorous  gypsum  sludge  of TSP   I   -  and 

later  on  of TSP II   too   -  into  Portland  cement. 

Simultaneously,   sulphuric  acid  should be recovered,  which 

can  then  be used in   the  original   fertilizer proceas. 
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It is, how*v*r, advisable to inveatifate this probi« 

•oro dotali In a smaller faaalblllty study. 

In 

5.8.2.Í» Prlcoa 

Ilio prooont selling prie« for aulphur roflnod In Karachi 

was quotod at 

Ra. 600.- por ton 

and both  tho   fir«« mentioned In 5.8.2.2.2  intimated  that 
thoy aro  working at  a loas. 

Prlcoa   are  tending  to  increase   booauae  tho desiand  for aulphur  on 
the world market  is  greater  than  the   supply.   Rising costs 
of mining and »ore  expensive methods   of  sulphur production 
which have  to  be applied  in now aroaa duo   to   the 
exhaustion of  certain Astorican  sulphur deposita,  will 
moan that  tho  increase   in world market  prices  will 

continuo  into   the  futuro. 

At  tho   time of our  invoatigationa  in Pakistan,   the  price  of 
solid  aulphux   c*f  seaport Pakistan,   packed in bags,   was 

about 

95 • /t. 

BATTELLE-INSTITUT   E.V. FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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5.t.I.5 IttiUW 

In ordsr to raduca tha high sulphur import« into Pakistan 

datailad investigations should b« »ads to show which now 

raaeurcaa should ba davalopad or whathar thasa alraady 

in axistanca can ba axtandad. 

Tha possibilitiss which could ba lnvaatigatadara: 

- axpanaion of sulphur ora sxtraction and processing 

- aulphuric acid frost gypsum 

- sulphur frosi natural gas 

- sulphuric acid frosi tha wasta producta of tha TSP 
factorías. 

BATTELLE-INSTITUT   E.V.       FRANKFURT   A,V    MAIN 
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5.9.1  Ant 1-linock Compound» 

5.9.1.1 Qanaral Chor«ctarlatioa 

5.9 • 1 • 2 Daawnd 

5.9.1.2.1 ConauMra 

5.9.1.2.2 Volua» and  Structura  of Paat Daaond 

5.9.1.2.3 Foracoat  of Conauaiption Tranda 

5.9.I.3 Pricoe 

5.9.1.% Racoa*aondationa 
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5.9.1   Anti-knock Compounds 

5.9.1.1 General Characteristic» 

Motor car» and motorcycles usually are »quipped with four- 

cycle carburettor engines which run on a mixture of volatila 

petrol and air. The combustion takes place in the form of 

a flame front which proceeds from the spare plug at a rate 

of 10 to 2 5 m per s. During the combustion a pressure is 

built up driving the piston. 

This process may be disturbed so that "knocking" is 

encountered. It causes a heavy wear and tear of various 

parts of the engine. Often under the influence of the high 

heat also coking of oil takes place so that at the same 

time the oil consumption rises heavily. 

Knocking can be avoided by improving the fuel as follows: 

- Suitable choice and proper mixing of fuels. 
(Especially branched molecules of paraffins, 
as well as olefins, naphthenes and benzene 
are less sensitive.) 

- Admixture of small amounts of anti-knock 
compounds which are highly resistant to 
knocking. 

For our purpose mainly the second group is of interest. 

Of the first group only ethyl alcohol as an "anti-knock fuel" 

which may be added to petrol is of some potential importance 

in this connection (see section 6.k). 

Among the proper anti-knock compounds tetraethyl lead (TEL) 

under normal conditions has been found to be the most 

effective agent. It is added to petrol in proportions up to 

0.8 cc per litre. With every 0.1 cc/litre the octane number 

can be increased by 5 to 10 units. In Germany usually 

BATTELLE-INSTITUTE. V        FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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0.5 ce TEL/1 i tre i* added. 

TEL is normally used in a mixture which is called "additive". 

This mixture contains in addition ethylene di bromide and/or 

ethylene dichloride which prevent the formation of lead 

oxide in the cylinder. Since petrol with additives is toxic 

a dye is usually added to mark it. 

The following discussion refers to a typical additive which 

is sold by the manufacturers in industrial countries. 

It has the following compositions 

- Tetraethyl lead 61.48 %  by weight 

- Ethylene dibromi de 17.86 %  by weight 

- Ethylene dichloride 18.81 %  by weight 

- Dye 0.06 %  by weight 

- Kerosene and impurities 1.79 # by weight 

100.00 # 

TEL at present is the only candidate for a possible production 

in Pakistan. It is generally manufactured from ethyl chloride 

and an alloy consisting of 90 per cent lead and 10 per cent 

sodium. 

5-9.1.2  Demand 

5.9.1.2.1 Consumers 

The consumers of fuel additives are tha refineries, while the 

oil companies sell the producta to the final consumers. In 

Pakistan there are at present only three firws purchasing for 

anti-knock additives: 

S A T T E L L E - I N S T i T U T E . V   p » A N K F   U P T n  tV ¡VI A i f\j 
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TM  consumption  of  industrial  datarganta aad  that of 
houaahold waahing  préparât Iona  up   lo   197^  will   ba 
• a   indicatati   in   tabla   100 

In   1971   houaahoid   claanaing   praparationa   ara   expected 
to  account   for   30 par  cant   of   tha   total   conauaiption. 
i.a      a owe what   aiora   than   in   1968   (25  par   cant) 

HaUl lül 

tgy|YHfni) 

ïaar washing powdar induatrial datarganta total 

1968 n.i. n.a k,koo 

19*9 n.a « n.a. 6,900 

1970 n.a 0 n a 10,350 

1971 i»,500 10,500 15,000 

1972 6,000 xk,700 20,700 

1973 12.00O 19,100 31,100 

197* 15.000 2 3,900 38,900 

1975 18,800 29,800 48,600 

On thaaa aaauaiptiona va arriva at a total conauaiption in 1975 

which la Ik   par cant higher than the firat estimate 

Tha astiata te Mana that in 1975, with a prospective population 

of 156 Million, tha par capita conauaiption would ba 310 g of 

•11 kind« of aynthatic datarganta, or approximately 120 g of 

houaahoid datarganta. 
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- Eastern Refinery Ltd., Chit tagong (ERL) 

- Pakistan Refinery Ltd., Karachi (PRL) 

- Attork Oil Co., Rawalpindi (AOC ) 

The largest potential consumer is the Pakistan Refinery having 

an intake of 2.5 million tons per year and a maul«aJ output 

of 1¿«0,000 tons of regular motor fuel plus 20,000 tons high- 

octane petrol (premium). 

Second in importance as a consumer of TEL additives is the 

Eastern Refinery. Thi* plant has been installed recently 

with a total capacity of I.5 million tons. It has a production capacity 

of 126,000 tons of petrol. 

The At lock Oil Company has only a total throughput of 

500,000 tons but it is going to increase its capacity 

considerably by 1970 (about 1.5 million tone). Around the 

same year a fourth consumer will join, the National Refinery 

Ltd., Karachi, which intend to have a petrol production 

capacity of 7 5,0O0 per year. 

5.9.1.2.2 Volume and structura of Past Demand 

According to information received from the refineries a total 

of 218 tons of TEL additives containing 133 tons of pure TtL 

was consumed in Pakistan in 1967. 

R A 1 T ! I ¡ F  I N S T I T U T E V   P » A N K F U » T A M M A I N 
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*»af 

•ft* 

«ft* 

«ft? 

1WttMMf.Hll.ggia^Uto" 

rr,L   Additiv»» TEL Content 

3ki Uy 

f*o 17« 

15§ 159 

t**' 16* 

fé« 165 

ffcft   rtptrfta  ate«« a   paafc   m  (ha  war  yaar  or   1965-   Durin*  tha 

r»ai   of   «Ha   ita»   «Kara vaa  a   fairly  conatant  growth of 

%  pmr   »am   par  yaar. 

«Mil   tf   IH»   talal   daajand  anly  an  avara««   or  IO  par  cant   waa 

fra« Saal   »a«latan.    Tha  ricurva  alao  show   that  »van  if  all 

«Ha   pattai   . an»wa»«l   contained   additiv»«,    tha   total  d »ata nd 

af   rmt wvtr  aaeaaalaxl tuo  tana   par  yaar. 

t.t.t.t.l •r 4fi Trinfa 

«a   in»   Nial»  af   own  n  TKL additiva   par   a*  or  patrol   va  hava 

aaltaala*   «Ha   futur»  < anana*»« iun aa   ahovn   in  Tabla   111. 

»•f   * (IMP art aa«  alae   tha   fig^rmm   for  patrol   hava  baan   includa*. 

ffca  a»«*aataa  of   tha   patrol   ronitaotuii  ara  baaad on  data 

a«t»t*lia«  Hy   taaa   Kaatarn   Inc.,   Ftunaah  Eaatarn   and  Kastarn 

ftartnary   Lid 
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Table 111t Estimated Consumption of Ordinary Petrol 
and TEL mixture», 1968 to 1975 

West h Pakistan East Pakistan All Pakistan 
Year petrol TEL additive petrol TEL additive pe trol TEL additive 

ii.oooti (tons) (1 , OOOt} (tons) (1 ,0001) (tons) 

1968 243 206 74 63 317 269 

1969 25O 213 87 74 337 287 

1970 226 192 95 81 321 273 

1971 229 195 103 88 332 283 

1972 237 201 114 97 351 298 

1973 245 208 126 107 371 315 

1974 251 213 137 116 388 329 

1975 2 56 218 153 130 409 348 

It is surprising to note that the growth rate in the demand 

for TEL additives over the whole period is only about 4 per cent. 

In 1970 it even declined. The explanation for this is the 

expected heavy increase in the sales of premium petrol in 

West Pakistan. The present experience shows that high-octane 

fuel is sold more readily. 

Therefore, for the years to come about 12 times higher increase 

rates for premium have been assumed by the business circles 

concerned. 

It should be noted that such a development is expected only 

for West Pakistan. According to our information for East 

Pakistan no increases in the production of premium has been 

planned. For this reason and a growth rate of 11 per cent the 

share of East Pakistan in the total demand for TEL additives 

might rise to about 35 per cent in 1975. 
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Table   112.   Expected   Demand   for High-octane  petrol   and 
TML  In  West   Pakistan,    1968   to   1975   (in   tons) 

Year High-octane petrol TML Additives *) TML Content 

1968 34,000 57 29 

1969 42,000 71 36 

1970 85,400 144 73 

1971 99,000 168 85 

1972 112,000 191 97 

1973 123,000 209 106 

1974 138,000 232 118 

1975 155,000 
—- 

264 134 

Despite   the   fact   that   the   average   growth   is   expected   to   be 

24.5  per   cent,    the   quantities   of  TML  required  until   1975   are 

very  small.   Comparing TML with  TEL  it   is   found  that   the   demand 

of  the   latter  will   probably  be  30  % higher   than  that  of  TML 

in   1975. 

At   this   point   we   should  like   to  point   out   that   the   demand  for 

TEL and  TML  additives   will   develop  very   erraticly   and 

inpredictably.   Whether  our  expectations   will   come   true   is 

uncertain  even   if   the   consumption  of  petrol   and  its   composition 

develop   as   forecast . The   reasons   for   this   uncertainty     i9 

that   the   consumption   of  TEL   compound  depends   on  a   number   of 

factors   whose   influence   can  hardly   be   predicted   even   in   a 

detailed  and   specialized   study.   These   factors   are; 

a) Effects   of   the   import   policy 

b) Legislation   concerning   the  maximum   lead 
content   of  petrol 

)   These   figures   have   been  based  on  a   TML admixture   of   1 .7 
per  mille   in  weight. 
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Ton« 

1965 1970 Î97S 

Figure   16 j   Trends   in   the  Demand   for TEL- and 
TML-Additives 
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c) Price of the anti-knock compounds 

d) Octane number fixed for regular and premium gasoline 

e) Availability and price of high-octane gasoline blending 
stocks which again depend to a high degree on the types 
of refinery installations to   be established in future 

f) Type of blending stocks mixed together 

g) Technical innovations which might lead to other 
anti-knock compounds especially those which are 
free of lead 

The most decisive two factors will generally be the price of 

the TEL/TML solutions which depends largely on the lead price 

and the policy of the refinery management. Especially the 

latter factor is important since the management must produce 

the desired octane number at the lowest possible cost because 

blending affects the economy of a refinery. 

With respect to blending, the refinery management usually has 

vast opportunities. Even without the use of additives it can 

vary the octane number within w,i de limits by mixing various 

types of stocks together according to their availability and 

price. Similarly, the octane number can be increased without 

the use of ant i-knock compounds. 

This short enumeration of refinery operation shows that there 

is no way which must be observed to yield a petrol with a 

specific octane number. 

The above discussion of difficulties encountered in making 

predictions in the anti-knock field was not necessarily based 

on the assumption '-hat anti-knock compounds are used. If we 

now consider the ?ase that addirives are used, it is still 

extremely difficult to make a forecast. This is due to the 

fact that without knowing the petrol composition one cannot 

predict how mwch additile is required in order to obtain a 

certain octane number of the blend. It is not sufficient to 
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know  only   the   oltane  number  of   the   plain  petrol  because   the 

value   of   the   lead   containing  additives   depends  on   'he 

chemical,   composition  of   the   blend  and   rhe   occurrence   of 

certain   sulphur   compounds. 

These   remarks   show   that   an  exact   forecast   on  anti-knock 

additives   is   not   possible   at   least   under    the   conditions 

prevailing  in  Pakistan  which  are   characterised  by   free 

enterprises,   changing   import   polices,    fast   establishment   of 

new  capacities   and   low  demand  figures   for  additives.   Our 

estimates  have   therefore   a   certain  degree   of  uncertainty. 

5.9.1.3        Prices 

The price of TEL anti-knock compounds does not show a constant 

trend. There are certain fluctuations which are probably due 

primarily to varying lead prices and differing freight rates. 

The prices per 100 kg c & f Pakistan main ports as indicated 

by the Associated Octel Company are as follows; 

¥ 69.4 3 from 

¥ 71.23 from 

¥ 74.11 from 

¥ 74.61 from 

¥ 69.98 from 

1- 1-64 / 30- 6-64 

1- 7-64 / 31-12-65 

1- 1-66 / 31- 8-66 

1- 9-66 / 31-10-66 

1-11-66 / 18- 7-67 

¥ 71.44 from 19- 7-67 / 18-12-67 

¥ 62.01 from 18-12-67 / 31-12-07 

¥ 69.31 from  1- 1-68 until present 

i.3 A LI E - ' N <-:• F p A fy r V A K? 
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5 • 9 • 1 • *•  Hec ommenda t Ions 

The  present   demand   for  anti-knock  additives   is   low   in   Pakistan. 

It   cannot   be   expected  to   exceed   ¿+00   tons   in   the   case   of  TEL 

solutions   and   300   tons   per  year   in   the   case   of   TML  solutions 

till   1975«   Although   the   exact   minimum   capacity   of   plants 

producing  TEL   and   TML is   not   known,    it   can   safely   be   assumed 

to   exceed   5 ? 000   tons  per   year.    Hence   the   Pakistani   market   alone 

does   not   justify   taking up   production   in   the   foreseeable   future. 

Naturally,    it   might   be   considered   to   produce   TEL   or   TML   for 

exports   within  RCD  or   to   the   whole   Asian   region.   Although  no 

import   figures   are   available,    the   demand   should   be   fairly  high 

since   so   far   there   is  no   manufacturer   of  TEL  and   TML   in   Asia, 

at   least   outside   the  communist   countries.   According   to   our 

information   only   one  plant   is   being  established   in   Japan. 

Despite   this   apparently   favourable   situation  we   do  not 

recommend   taking up   the  production   of  anti-knock   compounds 

for  the   following  reasons ¿ 

- The   TEL  problem  is  presently   discussed   by   the   RCD Authorities 

We  understand   that   Iran   is   interested   in   establishing  plant 

of   this   type.   We   do  not   think   it   justified   to   have   two   plants 

in  RCD   since   the   overall   petrol   consumption   is   relatively 

low   owing   to   the   limited   number   of   cars   in   operation. 

- The   production  process   involves   a   number   of   technical 

difficulties.   According   to   information   received   from 

the   only   West   German  manufacturer   of   lead   additives   which 

has   been   in   operation   for   only   three   years,   a   number   of 

problems   have   been encountered   for   some   time. 
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Figure   14:   Future   Consumption   of  Det«rg«nt 
Formulations   in   Ton»   of   ¡standard 
Washing   Fovder  Equivalent 
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Know-how   is  not   easily   available   from western  countries. 

In   the   non-communist   world   there   are  only about   11   manu- 

facturing   firms.   Out   of   these   four  are   in   the   USA   and 

three   in   Italy.   Nearly   all   of   the   firms  are   associated 

to   one   of   the   two   large  manufacturers   of TEL» 

- Ethyl   Corporation,   Houseton,   USA  and 

- The   Associated  Octel   Company  Ltd.,   London/England 

To   our  knowledge   only   two   Italian  manufacturers; 

- Compagnia   Italiana   Petroli   and 

- Industria  Chimica   Additiva   Prodotti 
Petroliferi   Affini 

are   independent. 

In   these   circumstances   it   might   be  difficult   to   obtain   the 

assistance   of  the  producers  under  favourable   conditions. 

The   manufacturing  risk   is   fairly  high,   especially   if   the 

plant   is   designed   fairly   large   in  order   to   export   the 

surplus   not   consumed  within   the   country.   The   product   can 

be   used   only  for   one   single   purpose,   namely   as   an   additive 

to   petrol.   If another   anti-knock  agent   became  available 

which   is   not   as   toxic   and   about   as  effective   as   the   lead 

compound,    the  plants   would   probably have   to   be   closed  down 

before   long. 

Pakistan   apparently  does  not  have  any major   lead   deposits 

of   its   own.   Lead,   however,    is   the  main  raw  material   accounting 

for   ¿*0  #  by weight   of   the   TEL and TML additives. 

3 A T T  E7  t. i   E   -  ì  N  -:":, 7   I  T  U T   E    V F R <*   N  •'   l    •     »••' 1    t   r.«    v   ••      N. 
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-   Th*  production requires  a hi (h capital-investment  and 

próvidos  only «  fow  Jobs. 

In  thoso  circumstances wo  do not  consider  the Manufacture 
of  TEL and/or TNL to  be  a valuable  contribution to  the 
economic  development  of Pakistan. 

BATTELLE-1NSTITUT   E    V FRANKFURT   AM   MAIN 
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5-9.2 Glycerine 

5.9.2.1 General Characteristics 

5.9*2.2 Done«tic Production 

5.9.2.2.1 Producers 

5.9.2.2.2 Volume and Future  Developeient 
of  Production 

5.9.2.2.3 New Projects 

5.9.2.3 Demand 

5.9.2.3.1 Volume and Structure  of Past  Demand 

5.9.2.3.2 Forecast of Consumption 'Trends 

5.9.2.4 Prices 

5*9.2.5 Recommendations 

BATTELLE-INSTITUT   E    V FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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5.9.2.1 Ornerai Characteristics 

Glycerine is a transparent liquid of sweetish tasta. Ita 

chemical formula is C H (0H)„. 

Glycerine is a component of all vegetable and animal fat« 

and oils in the form of triglycerides as a combination with 
fatty acids. 

In industrialized countries glycerine is mainly used in the 
production of 

- Alkyd resins 

- Explosives 

- Cellophane 

- Tobacco products. 

In addition, it is used as a moi s ture-retaining agent in the 
manufacture of 

- Cosmetics 

• Ointments 

- Stamp pad inks 

- Modelling compounds 

- Cyclostyling inks, etc. 

In other industrial sectors it is used as a 

• Antifreeze agent 

- Heat conductor 

- Lubricant. 

B A T '' E l L E  ! N S T 1 T U T E v   '    RAN >' » U <i  T A M M A s N 
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Important way« of obtaining glycerine ara: 

- Recovery from apant aoap lyaa by dlatillation 

- Splitting fata 

- Synthetic production. 

Tha apant lya obtained aa a by-product in the production of 

aoap containa about 5 per cent of glycerine which ia extracted 

by concentration and diatillation  Even in induatrialiaed 

countriea, thie proceaa ia atill an important source of 

glycerine supply. 

Fat  splitting means chaaiical aeparatlon of fata or oila into 

fatty acida and glycerine. Tha glycerine-containing liquid 

(aweet water) obtained by thia Method ia refined in another 

proceaa aimilar to that uaed with apent lye. 

For aynthatic glycerine production propylene ia the priatary 

product. The induatrially applied procaaaaa «oatly operate via 

acrolein - allyl alcohol or allyl chloride - epichlorohydrin 

Though glycerine, owing to ita favourable cheaiical and phyeieal 

propertiaa, ia a very uaaful raw material for the typea of 

production Mentioned some competing producta have been developed, 

auch aa: 

- Ethylene glycol 

- Pentaerythritol 

- Sorbitol. 

Pentaerythritol for example has Made great inroads into tha 

•actor of alky resin production, since it ia cheaper than 

glycerine but has the i«a« good propertiaa. Sorbitol competea 

•'A  A T i P   i K   " N 
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In  Miai   Pakistán   Kohinuor   (h«* i cala   reportad   «alight   incraaaa 

m   thw   production   of   glycerine      The  ntw   installation   of   Lavar 

nretttora   lié      in   ihittagong   reaulled   in   a   eixeable   incraaaa   in 

prwiwf turn   lor   privati  purpoaea   of   750   tona   a   year. 

i.» -f a » Hi rr?.n H 

the   ral lowing  new  projects ara  alraady  under  con«truction  or 

nava  at   laaat   bean   sanctioned 

«a»ir   Ali    Industries,   Hyderabad   atartad   the   production   of 

glycerine   in  aid   l^bH  and   will   prwausmble   produca  about 

11«   tona   a   year   for   the   local   »arktít.    The   production   of 

glycerine   tor   the   Ira»  wtrktt    in   «eat   Pakiatan  will 

incraaaa   to   at    laaat   1,^75   tona   a   y«!«r   in   1968/b9- 

le)l focar   Indue tnea,   Karachi      Tha  glycerin«   production   of 

tala   firn  will   preaunably   atart   at    the   beginning   of   1969 

and   will   cue*   to   about    KM)   tona   a   year   froai   1969/70.   Thus 

Inn   production   in   Mast   Pakiatan   will   incraaaa   in   1969/70   to 

•»•al   1.^7^   tona 

treat »ni   Pak      ¡»oap  é  Oil   Ltd   ,   Karachi      Thie   fir«   is 

as tabi (ahi it«   a   naw   plant   lor   glyearina   diatillution   in 

Chit ta« on«      rtu    plant   will   atart   product i on  at   tha   be- 

ginnen«   of   i'H,i   end   will   Manufacture   about   150   tona  a   year 

the   production   ot   glycerine   in   baat   Pakistan  for  private 

Ita«  will   rut   in   196<*/'70   to  ubout   l.üOO   tons  s   year. 
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5.9.2.3    ssamaá 

5.9.2.3.1   Voluwe and s truc tun of Past  Demand 

In   1967/68   2,215   ton»   of   glycerine  were  available   for  the 
civilian  market,   in  Pakistan.   60  per   cent   of   this   amount  was 
produced   in  West  Pakistan  and  kO  per   cent   in  East   ?iki*t«n. 
The   break-down   of  consumption was   as   follows: 

Pha rateeuticals 
Cigarette   industry 
Cosmetics 
Paper  industry 
Paints,   alkyd   resins 
Cellophane 
Other  industries 
Exports 

38 per cent 
29 per cent 

7 per cent 
5 per cent 
k per cent 
3 per cent 
3 per cent 

11   per  cent 

The  pharmaceutical   industry is   the   largest  consumer of gly- 
cerine  in   Pakistan.   It  uses  glycerine  mainly   as   a   basic  material 

for   the  production  of  ointments. 

Glycerine   is   »pplied   as   a  moistening  agent   only   to   the   tobacco 
of   the  better   quality   products   of  West   Pakistan's   cigarette 
industry.   The   most   widely  consumed     cheap  cigarettes  and  all 
cigarettes   produced   in  East  Pakistan  are  not   treated with 

glycerine. 

In  Pakistan's   cosmetics   industry  glycerine   is   used  for  the 
production  of   cosmetics,   lipsticks,    tooth-paste,   shaving- 
cream,   etc.   In   the   preparation  of   special  papers   glycerin» 

is  needed  for   surface   treatment. 

8  A   1     1    • 
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The   paints   industry   uses   glycerine   as  a   softening agent   for 

tube   paints,   cyclostyling   inks,   stamp  pad   inks,   copying   inks, 

and   modelling   compounds     In   the   production   of   alkyd  resina   it 

is   used  as  a   basic   raw  material. 

It   serves  as   a   softening  agent   in   cellophane   production   as 

well.   According   to   the   producers   small   quantities   of   glycerine 

are   utilized   by   industry  as   lubricants,   heat   conductors, 

textile  auxiliaries,   and   for   pressure   transmission  in   hydrau- 

lic   units,   etc. 

5.9.2.3,2  Forecast   of  Consumption  Trends 

On the basis of interviews with the processing industry the 

following growth rates of glycerine consumption were calcu- 

lated   or   estimated: 

Pharmaceutical   industry 

Cigarette   industry 

Cosmetics   industry 

Other   consumers 

11 >/y 

15 %/y 

18 >/y 

11 >/y 

The   average   growth   rate   of   the   demand  for   glycerine   i 

estimated at 

about   13  per   cent/y 

s   thus 

for the period up to 1975 The estimated development of demand 

in the next few years, excluding the consumption of Government 

institutions   is   shown   in   table   11^4 
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This i« «till not much. The present soap consumption p*»r haad 

is about 1 35 kg l'     It ia expected to grow by about 2 par 

cant per annum and would, therefore, be i 55 kg in 1975  Th« 

conauatption of houaehold wahiing powder would than be equi VìE lent 

to about 20 per cant of the conaumption of all houaehold dater- 

ganta, 

If the demand for DUBS-beaed detergents develope as in the 

aacond model and la satiafied entirely by domeatic production, 

the requirementa for n-paraffina, alkylate and DUBS would 

ba aa indicated in table 102  Whether the demand doea develop 

in thia way mainly depends on the Government 

Table 102-   ftimatfed Requirement» of Detergent Haw Materials 

1968 - 1975 (in tons) 

Year 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

Requirementa 

of PPPf  

880 

1,380 

2,070 

3,000 

¡•,140 

6,220 

7,780 

9,720 

Requirementa of 

PW  —_ 
620 

970 

1,460 

2,120 

2,970 

4,380 

5,480 

6,850 

Requirementa of 
n-paraffins 

I 

500 

780 

1,170 

1,690 

2,340 

3,500 

4,390 

5,480 

The table shows that the DDB demand fairly soon reaches inter- 

esting proportions provided that the market is not depressed 

by restrictive measures of any kind, 

*' Thia estimate is bassd on the soap consumption figures given 
in tabla 94. 
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1968/69   to 1975/76   (in   tons) 

Year Pharma- 
ceuticals 

Cigarettes Cosmetica Other 
Industi ies 
Export 

To t a 1 

2,210 1967/68 84o 640 160 570 

1968/69 930 740 180 630 2,480 

1969/70 1,020 850 220 700 2,790 

1970/71 1,120 970 25O 78O 3,120 

1971/72 1,240 1,120 3OO 870 3,530 

1972/73 1,360 1,280 350 900 3,9^ 

1973/7'» 1,500 1,^70 420 1.Ü70 4, 4bo 

I97V75 1,660 1,690 490 1,190 5,030 

1975/76 1,830 1,9^0 580 

— •— 

1,320 5,670 
,    ... 

In   the   course   of   Pakistan's   industrial  development   glycerine 

consumption will   almost   treble   by   1975/76.   By   that  date   the 

pharmaceutical   industry,   at   present   the   largest   consumer   with 

a   share   of  38   per   cent,   will   probably  have   been   caught   up   by 

the   more   rapidly   growing   cigare Lie   industry.    By   1975/76   the 

shares   of   the   two   industries   will   be   32  and   34   per   cent   of   the 

total   consumption   of   glycerine,   i cspectively. 

Another   important   consumer   of   glycerine   will   be    the   cosmetics 

industry,   which   is   relatively   little   developed   at   the  moment 

but   which  will   undergo   a   rapid   expansion   in   the   future.    It   is 

estimated   that   the   share   of   this   industry  will   increase   from 

7   per   cent  at   present   to   10 per   cent   in   the   years   to   come. 

R 
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5.9.2.4  Price» 

The   development   of   glycerine  prices   in   Pakistan   cannot   be 

described   here.   The   interviewed   firms   could  not   be   induced   to 

give  any   information   on   this   subject.    The  sales   price  at   the 

time   of   the   investigations   was 

Rs 5,500,-  per   ton 

The export prices were stated to be 

US$  600.- per ton 

c&f   European seaport „ 

A  German   importer,   however,   informed   us   that   he   recently 

bought   glycerine   from   Pakistan  at   a   price  of 

US$      392,-   per   ton   c&f   Hamburg. 

The   supplied  commodity,   however,    had   to   be distilled  once   more, 

since   it   was  not   up   to   the   required   standard.    In   addition   to 

the   cost   involved,    the   distillation   resulted   in   a    loss   of 

substance   of  10  per   cent,   the  price   for   the   buyer   thus   in- 

creasing   to 

US$      444.-   per   ton. 

The   price   of  glycerine   in   the   world   market  has   declined   by 

50  per   cent   in   the   last   two   years   due   to  oversupply,   We   have 

been  reliably  informed   that   the   price   is   expected    to   continue 

decreasing.   The   price   for  chemically   pure  glycerine   in Germany 

is   at   present 

US*      400,-   to     425 o -   per  ton 

for   immediate  supply   franco   the   consumer's  factory. 

v í 
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5«9.2.5   Hecommenda tion» 

The  calculated demand   for glycerine   in  Pakistan  can   be  satisfied 

only  if   further  expansions  of  production  are  planned   after 

1969/70,    in  addition  to   the new  installations   that   are already 

projected  up   to   them. 

We  noted   during  our   investigations    that  a   large   proportion  of 

the  spent   lyes  are   not   yet used  in   Pakistan for  glycerine 

production;    so  it   is  undoubtedly  re commendable   to   continue  with 

the  same   production  procedure   in  the   future,   too.   A   petro- 

chemical   production   seems not   re commenda ble. 

As   already   mentioned,   glycerine   can   also   be  obtained   as  a 

by-product   of   fat   splitting.   The  application  of   this   process 

depends   in   the  first   instance   on   trie   market  for   free   fatty 

acids.    It   is   advisable   to analyse   separately whether   the 

industrial   consumption   of  fats   and   caustic   soda   and   the 

production  of  glycerine   could  be  rationalised  by   establishing 

a   fat-splitting plant.   Above all, it   should  be  determined  in 

this  context   how advantageous   it  would  be   to utilise   fatty 

acids   in   the   production   of soaps  and   other detergents. 
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5»9«3   Liquefied   Petroleum  Oases 

5.9.3.1 General Characteristics 

5.9.3.2 Local Production 

5.9.3.3 Demand 

5.9.3.3.1 Distributor»   and   Markets 

5.9.3.3.2 Present   and   Future   Demand 

5.9.3.3.3 Substitution   of   Kerosene 

5.9.3.3.^   Competition  with   Natural   Gas 

B <•• : F \ ü r   t    V ti A   N   "\   y   U   *?   r    A  M    MAIN 
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5.9.3     Liquefied   Petroleum   Gases 

5.9.3.1    General   Characteristics 

The   term   liquefied   petroleum   gas     (  LPG)   is   usually   applied 

to   liquid   propane,    butanes   or   a   mixture   of   the   two.   These 

liquid   gases   are   recovered   either   from wet   natural   gases 

or   from   distillation   and   cracking  processes   in   petroleum 

refineries.   In   the   latter   case   the   gases   contain  a   certain 

amount   of   defines   unless   especially   purified. 

The calorific value and specific gravity of LPG varies 

according to the composition of the gas. For the three 

major  component   compounds   they   are   as   follows: 

calorific   value specific   gravity 

propane                             11,370  kcal/kg 0.5009 

n-butane     Ì 0.5788 
i-butane     J 11'^0   *cal/kg Q^ 

Propane,   butane   and   mixtures   of   the   two   are   used 

as   fuel   in   industry   and   households,   especially   for 
cooking   purposes 

-   as   feed   stock   for   petrochemical   processes 

as   ingredient   to  gasolines   and   as   fuel   for  com- 
bustion   engines 

-   as   \,elding   gas 

and   for   some   other   less  important   purposes.   For  Pakistan, 

its   use   as   domestic   and  industrial   fuel   is   the  most   inter- 

esting  aspect   of   its   production. 
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A   special   feature   of   LPG  is   that   it   requires   special    trans- 

portation  and   storage   facilities.   For   temperatures   of   4o   - 

45   C   propane   needs   a   pressure   of   2;i   kg/cm   and   butane   one 
2 

of   7   kg/cm.    This   means   that   either   high-pressure   equipment 

or   freezing   facilities   are   necessary   for    the   transport   and 

storage.   Usually   the   first   alternative   is   the   more   economic. 

Most   LPG  is    transported   in   pressure   tanks   by   rail   and   truck 

or   by   sea    on    board   ship.   Bulk   volumes   are   also   transported 

by   pipelines.    The   gas   is   supplied   to   households   in   small 

pressure   containers   of   varying  sizes. 

5.9.3.2   Local   Production 

At   present   LPG   is   only   produced   by   Pakistan   Refinery   Ltd. 

in   a   pilot   plant   having   a   capacity   of   1 ,500   tpa.   The   plant 

is   located   at   Karachi.    Production   started   in   early   I967. 

The   Eastern   Refinery   Ltd.    intended   to   produce   another 

10,000   tons   of   LPG,   beginning   some   time    in   late   I968. 

Besides these   two   plants   already   in   existence,   there   are 

more   or less   definite   plans,    sanctioned   as   well   as   unsanc- 

tioned, for   further  units.    The   following   table   gives   a 

summary of  all   units   planned   or   in   existence   which   have 

come   to the   knowiedge   of   the   Battelle   team. 

Table   115: Existing  and   Planned   Capacities   for   the   Pro- 

duction   of   LPG 

laine   of Refinery tons/year expected  or   actual 
start   of  production 

Pakistan  Refinery   Ltd. 

Pakistan  Refinery   Ltd. 

national   Refinery   Ltd. 

Attock   Oil   Co. 

Caster  Refinery   Ltd. 

1 , 500 

20,000 

7,000 

16,000 

10,000 

1967 

1971/72 

1969/70 

I969 

1968 

Total   capacity 54,500 1971/72 
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In  addition   to   these    capacities  't   can   be   expected   that 

National   Refinery   Ltd.,   after   the   expansion   of   their   re- 

finery   capacity,   will   enlarge   their   LPG  plant   by   another 

20,000   tpa.   We   suppose   that   this   might   happen   around   1974. 

If  the   expected  development   takes   place,    the    Í.P" capacity will 

increase   in   the   coming   years   as   follows: 

Table   116 :      Annual   Development   of   LPG  Producing   Capacities 

(in   tons/year) 

Ifear West   Pakistan East   Pakistan total 

1968 1 ,500 10,000 11,500 

«969 17,500 10,000 27,500 

I970 24,500 10,000 34,500 

1971 44,500 10,000 54,500 

1972 44,500 10,000 54,500 

1973 44,500 10,000 54,500 

1974 69,500 10,000 79,500 

1975 69,500 10,000 79,500 

The capacity for East Pakistan has been taken as constant 

since the development of the LPG sales is expected to be 

slow. Moreover, we do not expect the capacity of the 

existing refinery to be increased before 1974/75, and 

only then would more propane and butane be available. 

Both from the point of view of demand and of the capaci- 

ties available, the situation in West Pakistan contrasts 

sharply with East Pakistan. The capacities, which are ini- 

tially lower in the «astern Wing, will probably be 46 times 

greater by 1975. At that time the capacity is expected to 

be nearly seven times that of East Pakistan. A big increase 

is expected to take place in I968 and again in 1971 and 1974 
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Whether the development takes place is likely to depend to 

a considerable extent on whether the Government gives the 

incentives which are deemed necessary by the industry. This 

refers in the first instance to import facilities  and 

taxes. The companies concerned point out that the necessary 

investment is high, especially on the distribution side, 

5.9.3.3  Demand 

5.9.3.3.1  Distributors and Markets 

So far only one firm has marketed LPG in Pakistan; 

Burshane (Pakistan) Ltd., Karachi, a subsidiary of 

Burtnah Shell Company. The firm has a contract with Pakistan 

Refinery for the delivery of 1,000 tons of LPG per annum, 

but the quantities delivered so far have been somewhat 

higher. The balance of PHL's production has been supplied 

to National Refinery, which needs about 300 - ¿+00 tons of 

propane and 100 - 200 tons of butane as solvent and refrig- 

erant for lube production. 

Burshane distributes the gas in cylinders of about 11,5 kg 

through a number of agents in the area of Karachi, and has 

no difficulty in disposing of the quantities of LPG avail- 

able. The firm is optimistic about the development of de- 

mand, although it is doubtful whether there will not be 

over-competition in Karachi. 

In the near future four or five moie companies will probably 

join the LPG marketing business. These will be in the first 

instance : 

- National Oil Company 

- Attock Oil Co. or a subsidiary 

- Esso 

- Burmah Eastern. 

e A r 
A *v 
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Initially,   efforts   of   the   firms  concerned   can   be   expected 
to   concentrate   mainly   on  sales  in 

- Karachi 

- Küwalpindi 

- Chittagong 

- Dacca 

However, fairly soon (probably depending on the availability 

of foreign exchange for transport facilities) such places as 

Lahore, Lyallpur, Multan, Hyderabad,and Gujranwaia will be 

served, too. In the longer term the marketing will extend to 

other cities and also the country a id«. 

From East Pakistan it might be possible to export some of 

the LPG to nearby countries for a few years, 

5.9.3.3.2 Present and Future Demand 

The firms involved in the present or future production and 

marketing are of the opinion that at least the urban house- 

holds with an income of Rs. 500.- and above are potential 

consumers. The number of potential consumers in Karachi 

alone was estimated by one party at 50,00U. We feel that 

this estimate is rather conservative. At present only about 

one tenth of this potential has been tapped but perhaps 

even this cannot be fully satisfied. Thus, Karachi could 

probably at present absorb about 10,000 to 15,000 tons of 

LPG if it were available. 

Our discussions with the parties interested in the LPG 

business showed that these firms are themselves not very 

certain how sales will develop in Pakistan. Due to the 

expected keen oligo polistic competition thy were generally 

not prepared to reveal what their estimates are. 
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5  ?  *» • 3 ÜLÜlMSiri 

In  Pakistan at   present   DDBti   typa«  of de targati t  preparation« 

ara  uaad  in 

- households,   mainly  for  washing   textile« 

- the   textile   Industry   for   washing  purposes  and   aa   a 
dispersing   agent 

- the   leather   industry   as   a   dispersing   agent 

- the  paper   industry  as  a   dispersing   agent 

- hotels   for   washing  purposes 

- laundries   for   washing  purposes 

- train  cleaning  by   the   Railway   Authorities 

- the   insecticide   industry   as   an   emulaifier 

Tha   percentage   of   the   sales   consumed   by   each   sector   could 

not   be   ascertained      But   it   is   fairly   safe   to   say   that   the 

textile   induatry   is   the   largest   single   consumer  of   the   aectora 

indicated     Households  are   likely   to   be   second   in  importance, 

followed  by   hotels   and   laundries.   According   to   our   findings 

tha   paper  induatry   consumes   less   than   10   tons   with  35   per  cent 

active   substance.   The  consumption  of   the   insecticide   industry 

ia   negligible. 

5*7.5 Prices 

Tha   price  of   soft   alkylates   cAf   Carachi is   at   presant   approxi 
stately s 

USA.   Allied   Chemicals  Corp f     3^01-/ton 

We«t  Germany.   Chemische  Werke  Hüls $     318o -/ton 

Japan,   Nissan   -   Konoko $     312.-/ton 
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ano)   tmtu*11 1 * 1   < onouMfl 1 on  otliet    ttiMtt   fur   p*I roc heaitcal 

ftir ,>«*•••.    |)i    lh>-   una   u« «*d    i ri    irtduoltv,    »bout    "UHI   .    I ,iHl(l 

twfta   «i t «fi* t    IM*    ul 1 I uni    (<•   1 • 1 l .*i f    «M et vieti«-   «a   *   we Id in« 

4««    fot   «attain   #|jf»i it :•#» l i «*n» .    fbe   National   H. 1 Hin v    n- 

|H M r *     '    ' r I I  t I It    <t«4«ritltv     ti»    .«I reati \     Rie 11 t I o|i«d ,      <l»d     till«« 
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This  bring*   up   a   point  which  ha«   not   been  mentioned   so   far 

according   to   all    the   statements   made   by   experts   concerned 

the   consumption   of   LPU   in   Pakistan   in   the    lonf,   run   and   H ven 

so   far,   is   mainly    limited   by   the   availability   of   l.PU.    Most 

of   the   world'»    consumption   of   liquefied   petroleum  flu se s    is 

recovered   from   wet   natural   gases,   which   are   rare   in   Pakistan. 

This   restricts    the   production   of   l.PG   in   this   country   in   the 

first   instance    to   recovery   from   refinery   ^ases. 

The   LPti  component   of   the   refinery   ftases   has   so   far   been 

utilized   internally   as   fuel.   As   soon   as   it   is   consumed 

outside   the    refinery    it   will   replace   other   fuels   such   as 

kerosene,   wood   and   coal,   but   primarily   kerosene.   According 

to   statements    from   the   mineral   oil    industry   this   is   very 

désirable   sine«   there   is   a   shortage   of   kerosene   in   the 

country.   Since    the   kerosene   consumption   for   non-aviation 

purposes   is    increasing  at   s*   rate   of    M . "»   per   cent   p.a. 

and   since   jet    traffic   can   also   be   expected   to   increase   .11 

a   high   rate   kerosene   will    continue    t «1   be    in   rather   shut t 

supply   in   the    future.   According   to   an   estimate   ry    »«.-<>, 

kerosene   consumption   (except in*',   consumption   by    jet   .«it- 

craft)   is   expected   to   develop   as   shown   In   tab!*-    MV, 

llM* 1 M* 

tear t'on*us*pt 1 »n 

t Mfcf» 17 t ,V»i' 

!'*«»"» 1 1 k , .'nil 

i**;«» «t» i  ,'**H' 

l'*7 t %l 1,»a*> 

1 «* r -• *?*»,*»«**. 

l»*7 1 «*%« ,rf*a« 

|M?<« 7 t »,•-**» 

!'#?% j*$*t t m*> 

•   t m •   * M 
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Due    to    the   di l'I e ieri t    Omiorific viti Ue ,     l,()UO   kf   ai   LA'G   on   ¡ivorocc 

cari   replace    l,Hi)   !.,     m    „rntsciic     il    mus   also   be   taken   into 

con» tdera t. ion    that     (lie   cllH  iciic\    oí'    the    usual    keiosene    burn- 

er»    1»   only   «bout    :.'<^   per   rent    whíl«>    that    o I    the   burners   of 

LPG  con   be   taken   an     jo   per  cent,   ncHiiirwT   ««   ratio   of    I.7K0 

Hence   in   practice    1,0(H)   ktf  of   LPG   an    equivalent    to    1,98,?   kf; 

of   kerosene.     II     the    possible   LPG   consumption   as    shown    in 

tables    117   and    M H    is   compared   with    the   figures   of    table    119 

it    is   found   that    in    l(»7o   about   H   per    cent   and   in   197 5   about 

20   per   cent   ol    the   consumption   of   normal    kerosene   could   be 

replaced   by   LPG. 

l.u. I.  1. '1      I VWttftU'on. t ' Natural Gi 

It   m iff ht    be   i|U<   -t 1 on» it   urn tini ,     1 1    the   ulaces   where   natural 

i,a»    I«   available    t<»   consumer*«,    I 1 « 4 w 1 1 i *• *J    petroleum   ¿ras   ha* 

a   chance    in   the   market.    Hi in   must   be   answered   in   the   affir- 

mativ«,     It    hat«    been    found    that    the    introduction   ol    city   *ça« 

•tappile«    at    the    »aiw    time    tei   is    t «1    ptnmute    the   demand    for 

UH)  as   well,   tine   »I    the   reasons   f«r   this   phenomenon    is   the 

f«c t   that   ritv   fui    suppl |es   do   not    reach   all   potential   con» 

1er»,    while    the\     have    m   1 erta i 11    pubi it  i tv   effect.     It    i a 

h  mol* conventi ni     tu   u»e   natural    ;*a»   than   kerosene   or   coul. 

fttrth* r   p*. tnt    h.»s   tieen raided   b\    the   LPG   ptoduiet*.    Ac e or 

fttmf   to   thé«,   « .•ime« tinr   a 1 on«um» 1     to   the   fra»   mains   coat« 

*«**«t    M«.      t«H     -    m    loreii'ti .'it IIMIK.« ,    while    it    is   »aid    to    be 

h   1 he«• i»-1     t.»    »t«|»i»I *    I HI 
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5.9.^   For—ldehydo 

5.9.^.1  0»n»r>l  Ch>racttrlitici 

Formaldehyde,   H-CHO,   is   a  colourless   gas   of  pungent   smell   which 
is   soluble   in  water.   Formaldehyde   is   obtained   either  by   cata« 
lytic   oxidation  of   lower   parafins,    such   as   methane,   butane, 
propane,   or   from menthanol.   It   is  generally  marketed   as   a 
37   par   cent   aquaoua   solution,   mostly   called   "formalin".   Formalde- 
hyde   formalin  serve   as 

- disinfectants 
•   tanning agents 
- fixing agents   for anatomical  preparations 
- material   for mould   fungus   control 

In   addition,    large   quantities   ot   formaldehyde   are  usad   for 
the   manufacture  of  dyes,   phenolic   resins   (PF),   aminoplastics 
(VF),   me lamine  resins   (MF)  and  others. 

In   Pakistan   formaldehyde   is   used  almost   exclusively   as  an 
intermediate  product   in   the  production  of mei ami n«  and  urea 
forviaidehyde.   Negligible  quantities   of  formalin  are  needed 
by   laboratori»! etc.   and  by   the  tanning   industry. 
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5.9.4.2 Politic Production 

In  Pakistan 

- Valika Chemical Industrie« Ltd., Karachi, and 

- Eastern Chemical Industries Ltd., Chittagong 

produce fornaldehyde solution from Methanol for their urti 

formaldehyde and aelamine formaldehyde production. Both 

plants started operation only in 1967. 

Valika has s capacity of 19.5 tons per day - 5,«50 tons per 

year of formalin, corresponding to a quantity of about 2.200 

tons per year of pure formaldehyde. The capacity of Eastern 

Chemical Industries is 10 t/d » 3,000 t/y of formalin or 

1.1ÜO t/y of pure formaldehyde. The statements of sections 

5.2.1 to 5.2.J apply to both plants: as there is no demand for 

W  and Mr resins, both plants were inoperative for moat of the 

time. The total production of formalin, for instance, was only 

about 4ou t in 1967 compared with a capacity totalling almost 

9.0OU t per year. 

5.9.4.1 nmam 

Tno   formalin manufacturers  aro naturally  faced with  the   a am« 
problema  as  the manufacturers »f  W,   NT and   Pf.  Tha packln« 
material   also seems   to  present  certain  difficulties.   Tor 
fonami in   lacquer-1 ined  d ruota  are   needed,   which according   to 
the manufacturera  of   formaldehyde  are  not   locally  available. 
It   smauld   therefore  bo  modo  possible  far  tha drum manufacturer, 

O  '   I • l  i   t      '*»••-» u ••    w *OA**»w»*AMM 
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to produca   such   laequer-lined drum» locally 1) 

5.9.k.k Dowand 

So far the   Manufacturan of   ur,   Mr,  and  PF were  the  only   con- 
sumers  of   formaldehyde.  Thoso manufacturers   are: 

- Valika   Chemical  Industries   Ltd.,   Karachi    (UF) 
- Tutehally   Chemicals   Ltd.,   Karachi   (MF) 
- Shuja   Induatriei   Ltd.,   Karachi   (MF) 
- Allied   Industries,    Wazirabad   (PF) 
- Eastern   Chemical   Industries   Ltd.,   Chittag:onfí   (UF,   MF) 

Except   for   Allied   Industrie«,   all   the   enterprises   started 
production   only   in the   course   of   1967.   The   consumption  of   for- 
aal in  in   Pakistan  in   1967   was   equivalent   to   a   production   of 
kOi)  t,   Weat   Pakistan  accounting  for 3/k  and   East   Pakistan  for 

1/4. 

In the  ismsediate   future,   however,   there  will   be a  number  of 

M«  eonsumwsrs : 

- Synthetic  Haain Producta,   Ctoittagan«  (»9»»,   W) 
- Kashmir   Development  Corporation,   Jheium   (19«9,   iff) 
- Aamat   Industries,   Oujranwala   (PF) 
- Iahe er   Industria«,   Malkot   (i'#o«,   PF) 
• N.M.   IwdustriiíB,   Ouiranwala   (ltt7ü//1,   **") 

\)  It may   be  mentioned  that   similar drums aro  alee needed 
for ino  manufacture of  DOT.   MIC aad •»latte« metaanal. 

N »   •   •  T u   t     • » m A s •» •- «     A M    M A 
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Tibio UO «hows tli« oonauaption ti sur m» for foraalin, calculated 
on tteo basis of tho ootlaotod production fifuro« for UF\ NP, and 
tf quotad  in section«   5.2.1   te 5.8.3. 

I 
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Th«  prie««   r«f«r   to  soft  types   of alkylates     The  hard  types 

ar«  generally  about   f   30 -  ch«ap«r par   ton 

Th«   prices   of   linear   chain  alkyl   benzenes   have   remained   stable 

during  th«   last   fe*   months,   Since   the   existing  capacity   corres- 

ponds  to   th«   consumption,  no   market  changes  are   expected   in 
th«   near   future«, 

5-7.0 Rtcofiandation» 

As   the  preceding  reflections   show,   in  the   period  up   to 

1975  a   considerable   growth  of   the   consumption   of   DDB-based 

detergents   can be  achieved o    If  we   interpret   correctly   the 

figures  published  by   the  sanctioning authorities,   a   capacity 

of   1,900   tons   DDB   input  =   2,700   tons   DDBS   output   has   been 

sanctioned   so   far.   This  includes   the   two   plants  mentioned  for 

East  Pakistano   To   this   figure   we  add  kO   tons   for  small  plants 

with local   equipment   and  tentatively another   250  of   DDBS   for 

Kohinoor   Chemicals.   This brings   the   total   up   to  3,000  tons 

of   DDBS. 

A   comparison   with  table  102   shows   that   these  plants   will   be 

fully utilized  in  1971«   It   is   therefore   recommended   to  begin 

work  on a   new  plant   for  the   sulphonation  and   the  production 

of  detergent   formulations  around   1,972,    so   that   it   can  start 

operation   in   1973»   This  plant   should  have   a   capacity   of 

about  10,000   tons   of   sulphonate   per annum,   Further,   we 

suggest  starting a  plant for   the   production  of  linear  alkyl 

benzenes   (DDB)   in  1973.   The   capacity of   this  plant   could  also 

be   10,000   tons.   The   recovery   of   n-paraffins   for  the   pro- 

duction  of   alkyl  benzenes  could   in our   opinion  be   started  in 

197? at  th«   earliest. 
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The  calculations  are based on   the  assumption  that  the  final 

product   (UF,   MF,   PF)  is   produced  in   that   Wing  of  the   country 

in which  it   is  consumed. 

Table   120  has   to  be  interpreted with  the   same   reservations 

as   the   production   of the   different   resins.   The   development   of 

the  consumption  figures   in  the  way   indicated  will  depend   lar- 

gely   on  a   corresponding   expansion  of   the   wood-working   industries 

The  table   shows   that  the   bulk   of the   formalin  will   presumably 

be  used   for   UF production,   a   sector   in  which  East   Pakistan  will 

be   the   principal   buyer. 

According   to   our   estimates,   by   1975   about U9   per   cent   of   the 

formalin  will   be   used  for  UF  manufacture, 9  per   cent   for   PF 

and  2   per   cent   for  MF.   The   consumption   is expected   to   be   more 

than  three   times   that  of   i960. 

5.9.4.5  Prices 

The price   for  domestically produced   formalin  in   Karachi   is 

between   750   and  790  Rs./t.   For  East   Pakistan  a   reputable  manu- 

facturer  indicated  a price  of   1 ,500   Hs./t .   The   import   of   for- 

malin   is   banned. 

A   survey   of   the  price  situation  in   other   countries   is   given 
in Table   12 1 . 

T  U T    E     V F   &  A  N   *\   '    t.   R   T     tx V     M   £. 
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XaklÊ 121: Prices Of Formalin ( 1? uer cent) in some 

manufacturing countries ' ( in ¡¡»/ton) 

USA I    France Germany Italy 

1964 82.5 9U 9U 64 

1965 82.5 90 92.5 94.5 

1966 70             90 97 94.5 

1967 7h 90 90 72.5 

196b 
... 

78 90 78 72.5 

1) The prices are inclusive of freight but exclusive of taxes 
They apply for shipments of 10 to 20 t. 

5.9.4.6 Recommendation» 

Altogether, the existing capacities are sufficient to meet the 

demand up to 1975 if capacity is fully utilized. But as the 

greater part of the presently insta]led capacity is located 

in West Pakistan, whereas the consumption of the final pro- 

duct urea formaldehyde is much higher in East Pakistan, it 

would be necessary to transport considerable quantities of 

formalin to the Eastern Wing. 

This would certainly be a disadvantage, since formaldehyde 

is a very transport-intensive product. The reason is that the 

foraalin traded in Pakistan contains only 37 per cent formal- 

dehyde. And, moreover, suitable containers of stainless steel 

b A 1 t L. I. t 
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A capacity of 15,000 to 20,000 ton» par annum would ba faaaiblai 

if it ia dacidad to build a plant of only 10,000 tona par annual, 

it could ba inetallad in 1973 or 197^ But   thia plant alza i« 
generally coneidered to be too amali 

Following the aaaumptiona we have made, tha plant» would 

reach full capacity aa follows 

Dodecyl benzene 
aulphonate (10,000 tone)- 1977 

Alkyl benzene (10,000 tona); 1977-79 

n-paraffina (15,000 tona)- 1980-82 

We do not recommend producing tetrapropylene aince aooner or 

later Pakiatan, too, will feel the neceaaity of using only 

bio-degradable detergents  Production coata are much the 

aawe, in any case, Furthermore, the n-paraffina can be ob- 

tained in Pakiatan form keroaene fraction! 

Whether and to what extent these figures are realizad will 

largely depend on the policy of the Government, as haa 

been pointed out earlier., 
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»•»it «»MiMt»« ***•   »»   a» •**«. »•*.»•*.   <tt»ti«t»*    »•  »tat»»   *•«- 

**••?*»»   ta   ra*>>«ta   .•»*,«.   atM» * « * • •* t *   ••**-*> «•   *a*t«Hhk   **»   '»i«       * «* 

•aaa«  ttaata  «tt M «I t •   ta»   •*»>•»»   »>«»»i*a>aa«,   tiana»   »***«**•* « » » »• -• 

*r«   »»«a**»«*   IM  •«••   <i« i « t i   in   »•« 11 an«  t>, »   i »   i      . 

lit   fias   liti,   • i •«-»»**» «   la   Hit   * • «at»   a«*»      «i«t|ii   •   at    • *#*» 

atttatifN»   nava   **•#»   4"»»'    tut«    »•   ••i«M4lit    ta**   ••*•-•    in 

•ta*»!«»«    >. a. »',   l.ft.i,    1,«,*,    >...i,    *,<?,•,    *«<*,    i.i.a. 
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6.2 JULJUkULJLÊJiA 

In  chapter   ì.à.é   tha  rtpiacMMRt  of   1 aper tad  *laaa   fibra   retti- 

lo re «d   plpva   and   also  or   a «a»  otilar  piping MttrUli   ha a   boon 

diaeuaaad.   Mor«ovar,   in   «ariana   aact lona   of  paragraph«   ).l, 

}.2   and   >.*»   ino   a«pac tod   roplacafJonta   Nava  baan   aK»nt tonati.    In 

addition  to   thla,   «on*   a>oro   potatoi 1 itiaa  which   aoo«   to  ha   of 

tntoroat   to   Pak latan  aro   indicato«!   in   tha   following.   Tha a a   Ilaida 

of   atttoat itut ton   in non y   caaaa   raquira   addi ti on« I    auoport   from 

ponile   author!ttaa  «r   p row« «tonai   ina« i tut Iona . 

Aortion i>.2.»   tontaina   only   fona rol    tdoaa,   «Itilo   «lio   oooaoojttont 

•oc«Iona  of   thla   «Raptor   «o   Into  «rootor  datati. 

ft,i. i SLMJuL^JLSMMMJÊAJLMjLJLmM 

In pr«*ttt« ** t >»•• •«•mi* to «MOO o «loar-a»*- etat 

wot «»on il«« I»I'U>'M*I.I of «on««*tt tonni «atarlala ana) ti 

lofonant »i no« application». In tuo folio« in«, tteorofor« 

of tuo*» ooaitt tn «art in« 4«« rao« tuo foilootn« or« fi« 

•Hör« an inoroooo tn «Ho nao of plaattca tn Paniotao a»* 

«apo*««4.    tn   ««Ml« ton   to   tltoaa  «loattaao*   lalot , 

• •»(•!•••   fron)  "Vt 

• tmmm antat tat» 

-   booa-atndtn*  ontattai« 

• ««atti»-  ami papo»-rot »forco* an tor loi» on •*, 
Pi*  a#» »   *ot  boa«« 

tot» 

»    4o«0< 

.    Hot h 

Ida 

•   £taaa   fior«   rainforood) 
fot   t«*tpo*ooli« 

«•  o»lb*r  « pipo« 

floor   « t too 

run tot t*o«t«tioji m ont idi«« trtMt to«i. 
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A«  far aa   aactlatia  ara  conaarna«!   aaaardin*   ta  our  rirtdtrtffa   ttiay 

ara  «at  amntifac turaci   in   Pak i niait. 

Pleuras  «baut   ih«   scala  al   e otta «taf» ti a«  at   praaant   ara   nal   aval- 

lavi a   «Inca  »OBI   af   tttaaa   It««*,    lf   uavtl,   nav»   b«»n  and»   of   wootl. 

P*/C   »«eti an«  caw Id  b»   ua»d   «alni y 

-  ••  arotacMv«   atriiia  aliar»  valla  and   ri aar   jattt 

* aa   al Idia«   ralla   ami   »rataettv»  Matartal»   rat 

•da;» a   in  furtUlurt  nati in« 

• far   tita •ajtnf««t«rt   ar   4m»t   tr ••>•••   •«>!   «imlov-f r 

Material»   rraal   t'*,    fVr   and   *«   «r»   rh# »|>   a*t»*Mt»t»    ihit 

•Hjgfct   ta   t*«*d   rat    r»|* latin«  telNtnl    cara.    In   M< - i * • -    -.••« h    *• 

«   tram  tara« 

• inatti «Man   ar  »ald-atnr»< 

• flaata 

n«ia*t». 

far  «attain  inatti «tiaa atarnaaaa   m rafrirfarat laa aja«  »anatra»- 

• ta»  anali njatattat  aa«   alaa  rmptmitw gtaaa   »aal.   »nt«tt  ««ili 

lama   •• a«   ispattad)  it  aaa4.Itat   la  »ni«   fi»M  a   ta»M   alaat 

»III   «lari   mt+é*—i in»   »a *•**  t «a«aM  an**». 1   »f<    fn*a> n»t»t»«i» 

«la«*   ta»   »••»}   If»   «tiMlli   *•••»•   lo   i»|Uti   r**«t   !»<«•>, 

la  ila»   farai «i   tr**t*d   (»IMI**.   f*/t   «nn i«<   < •»»   i«ru*i   §*•*••# 

M»<ti«H  *a«M§   in  lina*, «»lai ina «   f*a   tuatiMMiiMì   »f r»>* t . 

»t»   i«   in   tuta   *•••   »»••   tajHWtattt   ilaan   ina   ia^at•«»••*• t 

ta ««aal lit     tat   »lia   • ana» * l aaf  nauturt»   *t*#ii»   «»   tat   af 
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blndln« «atarlal   e«n *•   ahvod  ovor  tho  book'a   lifotia». 

Staoabl.  .Munt,  of  non-forrou. «atal.  and  alloy,  «ad.   fro«   th.» 

can  probably  b.  «avt*  wKon  th.  u..   of   toKtlle   and  paper   rein- 

fected  Mt.rUli   io   o.tendod.   Po.aible  application.  Uovo  booti 

indicated   In   »action   5.2.1. 

hfeot   probably   It   -ouId  bo  worthwhile   to produco   PVC  fibro.   In 

t*tti.tan.   *«eh fibro.  eu  bo  produced   fro«  FVC  by   additional 

chl.rinetlon  «1th  p«re   chlorine   up   to  •  Ct  cont.nt   of   betweon 

57  and   * I   por  cent .   THo   re.Mltin«  pio.tic   .olv.d   in  «cotono 

con  bo   op*»   into  ondi...   fibre«.   Stoplo   fibre«  produced   on   thi« 

bo.t.   con   bo   *.«d   to  advanta«o   4«   technology.   They   «re   fairly 

hoot-re.i.tont,   *««.tnf laeBMbl«  at.d   cannot   bo  de.troy.d   by  »o.. 

•f   the   ojtreooi»*   c*««*caie.    *^h   fibro.   con   be   u.ed   to   «*n»r«c- 

tiir«   fitter   e loth,   protective   clethin«.   «i»d   diap»ro«a>e.   I«   abip- 

•»•ildtft«   tuo»  ce*id  bo  u«»d   Tor «•»lim «altre.«o«  o«d  decoration 

«•tortai.   **•*  tff>e«  af   fibro  »ould «ainiy   act  a«  a  eubetttute 

f.r   t««lo»  b*t   pro*«blv   al.o   to   .«bo  e.tent   Cor   » «per ted   He«. 

(filter   cloth). 

At pre .en« a fa* fire» I» Pollata* are conoid.Mi 

t«*r. o>f ii«ao-flo>r» r*litf ••"••< art it loa otH*r t 

toeaibte ao>o>li«attomo «Itioh aro «pator aHa«»>eaia» 

r»«t«*ro  of 

the   ojohwfac' 

pipoo. 

are   tbe 

tra<ioporo"t   o« 

•«fett  be I «et« 







• 

in 



tft mm ******   r»*ft».   It   **«%í«IIMI   -*•   -    * **•   •   r»r   «•#»*   «w»**« 

Oh   tu»   fc*«ta   «f   «tío   t»!<i*in»    r»«itt   i*t#»    «•!     *•**>   #      *«*«   #>    »*»» 

MI  •   giunti i»   r»«in  fea«»   ni   m >   &   mm*h   « fe*»   «%•»*#•§»**• -   •»«    •       »« 

rwfwtrw*   «•  «*fittr«rlttr»   tito*   atNHr*   **«•*« 11 • i » *   »f   ?•#••#*»   »i^8« 

tt?v 

»t?t t 

»fît 

tt?1i 

it?* i 

»t?li 

»•% • 

•%• 1 

• ;» « 

«W|   1 

IM   1 

«At    t 

i; i 

% i t 

M • 

•M t 

I** • 

«I t 

It   VtMtld  t*  MlVtMfct«  t«  Mit   t*>  •  plant   f»r   tlM»  «Mwr«ti>«r«   »t 

•«•Il ateaat«  «t   a« »art y  4at».    If   this  (»la*t   *a*  »lar«   Itti l   pra« 

éstmtimm In   t¥?i  a capaatt»  «r   fuM.uuw lawara a>*tr»»  »a*#M  *»* 

•  »til tabi«   «la«. 

Or  th»   raw  M«t»ri«4l»  ra«jtiêr«Ml  atttt  •*l««4»#  ai»4  pfcanal   «««414 

nava  t«  ba   taparta*.   Prpattatiaat  capacity   rat   raaln   t* ««»i* 

lati*. 



*•# 

• -#.• 

pl«# 

»il*  pt 

• If 

•IM»  tu» «•M******** 

• ti»   •?    f.«lt»f«ftl 

pW I t*Mte»MM    ••    »    -I 

• Ml    «P    p4llt»tlMl««l 

««•Ml    *•    •»•*•#•«# «M 

P#M>IMM.      «»••»•ri»        r*»»»*M»» »•*•    IHt»    Ml    M>Mt     III    »I 

*»•• »t  ptp*«.   UM >*»t»»<ii i'  •# 0» M>I ***•»•«•» ti 

It It     »WW   M>*    »Ml» 

• <M 

• •1 I 

•••#§•    I»    »•!#,    Il» 

IfW   »III    Ml   ••   f*tt< 

• IMI   •#   Mil 

rw •*» tM>i 

i» ««*••«• 

» pet»••« 

••ft 

• «1% 

gì»« 

^** t 

•W   MMltlMl    ••   «MIMI    JIIUMIM.    MlltM>«iHrl«M» 

pÌM>«   fct»»>l^lH    p*if»«tfMNi   »•   •   «Mil    »»»MM 

MM   ••*••!   tiwt   •«•*   •«*••!•«•• I«»   llilllÉ   »III 

1»   »•?%. 

• it 

•    Ml 

in 

II »•«•M« IMI   r**lM    §•   »t   p*f 

I 
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**»-•     *     *•*      •  MU»    *  ' V<M»*<»     •»•*»»•••*.*••     »•»     #«» 
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*• «M*tt«» *•  **• »imi  ««rr»**«ti«tft«ft.   m»  t^r»Y«»iit  «* 

»ft» »at«»*» •# •»»••»•• l# «*  n^tlltM  (i<lf.##l     tt   0lNHt|(i ^ 

.«•»«««-raal.    ..   «ft*»   ..»**«   .   .«^M^t»^   ..„,„   ^^   ^^ 

a»«.«».,.    ».   ,ft#.    »**..„.»„.*,    „   l#1|t.Mw   a.».«,.«,,*    |. 
• •»    I»»    f»tt*»t*tf    ittHW. 

• , ». #   r e*Ma.  f«t*»i«Ma*»  «^  t»r«i^  »a .»an«. %a*ln*a 

fajnainaa-r int   in*   f»»»i«»  -^_.«>.-~ ...   _»«•__,        „ ^    *•*  ***••#•» »ittiRii  .rraai» »r « iHè«MiHiiw •# 
ft« la»   r.«   v»!«««.   ..   #lÄtl   ftmm  %lk0  fmilmttm im9mm%t 

»MM»,   mt   »»ti««   r»*>ia#a*  •»   .   •ana.**»*«,   »f   •« 

•••.»•**   «.»M   f«#  atta*   •«*»  ».   ..M   *t   ••»»•Hat   taa.r 

tftam  ..*M a»r*.t   Prt».,     n».   »a»«tt   prt«.   i.  mm  f   t 

fft»   • <•*•* tini i «A  rati. »•« ••It««  a*Mt  ntlfMi   la a! 

•tía*  ta*aa»   far   a«*ali iM« i9m  t 

•f   lu.um»  i   ta«».   «fea*.  r»ra 

at   *   *  «tit tan   I. 

*ctwr.4   m a »la«« 

«••I   ta  aatlaataal 

#•**.# latta«!   r«|«   t#    ,,,  ^„r   CMI|( 

•vara«.  »ttiia«tia»  mf   %tkm  fimm%   |B   ?f par  aant. 

•   ft»   Cr.!«»  »tafca^fa  i##l   #f   t||# n^pj,   |a   „g,^  ^  a 

far.i««»  tratfii   • •   «*   ini.r..i   rat, #f ,  .^ t#||t #   T||# 

'*•'*••   ••••*•••   mia «»rift«   «fta Marlttatlax parlad   tü««   i, 

» p»r   «ant  at   ina  arwttt   raaatv*«. 



«tm  «-•«•r*   ta   tho   mbiüluMM  rail«.   It   •h»"N   »a  atotoft 

tuai   tao   faotar   %   1«  *••»»••«•<»  «r   "»•  »•!««••   <>n*   l«««ot   *• 

tho«   Ih»   «poetile   «rairtlv   »l   n»lw   »•   agallar   than   th«t   of 

eatta«,   ••   that    11»   |,   r   eottt   aar»  clathlnr   «•«   *»«»   produco«! 

fra» »»tat*  «t   (h*   «aa>#   ttiftcltnaa«  of   tfco  vorn;   aacandlv   »ho 

I tratta*   of  palyaoUd«   rthro«   ta  ot   loaot   ihroa   «!•••   th«t   ot 

• atta« ot   tao   »«at   thtcfctio««  of   tho   yarn.   In   via*   of   thi«   t h# 

valu«   iNtcattë   bo   UM   can   ao   eanoidarad   to   »•   ©«   tha   lowor   «ido 

Ba«od  on   tho   «t»oVo  «a«ua«pt leni.   tho   fo.lowin«   calculation  con 

ao «ad«  por   ton   of   nylon* 

1 . 

1.1 Na« aatorlal   laporti 

l.oyj   t   of   capraiacti 

at   **u   l/t 

1.2 Daprociotion : 

19 iff ftBl tf ^t4! 

1.)  Intoraat  on  forolsn «»chango i 

| aor  cont  af 4.4  aMiUm I 
7,*X)  t 

1.%   »paro   part»: 

}   iff   c*nt   of     %,<t  •****««  * 
7,500  t 

Total   foreign exchango  expondituro 

por  ton   of  nylon   yarn 

•    «72.5« 

•       5«.65 

•       17.60 

• 5.«5 

i..a»ofö 

4 t   of cotton at ÓOO t/t t 2.400.ÜO 
iitèlt*tlt 

Tho not foroign «xchanga earning« tttua aro 

1.049.40 |/t. 



-   «Vt»*   - 

» 

Accordi ft«  to  tliia   calculation,   tit«  su»* ti tut iati of cotton   • 
to be  an   extraordinarily  fevourable possibility  of ••min«  fo- 

Apart   rrooi  the  foreign «xenon*«  «ff«ct.   It   con b«  expected 
that   ouch «  substitution would  hov«  favourable  «ff«ct«  alao 
on tho   textil«  industry,   «ine«  port  of  th«   cotton mode   froo 
for exportation would  certainly  b«  exported   In  the  processed 
•tate. 

Naturally,   there   la   a   Halt   to   this   type   of   substitution   be- 
cause   nylon products  are auch »ore  expensive   than  those  of 
cotton,    partly   thoy   will   also   be   rejected   In   so««   cases   fox 
cliaatic   reasons.    But   after  all   the  Marketing  activity   and 
the  prices  of  tho   nylon  industry will   be   the   decisive   factor, 

The  nylon  prices   certainly   could  be  reduced,    If 

- larger units   were   established 
- tho   state would   reduce   the   taxes  on  nylon 
- tho   capacitleo   of   the  plants  were  bettor  utilised, 

which is partly  a proble*  of  the preference given  to   im- 
ports   of  twine. 

1 )  In  a   certain way   our  calculation is  very   conservativo t 
tho   costs of  tho  plant  for nylon production  include 
alao   the  costo   for  the yarn Manufacture,   whereas  these 
latter costs  wore  not   taken  into account   for  cotton. 
Moreover,   our   cotton price   is  rather  on  the  low  side. 



-   '»*»** 

b.k  fthvl  Alcohol   »»   Pitrel  C9WPOittnt 

Although   ethyl   alcohol   is   not   produced  on   a   petrochemical    basi» 

in   Pakistan,   it   is    »till    important   to discush    possibilities 

of   its   application.    The  main   argument   in   this    respuct   is   that 

at   present   the   plant   capacities   for   it»   production  are   only   uti- 

lised   to   a   low   extent,   while   the   raw  material     (molasses)    is 

available   in   abundance. 

This   situation  will    probably   not   change   signi ficantly, since 

the   outlook  for  a   strong increase   in   the  demand   for  ethyl   alco- 

hol   is   not  bright.    On   the   other   hand,   there   is    reason   to   assume 

that   the   availability   of  molasses   will   increase   considerably 

despite   the   fact   that   the   natural   conditions    for  growing   sugar 

cane   and   sugar   beet   are  not   bad,    the   country   is   still   importing 

some   quantities   of   sugar.   In    1966/67   for   example   these   imports 

amounted   to  about   Rs.   JOO.uOO.''   This   sugar   deficit   occured   in 

spite   of  a very  high   internal    sugar  price,    which  reduces   the 

demand.   The   sugar   deficit   in   Pakistan  is   due   to   extremely    low 

yields   per hectare   and  apparently   also  fairly   high   losses   in 

sugar   content   encountered  after   harvesting.    Since   the   Govern- 

ment   of   Pakistan   is   paying  increased  interest    to  agricultural 

production,   it   can   be   expected   that   the   subject   of  sugar   pro- 

duction   will   be   thoroughly   studied   in all   its   aspects.   This 

in   turn,   through   the   implementation  of  the   necessary   improve- 

ment   measures,   would   then   lead   after  some   time   to  an   increa- 

sed   availability   of   molasses.    Since,   according   to  several 

Battelle   investigations,    the   availability   of   molasses   in   many 

developing  countries   is   a  problem,    it   seems   also  under   this 

aspect   highly   important   to   investigate  possibilities   of   its 

use   at   an  early   stage   in   Pakistan. 

1)   According   to   CSO   statistics.   This   figure   includes   the 
category   "sugar   and   syrup   n.s." 
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6.4.1   Oeneral   He«arke   on the  Application of 
Ethyl Alcohol   «,   EmlM fuTf 

It  la   a   known fact   that  engine   fuela   contain  additiva«  which 
avoid   knocking.  Thoao   additive«   for   thair  largeat   part  con- 
• i.t   of   tetraethyl   load   (TEL),   which ha.  to bo   importad  into 
Pakistan  by   th«  roflnoriaa.   (Soo   aoction  5.9.2) 

But   there   ara  fuela,   which ara   ao   knock-reaiatent   that   thoy 
do not   need   thaae   additiva«.   They   can  even  be   adnixed   to  fuela 
of high   knock  «uaceptibility  and   thua   improve   the«.   These 
fuela   include,   e.g.   benzene,   toluene, xylene,   but   alao  ethanol. 
The  following quantitiea  have  about   the   same   antiknock  effectt 

Pure   benzene 
Iaooctane 
Iaopropyl   ether 
Toluene 
Xylene 
Ethyl   alcohol 
TEL 

155CJ CI 

I52O CR 

1220 car 

10O0 CR- 

925 car 
¿•60 cat 

1 cai 

.3 

3 

Conaaquontly,   more   than  the  threefold  quantity  of  pure  bans ene 
ia needed   to reach  the   a an«  affect   aa   ethyl  alcohol. 

For four   reaaons  ethyl   alcohol   ia   a   auitabla  adaixture  to 
engine   fuela: 

-  It   haa   excellent   antiknock proportiea. 

8 A T T E  L L E - I N  S T I T ¡J T   E   V PRANK   FURT     A   , 
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- Ncauie   of   their   larga   heat   of   evaporation  alcohola 
reduce   the   temperature   of   the   fuel/air  mixtures.    From 
thia   a   larger   cylinder   filling   and   power   output   per 
unit   of   displacement   result.   This   phenomenon   is   made    use 
of   above   all   in  racing  engines   and   in   the   take-off 

propeller  planes. 

- Th«   lower   temperature   of   the   fuel   mixture  with   ethanol 
reduces   the  susceptibility   to   self-ignition. 

- Alcohols   burn  cleanly   and  without   residues. 

However,   substantial   quantities   of   alcohol  would   be   needed 
if attempts   were  made   to   replace   the   traditional   anti- 
knock   additive  TEL  completely   by   ethyl   alcohol.   In   Pakistan 
the  normal   petrol   contains   U.O52  %  by   weight   TEL.    If   the 
additives  were  fully   replaced,   ethanol   would  have   to  be 
added   to  petrol   in  concentrations   of   11.5  per   cent   by  weight 

or about   12   per  cent   by   volume. 

In principle   such  an  admixture  of  alcohol   to  petrol   seems 
possible.   But   such  a  fuel   should  be   used   in normal   motor  cars 
only   after  modification   of   the  engines,   since   it   differs   from 
the  original  petrol   in   its   chemical   and   physical   properties. 

•y  th«   admixture   of methanol   the   following  combustion proper- 

ties   of   the   petrol  would  be   affected: 

- Combustion   speed 
- Peak   pressure 
- Exhaust  gas   temperature. 
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It can be said with a fairly high degree of certainty that 

the admixture of ethanol to the petrol would require 

- spark plugs of another calorific value 

- different carburettor adjustment, i.e. change in 

main jet, idling jet and mixture adjustment. 

These changes should not be difficult and may be neglected 

under the conditions prevailing in Pakistan. Nevertheless, 

the whole problem should be investigated by a competent re- 

search organisation (e.g. PCSIR). 

It  should be noted that prior to such investigations we 

cannot decide whether such a petrol would be a better or a 

less suitable fuel than the traditional one. 

oince the admixture of alcohol Bight require certain changei 

of the engines the whole petrol used in one Wing should be 

mixed with alcohol if this proposition is to be considered 

seriously. After a transition period minor disturbances 

should only occur in border traffic. As there is little 

traffic across the border, however, this problem is e** 

minor importance. 

6.4.2 Comparative Calculations 

According to section 5-9.1 we have compared in Table 123 the 

quantities of pure TEL expected to be consumed in the indi- 

vidual Wings with the corresponding quantities of ethanol 

required to replace TEL. 
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The figure»   refer  only   to  the   use  of  ethanol   in  ordinary  «rad« 

patrol.   However,   it«   use   in  premium  would   be   convenient  as 

well,   since   it   can   be   expected   that   consumers   of  premium  also 

consume   normal  grade   petrol.   In   that   case   the   values   would 

increase   correspondingly. 

The  results   of  the   above   table   show   that   the   existing   excess 

capacity   for   ethanol    could  easily   be   utilised   and   that,   in 

addition,    considerable  new  capacities   could   be   installed. 

It   remains   to   be   discussed  how   such  a   change   would  affect   the 

foreign   exchange   situation.   A   replacement   of   the   additives 

would   involve  a   foreign   exchange   profit   of   about   US   $   700: 

because   the   import   of   1   ton   of   TEL  additive   could  be   saved. 

If  the   corresponding   quantity   of  alcohol   of   135   tons   could  be 

exported,    this would   naturally   mean  a  foreign   exchange   loss 

of about   $   12,10üi    Yet   this  comparison   is   unrealistic,   be- 

cause 

- the   excess  alcohol   would   probably  not   be   exported 

since   already   the   exporters   are   faced   with  difficulties 

- the   foreign  exchange   savings   for  the   replaced petrol 

are   not   considered   (depreciation  of   refinery,   reduced 

imports   or possible   exports   of  petrol) • 

It  is   more   realistic   to  assume   that   the   application   of  alcohol 

implies   a   corresponding  decrease   of   the   molasses   exports. 

A quantity   of about   4.5  t  of  molasses  yields   about   1    t   of 

pure   alcohol,   and   1    t   of molasses   is   exported   at  about 

I 
BATTFLlE-INSTITUTE    V FRANST y   R  T    A  M     h>   A 
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$  21.OU   1'.   Thia  wean»  a  reduction   In   the  foreign  exehan*« 

earnings   by 

US   $   1,275.OU   for   6OH   t   of   molasses. 

This   difference   still   ia   more   than   00   per  cent   above   the   foreign 

exchange   expenditure   for   TEI,  additives,   but   as   stated   above   it 

does   not   include   the   foreign   exchange   savings   for   the   replaced 

petrol. 

In  this   calculation   the  proportional   plant   costs   of   the   ethanol 

production  are  not   considered.   This   is   justified   in  so   far   as 

idle   capacities   are   concerned,   for  which  foreign   exchange   expen- 

diture   has   already   been   paid   or   is   to   be   raised   in   any   case. 

All   considerations   »ade   here   have   been   based   on   the   assumption 

that   the   use   of   alcohol   as   engine   fuel   is   feasible   also   with 

regard   to   the   price.   Presumably   the   ethyl   alcohol      ill   be 

somewhat   more   expensive   than   the   petrol.   However   it   should 

be   taken   into  account   that   at   full   utilisation   of   the   ethyl 

alcohol   producing   plants   the   price   for   the   alcohol   could   be 

reduced   considerably.   A  price  difference   that   might   still 

remain   could  be   compensated   by  an   increase   in   the   petrol 

prices   if   this   should  prove   necessary.    At   consumption   of   large 

quantities   of   alcohol   the   price  difference   between   fuel   and 
2 ) 

alcohol   is   expected   to   be   O.35   to   0.^0   Rs./t.    '.   The  actual 

prices   thus   would   have   to   be   increased   by   only   J   $   (Rs.   0.12) 

per  gallon  of  petrol. 

1) Approximate   value   based   on   statements   in   "Foreign  Trade   of 
Pakistan,   Statistical   Report   for   the   Period   July/June 
1963/64   to   July/June   1966/67",   published   by   Export   Promotion 
Bureau,   Karachi 

2) Exclusive   of   taxes 
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rrttif fili 

In chapter ">-7 It waa indicated tHat tita bulk of ttee deter*««te 

uaed in Pakistan trt «aehin« and toilet aoapa «.nuise»ur»d lar- 

gely fraai taported fata. In 19*6/6? I ••»ori. ar talla*, and ce- 

conut oil uaed «ainly for «aap atnuficturt a««u«tt»d to Ha. 7*» 

Million. In addition to this aaount, other olla and Tat« ara 

l«port*d far us* in aoap-«akin«c> 

rroai our preli«inary calculation« it appaara that tha partial 

replaçaient of th« i «por ted fat» far aoap-aaking is strongly 

advisable. However, it has to be loted that a final «iimatnt 

can only be «ade after co«parlng the figures fro« a feasibility 

study on the production of synthetic detergents with the average 

consumption of the soap industry in Pakistan. 

Va have based our subsequent calculations on the assuaption 

that the capital coats per unit of washing poller are the sa«e 

for soap and synthetic detergents. This assumption probably 

coaxes fairly close to reality since the capital cost of »Odern 

automatic soap-aaking plants such as have been installed in 

Pakistan, too ia quite high. On the other hand the coat of 

raw materials per unit of washing powOr is high in small in- 

dustries due to less efficient production méthode. 

The comparison is based on the following assumptions! 

- The waahing powder haa a DDBS content of 20 par cant 

R A 'T T f N S T < T U " 
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. it» ***%• •# «•«*•«« »*»«•» f»* »** ••*•• •••*»•*•» «f 
4«t argenta   la   »    -   t.l   li»   fa**»*   »f   awntnatt»   «««nt**   p—<•» 

file«  r»tt« «ira«**   t!»*•»••• anêa»#*ai»   m#rf»fi*i»i  «••   »r 

•••mu«  p«wl»r  »afa «ad   *•  ilMt   «f   •••».   • •  «w*t   «* a«*«?* 

tad   in   Pwfciatan. 

- alt  avar«*«   tv|M»  af   aaa«  «antaina   a«*>wi   *<f   pior   e»t%t   af 

fattf   «lattar   and   raditi raa   «IMI«!   U.7   a«   «f   rat«   pat   M      <•• 

•••p. 
•   fM   f«t    input   la   ««fl§t«a«d   af   Í«  p» r   cant   l«»«l   «li«, 

a*  M»   ««mi   i«*»artad   tali««  and   «•  n«r  tant    taajNtrtad 

••«••Mit   •! 1. 
- m«  ayntnattc   •• au in«  pmmémr   i«  »rad** ad  fra»»   i«aart»d 

d«d«cyl   »anaana.   Sa a Ida«   DM afcajwt    W1  aar   cani   af   ila 

va Ina  IM«   ta fea  add ad  far  «tnar   iapartad  raa  «alai tala 

aualt ••   tri-paly»«* ««*ataa.   tri «Ut ««ara,   •••«tua partearat. 

•te. 

TlMia.   th«  caaaparativa   calculât!«»  af   tka   l«a>art   e an tant» 

a>r«d«caa   th«   f«Hawaii«  raaulta,   takln«  «ti«  •«   »f  aalara?««! 

«••hin«  paMfdar aa   baaia 

'•   1—rt  ra«yir—ut« 

1.1   datargant   raw  natarial   far   1   k« 

•r  «««liane  povd«r:    1*1   «  «f 

d«d«cyl   banaana   a   Ha.   1.51   «*. . u.at 

1.2 Additional char«* of 175 P«r c«nt f«r 

othar iaportad raw Matarla!a 

tatal iatportad raw »«tarlala 

Ha. u. t? 

St:..;}? 
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TU*   most   »roooeete   f«r  the  e»»«rt  of petrochemical   product* 

tre«   »afctsten  are   offered  by   tK«  developing  count ri««  of  Asia 

••Ml   Afrlea.   OH   in*   •«•  hand   their  demand   for  potrochenical 

proelurt»   la   «tren«I y    inert»»» in*;   en   tho   other  hand   the   posei- 

ktutiM   oí   domestic   production   or»   often   insufficient   in 

these   ttwlilriKi   »•   that   th»   «op   between   demand   and   supply   con 

only   tee   Tilled   by    imports,    fteetde»,    the»«»   countries   frequent- 

It   mov*   »ore   modest    requirement*   with   regard   to   product   divor- 

ai float ion   end   product   quality.   Thus   they   offer  a   sales  aarkot 

potential   to   Niai »tan   which   can   «ore   easily   be  »et   as   regards 

tho    technical   production   requt reo>ent •.   One   »ore   factor   in 

m veut   or   the   •••port    I©  countries   of    Uta   and   Africa   are   tho 

isOj|MMt iv>h    lo*    transportation   costs.    411   these   conditions 

MV.      tppe^t    í«vn«r.»b|p    In   general    the   prospects   of   exporting 

••ir«iH»st(4l   products   f rooj   Pakistan   into   countries   of   Asia 

end   Africa. 

tut    tkli   dees   not   Mtn   that   Pakistan   should  escludo   tho   «arket 

•f   the   industrial   countries   completely   fro« her  export   efforts. 

4l«h*u«h   the   sales   possibilities   abroad   that   can  actually   bo 

utilised   «re   baaed   in   the   flrot   place   on   the   demand,   finally 

tmov   are  «ivaya   tho   result   of   Investigations   into   tho   indivi- 

dmol   country   marmot»,   qualifications   in   over-all   production 

IstlMlaw«!.   »tins«leal   production nethods,   appropriate   sales 

one)   eommetlttem   polle"   er   tho   entrepreneurs  and   export   promo- 

tion  «••turai   of   stats  efficials.   It   has   often  boon   proved   by 

the   esperten*        in   internat tena)   trade   that   it   is   rather 

these   five   -.«port   .tienili"   than   the   individual   petrochemical 

product«  pet   se,   which determine   the  export  chancea.   There- 

fore .   a  »el »-deeiérned  export   policy   has   to  take   into  consi- 

derati en  shlefly   these  component». 
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The  most   Important   condition  for  export  prospects  of petro- 

chemical   products   fro»  Pakistan;   the  demand   for  these   pro- 

ducts   -   is   fulfilled   in  many   countries   of   Asia   and   Africa 

and   in   the   industrialised   countries.   Pakistan   can   suppose 

that   in  numerous   countries   of   Asia   and   Africa   not   only   at   pre- 

sent   but   also   in   the   long  run   there   are   insufficient   national 

capacities   for   self-support   in   this   field   of   production.    It 

seems   that   above   all   the   following   petrochemical   products   are 

suitable   for   export   as   intermediates   or   consumption  KOOüS . 

polyethylene,   polypropylene,   polyvinyl   chloride,   polyvinyl 

acetate,   nylon   fibres   and   chips,    phenolic   resins,   urea   resins, 

meiamine   resins,   alkyd   resins,   methanol,    alcohol,   DDT   tíHC, 

detergents,   glycerine   and   formaldehyde. 

The   example   of  East   Africa  makes   obvious   that   the   demand   for 

and   the   processing   of  petrochemical   products   already   is   rather 

dynamic   and   differentiated   in   many   developing   countries,    ihe 

plastic   processing   industry   of   Kenya,   Tanaania,   Uganda,    Zambia, 

Malawi•and   Ethiopia,    e.g.,   is   presently   producing  the   follo- 

wing   consumption   goods     householdware,   furniture,   shoes,    foun- 

tain  pens,   records,   packing material,   window   shutters,    PVC 

pipes,    PVC   floor   coverings,   films   and   cable   insulations. 

In  many   developing   countries   the   establishment   of  production 

units   tor manufacturing   and   processing   of   petrochemical    prouucts 

is   the   object   of   investment   plans.    In  East   Africa,   for   in- 

stance,    according   to   our   information   the   following  investments 

are   considered. 
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lâblfc. 124 ¡   Capacities   for  the  Production  of   Petrochemical» 
to  be   Established   in   East  Afrika 

Product Capacity (tons/year) Start of Production Country 

DDT 4,000 1970 Tanzania 

4,000 1975 Uganda 

4.000 19«0 Zambia 

3.000 1900 Kenya 

3.000 1900 Madagascar 

2,000 19«0 Ethiopia 

BHC 9,000 1975 Kenya 

5.000 1900 Madagascar 

PVC 20,000 1900 Ethiopia 

Poly- 
ethylene 

20,000 
20,000 

1975 
1900 

Tanzania 
Tanzania   I 

The   countries   Iran   and  Turkey,   which  together with  Pakistan 
form   the  Regional   Cooperation   for  Development   (RCD)   offer 
export   prospects   to   petrochemical  products   of   Pakistan.   It   must 
be   stressed  however,    that   especially  Iran  with her  own  petro- 
leum  extraction  and   processing  industry  has   a  natural   cost   ad- 
vantage   in  the  manufacture  of  many petrochemical  products   and 
generally  has  no   cost   disadvantages  in  supplying her domestic 
market   as  well   as   the   RCD market.   Nevertheless,   Pakistan 
should   steadily   pursue   export   chances  also   in  these   two  part- 
ner  countries;   maybe   they  are  not   yet   fully   self-sufficient   in 
spite   of small   economical minimum  capacities,   maybe  the  domestic 

BAT TELLE-INSTITUT   E    V FRANK   FUR A  M    !V"   A  I   N 
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Markets   of   these   countries  are   too   »mall   for  utilising  the 
requested  minimum  capacities  and   Pakistan  can   establish pro- 
duction   units   under   a   coordinated   investment   policy,   supplying 
the   total   RCD market.    Iran   intends   to   import   from   Pakistan 
methanol,   urea  formaldehydes,   phenol   formaldehydes   and  other 

chemicals. 

Moreover   the   following  details   should  be  mentioned: 
A  coordination  of   investments  with   Iran  and  Turkey   regarding 
the   relatively  large   economical   minimum  capacities   seems 
reasonable,   e.g.   in   the   field   of   caprolactam,    certain  types 
of   tyres,   polymethylmethacrylate   and  polyesterfibre  produc- 
tion.   As   to   such   raw   materials   as   polyethylene   and   PVC,   how- 
ever,    their   own  domestic  demand   is   relatively   high.   For   this 
reason   these  products   tend   to  give   rise   to   the   establishment 
of   factories  within   the   countries   which  are   the   potential 

export   markets   of   Pakistan. 

Presently   Pakistan   exports  about   10  per  cent   of   her production 
of   PVC-coated  power   cables,   which   are   produced   in   Karachi.   The 
main  importer:    are   countries   of   the   Middle   East.    A new pro- 
duction  plant   is   under   construction   in   East   Pakistan.   Its 
export   prospects   can   be   judged   favourable,   since   the  produc- 
tion  method  requires   larger plants   combined  with   a   considerable 
know-how.   Potential   importers   of   this   product   are   numerous   deve, 
loping   countries   of   Asia  and   Africa  which do   not   yet   offer 
these   conditions   -   sufficiently   large  domestic   markets  and 

technical  know-how. 
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The   textile  industry  of  Pakistan,   which already  exports  a   large 
part   of  its  production,   is  another  sector  with  good export   pro- 

spects.   Of  the   synthetic   fibres   only nylon  has   up  to  now  been 

processed   into  finished   textiles  and  exported,   e.g.   to  Singa- 

pore.   In  addition  it  would  be   possible   to   start   the  processing 

of polyester  fibres   in  Pakistan  and   to  export   especially   texti- 

les   of  polyester  cotton  blends.   For   the   export   of nylon yarns, 

e.g.   to   East   Africa,   Hongkong,and  Ceylon,    chances  are   likewise 
favourable. 

Polyvinyl   acetate  which  is  used   for  paints   and   textile  finishing, 

can  soon  be  produced  in   large   quantities   as   intermediate   and 
may  also   be   a   suitable   export   product. 

Summarising  we  may   say  that   for  most   of  the   mentioned  products 

a  rather   large  market   exists   in  countries   such  as  Afghanistan, 

Malaysia,    Indonesia,   Ceylon,    Saudi   Arabia,    Kenya,   Tanzania, 

Ethiopia, and   Nigeria.   But   this   market   will   have   to  be   conquered 

against   the   competition  of   suppliers   from   Europe,   Japan,and 

the   USA  who   still   are  dominating  there.   Pakistan's   success   in 

these  markets  will  depend  on  the product  prices   and qualities, 
as  well   as   on  the  export  Marketing. 

N   S \*    A 
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tí.        Production  Programme,   Material   Balances  and 
Saving»  of  Foreign  Exchange  

8. 1      Preliminary  General   Remarks 

In the following, we have compiled a production programme on 
the basis of the studies described in sections 5 and 6 which 
comprises   the  manufacture   of 

- polyethylene   LD 
- PVC 

- polypropylene 
- polyvinyl acetate 

• alkyd resins 

- polyamide fibres 

- polyester fibres 

- dioctyl phthalate 

- 2-ethyl hexanol 

- dodecylbenzene sulphonate 

- dodecylbenzene 

In   the   discussion  of  the  individual  petrochemical  products 
which   can be   recommended   for an   (additional)   domestic   pro- 
duction,   we  have   based   our  considerations   on  the   demand  esti- 
mates   of  the  above   sections.   Only   that   part   of   the  demand 
which  we   consider   to   be   easily  realisable  has  been  taken  from 
the   section  6   on   substitution  products. 

The   demand  quantities   thus  determined   are  valid  under   the 
provision  that   prices   remain  constant   at   the  present   level 

or   that   the demand  does  not  increase   considerably  should 
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prices   fall.   Neither  assumption  is  valid   in   the  majority   of 

cases.   Comparison  of   the   tentative  estimates   of  the  UN  Petro- 

chemical   Project,   Rawalpindi,   concerning   the   sales   prices 

of  domestically  manufactured   products   with  prevailing prices 

shows   that   at   least   in   the   case   of plastics   in  general   drastic 

price   reductions  would   be   possible.   The   validity   of  this   is 

made   all   the  more   indisputable  by   the   fact   that   we   have   re- 

commended   far greater   capacities   than  those   upon  which  the 

UN   calculations   were   based. 

As   indicated  in  section   3,    such price  decreases  will  in  general 

lead   to   increased  demand.   We   have   estimated   a   value   of   1 .25 

as   the   basic   price   elasticity   factor,    h'e   have   assumed   this 

value   to   be   generally   valid   for  price-elastic   products. 

However   our   calculations   are   based   on  mean   averages   for   the 

LiLM.LVJ.uu.ll   products.   This   takes   into   account    that   isolated 

subscctors   im.;L   bo   co . . ... i ;.j .'ot •   .....    ;.i:o i.a.s 1 ic   or   only   partially 

elastic   with   reference   to   demand.   The   calculation   of  the 

averages   is   based  on   the   expected  average   demand   structures 

for  the   period   197«   to   1975« 

The  demand   is   then  suitably  modified with  the   average  price 

elasticity   obtained   in   this   manner.   Three  new   sales  lines 

corresponding  to  price   decreases   of 20   per   cent,   kO per   cent 

and  60  per   cent  have   been  plotted  in  each  case   for   the   purpose 

of   comparison.   These   sales   lines   are   logarithmically plotted 

in   the   diagrams   together  with  the   expected   demand   lines 

corresponding  to  the   individual  products,   assuming  constant 

prices.   The   curve   Pn   is   based   on  present   prices,    the   curve   P1 0 
on a price decrease of 20 per cent. P_ and P„ are valid for 

price decreases of kO  per cent and 60 per cent respectively. 
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Our decision on the prices to be expected is based on the above- 

mentioned UN Petrochemical Project figures which - to the best 

of our knowledge - contain a "normal" profit margin oriented 

on the conditions prevailing in industrial countries. Accor- 

ding to this, for instance the sales prices for PVC and poly- 

ethylene on erection of a 10,000 ton plant may be assumed to be 

Rs. 2.46 and Rs. 2.06, respectively. Compared with the present 

landed costs of Rs. 4.00 and Rs. J.ki)  per kilo, respectively, 

there are differences of '}ii  per cent for PE and ko  per cent 

for PVC. 

As the capacities suggested by us are so much higher than those 

assumed in the UN Project estimates, these differences would 

be considerably larger if the suggested programme is implemen- 

ted . 

We have in spite of this based our calculations for PVC and 

PE on price decreases of ko  per cent because we are of the 

opinion that the managements of the future firms will probably 

calculate with greater profit margins than those upon which 

the UN calculations are based. The large Pakistani concerns 

are used to high profits and will therefore without decisive 

reason not lower prices to a point at which the profits 

achieved could be considered normal by the standards of indu- 

strial nations. The validity of this is increased by the fact 

that the new plants would probably have little cause to fear 

any true competition. 

We have based our calculations of the effects on the balance 

of payments on the assumption that the depreciation rate for 

the plants will be set at 10 per cent and that foreign credit 
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will bo taken up to the valu« of tho foreign exchange cowponent, 

this crodit being subject to 6 por cont interest. 

It should bo noted that tho calculations nay only be regar- 

ded as provisional as certain decisive data will not be avai- 

lable before feasibility studies have been carried out after 

completion of this report. 

The effect of import substitution on public finance 

has been neglected throughout section ti. 
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tí.a  Plastic» 

8.2.1   LO Polyethylen« 
8.2.1.1   Suggested   Production PrograsMie and 

Expected Salee 
tí.2.1.2 Material Input 
Ö.2.1.3  Effects   on   the Foreign  Exchange Baiane« 
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8.2 Plastic« 

8.2.1   LP Polyethylene 

8.2.1.1 Suggested Production Programe and Expected Sale» 

As shown by the results in section 3» low-density polyethy- 

lene (PE LD) is to be counted among the price-elastic pro- 

ducts. This however does not apply to all fields of appli- 

cation of low-density polyethylene in Pakistan. If one classi- 

fies the demand by individual fields of application such as 

films and sheeting, coatings, injection moulded parts, blow 

moulded parts and cable, the following inferences may be made: 

Alterations in the price for PE LD will have no noticeable 

effect on the sales of end products in the cable and wire 

coating sector. This is on the one hand due to the fact that 

copper is the decisive cost factor in cable manufacture, so 

that changes in the PE LD price will have but little effect 

on the end product. On the other hand, sales of cable are above 

all dependent on the progress of the country's electrification 

programme. 

The demand for sheeting and sacks used for packing fertilisers 

must also be considered as inelastic. The basis of our con- 

sumption estimate was the official statement that all ferti- 

lisers produced in Pakistan are to be packed in PE sacks. This 

makes it clear that this sector will not react to price alter- 

ations. The remaining form« may be considered as price-elastic. 

B i N i I 
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In   calculating  the   demand   curva»   for   the varioua   price«,   one 

•uat   tharafore   determine   the  itan  average   for  price   elasticity 

fro«  the   elasticities   of  all   fields   of  application.   Thr   known 

factor   -    1.25   is   applied   to   the   price-elastic   sectors.   The   cal 

culation   is   carried   out   as   follows: 

The   shares  of   the   individual   fields   of  application   in  the   total 

demand(in  per   cent)   are   determined   and  a  percentage   represen- 

ting   the   share   of   price-elastic   demand   in   the   affected   sector 

is   applied.   Following   this,   w«   multiply  by   the   price   elasticity 

factor   of  -1.25.   The   addition  of   the   results   for   the  various 

sectors   fives   the  mean  average   of  0.84* 

Table   125 ¡   Calculation   of   Mean   Price   l.lasticity   for   LI) 

Polyethylene  

Fields of 
Application 

Percent of 
total demand 

m 
Price-elastic 
Percentage 

(2) 

Price ela- 
sticity fac 

(21 
tor (1K2* 1) 

Sheeting and 
Coatings 

-General 39 i> ICH) •« 1.25 U.^Ort I 

-Fertilizer 32 %             0 
i 

1.25 O 
i ! 

Cable and Wire 
Coatings 1 * O 1.25 Ü 

Injection and 
»low Moulded 2« $> 100 i 1.25 u. 150 

Parts 

ifean Average 

! 

I 
Ü, H\H I 

i' 
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One might possibly consider whether the new plant should not 

have an even larger capacity. We have not suggested this, as 

a considerable increase in the size of the plant would indi- 

cate a later date of erection and because we assumed that 

it is also an important aim to commence polyethylene produc- 

tion in East Pakistan at the earliest possible date. Under 

the conditions we assumed, 1976 seems the most suitable year 

in which production with a further 20,000 ton plant should 

begin. Prerequisite to this is good marketing on the part of 

the new firm, which would at that time have to compete for a 

place in the market with the already existing factories in 

West Pakistan. The plant could in our opinion expect a 35 - 

kO  per cent exploitation of its capacity in the first year 

of production, provided that it is properly managed. 

It remains to be considered to what extent PE LD can re- 

place PVC, or vice versa. Consideration of a substitution 

of this type could have the advantage that a PE plant larger 

than the suggested capacity could be erected, with the large- 

scale production of PVC commencing at a later date. This 

would allow both plants to be built on a more profitable 

scale than suggested in the preceding sections. After having 

carefully considered this, we came to the conclusion however 

that the substitutable quantities of about 15 per cent of 

the total demand could not change the results very much. 

Our reason for considering the percentage to be so low is 

that the majority of trie machines in Pakistan are specially 

equipped for processing one or the other plastic and that 

retooling the machines is scarcely possible. 

A N M A ! fM 
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Ö.2. 1 .2 q*t«rial   Input 

A 2 5.O00 ton PE  LD plant  working at  full   capacity require« 
about   27,500  tone   of  95 per  cent  ethylene   per year. 

Assuming that   the  Valika  plant  i. working   to  full  capacity 
and   that  the  demand  quantities  are  as   ehown by  curve   P2, 
the   new plant's   consumption  of  95 per  cent   ethylene  would be 

as   follows: 

1972:   13,000  tons 

1973s 15.6°° ton» 
1974: 20.ÖO0 tons 
1975s   25,600  tons 

8.2.1.3 Effect»   on  the  Foreign Exchange   Balance 

In   estimating   the   effects   of additional   domestic production 

on   the balance   of  payments,   we  have   assumed  that 

-   a 11  presently   imported  quantities   of   PE will  be 
replaced  by  domestically produced   PE  as  of   1972; 

the demand  will  be  determined by  curve  PQ,   should  the 

plant not   be  erected; 

the world  market  prices  for PE LD will have  fallen 
only slightly   (max.   5 P«r cent)  and  will  then  remain 

constant   at   $  200/ton# 

BATTEL!,   fc NSTirsJT    E    V F R A   N   ><   <" U   if   r    A  V     M   A   :   N 
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- Plant costs for machines and equipment will be 

approximately US $ 2.4 million. 

Under these conditions, the foreign exchange savings shown 

in the following table can be effected. 

Table 126; Foreign Exchange Savings on the Erection of a 

25.000 ton PE LP Plant (in $)  

Year 

Credit Debit 

Exchange 
Saving 

Exchange   Re- 
quirement   for 
importet   PE 

Depreciation 
on   Plant 

Credit 
Interest 

1972 2.513.600 240.OOO 72.OOO 2.201.6OO 

1973 2.tS6b.200 240.000 72.OOO 2. 556.200 

1974 3.430.6OO 24O.0OO 72.OOO 3. I26.6OO 

1975 4.232.OOO 240.OO0 72.OOO 3.92O.OOO 

It should be noted that the table can give only a rough 

survey. One of the reasons for this is that only the 

proportion of exchange for the company's own investments 

can be shown on the assets side, whereas it is not possible 

to consider that of the raw materials. Figures concerning 

the exchange proportion of raw materials are not available, 

as these are part of the feasibility study to be made later. 

6 •' \l K VAIN 
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t.2.a Polyvinyl Chlorid« 

8.2.2.1 Plant Si««« and Expected Salo« 

8.2.2.2 Material Input 

8.2.2.3 Effect« on th« Balano« of Payaient« 
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8.2.2 Polyvinyl Chloride 

8.2.2.1 Plant Sizes and Expected Sales 

Owing to its demand structure, PVC has to be counted 

among the price-elastic petrochemical products. This 

does not apply, however, to all sectors in which PVC is 

used. An example is the cable sector: changes in the PVC 

resin price are not expected to lead to changes in the 

demand for end products; the reasons for this have been 

outlined in section 8„2u 1. Nor can PVC resin price changes 

be expected to have any effect on the sales of rigid pipes. 

The reason for this is that the rigid pipe industry is 

already able to import the required resins under preferential 

conditions. Also, our demand estimates for these pipes are 

based on Government programmes in which the possibility of 

substitution has been taken into account  The remaining 

production sectors such as shoes, artificial leather, toys 

and soft pipes may be regarded as price-reactive. 

The price elasticity coefficient corresponding to the 

classification of demand by price-elastic and non-price- 

elastic fields of application which was calculated for the 

overall demand, is an average value (see Table). 

Table 127:  Calculation of the Price Elasticity for the 

Overall Demand for PVC 

Fields of 
application 

Per cent of 
overall demand 

(1) 

Price-elas- 
tic percentage 

.   -Í2L_  _J 

Price elas- 
ticity fac- 
tor  (3)   . 

(1x2x3) 

Rigid Pipes 42 Ü 1 „25 0 

Cable 17 0 1 „25 0 

Shoes 21 100 1.25 0,2625 

Sheeting and 
Coating 17 100 1.25 0.2125 

Miscellaneous 3 100 1,25 0.0375 
0,5125 

I 
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The   price  elasticity   of   the   overall   demand   is thus   approx, 

0.51.   This  means   that   the   following   increases in   demand 

may   be   expected   if   the  stated  price   decreases are   effected! 

Price  decrease Demand   increase 

20 * 

ko * 

60 * 

10 * 

20 % 

30 * 

Details   of  changes   in  demand   in  various   price   situations 

are   shown  in   the   graph  on  page   6OO, 

The   horizontal    lines   represent   the   existing  and   planned 

total   capacities   of  PVC   plants,    the   lower   showing   the 

Arokey   Chemical   Industries   plant   capacity   of   5,000   tons» 

It   is   clearly   seen   that   the   capacity   of   this   company   is 

less   than  the   present  demand   of   PVC      The   upper   horizontal 

line  represents   the   sum   of   the   Arokey   capacity   and   that 

of   a new   20,000   ton  plant „ 

We   have   come   to   the   conclusion   that   the   capacity   of   20,000 

tons   is   the  most   suitable   under   the   given   conditions»   Such 

a   plant   can  be   justified   from   the   point   of  view   of  national 

economics.   Its   capacity   of   20,000   tons   is   only   5.000   tons 

(20  $>)   less   than   the  generally   accepted  minimum   for  a 

plant   operating  under world market   conditions o 

The   intersection   of   the   upper   capacity   line   and   the   line   p2 

represents  a   price  kO per   cent   below   the  present  PVC  price 

and  would  indicate   full   utilisation   of  the   capacity   of  a 

20,000   ton plant   in  about   1976. 

The   establishment   of an   increased   capacity   does   not   seem 

advisable,   unless   the  feasibility   studies   show  much greater 
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price   reductions   to  be   possible   or   if it   becomes  apparent 
that   the   price  elasticity upon   which we   have   based  our 
calculations   is   too   low.   The   feasibility   studies  should   also 
examine   the   advisability   of   planning   the   plants   to  reach 
full   capacity  utilisation  after   a   period   of   more   than   four 
years.   Without  doubt   opinions   may   vary   concerning  this 
point.    In   practice,    2   to  5  years   are  usually   considered   a 
reasonable   period   before  full   capacity   is   reached,   while 
some   theorists  suggest  much  longer  periods« 

We would  also  like   to   point   out   that we  have   given   the 
possibility   of  exportation no   special  consideration   in 
determining   the   size   of  the  plant   to be   recommended,   both 
for  PVC   and   for  polyethylene.    We   are   of   the   opinion   that 
exports   on   a   large   scale  will   not   be   easely   to  realize. 

This   does   however  not   mean  that   Pakistan   will   not be   able 
to  export   PVC  or   polyethylene.    On   the  contrary,   our 
findings   suggest   that   considerable   quantities   of PVC   and 
polyethylene   could   be   made  available  for   exportation 
during   the   first   years   of operation.   These   excess  capacities 
would   provide   the   opportunity   of  gaining  a   foothold   in 
foreign  markets.   In   case  of  success, the  possible  start   of 
a  second  new plant,   probably   in  East  Pakistan,   might   be 
considered. 

8.2.2.2  Material   Input 

In determining  the   necessary   input   of raw  materials,    the 
question  arises   of  whether production will   be   based   on 
acetylene   or  ethylene.   The petrochemical   experts  of   the 
UN Petrochemical   Project,   Rawalpindi  and   also   the  Battelle 
members   after discussions  are   of   the  opinion   that  the 
future   plant   should   operate  on   ethylene  for   the  following 
reasons : 

BATTEL   LE-INSTITUT   E    V FRANKFURT   AM    M   A  ;  N 
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- .thylene   could  be   supplied  from   the  naphtha   cracker, 
which   could  then   be   built   sufficiently   large 

- ethylene   is  cheaper   to produce   than  acetylene, 

- the   safety  hazard   is   less  high  when using   ethylene. 

There   is   therefore   a   clearly   visible   trend   towards   ethylene 

in modern  petrochemistry» 

As we   do  not  know  wnich process   will   eventually  be  used   in 
Pakistan,   we  have   based  our  raw  materials   balance  on   typical 
values   for   conventional  processes,   where   the  manufacture 

of   1   ton   of  PVC  requires  approximately 

- 0,5   ton   ethylene   and 
- 1.27   tons  chlorine 

Assuming   the  Arokey   plant   to   be  working  at   full   capacity 

with  5,000   tons   per   year  and   that   the   curve   p2  gives   a 

true   representation   of  the  quantities   in   demand,   the   in- 

put   quantities   for   the  new  plant  will   be   as   follows: 

Table   128 

Year 

1972 

1973 

197** 

1975 

Estimated  Output   of  »  N»w   PVC  Plant   and 

Material  Input   for   the   Period_19_lg__l°. 

1975   (in  tons) 

Output Ethylene 
Input 

10,000 

12,300 

15.000 

18,200 

5,000 
6, 150 
7,500 
9, 100 

Chlorine 
Input  

12,700 

15,620 

19,100 

23,120 
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Neither  of   the  stated   raw materials   have   to  be  imported, 
but  both  will  have  to  be  produced   in  imported  plant»   They 
therefore   include  indirect   exchange   costs 

8.2.2.3  Effecte   on   the   Balance   of   Payment» 

In   estimating   the   effects   on  the   balance   of   payments   of 
a  20,000   ton  PVC  plant,   we  have   based  our   calculations 
on  plant   cost   US  *   5   million.   These   include   the  manufacture 
of   the vinyl   chloride   monomer«   The   costs   represent   only 
the   import   component«    A  price  of   US   $  230  was   assumed  for 
imported   PVC-   The  savings   thus   achieved  are   summarised 

in   the   table  below: 

Table  129:     Estimated  Foreign Exchange  Saving»  on Erection 
of  a  20.000   ton  PVC   Plant   (in  US   ij) 

Year 

Credit 

Exchange for 
imported PVC 

Debit 

Exchange 
saving 

Plant de- 
preciation 

Credit 
interest 

1972 2,875,000 500,000 150,000 2,22 5,000 

1973 3,316,000 500,000 150,000 2,666,000 

1974 3,827,000 500,000 150,000 3,177,000 

1975 4,434,000 500,000 150,000 3,784,000 

In   a preliminary   survey   which does   not   take   into   account 
the   foreign   exchange   component      of   domestically   manufactured 
raw  materials,   considerable  exchange   savings   have   been 
calculated,   although   the  assumed   quantities   of  PVC   to  be 
manufactured  were   considerably   larger  than   those  which 

would  otherwi»e  have   to  be  imported. 
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i.a.3 Poly propy lona 

8.2.3. 1   Production Pro*n 

8.2.3.2 Material  Input 

8.2.3.3 Iff»et» on tho «alane» of »ayo>ont» 
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tati»   DO it of   tho 

foor tapar tad                       Propylan* 

it?f                          a, «'•o 3  2 30 

itti 3,500 3.«50 

it?% k, tj© l»,55Q 

*f?l %,§fO 5.3«0 

• a  1.1 Iff, tf fiftftH 

tn  aattojattn*   tn»  afTocta   or   tha  aroctlon  of a PP  plant 

mm   tho   bataneo   of  pay »on ta,   wo  havo  aaaunad   tha   following: 

•   «hat   all   PP   t »port a  aro   roplacod  by   donaatic  production 

with  offset   fro«   19721 

-   «not   th»   taport  quantitioa   «ubatitutod  correapond   to a 

«omstant   prie«   (pQh 

.   tha«   «bo  »orId  narhat   pricoa  will   by   1975  havo   follón by 

•O  por  cont   (all   our   calculation«   aro  baaod  on   thla   low 

prie«   of  US   •    »40/ton   aéVf Karachi ) ¡ 

flM  forai*«  oaenmnca  consonant     for   tho  raw «atarial   pro- 

pyl ono   eould   not   b«   tahon   into  account,   aa   tha  calculation 

of   thla   ta   a   aubjact   of   lator  feasibility   atudioa 

«• bava da ta nain ad tbo coo ta of a polyojorlaation plant 

for PP to bo approtinataly US t b.25 Million. Thla in- 

cludo a  only   tli«   inportod  plant  and no  buildings» 
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tabi«   131»      Estimated foreign  Exchange   Saving»  on  Erection 
of  a   10.000 ton Polypropylene  Plant   (in US  #) 

Year 

Gradit Deb Lt 

Exchange for 
PP 

Plant de- 
preciation 

Credit 
interest 

Exchange 
savings 

1972 799,000 625,000 187,500 13,500 

1973 952,000 625,000 107,500 139,500 

197^ 1,125,^00 625,000 187,500 312,900 

1975 
•m 

1,329,^00 625,000 187,500 516,900 

The   table   shows   that  no  foreign   exchange   can  be   saved 
during  the   first  year but   that   it  would  be   cheaper   to 
continue   importing     If,   however,   the   demand   in   1972   is 
kO   tons  store   than   that  estimated  by   us,   production  without 
loss   of  foreign   exchange  will  be   possible  under  our 
assumptions . 
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8.2.^   Alkyd   Resina 

In  section   5.2.5   we  recommended   the establishment   of   two 

new   plants   for   the   production   of  alkyd   resins.   These   two 

plants   having   a   daily   capacity   of   3 tons   (one   shift)   are 

intended   to   supply   mainly   the   resin required  by   the   small 

paint   manufacturers.   Since   about   25 per   cent   of   the   paint 

is   produced   by   small   industries   the demand   of   these   two 

plants   is   expected   to   develop  about as   follows» 

1969 875 tons 

1970 950 tons 

1971 1 ,030 tons 

1972 1,120 tons 

1973 1 ,220 tons 

197^ 1 ,320 tons 

1975 1 ,kkO  tons 

As   the   first   plant,   according   to   our   recommendation,   should 

start   production   in   1970  it   could   theoretically  be  utilized 

to   90   per  cent   of   its   one   shift   capacity   in   that   year.   Prac- 

tically,   however,   the   utilization   rate   should  be   lower   since 

Crescent/Reichhold  also   intend  to   supply   this  market. 

The   second   plant   should   take   up  production   in   1972.   At   that 

time   both  plants   would  utilize   about   50   to   60  per  cent   of 

their   one   shift   capacity. 

To   produce   the   above   quantities  of  alkyd   resin,   on   the   basis 

of 60   per  cent   oil   content   and  on   the   assumption   that   glycerine 

is  used  as   alcohol   component   and  phthalic   anhydride   as   acid 

component,   the   following quantities   of   raw  materials   are  re- 

quired. 
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Table   132:   Estimated  Raw  Material   Input«   for   the  Production 

of   Alkyd   Resins.   1970-1975   (in   tons) 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

197^ 

1975 

O 

Alkyd Resin 

950 

1 ,030 

1 ,120 

1 ,220 

1 ,320 

1 Abo 

Glycerine T7 

195 

210 

230 

250 

271 

297 

Phthalic 
Anhydride 

TJ 

2 39 

250 

2 83 

308 

333 

365 

Vegetable 
Oils 

570 

620 

670 

730 

790 

860 

Theoretical   values 

In  assuming   the   effect   of a   local   production   on  the   balance 

of  payments,   we  base   our  calculations   on   the   following   assump- 

tion : 

- The   cost   of  a   3000 1   plantis   estimated   at   ^   30,000 

- The   c   A  f   price   for  phthalic   anhydride   is   assumed 
to   be   $   300/ton   and   expected   to   remain unchanged 
during  the   period  concerned. 

- All   imports   of   alkyd   resins   are   replaced  by   local 
products,    the   c   &  f   price   of  alkyd   resins   being 
$   470/ton. 
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Table 133: Estimated Effect of the Establishment of Two 

Alkyd Resin Plants on the Balance of Payments 

(in  $) 

Credit Debit 

Foreign Exchange ' Depre- Credit Imports 
Year for Alkyd c iation Inter- of Phthalic Exchange 

Resins of Plant est Anhydride Savings 

1970 446,500 3,000 900    71,700 370,900 

1971 484,100 3,000 900 77,4oo 402,800 

1972 526,400 6,000 1 ,800 84,900 433,700 

1973 573,400 6,000 1 ,800 92,400 473,200 

1974 620,400 6,000 1 ,800 99,900 512,700 

1975 676,800 6 ,üOO 1 ,800 109,500 559,500 

1) 
The   imported   resins   which  are   replaced   by  local   products 

would   probably   be   of  higher   quality.   This,however,   has 

no   influence   on   foreign  exchange   saving. 

The   foreign  exchange   content   in   the   local   raw  materials   used 

for   the   production   has   not  been   taken   into  consideration. 

Irrespective   of   the   missing foreign   exchange  component,    the 

production  of   alkyd   resins   shows   appreciable    net   savings 

of   foreign  exchange. 
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S. 3 Fiara« 

t.3.1       Polanid«» 

8.3.1.1 Subastad Production Profra—•  and Espactad Salti 

5.3.1.2 Ustoria1  Input 

8.3.1.3 Effact» on tha Balança of Pajraanta 

•'    *      A 
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8.3    Fibre. 

8.3.1   Polamldo. 

8.3.1.1 S"gff..fd Production Progr»««« >nd Bxp.cted Sale. 

A .urvey of the prie« ela.ticitie. for nylon articles «how. 

the followings 

Fi.hing twine i. already being .old within th. country at 

fairly lower price». Further price decrease, do not seen 

po..ibl. even if the domestic production is expanded, unless 

the .tate encourage, the., by ».an. of subsidies. Th. prie, 

•la.ticity must th.r.for. b. r.g.rd.d as zero. Tyre cord 

i. also not consid.r.d b.caus. of th. difficult!., r.frr.d 

to in 5.3.1. The full price elasticity of 1.25 has on the 

other hand been allocated in the case of textil... 

Th. -ean average of the., thr.. ..ctor. giv.s a prie, 

•la.ticity of 1.13 for th. ov.rall de«and. 

The following do-and increa... th.r.for. apply to th. prie. 

d.crea... .tat.d (based on 1968 prices); 

Prie decrea.« Re-nd increase 

20 * 23 * 

kO i k5  * 
60 * 68 * 

Fig. .. «how. the development of the de«.nd for nylon, tyre 

cord excluded, at differing price.. It demonstrates clearly 

that even at th. v.ry high 1968 pries an un.atisfi.d de-and 

of approx. 4,000 ton./y.ar will exist over and above the 

capacities of the previously erected plants as early as in 

1972/73. 
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Under the given condition«, we iugg«st that an additional 

plant with an annual capacity of 1O.000 tons be erected. 

This capacity should for reasons of economy not be split 

up over smaller plants. In order to protect the owners 

of the previously-erected, smaller plants - which 

necessarily produce on a less economical basis - fro« 

excessively fierce competition, on« should consider whether 

they could not be allowed some forra of participation in the 

new plant. 

It must be expected that a plant with an annual capacity 

of 10,000 tone could manufacture at much lower prices 

than smaller units. In view of the high taxes wied on 

nylon products and the existence of numerous small 

concerns, we believe that price decreases will however be 

only of the order of 10 per cent. Our provisional estimates 

indicate that such a decrease would lead to an 11 per cent 

increase in demand. After deducting the existing and planned 

capacities, the following demands remain to be met by the 

new plant : 

1971 '• 2,800 tons 

1972: 3,800 tons 

1973« 5.OO0 tons 

197^s 6,*»00 tons 

1975: 8.OO0 tons 

Under these conditions, the plant would in 1975 be working 

to 80 per cent of its full capacity. If one accepts the 

hypothesis that a plant should be working to at least 35 per 

cent of its capacity during the first year of operation, the 

earliest date for commencing production at the new plant 

would be 1972. 
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8.3.1.2 Mata rial  Input 

1,05  ton»   of  caprolactam aro  raquirad  to produco   1   ton of 
nylon.   Tho   following approximate   quantities of capro lactam 
will  therafora  ba raquirad for  futura productions 

1971« 2,900 tons 

1972« 4,000 tons 

1973« 5,300 tons 

1971»« 6,700 tons 

1975« 8,1*00 tons 

These quantities  of raw Material  will have  to ba   imported. 

8.3.1.3 Effocta  on tha Balança  of Paymants 

¥• have baaed  our estimate  of  tha  affects of expanding 
domestic  production on the balance  of payments  on  tha 
following additional assumption»: 

- that no mora  nylon is imported  once  the new plant 
is  in operation 

- that  one   quantity unit for nylon replaces  four 
quantity  units  of cotton 

- that  tha   cotton replaced by nylon is  exported  at  a 
price  of US  $  600.-/ton  (thia   price  is  10 per  cant  below 
tha praaant  world market  price   for comparable  cotton) 

- that  tha   coats  of a plant  includine; polymerisation, 
spinning,   air-conditioning and  transport amount   to 
approxi«ately US I  4.4 Million 
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-   that caprolactam la  importad  at US  I  450.-/ton. 

Undar auch conditiona,   tha  foreig-n exchange   saving«  achiavad 

would ba  aa  shown in  tha  following tabla. 

Tabi«   134:   Estlmatad Foreign Exchange  Saving«  on Erection 
         of  a  10.000  ton Nylon Plant   fin million US  t) 

Year 

Credit Debit Foreign 
Exchange 
Savings 

Exchange   for 
Cotton 
Export 

Depreciat- 
ion  of 
Nylon Plant 

Credit   1) 
Interest 

2 
Import   of      ) 
Caprolactam 

... 

1972 

1973 

1975 

9, 120,000 

1 2,000,000 

15,360,000 

19,200,000 

440,000 

440,000 

440,000 

440,000 

132,000 

132,000 

132,000 

132,000 

1,800, 

2,385 

3,015 

3,780 

000 

000 

,000 

,000 

6,748,000 

9,043,000 

11,773,000 

14,848,000 

1) Only the  mean  value  for interest  due   ia given 

2) US  • 450.-/ton 

As  pointed  out  in  6.3-2,   thie   provisional  avaluation gives  the 
result   that   the  substitution of nylon for cotton would be 
beneficial   to   the   national economy.   Even  tha nylon  production 
of  the  firat  year  of operation  could  lead to a net   exchange 
saving which  is  higher  than  the  exchange   investment   of  4.4 mil- 
lion US I by making additional  quantitiea  of cotton  available 
for  export.   One  suit howevar  emphasiae   that  the  substitution 
effect  will   only  manifest itself  partly  during  the   first  year; 
the buyers  of nylon  textilaa  will   alao buy leaa  cotton goods   than 

normal  in  the  following 3 or  4 years. 
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ü.'}.2  Polvater Fibra. 

A. has been pointed out earlier (cf. section 5-3.1) th. 

consumption figures of th. pa.t c.nnot b. con.id.r.d . 

suitabi« basis for estimating th. futur, requirement, of 

polyester fibres. In th. past th. demand was k.pt down 

artificily by th. import policy, and mor.ov.r th.r. wa. 

a lack of experience in processing this fibre. 

According to findings in other developing countries .nd in 

view of the favourable properties of these fibres we are 

of the opinion that a polyester fibre plant with an annual 

capacity of 4,000 t should start production as soon as 

possible. Since the sanctioning procedures as well as the 

planning and the establishment of th. plant require some 

time, we do not expect that a plant would start production 

before 1971. We then envisage that the deaiand would devaiop 

approximately as follows-. 

1971s 

1972 s 

1973^ 

197^ 

1975? 

1 ,000 tons 

2,000 tons 

3,000 tons 

4,000 tons 

4,000 tons 

ft» damand envisaged for 1975 i« »till fairly smalli it 

•mount, to only about 1 per cent of the total fibre 

consumption in terms of quantity expected for that timo. 

Tha production of the above quantities of polyester fibra, 

requir.d the raw materials indicated below: 
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Pakistan's   inportad   tin   notarial a.   As   an   exanple,   the   case   of 

hydrogenated  oil   production  any   be   conaidarad   in  sona  detail. 
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Ott*   rtugh evaluation »f   tlM  balance  «r  payaient   effect«   «how« 

that  ahMh  roreif* eael»eti#e  es« be  earned by « process 

•ufcetttutin«  polyester  fibra«   far  cotton. 

•a   in   the  €••••  of  pel yean do   fibroa   it  ha«   to  bo   polntod  out, 

MM»tr, that   only  port  of   the  cotton  replaced vili  bo 

•vallaba«  in   tito  «oar of   th«  production  of  tho  polyeotor 

Maree     ft  to Mt  knevn ha*  tit«  «ubo ti tut ion proco«« 

ror  n*e unit  of  pelye«ter  fibro«  «ill   develop ovor  tito 

tta».   we,   therefore,   have  aeeifned   tho  cotton esporta 

Meto   »aaaiele  by   tho  «ol«  of  »B   fibro«   te   tho yoor  in 

«Ut eh   ilio  a y« t h« tic   fibro«  aro  produced     In  reality  tho 

eaae>rt  •orniate  rosai tin« fra« tho  «al«  of rotta« ora 

•auf"te*  te   later fear*  reoultta«  in a   olever  increaoa  in 

farei«** eaelbMbje  eavlnge   in the ftret  year« 
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ê.k  Plaatlciaara and Intaratadiataa 

8.4.1 Dloctyl Phthalata 

8,4=1.1 Production Programa« 

ê.k. 1 2 Notarial Input 

8,1.1.3 Kffacta on tha Balança of Payaanti 

A • * • , , i  **»•*'*»'••%   *• m m 
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8'i*   PX>ttici»T»  and   IntTwdiate« 

8.4.1   Dioctyl   Phthalate 

8.4.1.1   Production   Programme 

The   demand   for   dioctyl   phthalate   (DOP)   will  depend   les«   on 

the   DOP  price   than   on   factors   determining   the   domestic   pro- 

duction  of   plasticised   PVC.    The   compounding   plants   are   -   as 

already  described   in   detail   in   section    5 , .5 • 0   -   bein*.   rapidly 

expanded   to   be   able   to   manufacture   plasticised   PVC,    so   that 

by   1970  practivally   the   entire  demand   for   soft   PVC   compound 

can   be  met   from  domestic   sources.   The   demand   for   l)OP  will 

from   1970   onwards   develop   in   proportion   to   the   overall   demand 
for  plasticised   PVC. 

The   demand   curve   for   plasticised   PVC   is    to   a   very   large 

«»tent   dependent   on   the   material's   price   elasticity«    This 

will   play   an   important   role,   particularly   in   the   years 

following   1971.   when   the   PVC   resin   plant   we   have   r. commended 

will   start   production.    The   elasticity   coefficient    i»   deter- 

mined   in   the   wanner   explained   in   the   previous   sections.    If 

we   classify    the   fields   of   application   for   plasticised   PVC 

as   cable,    shoes,   sheeting,   coatings,   and   miscellaneous,   we 

find   that   all   sectors   with   the   exception   of   cable   are   fully 

price-elastic      The    reasons   for   the    inelasticity   of    the   cable 

sector  were   viveri   in   section   M   J      U«i„é.    the   known   elasticity 

factor   of   1    .."),    the   siean   average   lor    the   price-elastic   and 

price-inelastic    set tors    is   as   loi lows: 

IlMf—Ui'    «•MlmUUuii   ol    tu,   i»,jt#   IlinAcUx-   ul    oveiafl 

limmmt*4  lor  Pi««tui«ed  pvt 

isla or 
l>f)l i cat ion 

•TTC  
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and   «ttatirm« 

Wi»tel tan«•%«• 
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f» t « 1     UwOMIfMl 
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Price   ttasiicity 
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Til«   prie»  elasticity  of tha  overall danand  la   thua  O.90. 
Tha  daaand will   rlaa  by  18  par cant  should pricaa  fall 
20  par cant,   by   36  par cant   on a  prie«  dacraaaa   of 
J»O  par cant,   and  by   *>k par  cant   should pricaa   fall   by 
60  par cant. 

Aa   tha daaiand  for DOP davalopa  in diract  proportion  to 
tha  daaand for  plaaticlsad  PVC,   tha daaiand  valuti  will 
b«   «a  shown  in  tha  diafra*  21,   paga 626  assuatin«  that 
90  par cant  of  all  plasticiaars  usad ara  OOP. 

Va   considar  tha   curva  P_   to  ba aio at probably   raprasantatlva 
of   tha davalopwant  in daaiand  aftar  1972,   alao   in  tha  caa« 
of  DOP, 

Aa   thars ara  coaipoundin« activities in both   East  and Vaat 
Pakistan,   w«  iucff«it  erection of plants  in both  provincas. 
Aa   far as wa hava   baan abla   to  deteraine,   tha   amianta plant 
capacity is  about   500  tons.   Va   tharafora  recoeaaand   that   aavaral 
plants  ba  aractad  in  ordar   to  croate  coaipati tion.   Ona   3,000  ton 
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plant each in East and West Pakistan could begin production 

in I97O0 Taking curve P  as a basis, those will be working to 

full capacity in 197^  Even in the most unfavourable of cases 

- if the demand only develops to the level of PQ - 75 %  of 

the capacity will be utilised in 1972* 

If the demand expectations as represented by curve P  are 

fulfilled, a third plant with a capacity of 3*000 tons could 

take up production in 1975  These relatively high capacities 

•••• to be justifiable not only in view of the domestic 

Market, There is at present a scarcity of DOP also on the 

world market  so that there would also be a possibility of 

•sporting DOP» The determination of the prices at which DOP 

could be produced in Pakistan is the task of a feasibility 

study, which should be started immediately 

*. J» - 1 . 2 Hitarla! Input 

Approximately O 76 tons of 2-ethyl hexanol and O 36 tona of 

phthaii< anhydride are required to manufacture 1 ton of DOP. 

If demand will develop as shown in curve P  and the first 

DOP plants will start production in 1^7 1  the following 

quantities of 2-ethyl hexanol and phthalic anhydride will 

be raqui red (in tons) 

T«»4« 13*  |mpecfd geaiUrt—nt of Haw Hafrials for QOP 
Produt tlon [In tona) 

2-Ethyi 
hexanol 

•  —                   « 

Phthaiic 
anhydride 

2 , kHO 1 , 170 

J,H IO 1 ,B(K) 

k , 3MO 2 , O20 

*», ;w 2.240 

V IH» 2, ïkO 

ff f  tu« DOP ri guras ter re spend te lin» P? in the »bove 
41«gram 
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While  phthalic   anhydride  will  at   firat   atlll  hava   to  be 
importad,   2-athyl hexanol might  ba   available  from domestic 
sources   (sea   suction   5.5.8), 

8.4.1.3 Effecta   on  the  Balance  of  Payments 

In   estimating   the   effects   of  domestic   production  of  DOP  on 
the   balance   of   payments,   we  assume   that 

- the  previously   imported  DOP   is   completely   replaced  by 
domestically-produced  material   after   1971 ; 

- 2-ethyl   haxanol   and   phthalic   anhydride  will   continue   to 
be  imported; 

- the  demand   for  DOP  will  develop   as   shown  by  curve  P2; 

- the  e   db   f   price   for   DOP  remains   stable  at   the   present 
level   of  US   I   425   par   ton; 

- the   price   for  ethyl   hexanol   and   phthalic   anhydride 
remains   stable   at   the   present   level   of  about  US   f   300 
per  ton. 

Tabla  139»   Estimated  foreign Exchange  Savings   on 
Domestic   Production  of   POP   (in  US   f) 

Year 
Credit Deb i     t 

'         •""       • — 

Exchanges 
for   DOP 
Imports 

Depreciat- 
ion   on   plant 

Credi t 
ínteres t 

Imported        Exchange 
Piithnlic         saving* 
Anhydridei 

1971 1,380.OOO 22.000 6,600 351 ,Ot>0 1,351,400 

1972 2,133.0OO 22.0O0 6.600 5^3,000 2,104.400 
1 

1973 2,393,000 22,000 6,600 610,OOO 2,364.400 
| 

1974 2,653,000 22.0O0 6, bOO 675.000 2   624,4<K) 1 

1975 2,991,OOO 33.0O0 9.9O0 762,000 2, 1M6, 10O 

According   to   our   information,   a   3,000   tun  plant   is   *old   at 
about   VS   I    110,000.   This   represent«   the   actual    foreign   eathun*' 
expenditure   for  machinery   without   buildings     The   above     «leu 
iation  shows   that   from  a     foreign   exchange   point   of   vie»   th* 
estábil «hâtent   of  a   WW   plant   is   highly   re< ommenUabl • 
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8.J».2  2-EthYl Hexanoi  and Acataldehyde 

The  production programme  for  diocthylphihalate  haa baan 
described in  «action 8.^,1   together   with   the  raw-material 
requirements.   The   figure*  are   once  more   Indicated  in 

figura  22. 

On tha assumption that 2-ethyl hexanoi i a produced from 
acataldehyde tha demand for this chemical will develop aa 
shown in tha diagram of figura 23« This diagram indicataa 
only tha quanti tiaa needed for the production of DOP from 
2-ethyl hexanoi since the remaining demand is already mat 
toy an  existing plant   (aae  section   5  9   3) 
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If    tH»   »oat     ««••Ml   I»..    tin*   pim4nr * %*m   «•!     «urN   <M » «    tie*   t»»»«   » <• t i- 

•»*#*#   *•    **1, «»•»•   t«n*.     I*»«»*»   #»'»   t*#r   t*«t    «f    thi«   ()*tatttit«    i« 

«* **•   • #»   I»*    i*« ?**>«<   »n    * i    i be    (     »,  *   ^    >    f » »     « «%t» I * l n*»i •   I «> »    e H * « «» - 

*>»r«   < **n«»M»t it,:    t*t-*>»   i**an * t * l *»• .    »Hil*>    »h»     i<>«MiMinr-    • •'   pr»    imi 

i«   i nritf<t    in   ( m« M i nf t •   of    i    Ih«    («•.•'   --w", >    "•    lit«    (J.  >   *#; )   atri 

Mi   (tea    ( * . %   tin)   fot   ho«i«*hoid   « nnati«) l I **n . 

Oh   Ik*  IM»«!«   of   <i   lb«.   rMilntntt *   % I . * %  at I I loti   unti«   «r»   i •»- 

autieri   fot    th*   packinn   oí    the   »am I I    pot I ton«.    I«rh   i IMI1<HM<  t 

tea«   •   plaatir   r«<|ul i «HR«>nt   of   I» e   «•)•   *o   • hf   total   <iuantitv   of 

polvpropv 1 on»   required   «ou Id   be   .¿.(MHJ   ton». 

Not   only   con   a   mibat i tut ion   program«*» baited   on    loi.il    (noiiurl lun 

of  polypropylene   »ave    lorn«   «noi«   ol    foreign   exchange   spent    on 

imported   tin  Mtcrlitl ;   polypropylene   coni a UHM»   stum!   a   ^ood 

chance   of   competing  with   tin   container«   in   cost    HI   well.    A 

two   1 b«   printed   tin   container   for   hydrogen«ted   oil    coMi 

Ita.   u.^U   in   Pakistan.    Kveti   at   th«   present   high   rate   ol 

Na.    }.2u/kg,    the   raw   Material   cost   ot   a   ¿   Iba   polypropylene 

container   coaioa   to  only   Ra.   0,2$.   This    leave   enough   aar^in   for 

ita  Moulding  and  printing   coat   to  coojpete   with  a   ¿   lb»   tin 

container. 

It   haa   however   to   be   mentioned   in   this     connection   that   the 

production   of   containers    for   different    liq-iid   materials   raises 

a  number   of   problems.   The   development   of   auch containers   i  , 

therefore   said   to   be   a   ti ato-consuming   matter.   For   example   the 

development   of   a   Shell    oi1-container   took   „bout    t   years. 

•)   Containers   of   comparable   sise   used   in   Germany   are   «lightly 
lighter.   Under  the   climatic   conditions   of   Pakistan   the 
eentainora   will   have   to   be  made   a   little   stronger. 

BATTELLI- INSTlTUr   E   V        FRANKFURT   AM    MAIN 
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8,5 Datergont Raw Material« 

8.5.I Dodecyl Benzene Sulphonato 

A» described earlier, the application of aome kind of price 

elasticity factor to the expected demand figures for DÜBS 

cannot be Justified. We have come to this conclusion because 

the important factor in the development of this market will be 

effective marketing. Most probably additional profits arising 

from higher production will not lead to reduced prices but to 

increased marketing efforts  '. 

Under these circumstances we base our recommendations for new 

plants on the surplus demand resulting from the difference 

between sanctioned and existing capacity on the one hand and 

estimated demand on the other hand. We thus conclude that 

in 1973 one additional plant producing 10,000 tons of dodecyl 

benzene sulphonate or 50,000 tons of washing powder should start 

operation. 

In the first year this plant might only have a capacity 

utilisation of 30 per cent. But the low utilization factor is 

not problematic because 

- this has been a fairly common phenonenon in the past 
in this line of production 

- there is a good chance that Lever Bros, can market larger 
amounts of the product 

- the capacity utilization in the following year would 
reach a reasonable level (kJ per cent). 

•*• do not know today what the actual future development will b«< 

in this line, for the reasons already discussed. But taking oui 

demand estimates as a basis, the surplus demand and accvruindv 

the sales of the new plant will develop as follows 

i) 
Compare also statements in section 5.7 
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1973 t 31220 tona DDBo 

197<(i 4,780 tons DDBtt 

1973t  6,720 ton« DDBS. 

Tor  these aal«« the following quantities of dodecyl bensene 

would be requiredt 

1973t 2,276 tona 

1974: 3,379 tona 

1975t  4,750 tona 

Tfea dodecyl bancarie might b« importad or might ba producaci lo- 

cally. If it ia imported tha aavinga of foreign exchange 

according to the calculation made in section 6.5 will amount 

to $   I.271.- per ton of DDBS. For the production viaualized in 

tha aforegoing, we thua arrive at net foreign exchange savings 

of 

$     4,093,000.- in 1973 

$  6,075,000.- in 1974 

Í     8,5*1,000.- in 1975. 

lilt for the a a amount tha capital coata have not bean taken into 

aocouat, for tha raaaona explained under 6.5. 
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I«   ttM   fifcta   «»• «•»«    »«#   Mft      «•*   *»»     »H»   .»•»#• •    t»*a*MM law   »I 

•atfca»   Mi«H>i»t<   ••*«   IM»  a>Mi«t.#.l      Ha   «r»   uMattitm   ••   • •*• 

laltta    »M|M»rla««   IM    »IM   II al*a •••«•»   •   • a - at»at a» l»a   •»• »••»*• 

•a   ».rat »raat t«l    tataN»     «ata   Itta   i*r««Mii*M  af   ataa   •«••»*>•». 

•a#«»t   alt««   MW ' Ti    f    «at lar      ?1M   «Ml«***   »Mn»<r|   •«'«•».   Mi'W»   ' * 

i»a««tla«ia*a   rat   aafeini   laitta   «IM«   »ata   i««*at«a*   frM  a*ta*4 

• «•«MI   Itila      If    «III»   al ««Mita«  **••   mm*      »wMMa      *»•••   «**>t   *•»* 

»!•*••   fat   «••••   M«*»»»H« «tat   *•<•«•   »Ml.». 

«a   rr**-aaa   •ai*!««   • •»*•  ptaaia* IM   **•**••«  • •»•   i » afe***»*   • 

»••«a«r««i««i   a   «•»•• «   *a*»aia)a   ir««   «Ha  9a»»titiiu   *»*»•«« 

•f    «Ifca   !•»••« •   •»*•!•»••«••      1%»*   ••«il*   »a   «•««*•   *•   falla«* 

flM  «ftai   it****ai-t»   ««MM  lia   tmêmm*   «a   •*«<•>>»   *•%•   ««»a*   «« 

•   «*#**a   .•I.ni«i»4   ••   «Ha   »••»•   af    «Ha   «•«»«•* * al «a*      ••• 

limi   «||a       »••*»•    ata   «*at«M   fai it   MlilitN   |.»w«    *   «4NM«Mi 

ftaflt   af   t*at«i*»t**   f    •    *»   *«»t   • «*•»«   ••    **•   *•••«•*••      *f    **»* 

*#«•*•  ••»••naiadi   »a   «II*«   aat   •••»!    *•   •»!**•«   *»<•*   *«•*   •***   • 

aal 4  t*   »Ha   f t ••• »«a a   fa«   »a*   *•*•« • •*«*   «ai»«,    «a*»  .»•••tiaai.i 

HIV*   a  tatatar   •*»« *>•*••«   la   «IM   «'•)•»•*•  ^»•••*    «Ha   ««»a 

ari*«*     Uli*   a*«*ai#»   «a*»»4  Ha   fai-*   m   **•   fat«  af   *•• 



. »té - 

I« MM ftihifiiw'i r«-iHr»H»M,  «Hi** •«•!* Umi wt ft 
p«rt *r  MMir p«r«l»««a fr*i MM   »•!•• •*•#•••§>• »it* MMM 

If «•    UM twin« ?r»«*••!••  m twe« «««14 ••• **•• %• pat 

Fro» • n»tâl ?«iii«  «f **•« *• IMI«  *• *• mm*i*mm*  MM« 

MM *••*  m «•» !*••••• r«»«i«t«« rr«e ito« *•*•*•« •»» 
it»  tof IIM ut»«« pe«*»»»r«   i« IMI  »ff»«! *?  ••? 

iMrMtM m «IM re»»— fr«» ••*•*  ri*l««. 
imrütiMi,   «lMt#   i. •  •• !•!!•• «Hi«H mi« M   tiuiwii 
r«v««r**i* «•  tlM •itM^Mf    tr   »•!»•  i« fph—* «*?  MM 

«•«•rial tMMtatiii.   r»r«i#» »— tMWf»  ••*!•*• »r 
•l   •.**>•  r«»«l«   p*e   ••* «f   »••*•     «M »*«*l«tti «r  ••• 

rail  m IM w— iwü *• •••%•* ir •*• »»»»P^ •»•*• 
•ii«M* •• Mil  (*• MiittiNtiM «• «im«« IM*  rmtfR 

«tollt m partit  i» MM 



-  6^7  - 

t.3 

*•'•' twtti Hfiiiftf 

lu  a  ¿ortami   way,   »»porta  of   potrorkaaii c ol   »Ml  product*  and 

•f  ortirlaa  aonufacturad   fro«   »ha«   can  lio   pronto tori  tiy 

- mrrvtn#; out  anrkat   «urvaya   tn  potanMal   foratfn  Mrhttt 

•   aotttim up   Joint   ontorprtaoa,   «lilt   tha   forotgti portnara 

•frootn*  to   toko  ovor   tko  aaport   «orha tin* 

- frontín* o   apo< toi   a sport  aMrkaMn* orfani to* ton. 

tn  OHM?«  «I «ti  Ik*   ft rut   MutiUw.   «or ka*   «urvaya  oro  ao> 

•feajkl   vory  »otunklo   too ta   tn  OMrkotiaf.   both   tn dootux 

••rkota   and okrood     tut   tkaro   »•   a   r«N«triorok lo dtrtaronro 

kotuoo»   aolltim   **   *ko   toral   «nrfcot   «ml   «»«port   •arkatin* 

kni   only  aro  now   r*r«iga «arkot*   t>,»t   iin«>«it   «n   •»•it.   at   looat 

•a   rodMrd«  «at tar a   »f   lata! i     *   • *«,«•   «••tul   atorkot  «rfMitat- 

to>0)   IMO   ola»   ta   ko   oatakl t • !»•>.I   «tt«t    th»   • •§'»• *m$   Ha«   to   t'oro 

rodapo1111on  fro*   tit»   tfidalatr » al i »od     <HtitMiti     fkt»  Mint 

ikat   »ko  prt* a  and  «aotttf  »r   tko   prod*«   t«  aspar ««Ml •«•« 

alojad   # oOJpar t taa  wltk   tfcoaa   of   tko   «mat    raai»** t#4  and 

»rrtttont   ripa»   of   tko   taduatrtai t*   adv»#«< »•*     »unirla« 

fat   ok* loa*   r««iait<      M    i*   wait   »aay    u   t»a   nM»|.tiiii».    in 

otlkor   r»tp«> i      fkor»r«*a   to  aap«» t   MrktuMi   tu*   proper«! ton 

of  — rkot   t*^«tta   ta  noi   tn   ttaatf   »»•«•••ntt   a nomiti   »«» 

intronata* ««parta 

ko  «a« id   tkorofora   aaggaat   tko)i   oato   «t   ••*•   «tfcat   to«  poaat- 

ktltiloa   ta  »ortntaatv  «wnaidotod     4a   lio«   on*4   »toar   tauatrtoa 

ko)»a   akaa«,   «no  or   tko «mat   pro«*l «ta« ont«  •»    ••UIH| U| 

polrtM kOolt>ol   tndfttatrtaa   ta   to   tatara«!   a  ««li«»a««r   '«r«ifl 



• 

• 





t 

• 

IO 
\ll 

20 



-   to kë   - 

a«**fat tarin«  ff »y   i*  partieipntinn     Tha   caanany   «han 

»a«  Mlf   awppliaa   tha   taehajieal   hna«-ha«  anal   takaa   a   »fear« 

in  «ha  BMkfMtiit   an«   aise   atarantas»   that   It   «ill   aipart 

«IM   »arpia*   praawtian   at   a   prie«   »at   hala«   a  ear tain 

aia a*»«   lavai.   Tilia   *P«M  *»P   **•  •••   *•   *»•   »at«»** aha*»«« 

• f  eapacitiaa   »»»ich   ara   lar**    ana*«*   *•   eaanjata  with   «haaa 

•alatine!   i*  Waatam   Enrapa,    Japan   tr   tha  USA     Sine a  «near 

»amai   eannitiana   avrplaa   enpaei«iaa  aaiat   far   «ha   firat 

thraa   «a   fa«r  yaara   •*•*   in   planta  aaaigna«   ta   anpply  •**? 

th«   laeal   «arsa«,   »eh  aapart   Jaint  cantara   arra««a«a««a 

ara  in  «anaral   a   naai   prapaai«ian. 

la vanlé   an««aat   that   a   ¿ain«   vantar«   af   «nia  natar« 

inearparata   «ha   fallawin«   faataraa- 

- Tna   faràiaw  partner   «aaea   a   «ajar  ahara   in   tha   a« 

an*   «ha   «aehnieal   raMiaf   af   «h«  plant 

- lapar«a   ara  gmmrmmfé  a«   priée«  nat   eelaa  a  «iniana»   lavai 

- tha   farei«*  partner   participate»   «ni»   far   a   linitaá   pari« 

(5-10  year«) 

- Tna   ahara   af   tha   faraign   F    rt»ar   ia   aalaa»   }0   par   eant 

- Tha eavarmaant   at   PakistsH  has     •   »taha   in   tha   e••paar 

if   i«   traéactt   vital   rea   ataterial« 

- any  aaaapa«inf  fi m wHi«n   it aaach »mal lar   la «iva«  a 

«a hai«  a   fairly   larf*  Binari«y 

Tha  re at  af  tha   •***••  nra  a van à y ai «trinaban  a««n«  «ha 

«•««rai   pvjhli«,   «a   praam«*   tha   capital  amrha«   ana   «a 

pravant   «ha  < aaajany   »«inj  ««««ralle* »a   aanvll   ninaritiaa 



-   tok'i    - 

ti«««  «est   ef   the   a>e trecheen cal   indiasti ie*  tr«   ef  vital 

iaftserftence  MMI   eecaatenally   have   •  »enepely   in   the   e »un try 

far   sesie villi«,    it   s sea»s  advisable   te  sieke   ivi e   that   sveli 

enterprises   are   *•*   central led   hy   ette   industrial   |r»up   enly 

The   ir|wnnti   In   fav««r  ef   •• tatti i shin«  »«   »»part   arcani sa • io» 

ara   as   fallava 

Accerdin«   ta  ewr   findln«s,    tita   aaaartin*?  ef  iwwn- traili t lanal 

«vede   is  neglected   in   Pakistan      It   sa ans   that    tha  astt 

efficient   e%tsineeea»en   la   tha   eetentry   have   airendy   fauad 

ansatati  epper tiasii t las   ta  aarn   a   fé   prefit   an   tha   laeal 

Marnât,   Tha   lach   «r   intarast   in   tiport inf   ti   not   se   ante h 

«tota   ta   tha   nan-ava i labi 1 i ty   ef   nan- 1r adi • iana 1    i(*as   which 

«Mi   ha   appartati   as   ta   tha   fact   that   «»per tin«   is  antch  harder 

verfc. 

•éTMitaf*««!   aa   11   MT   ha   far    tha   i n*i i v i dv>a 1   firs*   ta   '• en- 

céntrate  a«   tha   deejastic   trad*,    far    tha   immtry   as   a   vhaia 

It   la   an  sat rastel y   îensatiaf ae tery   state   af   iftairs   since 

It   la   sm< h   in   need   ef   farei«*   earhan«*      It    the   private 

entrepreneurs   are   net   takln«   the   measures   which   are   necessary 

fer   the   sake   ef   the   entire   eeee>oaiy,    the  (tevermnent   should 

initiais   the« 

Te   tails  end  va   surest   the   Qev^rnsaant   ahe*14   fmrm  an   «ipm t 

aanrfcntln«  fir«.    a*at   m  at<er«*nnr*   vit*,   private     •«(•««   lav; 

TaVe   private   setter   shew le   he   inveì ved   t»v    ìsswtn«   charas   te 

tlM   general   aarkat      lhat   the   (iavaraaaat   iMild   heap   a   streng 

la*la   e*   the   cavas» an v 

flan   esperi   aaaraetin«  shew la   he   devia«*!   in   en« n   a  vay   that   it 

caa  «nerate  as   asce essfvi ly   sa   peasihie      rlaerefare   ve   s«c#e*t 

that   1«   Stettin   iswerperate   the   fel levin«   feet «ares 

ft   A   T   T   ¿ ,     - «M   %   '        '    J   T     §       j *   »   A   -4   m    ü    -j   ~¿    r      A   M     lyt 



-  «50 

enapnny   ia  nan  strictly  an privat«   a*aain«aa li»«», 

«IM «ni*  cnüalltinn  b*lnf  tfcat  it   Urn»  e«natanti*  ta 

•p«a ap  n«v   fiatala   «f   «ap«r« 

flM e—pawy   la  mn a»a«l«talv  tn4>M*4»mly  «f th« 

»ftrwint 

|ffici«n«y ia tn« a«pr««>a r««nir«n»at. On« ««p-elaas 

—niftr i« «i»««éT«4 «4M ia p*ra«nallv r«ap«naiala f«r 

«•Main ni ni man   tare«ta  a« 1A« arltlav«« 

If  aacaaaary   a  t«p-elaaa  aawaff  fr«ai aar«a4  an««14  a« an* 

M«   aitami«:  •>•   caaaplataly   fraa   ta  carry   «*t   ta« 

i»w   n«   «a ana   naeaaaary  vital«   ta«   financial   lini ta 

• r   ta«   ewftay     In   particular,   ha   ar  hi a   »»vac*»  Waa   ah««14 

nnva   ta«   riefet   t«   aitai«!   any   ataff  nan»«r  wit«   ia  a«t 

c«nal««r«4   t«   a«   an  affirlant   and  «i i i in«  wrhmr.   lai   «n 

tn« «tn«r nan«  if   tn« nnnafr.   ia  api ta   «f   th«   pairara 

(iv«a  t«   niai,   ia  n«t  aal«   t«   pravnea  fanal   raanlta witnin  a 

rnnaanavla  pnriaat,   a« «ill   *•  4i«nias««   htnaaif. 

flan  ftalaa  «f «ara  af   tn«  ««aapany  ran a«   «ntlin«« aa 

mi lava « 

• ««l««ti«a  «f  anltaal«   «apart  prnateeta 

• aapnrt  narfcat  r«««aren 

• «apart  narfcat ««Tal«pawnt 

-   initiating  inpr«v«*anta  in   i «a a i   pravvi ta 

• «anrninatinn anal   inpr«*«a»«nt af  l««al   pr«4v># ti an 

• pr«-a»ipaa»nt awnlity  cnntrnl. 

4 T   T   è    ,.    •     f N   S  T  »   *     J   r    §       V f   n A  N   *•    c    J   *   r     *  M    V   *      "Ví 



. t>51 

With   tnaee  fenaral  aine   tna   ceapany  is   «at   restrict«*  to   the 

•l^rtiMf  af  patreeha«i€al   and-prad*eta   er   it»«»  BMmafae tttred 

eat   af  Dtch  raw  Materials      A  restriction  of   thia  natura   would 

prafcahly  Mt   ha   cendue i ve   ta   tha  underlyin«   id*«  »f   proaiotin« 

assart«   in  fenaral     »»it,   haeides   etaer   preduet*,    tha   r. oespany 

cavld  alsa   »apart   petrechaaUrala     Under   tha   prêtant   ayate« 

af  aspart   pre«M ti en Miiurti,   a  CMWMIT   ef   thia   type  wnwld 

nava   a vast   field ef  activity einaly   in   pro**)tin«  «sparte 

af  patrae«a«ieals anal   tha ir   sac end er y   predict« 

f.3.1 Ifffill ftttmt 

la  t«a   tastila   aaeter   another  ««anale   s»a»   illustrata  Haw 

direct   Intervent ien ay   tha  Gevarnaant   can  incresea   »at 

•laert   earnlnfe 

In  eactian é   3   2  it was   aKawn that  a   raplaraatent   af  catta« 

ay   pal y eau de   fthree  waail«   raeult   in  a   caasidersbla   ine rasas 

in   fare i éT«  esc nanfe   earnings     It   «»«la,    therefore,    he 
raaeanaele   ta  praaate   tna   cenewsptien   «f  nyian,   whieh  ceuld 

haet   he  daae   hy   a  red«   tin«   in  price,    ujier»  ¿rticlee   baiaf 

var*   priee-elaetie.   Accetdinf  te   etti   J>T e 1 tainaiy   aetisiate 

it   «an «a   aspee ted   that   a   price   redur tien  «f   2u  p# r   rant 

«•Mid  re aalt   in   an  in«reaee   ef  deaand   af   »haut   23   P*i   cent 

Cana i da ri a*   that   en«   a*  af   «rien  can   rallara  aha%i t   <»  kf  tf 

catta«,   1,500   *   af  fatten   cauld  he   espartad   in   "»7».   far 

»la,   if   tlM   price   if   cWit  hy  to ^mr   cent.   rhr «»**#*   thie 

litiennl   ^   J  ail Ilea  •   «-a« Id   ha »at ned 



-   b52   - 

VnaSar amen canditia«« a fra »dan in* tna  •mei.« dnty If  M.   11 
par M •«" «y»«« y«*» ••»•»I« »• aerianaly  canaiderad.   Tfcis 
is   aajnivalant   ta •  prie«  r»*ttti,n  af atamt  20 par  cant. 

fra« a  »«»lie   finança  paint   af vi«*   it   »h»«Id be  canaidarad 
tfcat  tH«  «beliti»« af  thia  taa reawlta   in a redtictian af 
tax  ravanne  af «»««it  81   »illi»« •• •   Tfcat   wawld be  »  hi»* 
»rie« ta pay   far attaining  tna  etatad  incraaae i» farai«« 
aacfcanffa  •arni»«».   ¥•,   tnarefare,   •»«••»   traneferrin«  *•>• 
aaaiea duty  ta  eattaa yarns.   THi«  wa*ld  MM a» «aditiena1 
aUnrfa af  tlia  ardar af 0.20  -   0.5O Ha.   yr k« af yarn. 
TIM  tranafar  mt   tha  ta* wauld »at  anly  nava   ta« «avanta«« 
i**«  tita  ferai**  aaehan«a va%tld aa   earnad  fraa af caat   ta 
tita Oavernnent  »Mt  it «amie alaa prmmmf   tna  •nbetitntiaaj 
•raceea  and at   tna  aaaa  tina  «inali f y  tnaatian.   §i*ca  ascia« 
dwtl««  ara already bain« levied an  eattan vara«,   tfca   eaid 
rat« af  taa tanid  »a  lavi ad vitnavt  addltianal  «lpanee 

»•in« inearrad. 



-   bVi   - 

Masi 

^enaV-Ttr« Poviopwnt  TtndtncUs  of  the   Pei«nd  for Ctrtaia 

P»troch»iiic»l   Products.    1975   -   19*5     )   I in   ten») 

F   r   o   d  u 

LI)   Polyethylene 

HD  Felysthry lene 

Polypropylen«     * ) 

FVC   Res In 

Pelyvenyl    Acetate 

Polystyrene      ) 

Pelyecrylates 

Pkenelic   Rheine 

Dree   Resin 

NeleeUn   Ree in 

Felyurs thane 

A layé!   Resine 

Po 1 yean .1«   ft »re s 

Felyester   rieres 

Synthetic    INèktr 

Methanol 

It heno l   "> ) 

©O* 

•eyl 

Carees  Ri »eli 

ölycer*ne ) 

rere»aléemy#e 

1975 

2 1 » 200 

1 , 7O0 

i»   900 

1 9 , 100 

! , 7O0 

5 , HOO 

900 

900 

5 »éOO 

500 

1 ,000 

1,*00 

1 1 ,000 

V too 

l.éoo 

k , >00 

2%,0OO 

1, too 

9, ?oo 

e, >oo 

1,700 

7 , eoo 

19HO 

19,«OO 

k , 200 

1 ¿» , 900 

kH , (RMJ 

1 , kW) 

! 1 . eoo 

t ,«oo 

2. )oo 

12.HOO 

2 , 200 

* , IOO 

22, M>0 

1 2 . 7<M) 

7 a90*> 

<# , i»(X» 

12. 1<X> 

9 ,èiX> 

1 9 , 5<MJ 

e „(KM) 

1 O,50<) 

1 7 , *HM> 

19*5 

168,800 

10,500 

<*5, 500 

119,loo 

fc,90t) 

21 eoo 

1,è(K) 

5»»00 

29, MX) 

I » 200 

k, «OO 

1 2 » 5<H; 

• », *OXJ 

M,n<M) 

1 1 , (KJ4) 

2<>  teo<' 

4 ì , * 1H » 

1  7 » »MM I 

5<#v 20«> 

•« , M*> 

Avere«» 
Growth 
Nate 

2)   4 

20 i 

25   i 

20   4 

15 4 

15 4 

15 4 

20 1> 

11 4 

10 4 

17 4 

M i 

15 4 

20   4 

7   4 

17 4 

1 s 4 

7 * 

» i 4 

ii 4 

••"•M«*  -.-iy»m»*>**• ) hi|ort*  r# »»traieuti»*«  trm tt*  e»t» M   <*t eXiOS  **»-**?*>     in     «M  'i*   *»»*•*-' 

M-tieetej r**o« "**• «se" o*«m* 
/> •••*»>'•»»»•* 'or  ws»*i**fiw r*srs*BM **• »«!<** i« ** * n»»#re» ,« »wew» #;1* -ler*-*' * 

, 1 It i« 111 eil »t* **• ****••* if 'iiKS» GUMJW* 1« •eistin #1 ; i  M  wn »«, <* 4* «^   » M *•-••*' 
. j fieras rti#t» *• 'm*!  mm sta»tje«| g*»«  **• *<*   ,»#,.••**•« 

V »JSIU. ynf>nset **•* întiueM 

!  •**> 






